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pure design

Karat Series

Reduction to the essentials: The Karat series from Canton combines pure design with pure listening pleasure.
State-of-the-art technology in simple yet elegant furniture quality cabinets represents the Canton ideal of
loudspeakers. Information about the Karat series as well as the complete line of Canton loudspeakers is available
in our new "Living HiFi" Magazine.

To receive afree copy, please contact Canton, 1723 Adams Street NE,

Minneapolis, MN 55413, call 612-706-9250, or visit www.cantonusa.com.
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here do audiophiles come
from?
Imust have been 11 or 12
when my father took me to my first audio
show, at aswank hotel somewhere in San
Francisco in the late 1960s. The memories
arc still vivid: going from room to room,
collecting brochures in a white plastic
TDK promotional bag, and listening to
demos as the salesfolk explained their latest products.
That TDK bag wasn't asafe hiding
place for those hi-fi brochures for
months afterward, as Ishuffled through
the pile to read about the H.H. Scott or
Harman/Kardon receivers one more
time. Experiencing that show and endlessly staring at the color photos of components planted seeds of audio curiosity
very deep in me, from where they have
since grown to alter the course of my
life. It didn't hurt that Dad had built his
own audio system and, as soon as I
could hold a soldering iron steady,
helped me assemble astereo amplifier
and apair of loudspeakers.
While in high school in the 1970s, Idiscovered Garland Audio, asmall high-end
audio shop in San Jose, California, that
would let apesky teenager with hardly a
dollar to his name come in and listen to
(and touch!) the Magnepans, the Levinson
ML-1 preamp with ML-2 monoblocks,
and anything else that had just arrived. At
the end of the year, they even bought an
ad in our high school yearbook.
Then, when Iwas in college, there was
the local audio shop in San Luis Obispo,
run by acouple of self-taught audio and
music enthusiasts. They hired me parttime and explained in great detail the
black audio arts of setting cartridge VTA,
soldering pricey audio cables, and proper
operation of the Nitty Gritty recordcleaning machine. We eventually became
partners, and many employees who subsequently passed through Audio Ecstasy's
sound rooms now work in the audio and
music industries.
Twenty years after that first audio show
in San Francisco, Ireturned the favor and
invited my Dad to the 1989 Stereophile
show at the Dunfee Hotel in San Mateo,
California. It was the first Stereophile show
for both of us, we had agreat time taking
an amplifier listening test together (remember that one, JA?), and Dad got to see
to what awildly different beast the hi-fi
culture had evolved into in just two
decades. It was exciting for both of us to
Stereophile, June 2002

sec and hear the new MartinLogan
Statement loudspeakers, and to speak in
person with Madrigal's Jim Shannon
about Mark Levinson amplifier design.
That my story is hardly unique was
revealed by apoll suggested by reader
Arnel Enero and conducted on the
Stereophik website awhile back. It turns
out that most of you, too, got your starts
at the hands of audiophiles who generously shared their enthusiasm and
advice. Typical is reader David Badner,
whose father started him out with his
first mono system. "It was a Radio
Craftsman amp (triode-wired PP KT66)
and tuner, Brocinere preamp, Garrard
turntable with aflip ceramic cartridge,
and a12" coaxial EV speaker in aboombox cabinet. He also gave me access to
his extensive collection of classical LPs
and 78s. Iwas in fifth grade when he
gave it to me. It was the late '60s, and
this equipment was considered obsolete.
It was agreat start!"
Many of you, like Mike Malinowski,
caught the audio spark in your local audio
shops: "A few years out of college, while
wandering around Philadelphia, Istumbled on a small high-end audio salon:
Chestnut Hill Audio. Although poor, I
was convinced that my Bose-Panasonic
system was the best —Stereo Review told
nie so! The ownerjack Rubinson, patiently demo'd several systems that Icould
never afford at that time. Listening to
Quad speakers with aLinn turntable was
an epiphany." Another reader: "It was Mr.
Michael Kay at Lyric in NYC, when he let
agroup of five 18-year-olds listen to the
Infinity IRSes for several hours after a
brutal Calculus 2exam."
"I was 16 years old," wrote Ken
Kirkpatrick. "I went to astore to get astylus for my grandmother. Inoticed they
had IClipschorns. Iasked for ademo. They
used aBelle Klipsch in the center, aMac
tube amp, and anice turntable. He put on
Headeases 'Never Been Any Reason,' followed by ZZ Top's 'LaGrange.' It was
loud. It was clear. Iwas stunned —I could
hardly speak and Iwas hooked. My system has evolved over the years, and Ionce
had those Klipschorns. But that original
memory is still burned into my brain. It
was the first time that Irealized that a
recording could put goosebumps all over
you, just like live music. It's all about the
music. It is agreat hobby."
Quite afew of you were exposed while
in school. Reader René Fortier credited

It

Iverson

his ninth-grade music-appreciation class:
"It was a small classroom with soundenhancement materials all around and
two huge horn speakers with monster
tube amps. Isat five rows back, in the center. We listened to Prokofiev (Petty and the
Won. As each instrument was played, my
teacher told us what it was, and who
and/or what it represented. As the music
progressed, Ifound myself immersed in a
fantastic world. At the end of that class, I
promised myself that one day Iwould
have that kind of experience in my own
home. Thirty-four years later, Iam almost
there! Thanks to all of you who take the
time to teach our young."
The point here is probably obvious. If
you are proficient in the arts of cartridge
alignment or biasing tube amplifiers, pass
your skills on to someone. If you have
some used gear that you've just replaced,
instead of looking for the highest bidder
on eBay, find someone just starting out
and give them abetter-than-great deal, or
at least generous financing ternis, to begin
their first high-end system.
If you work in an audio shop and have
the time, show those curious kids with
only pennies in their pockets what their
music can sound like. Encourage them to
bring in what they like — no music snobbery allowed — so they can hear it in all its
glory. To them it will sound good, no matter how it was recorded. And whenever
possible, promote music programs at your
local schools.
Dad, you probably had no idea how
important it was for me that you dragged
me from room to room at that hi-fi show
more than three decades ago. Thanks.
And thanks, Motu —you helped me find
and test the ultimate speaker cloth and
brought home lots of great music. Thanks,
Garland Audio and J. Gordon Holt.
Thanks, Jim Moyer and Jim Haigh.
Thanks also to all of the audio-equipment
manufacturers who took the time to come
by our store to tell stories and listen to
music, knowing that there is more to this
business than taking orders.
Iencourage each of you to find someone, or abunch of someones, preferably
young (most Stereo/Ad(' readers say their
interest began when they were between
11 and 16), and become their audio mentor. And take them to the Home
Entertainment 2002 show in New York
City, at the Manhattan Hilton over the
May 30 -June 2weekend. It will probably change their lives forever.
5
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We're not suggesting that the all-new

Mark Levinson" Premium Sound System

Lexus ES 300 should hang in the Louvre.

at hand, quiet moments may be all too rare.

Or in any museum. But as an outstanding

In our effort to engage every one of

example of the automaker's craft, it's almost

your senses, Lexus has not overlooked the

certainly worthy of attention.

most important one: your sense of safety

Artful design is apparent in the ES 300's

A new three-stage driver's airbag and new

full-length side-curtain airbags

sleek new body which has been

help to provide protection

thoroughly restyled with
aerodynamics as well
as aesthetics in mind.
Inside, you will

(

AT WHAT POINT

in the unforeseen event

BE Cdr;JâiA
):ERED

discover awhole new
world of luxury The cabin

FINE ART?

itself is trimmed in fine leather; of

of asevere frontal or
side-impact collisioni
Admittedly, the new
ES 300 isn't the kind of

art you want to sit and admire.

aquality normally reserved for automobiles

This car calls out to be driven. And with a

costing thousands more. Run your hand

210-horsepower VG engine teamed with

along the sculpted contours of the driver's

its new, five-speed automatic transmission,

seat — the seams almost feel hand stitched.

it easily qualifies as performance art.

Rich, burled walnut wood accents adorn the
dashboard, console and door panels.

Perhaps the question we posed earlier
is best answered with another question.

Sophisticated new sound absorption

Where better to mull over what passes

technology makes this the quietest ES 300

for art these days than behind the wheel of

cabin ever. Although, with an available

acar that has the power to move you?

Can an automobile delight, comfort, fascinate and energize you?
Take lexus.com for atest drive. The Passionate Pursuit of Perfection.

t_smictis

'signed to inflate in asevere frontal collision. The side-impact and side-curtain airbags are designed to inflate in asevere side-impact collision. In all other accidents, the airbags will not inflate. Iii
atback. Die elot use rearward-facing child seats in any front passenger scat. 'Flee fierce of adeplosing airbag SRS may cause serious injury. Please see your Owner's Manual for further instructions.
ar seat, obey all speed laws and drive responsibly. For more information, call 8(m0-1.1SA-LEXUS i800-872-5398).
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"... the Servo-15 rules ... will do things
that no other subwoofer I've heard will..."
-Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide on the Servo-15
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Letter
Goofy hobby
Editor:
Istrongly feel that Lisa Astor's column is a
welcome feature and an interesting twist
on our goofy, if not insane, hobby.
Jim Ronsanello
yoam@msn.com
Sadly, as Iexplain elsewhere in this issue, this
month's `Astor Place" is the last appearance of
Lisa's writings in Stereophile. This issue is also
the last to feature Jonathan Scull's "Fine Tunes"
column.
—JA
Got it wrong
Editor:
Regarding John Marks' comments in the
April issue's "Letters" (p.9), it was Lt.
Arthur Trae in the Perry Mason stories.
George Bessiriger
bri4nity@coxnet
Got it even more wrong
Editor:
Iwould like to point out a mistake in
April's "Recommended Components."
The EAR/Yoshino Paravicini M100A
power amplifier is transformer-coupled
and solid-state. However, it was listed as a
"Class A (Tube)" component.
Seseas: Sukas
hasa180@hotmail.cont
Got it right
Editor:
Great job by Thomas Conrad on the Roy
DuNann story in April. Nice photography also. This may be the most satisfying
and important article I've read in StereoPete Rogosky
pcblun@trixto
It's the music that's real
Editor:
Iwant to add my voice to those who have
suggested expanding Stereophile's "Record
Reviews" section. As a longtime subscriber who has already carefully assembled an audio system that will suit me for
life, Iread with only passing interest reviews of the latest and greatest equipment.
Neat stuff, but kind of out of reach, you
know? But Ido read every word of the
record reviews.
Idig everything from classical to bluegrass to acid rock —and alot in between.
Although Idon't think any era will ever
surpass the musical genius that emerged
frosts the year 1971, terrific things are still
being done. Share more of your discoveries
Stereophile, June 2002

player doesn't work any more; no, wait...
can't copy the discs.
Okay, forget SACD, Ican get anewand-improved second-generation DVD-R
(or is that DVD+RW...? No, wait, it's
DVD-RW) recorder that will play the
MP3s Ican't make anymore, but won't
play my three DVD-A discs Igot before
the first SACD player, and won't play the
seven SACDs from Sony. It
play my
"perfect sound forever" CDs, and will
even equal the six-hour record time and
quality of the $49 VCR from Wal-Mart.
Oh look — it's only $2000...
One future?
Whew.. .finally got that straightened
Editor:
out.
Cary Scheck
Okay...I'm starting to get it.
Sherman Oaks, CA
Twenty years ago Igot aVCR with a
caty@compcond.com
whopping six hours of recording time
(albeit at low quality), but my new Cl)
Another future
player had "perfect sound forever."
Now my Cl) player isn't good enough; I Editor:
Ihave decided to sell my stereo equipment.
need DVD-Audio with four times the bits.
This decision coincides with apoll on the
But wait, Ican do with 90%/over bits and
Sternlieb' website —www.stereophile.comi
it'll sound great on my Sony MP3 player.
showvote.cgi?241 —asking "What do you
No, wait...just four times the bits isn't good
think is the primary cause of the music
enough, Ineed SACD because its fourindustry's slump?" Iapplauded the convetimes-the-bits sound better than DVD-A's
nience that CI) offered. Ihave all of my
four-times-the-bits. No, Ican get by with
discs in aCl) jukebox. Inever have to han90% /ewer bits with my $20,000 Linn music
dle them, once installed. The sound is very
server. No, that doesn't work either,
good coming out of my stereo system.
because Sony is going to encrypt my music
Well, almost. Icannot stand the jitter
so Ican't use any MP3 player. Guess Iwill
and the digital sound on some CDs. Now
have to use my SACD.
No.. wait. That $5000 SACD player I the recording industry wants to copyprotect this imperfectly recorded garbage.
bought last month isn't good enough;
They should be glad they had customers
Sony is going to put only 0.000001% of its
like me buying recordings that they knew
catalog out on SACD, and only 10% of
were inferior. Inever illegally copied anythat in multichannel format, but Ineed to
thing. Inever will. Idon't have the time or
buy the new $3000 player to handle it.
Maybe Ican use both, 'cause the M133 patience to baby-sit that process. The recording industry does not have to bother
with me anymore. Now I'm making it my
business to not allocate my time or money
Letters to the Editor should be sent
to ahobby that I've had for most of my
as faxes or e-mails only (until further
life. Corporate greed killed it for me.
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
No, I'm not canceling my subscription to
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
Stenophile.While Ihave in the past disagreed
marked otherwise, all letters are
with Michael Freiner and his thoughts on a
assumed to be for possible publica$70,000 turntable, Ido respect and agree
tion. In the spirit of vigorous debate
with his thoughts on analog sound. Michael
implied by the First Amendment,
Fremer is almost alone wolf in this digital
and unless we are requested not to,
world. Ilook forward to his column every
we publish correspondents' e-mail
month, even if I'm no longer participating
addresses. Please note: We are
in the hobby.
Rick Shapiro
unable to answer requests for informayschapelPodsejuno.cont
mation on specific products or systems. If you have problems with
Thanks flr the kind words, Rick, and sorry to
your subscription, call toll-free (800)
hear you're leaping the hobby. Hope you rdunt
666-3746, or write to Sterwphile, P.O.
when and ff .youji•el the need 'es, the record inBox 53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
dustry is really messed up right now, but vinyl is

of great music with us. Give us more of
excellent pieces like the one in April on the
Dead's boxed set, which serves as aperfect
example of what Ibelieve asilent majority
of your readers most appreciate about the
magazine: insights into the latest and best
music —no matter what style it may be.
The equipment stuff is fun (even
though good old two-channel stereo is
just fine by me). But isn't it the music
that's real?
John Meyers
jdnuyers@adelphiane
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Letters
doinq really well, and there's so much new to
choose from. Ya!! come back soon!
— Michael Fremer

The answer?
Editor:
More than adecade ago, embracing the
exciting new world of digital, Igave
away my AR turntable and consigned
my substantial record collection to a
vacant closet. A Wadia front-end feeding
Krell electronics and Energy Ventas
speakers via TARA Labs cables constitute my current listening system.
After more than adecade of gentle prodding by Jerry Roblyer, agood friend and
great dealer (Cinema and Sound,
Albuquerque, New Mexico), Ipurchased a
Rega 25 turntable, Rega Exact cartridge
(gotta strongly disagree with Mr. Fremer's
opinion of the Exact), aMistral phono preamp, and TARA Labs interconnect. Iam
blown away: no digital front-end can match
the majesty and musical coherence of vinyl.
Pulled my albums out of the closet and
started buying available vinyl, new and
used, with afrenzy. Ihaven't experienced
listening-induced goosebumps in years;
now Ilive with 'em. Vinyl rules, and baby,
I ain't never goin' back. DVD-A or
SACD, CD encoding — who gives ashit?
L Holcomb
Lholcomb47@cs.cont
Annoying themes
Editor:

Stenvphile publishes intelligent, articulate
articles, entertaining letters, and great record
reviews that are far more detailed and informative than most others. Howeven you do
have some annoying editorial themes, and
John Marks' complaints about free-riding
Web surfers and telephone shoppers in the
March 2002 issue is an example.
If the listening facilities, at-home trials,
and in-person expert advice offered by
"full-service" dealers are so valuable, they
should simply charge afee for these services. I'll gladly pay this fee if what I'm
getting is worth the price. However, if my
local dealer can't come reasonably close to
the prices of reputable dealers elsewhere,
he hasn't earned my business.
The only true "free-riding" problem is
that out-of-state buyers can avoid state and
local sales tax (a hefty 825% in New York
City), creating an incentive to look near
home and buy from afar. This is but a
minor example of the inequities created
by our Byzantine tax laws, but Idigress, as
does Mr. Marks. Let's get back to stereo
systems.
Name withheld
Royoser@aol.com
Broad brushstrokes
Editor:
John Marks' thoughtful column on
bricks-and-mortar retailers who arc exploited by shoppers seeking only the lowest prices (March 2002, p.5) gets part of
12

the point, but that's an awful large brush
he's using. It's no stretch to agree that customers shouldn't take advantage of a
retailer—either at astore or online—if
they know in advance that they aren't
going to buy from him.
However, most online customers are
not simply looking to exploit traditional
bricks-and-mortar dealers in order to find
lower prices; many people choose to shop
online because, in my experience, they
arc looking for asuperior way to shop.
The belief that bricks-and-mortar dealers
arc the "acceptable" retail channel rests on
anumber of myths:
Myth 1: Traditional dealers ofier mow knowlede and better service Many specialty audio
shops do provide excellent service, but the
image of the patient, knowledgeable, gentle sales staff has been amply disputed, if
only anecdotally, over the years —and not
only in letters to Stemphile In fact, in the
same month John Marks' column appeared
in my mailbox, one of the world's foremost
turntable manufacturers said this about
New York City dealers in ahigh-profile
online forum: "They stink. Not only don't
they audition anything but if they did and
you bought it Iguarantee the setup would
be wrong." (his emphasis) This produced a
slew of responses from customers of New
York dealers who were ... well, let's be generous and say they were not likely to return
to most of those shops.
Myth 2: Traditional dealers understand their
markets. Bricks-and-mortar dealers arc,
with all due respect, part of the limit of the
High End's appeal. For years they have
held virtual oligopolies on high-quality
audio equipment while bemoaning the industry's inability to woo new customers
successfully. Who is to blame, if not those
who have been granted exclusive license
to sell product? Does anybody really believe that the visibility and success of the
High End arc improved when successful
manufacturers support 50 dealers instead
of 500? (I know there are problems with
supporting so many dealers, but exposing
too few people to the High End isn't one
of them.) It is avicious circle, and more
than aminor irony, when dealers want to
be exclusive representatives for their manufacturers while complaining that the
High End has stagnated.
Most dealers who sell specialty audio
equipment apparently refuse to believe
that arising tide raises all boats, and so the
old business models persist. Bricks-andmortar dealers guard their product lines
jealously, while the High End hemorrhages potential customers by the
hundreds of thousands to mediocre hometheater systems from mediocre "appliance"
stores — because these customers have
never heard of high-end audio, are not
convinced of its value, or feel intimidated
or uncomfortable in high-end audio stores.
While John Marks rightly bemoaned the
"self-defeating shortsightedness of free rid-

ing," he overlooked the stubborn myopia
of many traditional retailers.
Myth 3: Online retailers ahvays undercut
traditional retailers. This view makes two assumptions: that bricks-and-mortar retailers
always sell at full retail prices, and that online retailers always discount merchandise.
Both are untrue. No doubt many retailers
refuse markdowns, but it is hardly asecret
that even most "legitimate" retailers routinely offer wink-wink discounts on prices
that they've pledged to uphold — the same
practice they condemn when it arises elsewhere, to their disadvantage.
Icannot speak for other online retailers,
but we do not sell products for less than
our agreements with manufacturers permit. That means our customers must
choose us for reasons other than price,
such as service or convenience, which arc
perfectly legitimate. Those customers do
so in ever-increasing numbers.
Myth 4: Only traditional dealers permit customers to hear equipment befOre they buy. How
long do you listen on atypical visit to even
awell-regarded shop? Thirty minutes of
listening to asingle system would be a
long time, and in that system, it is likely
that all of the components would be unfamiliar, making it impossible to determine
how any single piece will sound in your
system. The room itself is also not your
own, and since we know that every room
has aunique sonic signature, it's all but
certain that anything in the store will
sound very different once you get it home.
So take it home, right? Wrong. One of
the stores near my house is routinely mentioned as one of the premier high-end vendors in the country, but they do not allow
home auditions before they take your
money. You can receive credit if you decide
against the product you "borrow" (for a
weekend at most), but they will not give
you arefund. It's all well and good to say
that Ishouldn't shop at adealer with these
policies, but given that it is the area's exclusive dealer for a number of "marquee"
manufacturers, obtaining those products
elsewhere is all but impossible. And Ilive in
one of the country's largest cities — what
are folks in Omaha and Boise to do?
At Red Trumpet and many other online
retailers, folks from Omaha and Boise —
and Boston and Miami and Los Angeles —
can learn alot about each component by
reading magazine reviews, checking online
descriptions, or calling toll-free, but, most
important, customers can try components
for up to 30 days in their own homes. If-a
piece doesn't work out, they just send it
back. In our case, we'll arrange for arefund
or credit, whichever the customer prefers.
Many of our customers believe that shopping with us is more pleasant, more
accommodating, and results in equipment
that is truly right for them.
Myth 5: Traditional dealers luny invested
heavily in retail space and product lines, and they
deseny your business for that. This view
Stereophile, June 2002

They say music is the universal language.
Meet its most fluent weaker.
op,..

B& W's new Signature 800 is per aps the world's-Most fluent
speaker of the "Universal Language". Endowed with the
very latesd&W technology, Signature 800 reveals every
nuance of music and movie soundtracks. AI aspects of the
Signature 800, from our world-famous4B&W drivers, to the
exotic Tiger's Eye Maple finish, speak volumes about our
understanding of the language of music and our
appreciation for design. Audition these remarkable
speakers at your authorized 8&W dealer and you'll know
why the new Signature 800 is so well spoken.

B&W
www.bwspeakers.com
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SLP-2002
Fully Balanced Vacuum Tube Preamplifier

After years of traditional hi-fi, you've heard it played
loud. You've heard bass. You've even heard detail. But
nothing—nothing—can match the jaw-dropping, soulstirring thrill of acombined Cary Audio digital and analog component that captures the very heart and passion
of the music. Over the last several years we have been
reappraising what hi-fidelity is and can be. In this spirit,
we are pleased to announce the new generation of the
CD-303/200 and CD-306/200 CD players. These new
Cary players feature the new Pacific Microsonics PMD200 digital filters along with up sampling rates to 192
kHz. The new Carys rival any CD players available on
the market today!
When it comes to analog, nobody even comes close to
the Cary sound. The analog sound from the new SLP2002 vacuum tube preamp is absolutely spectacular. The
SLP-2002 is a true balanced preamplifier with every

feature one would desire and expect from a Cary. We
have even put output transformers on board for earphone
listening. This new preamplifier has analog, motorized
remote control and even acinema by-pass switch.
We believe in fresh and new approaches to hi-fidelity.
We hope you believe as well. Contact your local Cary
dealer for fresh new Carys.

lite
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111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828

www.caryaudio.com

Letters
assumes that customers should bear the
"cost of doing business" even when they
are not well-served by aparticular business
model. A traditional =der invests in
showrooms; asuccessful online retailer incurs significant costs in establishing agood
e-commerce website and must work doubly hard to build areputation for excellent
customer service when he cannot meet
customers face to face. In the end, the dealer who deserves acustomer's business is
the one who meets his or her needs.
The reality is that the nature of retail
business is changing. Online merchandising is here to stay, and successful companies will find honest ways to make the
most of it. Customers arc choosing new
retail channels for many reasons, and it
would be both inaccurate and ashame to
conclude that people who buy online or
by mail order arc devious or cheap. Most
of them simply consider online shopping
abetter way to buy.
Peter Braverman
peter@redtrimspet.wm
An important step
Editor:
While Inormally roll my eyes at some of
the more pedantic of the "fact-checker"
letters Stereophile prints, Ifelt compelled to
write in response to John Marks' "As We
See It" in March, in which he described
the theory of "The Tragedy of the Commons." This theory was not developed by
economists or historians, but was the
product of Garrett Hardin, awell-respected biologist. Hardin's work represented an
incredibly important step in the field of
conservation biology and ecology, and it
pains me to see other disciplines given
credit for his work.
Charles Hanifin
chanifin@bioloeusu.edu
The notion of the conunons tragedy was first
advanced in an 1833 publication by William
livster Lloyd (17954852). Lloyd held the
Drummond Chair at Oxford in the 1830s.
Lloyd's parable was one (Ow earliest and is certainly the most eltgant relination of Adam
Smith's "invisible hand" dieory, at least when
Smith's theory is applied to resources held in consMOIL Lloyd's parable sass also one of the earliest
clear statements (fibe notion of 'stamina! utility.
Ians, of courst; familiar with Hardin's work.
But it certainly tisis not as original as Mr.
Nandi,: believes.
—John Marks

what the wife/significant other would
think: There is as much chance of my wife
looking through Stertvphile as her leafing
through my Road &Track and commenting
on the Fl season. Rock on. Keith Dinsmore
Icenine2@attbi.com
Effective advertising?
Editor:
Before all the feminists and puritans start
whining about nudity in Stermphile, Iwould
just like to say that Ifound Synergistic
Research's ad in April quite effective.
Granted, nudity has no real place in astereo
magazine, but it will certainly keep the company's naine fresh in one's mind. And that's
the objective of advertising.
Craig Rupert
Richmond, VA
mspert@attbi.com
Offensive advertising?
Editor:
Some folks take this audiophile hobby
way too seriously. 'just wanted to say that
it's nice to see abit more humor in your
magazine. Iespecially enjoyed the "I've
got a woody!" ad by Upscale Audio
(March 2002, p.102). There was nothing
offensive about the ad. It didn't poke fun
at either gender and it was completely
harmless. Just plain ol' fun stuff! Keep it
up. Thanks!
Abe Collins
near Denver, CO
AbeCollins@attbi.cons
hen the page
Editor:
Amy Eisenberg's letter (April, p.9) is total
nonsense. NVhy should Staraphik censor
ads because of her opinions? The Upscale
ads] arc not offensive and Itliink they are
amusing. She should get alife and turn the
page.
Name withheld
WeiserB@aotcom
These are just a_kw of the many letters we
received, not one of which agreed with Ms.
Eisenberg that Upscale Audio's "woody" ad n'as
*wive. But in view ethe points made in the
Jollowiv letter, it might be appropriate to consider the sfctiveness of ass ad that obliges up to half
of its intended audience to, in "WeiserB"'s phrase,
"turn the pe'."
—JA

His Fi or Her Fi?
Editor:
It is interesting that this subject has come
up. Ihave proposed the use of this sceAmusing advertising?
nario as aresearch project for the MBA
Editor:
marketing seminar next tenis at Virginia
When Isaw the Synergistic Research advertisement in Stereophile (April, p.143), I Commonwealth University.
We know [the lack of women involved
laughed so hard Ialmost wet my pants
in the audio hobby] isn't due to:
thinking of all the "cancel my subscription
1) alack of ability to hear
letters" you'd receive.
2) alack of interest in music (women buy
Three things: 1) Just apply those canthe majority of concert tickets)
celed subscriptions to mine. 2) Iknow the
3) alack of money (women of means
woman in this ad has nothing to do with
now buy plenty of automobiles, houses,
audio equipment, but Idon't care; Ilove
vacations, etc.)
audio equipment and beautiful women. 3)
4) the fact that it is currently maleFor those whiners who are wondering
Stereophile, June 2002

dominated (consider the turnaround in
bicycle sales beginning afew years ago)
My conjecture is that it is lack of appropriate marketing. The current state of hi-fi is
rather like what is called the "drills and
holes" scenario: Stores sell drills, but what
customers actually want is the hole the drill
makes. Hi-fi is marketed in terms of watts
per channel, lines of resolution, signal/noise
ratio, and their ilk; in other words, "drills."
Among consumers of means, women
(and men who are not audiophiles) need
to be sold what the product does for the
consumer: provide a satisfying musical
experience in one's own environment.
For example: Ihave talked to the women who get their cars serviced at the
BMW dealer where Iget my car serviced.
Their feelings about their cars are not centered on horsepower, gear ratios, stopping
distance, or even miles per gallon. They
describe what the car provides: luxury,
comfort, security, reliability.
Your thoughts?
George Flanagin
!i.orgebright-crayon.cont
Feeling alone?
Editor:
As you have written many times throughout the years, most of the general public
is not very understanding of our hobby. I
am yet to really make afriend who shares
my interest in high-end audio, even
though I have met many wannabes.
However, Stereophile has been my advisor
since 1972 through many sizable purchases and has made nie feel like Iam not
alone out here.
MR
sivardspeed@hotmaitcom
Lee & "Fever"
Editor:
Thanks for Barry Willis' Peggy Lee
memorial (April, p27). Iagree with all
the good things said. One point of fact:
Little Willie John's recording of "Fever"
was actually the original; Peggy's was the
cover, arguably one of the last "race" records of the '50s.
Cane Basinger
btidgtguy@aw.to
Lee & recordings
Editor:
In regard to Barry Willis' "Industry Update" on Peggy Lec: Alice Goodman was
the one who brought Peggy Lee to Benny
Goodman's attention. Peggy Lee never
"fronted" the BG band; Benny was the
only one who got to do that. Peggy went
to work for BG in August 1941 and retired in 1943. In 1944 she was lured out
of retirement by Dave Dexter at Capitol
Records, staying with them until 1952.
Capitol wouldn't let her record "Lover,"
so she went over to Decca and stayed
there for five years. She went back to
Capitol in 1957 and remained with them
for the remainder of her recording career.
Phil Karsch
pkarsch@atlantic.iret
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wATT/P ppY

System 7

Because the WATT/Puppy System 6 is the best selling over-$10,000
loudspeaker in history, one might expect Wilson Audio to leave well
enough alone. But that would overlook Wilson's commitment to
define for the industry the bounds of the possible in speaker design.

Introducing the WATT/Puppy System 7
Wilson's unique materials research has led to the first new WATT
cabinet in its 17-year history. For the first time. the Puppy has anew
driver. And to better integrate the two, countless hours were spent
refining the crossover The changes appear subtle: the difference they
make is not. In terms of resolution, coherence, bass speed and
impact, an already great loudspeaker has been raised to an astonishing new level. Finally, new styling cues join the WATT and Puppy more
beautifully than ever.
It was apainstaking process, but at the end of the day we had to be

From left to right; WATT/Puppy Series 5(1995): WATT/Puppy System 7(2002);
WATT/Puppy System 6(1999). the ongmal WATT on aGI:waiter Stand (1985)

able say one thing with confidence: This is the best WATT/Puppy the
world has ever known.

Hear the new System 7 in the Gibson Suite at HE 2002 in New York City, May 30-June 2, 2002

LLSOW

2233 Mountain Vista Lane, Provo, Utah. 84606 .www.wilsonaudio.com .801-377-2233
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Industry
UK: SCOTLAND
ion Iverson
SACD and DVL)-Audio have been slow
finding their ways into higher-end players. Sony dominates the market for
SACD, and the other major consumerelectronics manufacturers are trickling
out DVD-A and universal players. The
few exceptions include SACD machines from Classé and Accuphase.
Soon to be added to the list: Linn.
March saw Sony, Linn, and ESS
Technology, acreator of chip technology
for digital video, digital home systems,
and home networking, announcing a
cooperative effort to support the SACD
format in DVD players by incorporating
ESS's Vibratto DVD single-chip products in Linn designs.
Initially, Linn says, it will produce two
standard versions — one mid-market,
one high-end —of its Silver Disk Engine
(first shown at the Consumer Electronics
Show in 2002), which incorporates the
technology from the collaboration.
According to Linn, the SDE can be
tailored by other manufacturers to suit
their audio and video processing and
control interfaces, and will be available in
mid-2002.
The companies add that the SDE integrates the SAC!) format, ESS Technology's navigation software from its
Vibratto chip family, and Linn's audiovideo design expertise to create "the
first implementation of this core technology to suit high-quality consumer

products and play any audio disc put
into it." The companies go on to say that
Sony has provided "the key CD and
Super Audio CD playback device,
which Linn has used in conjunction
with ESS MPEG decoder chips to produce aplayback engine that plays the
formats desired by discerning endusers." The group says that these formats include Cl), SACD, multichannel
SACD, DVD, and DVD-Audio.
US: NEW YORK
Peter van Willenswaard
In the September 2001 Stereophile Ireported on adebate in Amsterdam the
previous May, during the 110th AES
Convention, on DS1) 24-bit/192kHz
PCM audio coding. The most important
participants in the debate were Stanley
Lipshitz and John Vanderkooy of
Canada's University of Waterloo on the
PCM side, James Angus (consultant to
Sony-Philips) and Derk Reefman
(Philips) for DSD. The former were convinced that DSI) is not agood format for
professional and high-quality audio; in
their computer simulations, DSD had
shown up as inherently distorted, whatever the amount or type of dither added.
'The latter argued that all unwanted artifacts in the audioband could be eliminated to less than a20-bit level with the
proper application of dither.
In that report, Imentioned the four
makers (at that time) of DSD AID converters and suggested that only Philips

Update
would have to worry about the criticism, as that firm was the only one to
use real 1-bit A/Ds. The others, such as
Sony and dCS, used various hybrid
schemes from three-level (1.5 bits) to
five bits. In a private e-mail to me,
Lipshitz pointed out that his criticism
applied to all DSD A/Ds whatever their
input format, as in all cases the data are
eventually reduced to the 1-bit format
of DS') itself. Istand corrected.
The 111th AES Convention, planned
for September 2001 in New York City
but actually held the following December, included afollow-up to this discussion. Angus presented "Effective
Dither in High Order Sigma-Delta
Modulators" (paper #5478), the most
brilliant short treatise on sigma-delta
modulators I have ever read. Unfortunately, it barely addressed Lipshitz's
criticisms.' Lipshitz/Vanderkooy presented l'art 2 of "Towards a Better
Understanding of Sigma-Delta Modulators," which now treated not only the
1-bit case, but the 1.5-bit variety as well,
where it found similar artifacts.
However, the tone of this paper was distinctively milder than in the previous
two (the first of which was headed
"Why Professional 1-Bit Sigma-Delta
Conversion is aBad Idea"). Surely, naked

1If you want to understand the basics of sigma-delta
converters witl
unnecessarily difficult mathematics, this paper can
ordered t
the AES it
www.aes.org.

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where, and who to (212) 886-2809
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event. The deadlinefor the August 2002 issue
is June 3. Mark the fax `;4ttention Stephen
Mtjias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
Please note that it is not appropriate for
retailers to promote new product lines in "Calendar" unless this is associated with aseminar
or similar event,
Stereophile, June 2002

GEORGIA

• Sunday, May 19, 2-5pm, the Community Clubhouse (4522 Kingsgate
Drive, Dunwoody): The Atlanta Audio
Society is hosting aseminar featuring
Edge Electronics. Co-designer, Steven
Norber, will demonstrate and discuss
the features of the battery-operated
Signature preamplifier and NL-10 laser
power amplifier. Guests are welcome.
For more info, visit www.mindspring
.com/-chucksaudio/index.htm or call
Chuck Bruce at (770) 493-7105.

MAINE

• Tuesday, June 4, 7pm: The New
England Music Company (424 Payne
Road, Scarborough) will host aseminar
with Richard Vandersteen on the importance of waveform preservation in
loudspeakers. Please R.S.V.P. at (207)
883-4173.
MICHIGAN

• Superior Sight 6. Sound (West
Bloomfield) is pleased to announce that
it has been appointed the Michigan
17
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Update

sigma-deltas do weird things, such as
signal-frequency-dependent idle tones
of considerable amplitude. But once you
apply dither, even if it can't be the theoretically ideal amount,2 things become
clean to -120dB in the band of interest,
even in the simulations in the paper.
In an AES workshop dedicated to the
debate, Reefinan gave a presentation
that showed that even this reasonably
low level of distortion could still be lowered dramatically using predistortion
tactics. Once you know how your modulator distorts, you can add asuitable
predistorted signal to the modulator
input that nearly cancels the distortion
at the modulator output. This is so effective that 1)SD distortion levels can be
brought down (in the bandwidth of interest) to -160dB, and possibly even to
-180c1B. Reefirian also mentioned that
the effect of dithering 1-bit modulators
is fundamentally different from and
subject to fewer restrictions than the
dithering multibit PCM systems, asubject on which Angus was scheduled to
elaborate upon at the May 2002 AES
convention in Munich.
The forum of this workshop diverged
in an interesting way from what had
been announced in the Convention Program booklet distributed at the meeting.
James Angus (consultant to Sony-Philips)
and Derk Reefinan (Philips) defended
DSD, Malcolm Omar Hawksford was
more or less in the middle, and Lipshitz
and Vanderkooy, plus Bob Stuart
(Meridian) and Peter Craven (consultant
to Meridian), were to defend PCM.
However, the last two canceled just days
before the convention. Unconfirmed
rumors liad it that this was because
2iii aI-hit system. the theoretically correct illiotnit of
Aso .Ihit. ink-mine that there is no d.n.ispace
leti twer for the aiiiliti stuii.il.
—JA

dither is

Meridian, until then astrong proponent
of DVD-Audio, had begun work on an
SACD player.

wood's profits; a similar bill has not
been introduced there. Its presence in
the Senate is widely seen as an incentive
to all concerned industries to come up
US: WASHINGTON. DC
with asolution for the piracy problem.
Barry Willis
The CBDTPA (previously known as
If Senator "Fritz" Hollings has his way,
the Security Systems Standards and
coming generations of electronic prodCertification Act) is strongly backed by
ucts will monitor their users' behavior the entertainment industry, which has
and report possible copyright violacalled for alegally mandated hardware
tions to some governmental regulatory
solution to the piracy problem in the
agency. That's one of the more omi- wake of the audio file-sharing phenomenous provisions in Hollings' Consumer
non that some executives blame for the
Broadband and Digital Television Proprolonged slump in recorded music sales.
motion Act (CBDTPA), introduced for
It's equally opposed by the computer and
consideration by the US Senate the
consumer-electronics industries, whose
third week of March. The bill goes far
executives complain that its restrictions
beyond the Digital Millennium Copywill inhibit product development and
right Act, passed in 1998.
make collaborative designs difficult. The
The new bill was introduced just a bill's restrictions on the sharing of inforfew weeks after Hollings and aSenate
mation could make it hard for unrelated
subcommittee had grilled top execucompanies to build compatible products,
tives from the entertainment, telecomcritics from the computer industry have
munications, and electronics industries
asserted. Although most people outside
on the issue of copy protection in the
the affected industries are not yet aware
digital age. While Hollings' questioning of the bill's implications, some grass-roots
of panelists from concerned industries
organizations have arisen to fight it. The
was generally even-handed, Intel execConsumer Electronics Association has
utive vice president Leslie Vadasz's
made many public statements opposing
opposition to government-mandated
such legislation.
copy control provoked an especially
After threatening to do so for more
vindictive outpouring of vitriol from
than ayear, Hollings finally introduced
the 80-year-old senator.
his bill at the behest of Hollywood bigShould the Act pass both houses of wigs like Disney CEO Michael Eisner
Congress and be signed into law by
and Motion Picture Association of
President Bush, it will require all new America president Jack Valenti, whose
electronic products —computers and
patronage has earned the 80-year-old
audio/video equipment — to contain
South Carolinian the nickname "the
monitoring devices to prevent unauthorDemocrat from Disneyland." The film
ized copying of protected intellectual
industry's approach to the "Napsteriproperties, in particular software,
zation" problem —a legal and legislative
movies, and music.
fight against new technology rather than
Washington observers give it even
awelcoming embrace of its commercial
chances of passage in the Senate. The
potential —is part of a long tradition.
House of Representatives is reportedly
Twenty years ago, as VCRs entered the
less concerned about protecting Hollymarket, Valenti predicted that they

Calendar
dealer for Audio Aero products.
Superior will be conducting aseminar
to discuss the Audio Aero and Tetra
loudspeaker lines in mid-June. Please
call for details. All auditions are by
appointment only. Call (248) 626-2780
or e-mail soundsuperior@hotmail.corn.
• Tuesday, June 11, 6:30pm: Audio
Dimension, Inc. (31968 Woodward,
Royal Oak) will host a seminar with
Richard Vandersteen on the importance
of waveform preservation in loudspeakers. Please R.S.V.P. at (248) 549-7320.
18

NORTH CAROLINA

•Saturday, June 8, 12pm: Taylor House
(4906 Moonlite Bay Drive, Sherrills
Ford) welcomes you to aseminar with
Richard Vandersteen on the importance
of waveform preservation in loudspeakers. Please R.S.V.P. at (704) 483-5730.
OKLAHOMA

•Thursday, June 13, 7pm: Youngblood
Sound (6009 NW 84th Place, Oklahoma City) welcomes you to aseminar with Richard Vandersteen on the

importance of waveform preservation
in loudspeakers. Please R.S.V.P. at (405)
721-5654.
SOUTH CAROLINA

• Thursday, June 6, 6:30pm: Sound
Advice, Inc. (1561 Broad River Road,
Columbia) welcomes you to their new
store location for an evening seminar
with Richard Vandersteen on the
importance of waveform preservation
in loudspeakers. Please R.S.V.P. at (803)
798-9150.
Stereophile, June 2002

VVe're
thinking about
trademarking
the word 'best'.

"Hi Fi Review"
magazine
(Hong Kong)
'Product Of
The Year 2001'

"FM Fan"
(Japan) Audio
Best Buy 2001

"Radio Technique" (Japan)

'No.1 Power
Amplifier in all
categories'

'Grand Prix Award
for No.1 Power Amplifier
in all price categories'

Best Stereo Component
Grand Prix 2001 Awards

"Super AV"
magazine
(Hong Kong)

"Stereo Sound" (Japan)
Best Buy Component
2001 Award

"Stereo" (Japan)
Best Buy
Component Awards

'The Outstanding
PowerAmplifier
2001'

'No.1 in the Power
Amplifier category
above 2 million yen'

'Best Buy in the Power
Amplifier category
above 1million yen'

Halcro is the world's only super-fidelty amplifier. The only amplifier able to claim pure,
unadulterated sound reproduction. Distortion of less than 1000 parts per billion
ensures the fidelity of each pure tone at full power up to 20 kHz is reproduced better
than 99.9999% purity across the entire audio range.
It's not a claim, it's a fact. A fact backed up by an ever-growing list of awards.

To experience the purest super-fidelity sound attainable, contact Halcro today.
Tel: +61 8 8238 0807
Fax: +61 8 8238 0852

Email: admin@halcro.com
Website: www.halcro.com

UNITED KINGDOM • GERMANY • USA • JAPAN • HONG
BRAZIL • KOREA • CANADA • DENMARK • THAILAND

R
KONG • SPAIN
• AUSTRALIA
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"Let me put this as plainly as possible.
The Valhalla system from Nordost is the
least colored and most neutral cabling
ever to hit the marketplace."
"A triumph, pure and simple"
Harry Pearson
The Absolute Sound Issue 127.
Quote used with permission of The Absolute Sound.
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"It was as though we had opened the —
flood gates of a dam, but instead of
water, we realized music-unhindered
and more of it."

\Ç

The Inner Ear Report
January 2001.

CONNEtTION

Nordost Corporation, 420 Franklin Street, Framingham MA 01702 USA.
Tel: 001 508 879 1242 Fax: 001 508 879 8197 email: noraostflatline@msn.com
Please visit our web site: wwwnordost.com

Industry
would be the demise of the film industry. The saine prediction was made 50
years ago, when television gained popularity. Drive-in movies —an entertainment format that has almost completely
disappeared — were targeted for the
same reason: Somewhere, someone
might be able to watch he free. Each of
these threats became anew, important
stream of revenue for the industry.
Television franchise fees and video
rentals, especially, worked miracles for
Hollywood's bottom line.
It's amazing how the entertainment
industry has had to learn the same lesson over and over. In 1994, it was
already clear that the Internet was an inevitability. Three y.ears later, when dotcoin hysteria was beginning to gain serious momentum, would have been a
perfect time for film studios to form
partnerships for secure online distribution. By now, with broadband increasingly available, filin studios would have
been reaping rewards from abusiness
model that could eventually dwarf the
video rental business.
Instead, they have chosen to use the
courts and the legislature to attempt to
force the market to adhere to abusiness
model that will eventually be obsolete.
The process has engendered plenty of
resentment among an otherwise fairly
law-abiding public. "How deep go the
talons of Internet movie piracy? ... With
what velocity will this avalanche of
thievery roar when broadband is more
widely used?" Valenti recently wrote to
the Wall StreetJournal. The coming movie
file-sharing storm could have been
averted by alittle forward thinking; instead, it will become yet another of
Hollywood's self-fulfilling prophesies.
With the Consumer Broadband and
Digital Television Promotion Act, Big
Brother's gestation period has begun.

Will he go full term and grow to become
George Orwell's all-seeing, all-knowing
supervisor of citizens? That depends
entirely on how outraged they become
about losing their basic freedoms.
On the other hand, the Act may
merely be aharbinger of things to come.
Ostensibly not the sharpest tool in the
technological shed, Senator Hollings is
unaware that his proposal isn't high-tech
enough to be truly effective in the long
run. What's really needed to protect
Hollywood's profits isn't away to control hardware, but away to control consumers. Computers, after all, don't make
copies; people make copies.
The week after Eisner, Valenti, and
Vadasz appeared in Washington, anews
item appeared from Boca Raton, Florida,
in which 14-year-old Derek Jacobs announced that lie would become the first
person in the United States to receive an
implanted microchip made by Applied
Digital Solutions. The VeriChip, as it is
called, contains atiny radio transmitter
and bits of code with Mr. Jacobs' identity
and medical conditions. The idea is that,
should he be knocked unconscious,
medical personnel could scan his chip
and quickly acquire his personal info.
Veterinarians have been doing something
similar with show dogs for years, installing subcutaneous ID chips to provide
apositive method for identification in
case of kidnapping. Derek and his parents, Jeffrey and Leslie, will all receive
chips, delivered via wide-bore hypodermics. "Meet the Chipsons," joked Time
reporter Lev Grossman.
"The advantage of the chip is that the
information is available at the time of
need," Jeffrey Jacobs explained. "It
would speak for me, give me avoice
when Idon't have one." The potential
medical benefits are undeniable.
Fast-forward afew generations. Im-

Update

plantable chips could be made with
Global Positioning System compatibility — some cell phones already are — so
that anyone who cared to might know
exactly where you were at any moment.
No one could ever get lost again.
At some point such chips might be
made to interact with the human brain
or the vastly complex biochemical feedback mechanism known as the endocrine system. The benefits could be
enormous, not only for individual and
societal health but also for our economy.
An implantable chip, connected to anetwork supervised by acoalition of governmental, economic, and behavioral
specialists, could, in just one generation,
succeed where thousands of years of
moral instruction and rational persuasion have failed.
With properly credentialed and appointed authorities monitoring your
every thought and impulse, you'd never
again feel the urge to down that extra
beer, eat that extra cookie, deduct that
doghouse as a home-improvement
expenditure, or copy that CD to play in
your car. National security could be
beefed up at marginal expense by requiring implants for all citizens. Refusal
to accept the chip, like refusal to swear
an oath of allegiance or take alie-detector test, could be interpreted as irrefutable evidence of criminal intent
and grounds for permanent incarceration. And just think what it would do
for the microchip industry, whose sales
were off 40% this past year. The onechip solution is the cure for what ails us.
Senator Hollings, your mission is clear.
US: WASHINGTON, DC
Jon Iverson
It's not just that record companies have
declared war on their customers when it
comes to the "fair-use" rights of buyers

Calendar
TEXAS
• Sound Mind Audio is proud to
announce the grand opening of its highend audio and home theater store in
Forth Worth. Sound Mind Audio —
Fort Worth is an authorized dealer for
Acoustic Energy, PSB, RBH,
Meadowlark, Cambridge Audio,
Creek, Arcam, Rogue Audio,
TARA
Labs,
Walker Audio,
AudioPrism, Music Hall, and
Atlantis. By appointment. For more
info, please contact Wynne Walker at
Stereophile, June 2002

(817) 377-8867 or visit www.sound
mindaudio.com.
VIRGINIA

•June 20-22: Hi Fi Farm, Inc. is celebrating its 22 Year Anniversary with an
unveiling ceremony at their new facilities in Wirtz, VA. The Smith Mountain
Lake "Business After Hours" monthly
gathering with food, drinks, and lots of
great music will take place on Thursday
evening. Friday will be an informative
day with numerous manufacturers and

reps on hand to discuss their equipment.
Featured products will include Piega,
Aloia, Goldmund, Audio Tekne,
Spendor, AVM, and more. For more
info, call (800) 752-4018 or e-mail
info@hififarm.com.
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of music recordings. It also appears that,
with Senator Hollings' draconian copyright legislation and recent pro-Hollywood remarks from California Senator
Diane Feinstein, they want the government to enlist in their crusade.
Is there anyone in government who
cares about the consumer instead of corporate interests? Representative Rick
Boucher (D-VA) may be one of the few
on Jane Q. Public's side. In March he
said, "The RIAA's response [to criticism
of their copy-protection methods] does
little to relieve my concern that consumer fair-use protections are being
threatened by what we now sec is the
intended widespread introduction into
the US of copy-protected CDs."
Boucher added that, despite the
labels' attempts to restrict the use of
CDs, copy-protection technologies will
inevitably be defeated and the music on
the CDs uploaded to the Internet. "The
technology gains the recording industry
virtually no relief from Internet filesharing. It does, however, seriously
undermine the fair-use rights of consumers who lawfully acquire music."
Boucher's remarks prompted the
Consumer Electronics Association's Gary
Shapiro to respond in support, saying,
"We commend Representative Boucher
for his attention to this important consumer issue. The ability to use alawfully
purchased CD to make compilations or
transfer music to other devices is atimehonored consumer right and must be
preserved as technology advances.
"The deployment of copy-protected
CDs threatens to unilaterally eliminate
Americans' fair-use right to non-commercial audio home recording. The fact
that these copy-protected CDs will not
play on many legacy players already in
the home [or] on CD players today on
the retail shelf, combined with the lack
of adequate labeling, will inevitably lead
to confused, frustrated, and, no doubt,
angry consumers. Manufacturers also are
concerned about possible audio quality
degradation in these copy-protected
CDs that will result in sub-par sound
that consumers pay for and have aright
to expect when they purchase aCD."
US: WILTON, NH
Barry Willis
We were saddened to learn of the death
of inventor and audio engineer David
Blackmer. The founder of dbx and
Earthworks Audio Products, Inc., died
at his home in Wilton, New Hampshire
on March 21. He was 75.
Blackmer's development of dbx expansion-compression technology in the

early 1970s pushed the performance level
of recording and playback systems beyond their previously accepted limits.
Like his better-known colleague Ray
Dolby, Blackmer found aunique way to
work around the dynamic restrictions of
analog tape. "His original RMS detector
circuit, which was the foundation for dbx,
was most elegant and original engineering," said Stenvphile editor Jolui Atkinson.
Blackmer also made great strides in
reducing noise and distortion levels and
extending the frequency response of
analog electronics. He was one of a
handful of audio engineers who questioned the received wisdom that there
was no useful information in the audio
range above the typical 20kHz limit of
human hearing. He published pioneering research studies on the importance
of these supra-audible frequencies —
work that continues to be corroborated
and expanded on at AT&T Research,
dCS, and elsewhere. He made wideband response aprimary design goal of
his Earthworks professional audio products. Earthworks' Sigma 62 "time-coherent" studio monitor has afrequency
response that is essentially flat out to
40kHz; the company's highly regarded
two- and four-channel preamps extend
to 100kHz with vanishingly low noise
and "immeasurable" distortion.
Blackmer got his start in audio by
building radios as a schoolboy, and
entered the industry as astock boy at
Lafayette Radio in Boston in the early
1940s. He studied electronics in the US
Navy, and at Harvard and MIT Blackmer's career included stints at TransRadio Recording Studio, Epsco, Hi-Con
Eastern, and Raytheon. He was also
involved in design and development
work on telemetry systems for the
Mercury space program. Blackmer was a
Life Member of the International
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, and
alongtime Fellow of the Audio Engineering Society.
David Blackmer is best known as the
inventor and founder of dbx. "Originally,
dbx was based on the simple idea of
using decibel expansion to replace the
peaks lost to the limited dynamic range
of magnetic tape," said Earthworks'
director of sales and David's son, Eric
Blackmer. "It led to much more. The
Blackmer VCA (voltage-controlled amplifier) and RMS detector changed the
world of audio, yielding the dbx noisereduction system, dbx compressors, and
the dbx subsonic synthesizer....dbx
VCAs were used in most early automated consoles and dbx processes were
used in many early stereo TVs."
Stereophile, June 2002
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The lifelong innovator constantly
sought better, more elegant solutions to
the technical limitations that audio engineers continually bump up against. "As
president and chief engineer of Earthworks Audio, he developed and brought
to market an astonishing string of new
audio tools which are, on the whole,
more accurate than anyone thought was
possible," Eric Blackmer explained. "In
the last years of his life he developed a
new model for human hearing which
includes the importance of time-domain
resolution. He strove to establish new
standards of sonic realism. It was his lifelong passion to improve the quality of
audio equipment until it approached the
sound of the original event."
US: SALINA, KS
Jon Iverson
Chad Kassem is an audio renaissance
man. For years he has headed Acoustic
Sounds, supplier of select recorded
musical treasures from a variety of
audiophile and specialty labels. Kassem
also has his own label, Analogue Productions Originals, which produces reissues, revivals, and aseries of original on
vinyl, SACD, and CD recordings under
the label APO Records.
It is Kassem's love of traditional blues
that drives APO's roster. It also inspired
him to purchase an old church in Salina,
Kansas, back in 1996, and get into the
recording-studio business. Six years and
nearly $1 million in renovations and
equipment purchases later, Kassem's
Blue Heaven Studios has been turning
out discs from such legendary bluesmen
as Jimmie Lee Robinson, Honeyboy
Edwards, Henry Townsend, Hubert
Sumlin, and Wild Child Butler.
As aresult of all of this hard work and
dedication, Kassem recently received the
greatest honor given to anon-musician
in the blues industry, the Keeping the
Blues Alive Award, at aceremony in
Memphis, Tennessee. The award's administrator; The Blues Foundation, has
worked since 1980 to promote and preserve the blues worldwide. It says that
Kassem received the award for his efforts
to document blues legends before the
genre's greatest masters are gone forever.
In addition to the annual Keeping the
Blues Alive Awards, the Memphis-based
foundation presides over the Handy
Awards, which are second only to the
Grammy Awards for blues performers.
Past winners of the KBAA include Alan
Lomax, whose field recordings introduced the world to Leadbelly and several other blues greats, and Larry Cohn of
Columbia/Legacy Records.

Since his purchase of the 77-year-old
church that has become Blue Heaven
Studios, Kassem says, he has overseen
extensive structural and electrical service
repair for the building. He also scouted
an ample supply of classic analog recording decks and consoles, in addition to a
variety of vintage tube microphones and
"loads of outboard equipment" to stock
the control room. The studio was designed by Neil Muncy, aformer vice
president of the Audio Engineering
Society, and includes aNeumann lathe
to cut direct-to-disc.
Recent audiophile releases recorded at
Blue Heaven include direct-to-disc recordings of Wild Child Butler and Lazy
Lester and 45rpm LPs by legendary blues
pianists Pinetop Perkins and Henry Gray,
along with new vinyl from Nancy Bryan
and Jimmie Lee Robinson. Kassem says
that all of the recent APO releases will
also be released on SACD. Sterrophikes
popular jazz CD, Rendezvous, with
Jerome Harris' Quintet, was recorded at
Blue Heaven, as was Mosai the magazine's CD of the Brahms and Mozart
Clarinet Quintets, reported on elsewhere
in this issue. All APO vinyl is pressed at
Record Technology Inc. (Rn) and mastered at the recently upgraded AcousTech
facility (another of Kassem's many investments in audio) by famed mastering and
cutting engineer Kevin Gray.
For more on APO Records, see Chip
Stern's review of the label's recent releases in "Quarter Notes," in the March
2002 Stereophile.
UK: ENGLAND
Paul Messenger
"Upgradeability" has long been afeature offered by such leading British hi-fi
makers as Naim and Meridian. It encourages brand loyalty among customers and ensures that products avoid
the curse of rapid obsolescence. Indeed,
upgradeability can be regarded as an
essential strategy that helps small specialist brands compete effectively with
much larger multinationals.
No manufacturer has embraced the
concept with quite the enthusiasm of relative newcomer TAG McLaren Audio.
TAG has put upgradeability near the top
of its design priorities, and its customers
seem to be responding very positively.
This is particularly important with products aimed at the constantly changing
and rapidly evolving A/V and multichannel sector, which are TAG's main
areas of strength. As company CEO Dr.
Udo Zucker points out, "With stereo,
the issues were mainly about sound quality, and upgradeability was less signifiStereophile, June 2002

THE KOMRI.
PREVIOUSLY
UNHEARD
TECHNOLOGY.

This uncompromising full-range loudspeaker
is designed to let you hear every pure note
and every subtle nuance of the live musical
performance captured by the recording.
The Komri five-way loudspeaker utilises newly
developed loudspeaker technology for the sub-bass,
bass, midrange, high-frequency and super highfrequency drivers. Two completely independent
servo controlled bass drivers incorporating Linn's
Class-V Active Servo Bass technology drive the
lowest frequency range. The four upper range
drivers have been mounted closely together in
an optomised acoustic array.
To find your nearest Linn specialist
where you can experience
the Komri for yourself visit
www.linninc.com
or call 888-671-LINN.
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to experience aineical performance
unlike any you've ever heard,
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and let inspiration move you
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listening environment
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cant. But emerging new home cinema
standards can make inflexible product
architectures obsolete overnight."
TAG's AV32R A/V preamplifierprocessor has become an industry
benchmark here in Britain, partly because it offers fine performance and
simple ergonomics at arealistic price,
but also because of the rock-solid
future-proofing built into it. In the
three years since its introduction, the
AV32R has already undergone 12
major upgrades. About half of these
involved keeping the product up to
date with steady improvements in the
system software, usually accomplished
by the relatively simple task of downloading new software from TAG's
website. Other upgrades have incorporated new formats such as Dolby Pro
Logic II, THX Surround EX, and DTS
Matrix, all of which have appeared
since the AV32R was launched. Still
other upgrades have taken advantage
of new technologies, like the 24bit/192kHz digital processing architecture. These sometimes involve more
complicated procedures, like the substitution of internal components or, for
example, the fitting and wiring of extra
sockets when going from 5.1- to 7.1 channel capability. The latest upgrades
include meeting the THX Ultra2 standard, the fitting of a Super SHARC
21161N DSP, and the ability to handle
24/96 DTS.
When the AV32R was launched in
May 1999, TAG promised to keep it
"abreast of technological developments
in order to secure the customer's investment." It's apromise others have made
and broken down the years, but TAG
should be given credit for keeping its
word — indeed, TAG has gone further
down the anti-obsolescence road than
anyone has had aright to expect.
Now TAG is planning to go one step
beyond upgradeability, to full recycling.
AV32R owners will be able to move up
to the new, physically larger, and significantly more advanced AV192R pre-pro
with a minimum of pain and cost.
Where the AV192R most differs from
its predecessor is in offering considerable extra connectivity, including the
DVI PanelLink A/V connection protocol (which should carry high-band
DVD-Audio in digital form), and various options in advanced video signalprocessing, such as progressive scan and
video scaling.
All the AV32R owner will need to do
is return the unit to the factory, where it
will be stripped down, most of its parts
retained to be used in building an

AV192R. According to TAG, 85% of
the '32R's components can be re-used
in a'192R, the lids and bases being the
most obvious unwanted leftovers.
The initial plan was even to use the
original faceplate as part of the new
component, but since the '192R is
more than twice the '32R's height, this
would have involved ahorizontal split.
Instead, each rebuilt '192R will be
given anew front panel, and the original '32R front will be returned to the
paint shop for full recycling.
The bad news: The rebuild takes
eight weeks, during which the owner is
without a pre-pro. The good news:
TAG plans to credit the full original retail cost of the '32R toward the cost of
the '192R, so upgrading to the new
model should involve no financial
penalty. Although the rebuild is undoubtedly complex, the company says
it's no different in principle from the
TI-DC Surround EX Plus 7.1 upgrade it's
been carrying out for the past year. A
two-year warranty will apply to both
new and rebuilt AV192Rs.
The AV32R has established amodel
for other TAG products, as well as a
mindset for the way the company operates. "Making aproduct upgradeable,"
according to Dr. Zucker, "isn't difficult,
but it needs manufacturers to be prepared to replace their policies of looking
for fast returns with one based on building long-term partnerships." The
AV192R, for example, has been designed to be supplied in abasic "starter"
form, while the relatively costly optional
features are designed to be easily retrofitted by the retailer or customer, with
no need to return the unit to the factory.
The AV192R has some other features
worth mentioning that are unrelated to
the recycling theme. For example, it's a
refreshing change to encounter amultichannel A/V processor that takes video
signal-handling and enhancements as
seriously as it does audio. ("Nice sound;
shame about the picture" is an all-toocommon complaint in the A/V world.)
Although the AV192R shares the
AV32R's transformer for everything but
its video scaling function, the extra
video-processing features inevitably generate significant extra heat. Convection cooing is preferred because it
avoids the use of noisy fans, and has
been cleverly achieved in the AV192R
by incorporating unique cooling slots
into the new faceplate.
Power amps are also getting the recycling treatment. TAG has recently
introduced a new 250Wpc power
amplifier, which they manufacture in
Stereophile, June 2002
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The Sony SCD-XA777ES Multi-channel Super Audio CD player sets abenchmark for SACD reproduction.
Its unique design features amyriad of innovations: asuperb DSD decoder and comprehensive bass management
system; an exclusive Tri -Powered converter system with 6independent DACs (one for each channel); twin R-core
transformers; and separate audio, digital and power supply stages that resist noise. A frame and beam
(FB( chassis reduces vibration, while adiscrete dual laser pick-up insures optimum tracking with avariety of
SACD and CD media. These are but afew refinements that together culminate in aplayer that was the recipient of
the coveted Golden Ear Award from The Absolute Sound, which stated, "...the SCD-XA777ES delivers the
highest quality multi-channel music playback available today..."*
Another example of the exquisite engineering of Sony ES and the delicate balance of power.

MULTICHANNEL

SUPER At11)10 CI)

Visit www.sony.com/sacd. Because there's so much more to hear."'

one-, two-, and three-channel
versions. The 250x3R (3x
250W) power amp has the
same external casework as
TAG's five-channel 100x5R
(5x 100W); power-hungry
owners of 100x5Rs can ship
their units back to be rebuilt
as 250x3Rs.
Although the cynical will
dismiss TAG McLaren Audio's
audio recycling as amarketing
gimmick, for others it will be
an important initiative that taps
into the generally greater
awareness of ecological issues,
while addressing the problem
of techno-obsolescence faced
by today's multichannel customers. It wasn't long ago that
an acquaintance complained
bitterly to me that the manufacturer of
his expensive A/V processor wasn't planning to offer an upgrade that included a
center rear-channel. Next time Isee him,
I'll direct him to www.tagmclaren.com.

Queuing up at Festival Son 8 Image.

808 ($3995) offers achoice of Ultralinear (40W) and triode (20W) modes.
Coincident Speaker Technology has
been doing well with their latest highsensitivity speakers, and now has matching amps: the SIP300B integrated
CANADA: MONTREAL
($3749) and MP300B monoblock
Robert Deutsch
($5499/pair). Through Coincident's
Is it the low exhibitor rates? The
Victory loudspeakers ($6999), the
excuse to visit Montreal, perhaps
sound was crisp and dynamic. MonNorth America's most cosmopolitan
treal-based Tenor Audio has four
city? The efficiency and charm of orgaamplifier models, each using the
nizer Marie-Christine Prin and her
Russian 6C33C output tube in various
assistants? Whatever the reason(s),
configurations. The 75 Wi is an "inteMontreal's Festival Son & Image has
grated mono" amplifier: each chassis has
become areal success story, attracting avolume control (US $19,900/pair).
an ever-increasing array of exhibitors
The 6C33C tube is also used in the
and audiophiles from far and wide.
new SE-15 amplifier from Phoenix
Last year, the Festival spilled over from
Acoustics (US $10,000/pair), which feathe downtown Delta Hotel to the Four
tures aproprietary polarized output transPoints Sheraton across the street; this
former. Although rated at only 15W, a
year, there were exhibits in the Holiday
pair of SE-15s had no trouble driving
Inn next door as well.
Meadowlark Shearwaters cleanly to
The Montreal show's name may now
prodigious levels, providing good bass
read "Son & Image" rather than the forextension and tightness. Audion has tube
mer "Son," but it remains, in its essence,
amps using avariety of output tubes, the
an audio show, with home-theater
different models designated as "extended
exhibits featured in only aminority of triode," "super-extended triode," "parallel
rooms. The busiest rooms were those
extended triode," and "self-canceling."
devoted to two-channel stereo, and
Audio Aero's Prestige Monoblocks
tubes —boy, were there tubes! Signs in
($29,999/pair) feature atechnology called
the Manley Labs exhibit read "TUBES
TRACT (Tube Relay Amplification
RULE," and that might have been asloConcepT), which combines single-ended
gan for the entire show. EveAnna
triode and pentode designs to produce the
Manley herself was on hand, demonbest of both worlds.
strating awide range of Manley prodJoLida is known for their ultraucts; the one that caught my eye was the
affordable tube electronics, so for them
Neo-Classic SE/PP 300B monoblock
the 3000A amplifier (US $5400/pair)
($11,500), switchable from single-ended
represents a major move upmarket.
(11W) to push-pull (24W), with variThis 200W monoblock uses two 211
able feedback. (Unless otherwise specioutput tubes in ultralinear mode, and is
fied, all prices are in Canadian dollars,
set to go into production in April. The
and all speaker prices are per pair.)
3000A gave excellent account of itself
Cary Audio's new Rocket 88 CAD- driving the 81dB-sensitive (and very
28

good-sounding) Cliffhanger
Audio Bulldog speakers. The
companion 3000B amp stays
true to JoLida's roots by being
priced at US $800.
Tube amplifiers of the single-ended triode (SET) variety
are associated with horn loudspeakers, and there was agood
selection of these at the
Festival. The striking-looking
Moondog Audio Maya
Horn ($24,995, 106dB sensitivity) was being driven by
Moondog Audio's own Vote, a
2A3-based SET amp ($6595).
But the Festival was not just
atube fan's love-in. A line of
high-quality solid-state electronics not yet distributed in
the US —but that, from what I
heard at the Festival, certainly deserves to
be—is MDG Audio's. Their latest
product is the Accolade Integro 80
($2700), a75Wpc integrated amp that —
whaddaya know —uses tubes in the
input stage. One of my most pleasant listening experiences at the show was listening to a pair of Opera Super
Pavarottis driven by the Accolade Integro
80, with an ancient Audio Alchemy
CI) player as the source.
Blue Circle Audio has had considerable success with their rather pricey
preamps and power amps, and they've
now introduced their entry-level CS
line (preamp, US $795; power amp,
US $1095; integrated, US $1150).
Although the prices are much lower
than Blue Circle's higher-end AG and
BC series, the CS line is still said to
embody Blue Circle's motto of "simplicity, artistry, music."
A tube hybrid integrated amp that
impressed me greatly was the Unico
from Unison. (I thank www.sound
stage.com's Marc Mickelson and Doug
Schneider for alerting me to this product, which Imissed on my initial go'round.) Built in Italy to the same high
standard as other Unison products, the
Unico has an output of 80Wpc and features an RF-operated remote, so it can
be controlled from anywhere in the
house. Although not yet broken in or
warmed up, the Unico sounded very
good with Iliangle's Celius speakers.
At US $1295, the Unico seems to offer
exceptional value.
In addition to the Triangle Celius,
whose sound in the Unison system
and in two others at the Festival lived
up to the praise heaped on it by Sam
Tellig, there were anumber of speakers at the show that impressed me.
Stereophite, June 2002

Verity Audio's floorstanding Parsifal
Encore sounded smooth, wide-ranging, and dynamic with YBA equipment, with the Tenor monoblocks,
and also with Bel Canto's electronics.
VA's smaller Fidelio sounded terrific
with Balanced Audio Technology's
VK-300x integrated amp and VKD5SE CD player. High sensitivity
(94dB) and sophisticated technology
(custom-built Supravox woofer, HiVi
ribbon tweeter, unique cabinet shape)
are offered by the very promising
Maât (US $6500), from Maât Audio
Group, headed by Jacques Riendeau,
formerly of Oracle.
Iheard consistently natural, exceptionally well-focused sound from the
Amphion loudspeakers from Finland.
The price for the top-of-the-line Xenon
is only $5000. They look great, too. Topnotch finish is also acharacteristic of the
Signature series of speakers from Focus
Audio. The FS888 ($10,000) has ahighgloss veneer of burled oak; according to
designer Kam Leung, the choice of
veneer and the high-gloss finish have
sonic as well as decorative benefits.
Iremember seeing the Ethera Vitae
speaker at one of the Canadian shows
several years ago and thinking it apromising but somewhat overpriced design.
The speaker has apparently undergone
significant development since then;
based on what Iheard at the Festival, its
selling price of $5000 now seems quite
competitive. Ifirst saw the Gershman
CameIcon speaker ($2500) in prototype
last year at the Toronto consumer electronics show, and Ithought then that it
was awinner. Listening to the production version at the Festival confirmed
that initial impression. The Cameleon is
afloorstanding two-way with atriangular back, and its sound was uncommonly clear and well-focused.
In my report from Home Entertainment 2001 in the September 2001 issue,
Iwrote that Symphonic Line's Klaus
Bunge was planning to move production of his Legato speaker from
Germany to Quebec, and reduce its
price from US $7600 to US $2500. In
association with his Quebec partner,
Perry Pecker, Bunge has made good on
this promise, with one exception: the
Legato's special glossy metallic finish
turned out to be too expensive to duplicate, so the new Legato has amore conventional wood veneer.
Judging by the size and enthusiasm of
the crowds, the 2002 Festival Son &
Image was a rousing success. MarieChristine Prin should feel proud. À la
prochaine!
Stereophiie, June 2002

Pure
Delight

Wilson Audio will demonstrate
the astonishing new System 7
in the Gibson Suite at the
New York Hilton.

HOVLAND
"The HP-100 served the ebb and
flow of music with greater grace
than any tube or solid-state
preamp I've heard"
M. Fremer,

Stereophile, 11 /2000
Designed and crafted in California.
Seen and heard at the finest
audio salons worldwide. Phone
209.966.4377 for apersonal referral.
www.hovlandcompany.com
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TAKING POWER TO THE NEXT LEVEL.

Sam

s Space
Sam

A

h, the JMIab Grand Utopia — a
grand speaker. And if Ilived in
Utopia, maybe Icould afford a
pair. But $70,000 is more than Ipaid for
my previous house. (Okay, that was in
1973.) Even the least expensive speaker
in the Utopia line, the Micro Utopia, is
pricey for aminimonitor, at $5000/pair
plus $1000 for the almost obligatory
custom stands (see my review in the
January 2001 Stereophife, Vol24 No.1).
Would you like ataste of Utopia for
alot less money?
JMIab, of Saint-Etienne, France, has
introduced its new Electra series,
drawing on much of the technology
and some of the styling of the Utopia
line. When Igot my pick of models, I
chose the Electra 926 for l'espace de
Sam. At $3995, the full-range, floorstanding Electra 926 seemed as if it
might be abargain.
It is. The Electra 926 is fairly large
and heavy, comme moi (like me). It
weighs just shy of 80 lbs. Its dimensions
are 42" high by 9" wide by 16" deep. All
models in the Electra series come in
three finishes, all priced the same:
Classic, Technic, and Signature. Iprefer
the Classic finish — black satin center
and naturally tinted anigre side panels,
with black grille — but Signature might
be dandy, too: granite-gray central finish
with red cherry-stained side cheeks and
gray grille.
My wife, Marina, admired its elegant
European look. (So much for any resemblance between me and the speaker.)
"So zeese will stay in our leeving
room?" she inquired.
"Mozha bweet," Ireplied. Perhaps.
lass McArthur, of Audio Plus Services,
JMIab's importer, told me that the speakers had already undergone aperiod of
run-in. Yeah, mozhet bwed. But as soon as
Igot them, Iknew the speakers needed
more time. Igave them another good
200 hours before serious listening —in
addition to whatever mileage was
already on them.
This should be an easy speaker for an
amplifier to drive, and it's true that the
Electra 926 does not need $10,000—
$20,000 worth of heroic amplification.
Sensitivity is specified as 91dB/2.8V/m,
the nominal impedance 8ohms with a
Stereophite, June 2002

The Electra 926 standing tall.

The Electra 926
liked some power
in order to kick butt
in the bass.
dip to 3.6 ohms. Not the easiest load for
asingle-ended triode (SET) amp, or even
asmall solid-state integrated, perhaps.
The thing is the bass. The Electra 926
liked some power in order to kick butt
in the bass.
The Electra 926 is abass-reflex design. The drivers, of course, arc by Focal,

Tellig

one of the world's leading manufacturers of speaker drivers. (JMlab and Focal
are sister companies.) A pair of 7" cone
woofers crosses over to a6.5" cone midrange driver at 200Hz. This single
midrange driver hands over, in turn, to a
1" Timid tweeter at 2.5kHz. The speaker is biwirable/biampable —a departure
frompillab tradition. You could use one
amp to drive the woofers, another to
power the midrange and treble.
The toxic — cr, Tioxid tweeter we've
seen before chez Tellig. (The French do
have a way of naming things, don't
they?) The new Tioxid 5 is derived
from the TGU tweeter developed several years ago for the price-no-object
Utopia series. The new tweeter is said
to be lighter than the TGU, its inverted
titanium dome being coated with a
mere 5txm of black oxide.
Note that everything from 200Hz to
2.5kHz is handled by the midrange
driver in the middle. Actually, this driver — aclose relative of the 6.5" driver
we met in the Micro Utopia — is up on
top of the baffle (see photo).
The woofers (les boomers) and the
midrange driver use the WTM cone developed originally for the Utopia series.
JMIab describes the cone "membrane"
as aWT" sandwich.
Gosh, I'm so hungry now Icould eal
aW sandwich.
There are two outer layers, or skins, of
finely spun glass. These layers are heatbonded to acore of closed-cell industrial
foam. (Guess Iwon't be eating a W
sandwich after all.) According to
McArthur, asimilar material was once
classified stuff—used in the nosecones of
fighter jets. JMIab says that no other
material offers the same ratio of stifhiess
to mass. (I wonder about my stiffness-tomass ratio.) The W sandwich is covered
by US and other patents so other hi-fi
manufacturers can't eat iMlab's lunch.
This tech stuff is getting boring.
Let's take abreak and get to the woofers in amoment.
The other day, Ireceived an unusual
call from achipper British chap who
said lie was conducting a"survey" of hifi journalists. Normally Ihang up on
surveys for oil heating, storm windows,
health clubs (ha», and the like, but this
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Sam's
time Iplayed along. After all, the
gentleman addressed me as a
"respected journalist." I'm not
called that very often. Imust tell
my children about this.
The chap — he gave his name,
but Iforgot —was coy; he would
not at first identify the sponsor of
his "survey," but read off several
statements to which Iwas to
agree, disagree, or remain neutral,
such as: "JMlab is the world's
leading speaker manufacturer."
Naturally, Ipunted. JMlab is
one of the world's leading speaker manufacturers, to be sure, but
the ...?
After several more questions, it
became apparent even to dimwitted me that JMlab had commissioned this "survey." Ibecame
suspicious when the chap kept
harping on B&W.
Ah, we shall have awar between the British and the
French! It will be B&W vs
JMlab for domination of the
high-end speaker world! Ilick
my chops. Ilove battles, because
the consumer almost always
wins. At any rate, Idon't blame
aFrench manufacturer for firing
the first salvo — if that's what
JMlab has done. Over the years,
British hi-fi scribes have been
exceptionally unreceptive to
French loudspeakers (two exceptions being Alvin Gold and
Paul Messenger).
But this Brit was clearly in the
pay of the French. So Imessed
up his "survey." I"voted" for neither JMlab nor for B&W, gave
my nod to neither the French
nor the British. When he asked
which speaker manufacturer Imost
admired, Ialmost said "Quad." But I
told him Iliked Sonus Faber the most.
Ask me to choose between the French
and the British and Ishall choose the
Italians! (I could have answered Triangle or Opera or Audio Physic,
depending on my mood. Or B&W or
JMlab, for that matter.) Ithink Iwas
promised the results of the "survey,"
but so far Ihaven't seen them.
Back to business.
The Electra 926 has two woofers.
Two woofers are generally better than
one. The idea is to move air, and you
need abig driver to do that. But it's hard
to maintain control with abig driver —
difficult for the bass to remain tight.
Thus my Fart Theory of Woofers: the
smaller the woofer diameter, the tighter
Stereophile, June 2002

Space

the price of aquality paper cone."
You can read and download lots
more technical poop from JMIab's
website. For instance, Ifound out
that the triangular bracing system,
along with the angled baffle, is
said to result in aclean, detailed
sound, free of cabinet colorations
or "box effects."
For afairly large floorstander,
the Electra 926 did not exhibit
"box effects." The bass was as
crisply and cleanly articulated as
the midrange and treble. The
sound seemed seamless — even
after I'd listened upstairs to my
reference Quad ESL-989 speakers, which truly are seamless
because every panel operates fullrange. (The Electra 926es resided
in our living room for the duration — too heavy for me to move.)
The Electra 926 was what Icall
"fleet of foot." Iheard no muffling
or smearing of the sound. This
speaker sounded fast— even after
I'd been listening to apair of electrostatics. It reached low but did
not sound slow. Hmmm. The frequency response is given as
38Hz-23kHz. You know, you can
stay out of alot of trouble with a
full-range speaker if you don't try
to go below 40Hz or so.
Looking at acutaway view of
the Electra 926, Isee that the
midrange driver lives in its own
little cabinet — a neat, almost
cubical chamber cut away on the
top. The two woofer-cone assemblies appear to be coupled to
the rear of the cabinet by apair of
plunger-like wooden rods.
JMlab notes that the alignment
Inside the Electra 926.
of several drivers on aflat front
baffle "inevitably leads to a small
degree of audio distortion." The sound
For afairly large
from the tweeter reaches your ears
floorstander, the Electra
first, followed by the midrange and
bass driver(s). Changing the position926 did not exhibit
ing of the drivers helps eliminate this
distortion, but it's obvious, says JMlab,
"box effects!'
that the tweeter emits the shortest,
most direct frequencies. Alors, le tweeter
the pop. With two woofers instead of should be placed at the same height as
one, you move the air, but you get a the listener's ear.
Idutifully had Marina (such agood
tighter pop — better bass control.
sport) measure the distance from the
Needless to say, none of this will make
its way into aJMIab "White Paper" (pro- floor to my eardrums, then the distance
motion in disguise) —or into the pages from the floor to the Electra 926es'
tweeters: 31" and 32", respectively. Inof Stereophile, for that matter.
Again, with these twin 7" woofers, croyable! So close!
But what if you're not Sam and 6'
we have the proprietary W sandwich —
stiff and light. According to JMlab, this tall? What if you're Marina and amere
5' 6"? Do you sit on atelephone book or
cone material costs "more than 10 times
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Sam's
cushion? My friend The Brass Ear
(apparently retired from hi-fi) once had
asolution for this. He bought aused
barber chair for his listening and had
someone align the height of his cars
with the height of his tweeters. Ithink
my friend Lars was in on some of this
nonsense, many years ago.
Itried several amplifiers with the
Electra 926. First up was the Cairn 4808
class-A integrated with matching Cairn
Fog CD player (see below), both from
France. The Cairn integrated delivers a
rated 30Wpc. the first 10W of which
arc claimed to be pure class-A. Iused
the Cairn combo to run-in the JMIabs.
The sound was quite crisp, I
thought — very cleanly articulated,
with an extended but never harsh treble. But the sound lacked some
dynamic get-up-and-go. Maybe the
speakers needed more run-in. Perhaps
the amp (outstanding as it was) was
slightly underpowered.
So Iswapped the Cairn integrated for
aBelles 350A, using my Purest Sound
Systems P500 passive preamp. Now I
had some power into the Electras —
350Wpc was probably more than I
needed. The bass tightened up and
dynamics improved, particularly on
large-scale orchestral pieces. Iwas impressed as much by the quality as by the
quantity of bass.
Iwas won over, too, by the imaging.
For a fairly large floorstander, the
Electra 926 threw adeep, wide, spacious
soundstage. As JMIab says, no box
effects. The sound was not confined or
even "drawn" to the cabinets.
A GW Labs 270 Stereo tube power
amplifier produced excellent sound,
too. This amp —in my review queue
now — uses apair of 6550 output tubes
per side to deliver aspecified 75Wpc. I
thought the bass was well-defined and
extended, and Iloved the sweetness
through the midrange and treble. JMIab
recommends 30-175W. I'd say that
80-100W is enough.
Funny, though — I kept coming
back to the Cairn combination, even
though I felt that the Electra 926
could use alittle more than 30Wpc,
especially in the bass. As the speakers
ran in, the little Cairn amp seemed
better able to deliver tight, extended
bass — so long as Ididn't crank the
volume to very loud listening levels.
In a smaller room, this stunning
30Wpc integrated might suffice with
the Electra 926. With the Cairn CD
player and amp Iheard a harmonic
purity that reminded me of singleended triode at its best.
Stereophile, June 2002

Ifound the Electra 926 to be atrue
reference speaker. The midrange and
treble were exceedingly smooth and
very extended. This speaker did not
soften or sweeten the sound, as did my
now-discontinued Sonus Faber FM2
Minirnas. So take care with your source
components and your amplification.
The Electra 926 was revealing, yet not
ruthlessly so. Ifound Icould listen with
pleasure to my favorite pop and jazz
recordings of the 1920s and '30s.

Space

Amplification? Think quality before
quantity. YBA's new Passion Integré
($4500) might be aperfect match (I'll be
receiving it soon). So would Cairn gear.
Or maybe Musical Fidelity — their new
A32 integrated (100Wpc) is expected
soon for under $2000.
As for the looming war between
Saint-Etienne and Worthing, you don't
expect me to take sides, do you? As a
journalist, I'm supposed to remain neutral, after all.

Cairn Fog v2.0 CD player
The French do have away of naming hifi products, n'est-ce pas? Gilles Belot,
managing director of Cairn, has chrisbeautifully built,
tened his new CD player the Fog. Why?
reasonably priced, and
Haven't the foggiest.
Actually, Ihave. Gilles is adedicated
sonically splendid.
mountain-climber and aserious builder
of serious hi-fi gear. His company,
Cairn, is not named after abreed of
Scottish terrier. The word also means "a
The Electra's sonic signature was alitmound of rough stones built as a
de less French and somewhat more intermemorial or landmark" (Concise Oxford
national than Imight have expected.
Dictionary, 10th ed.). A cairn can mark
French speakers have tended to sound
the trail up amountainside.
lean, fast, detailed, and very open and airy.
But why "Fog"?
Ithought the Electra's sound was fast and
Gilles, apparently, likes fog. It's part
detailed, but not lean and certainly not
of being up in the clouds, scraping the
overbright (If the top end sounds edgy,
sky. As asometime photographer, Ilike
the speaker needs more mn-in or you
this weather condition, too. I'm just
need better electronics.)
not sure Iwould name my CD player
It's been more than ayear since Iaudiafter it.
tioned the JMIab Micro Utopia, so this is
Can the Fog weather its name?
from memory. That speaker gave me
Isure hope so, because this is an outeven more definition and detail. Iheard a
standing CD player, beautifully built, reafinesse in the midrange and treble that
sonably priced, and sonically splendid.
the Electra 926 did not quite deliver.
Roy Hall visited the other day, bearBut the Electra 926 came very close.
ing a CD player from China, the
It sounded less lean than the Micro
Shanling CD-T100. Naturally, he spied
Utopia and, of course, had much more
the Cairn Fog.
bass extension. The Electra 926 came so
"What's that?"
close in sound quality to Utopia stan"It's anifty CD player from France
dards that it would be churlish (love that
word!) to recommend it for anything that should give the Brits arun for the
money. The Cairn Fog."
less than Class A. Iurge you to audition
"The Cairn Frog?"
this speaker, and to ask yourself if you
"No, Roy, the Cairn Fog."
can justify paying more.

The Fog is

The Cairn Fog v2.0 CD player.

Extreme
high-end

TOTEM
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RETAILER CONTACTCOUSTIC
Quebec) HIP 3M3 CANADA
59- 968 , info@totemacoustic.com

Sam's
Poor Gilles. Will he ever talk to me
again?
Let's get serious. III can. (My daughter said my writing lacks gravitas. She
writes for MAD magazine.)
The Cairn Fog, which is distributed
in North America by VMAX Services,
comes in two versions, medium fog and
dense fog, or with or without the magic
bullet: upsampling.
Without upsampling, the basic Fog
will set you back $1095 on asunny day
(or rainy day, for that matter). With the
magic bullet upsampling card installed,
the player costs an extra $500, which
ups the ante to $1595. (You can buy the
basic version and add the upsampling
card later with no price penalty.)
Upsampling is the cat's meow. It's
the thingamajig that adds life, air,
ambience, and dynamics to standard
"Red Book" CD — making, for me,
SACD irrelevant (until there's suffident software). The Cairn Fog has
upsampling, implements it well, and
costs amere $1595.
The Cairn's build quality is superb.
Just feel the faceplate and the chassis.
Look inside. Cairn builds beautiful
products and does so on aEuropean
scale, meaning they're not so much into
overbuilding and overcharging. (Do
take the silver finish over the black.)
I'll run out of l'espace de Sam soon, so à
tout vitesse (at full speed): The Cairn Fog
starts as aSony CDM transport and a
Crystal CS4392 converter chip. The upsampling card uses an Analog Devices
AD1896 upsampling chip to bring the

Contacts
Audio Plus Services, P.O. Box
3047, Plattsburgh, NY 12901. Tel:
(800) 663-9352. Fax: (450) 5855862. Web: www.audioplusser
vices.com.
Cairn, Z.I. Les Etomelles, 02200
Villeneuve-St-Germain, France.
Tel: (33) 03 23 75 10 50. Fax: (33)
03 23 75 06 47. Web: www.cairnezo.com.
JMlab/Focal, 15 rue Jean Claude
Verpilleux, B.P. 201-42013, SaintEtienne, Cedex 2, France. Tel: (33)
04 77 43 16 16. Fax: (33) 04 77 37
65 87. Web: www.focal.tm.fr.
VMA.X Services, P.O. Box 570,
Chary, NY 12921. Tel: (800) 7718279, (514) 932-7786. Fax: (514)
931-8891. In Canada: P.O. Box 8,
1217 Greene Avenue, Montreal,
QC H3Z 2T1.
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signal to 24 bits/192kHz, which is also
accepted by the Crystal CS4392. The
converter is the same, with or without
the upsampling card installed.
Note that the Crystal CS4392 converter chip operates in afully balanced,
or dual-differential, mode. Noise — digital artifacts —are summed and canceled, sending avery clean, clear signal
to the player's analog output stage. In a
word, no fog.

The Cairn Fog
had one of the most
refined top ends of any
CD player I've heard
to date.

For the most part, Ilistened to the
Fog with the matching Cairn 4808
class-A integrated amplifier (review
next month) and the JMlab Electra 926
speakers. Yes, the Electra 926 could use
more power than 30Wpc, at least in my
living room. Still, the sound with the
Cairn combination was magnificent. It
was great, too, with the Cairn Fog into
the Purest Sound Systems passive preamp and the Belles 350A or GW Labs
270 Stereo amplifier.
Iheard the benefits of the magic bullet —a smooth, sweetly extended treble
with no digital nasties (unless arecording was truly wretched). The Cairn Fog
had one of the most refined top ends of
any CD player I've heard to date: delicacy, definition, and detail.
Iheard another thing Iassociate with
upsampling —a wonderful sense of air
and space. The music lived and breathed,
as it does with analog. As aresult, Inever
experienced any listening fatigue.
The sound improved still further
when Iused a balanced XLR cable
(supplied by Cairn) from the Fog to the
4808 integrated. Less background hash?
Idon't know. Ido know that Iheard
more detail and even stronger macrodynamics. So go balanced from the Fog
into your preamp or integrated amp, if
you can.
The build quality of the player is
exceptional, as Isaid before, while the
styling is unusual. (This is aFrench company.) Cairn likes asimple faceplate. No
dazzling array of bright lights. Even the
LED at the center of the faceplate is

Space

toned-down and goes dark after awhile
so as not to distract. There is no battery
of superfluous buttons. Iliked its uncluttered look and ergonomics, but you
might find, as Idid, that it takes some
getting used to.
The Fog has one big button at right,
as you can see from the photo. Push this
button in to turn the player on and off.
(Actually, the player sleeps in standby as
long as it's plugged in. You arouse it
from slumber with apush of the big
knob or with the bottom of the three
smaller buttons at left.) 'When you turn
the big button to the right or the left, it
advances or skips back atrack.
As Ijust said, there are the three
smaller buttons at left, discreetly recessed into the faceplate so you can
hardly see them. The bottom one rouses
the player from standby. The center one
engages play. The top one opens and
closes the drawer. You'll get the hang. I
did. Further functions are available from
the remote, but Ireceived aprovisional
remote, so Ican't comment —you'll get
the real thing.
If Ihave one word to describe the
Fog, it's nfined. Tisis was surely one of
the most exquisitely detailed CD players Ihave heard, for any price. The midrange and treble were exceptionally
smooth, sweet, and extended —and yes,
Idid take the Fog upstairs to visit briefly
with my Quad ESL-989 electrostatics.
You can pay a lot more for aCD
player, and if you do, you might get
what Imissed (but only to aslight degree) with the Fog — namely, even better bass definition and more dynamic
authority. But we're talking about a
$1595 CD player with upsampling, not
something that sells for $3000 or more.
Would Ibuy this player at this price?
Absolument!
The Fog seemed rhythmically
quick, too — a good thing with a
speaker like the Electra 926. So much
for the idea, bruited about in some
quarters, that upsampling tends to
compromise pace and rhythms. If anything, just the opposite.
Ithink Cairn has pulled off aneat
trick with the Fog v2.0. They've given
you delicacy, definition, and detail,
along with the toc-tapping quality that
some take to be the special domain of
the Brits.
We'll meet the matching Cairn 4808
class-A
integrated
next
month.
Meanwhile, you might get the jump
and see if you can find aCairn dealer
tout de suite (real fast). Ihave asuspicion
that both of these pieces are going to be
in very short supply.
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Exclusive, patented S4X Driver-Control Technology and high-performance drivers deliver clear
accurate, undistorted sound and TRUE deep bass.
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S4X
Induction Dynamics has created the ultimate
high-end, home theater loudspeaker system
designed from the ground up for digital
surround sound.
Induction Dynamics has achieved an unmatched
level of sound quality with S4X Driver-Control
Technology that inductively couples crossover
coils and optimizes the performance of each
driver. This unique combination of revolutionary
technology and ideal, ultra-low distortion
drivers creates sound that is precise and free
of distortion.
S4X Driver-Control Technology is exceptiénally
compact, allowing this patented, high-end
technology to be transferred into in-wall and
on-wall formats.
The high-performance subwoofers generate
TRUE deep bass. The compound push-pull
subwoofer configuration eliminates lowfrequency distortion and generates deep bass
in asmall cabinet.
Induction Dynamics loudspeakers have the
power-handling capability and dynamic range
to crank up the volume to extremely high levels
and still get clear, undistorted sound throughout
the sonic spectrum. You'll enjoy an unparalleled
cinematic experience because you'll hear all the
sound...thunderous effects, subtle details, and
clear dialogue.

Induction Dynamics' extensive line of high-end
loudspeakers makes it easy to create the
ultimate home theater system, regardless of
installation requirements. You can use any
combination of in-wall, on-wall and freestanding
loudspeaker models, and get the same perfectly
matched, audiophile-quality sound.

.INDUC•TION

DYNAMICS

For detailed information about Induction Dynamics exclusive, patented
technology, extensive product line, nearest dealer, brochure & price list
call 913.663.9770 or visit www.inductiondynamics.com.
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recent bid on eBay won me
mono copies of Nat King Cole's
Love is the Thiv and Nat King
Cole Sings/George Shearim Plays. The
descriptions said that the records had
some "marks" but that they "shouldn't
affect play." The rest of the wording led
me to suspect that the seller knew nothing about vinyl, but since the winning
bid was $3.15 ($5.65 with shipping),
why not take achance? Ihave some
mono records that look unsalvageable
but play fine — especially using the
mono Helikon cartridge.
What arrived were two LPs that the
ladies at the local Goodwill would
have been ashamed to put out for 10
cents each. These battle-tested records
were scarred with multiple visible
radial gouges that a dock worker's
gloved finger could have easily detected. Iwas actually amused that such a
high-tech transaction could yield such
astack of crapola, and, in an uncharacteristically mellow tone, e-mailed
the seller to tell him that he really
shouldn't be describing trashed records as being in "good" condition.
His response: "My sincerest apologies.
Ido not have aphonograph and couldn't
play them, could only eyeball them and
guess." Score one for honesty, at least. By
return e-mail Itold him that it was pointless to send the records back, so instead of
refunding my money, why not put $5 in
one of those ASPCA pus/Seeks (Yiddish
for alittle coin box) for abused dogs they
have on the counter at the 7-11?
"Keep the records for your trouble," he replied. "I'll still refund
your costs. It would be too much to
send them back. .1 grew up saving to buy aHarley like my Dad's,
didn't go in much for music."
That was worth $5.65 for sheer
entertainment value!
Two Superb Reference Guides
for Vinyl Fanatics
Anton Svec, a S‘‘Is gentleman
with plenty of time on his hands,
has come up with The Record Label
Guide USA., a reference labelography for American popular
music (and some classical) issued
on vinyl. The 800-page bound
Stereophile, June 2002
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so the project will grow only more complete and authoritative over time.
The paper quality is so-so. To keep
pages from tearing oat of the overstuffed binder you might find yourself
licking those stick-on reinforcement
rings you probably haven't used in 20 or
30 years, and it's all run off acolor laser
printer, but so what? It's still extremely
well-done, and, in my opinion, invaluable. How aguy in Switzerland gained
access to all this information I'll never
know. In any case, Irecommend this
labor of love to every serious record collector. The third and/or fourth editions
are now available for about $100 each
plus shipping from Schopper AG in
Switzerland. (Web: www.schopper.ch/
dynamic/search.weaf≥PC=3&0C=127.
Record Label Guide, USA — half of the original
two-binder version.
E-mail: info@schoppench.) Highly recommended! Like a great novel, you
won't be able to put it down.
looseleaf book includes more than 2400
The classical labelography Mikrocolor shots of almost every label and
kosmos has just issued its third and fourth
label variation. For example, 30 differeditions. Another labor of love —this
ent Mercury pop label variants are
shown. Each label's section includes a one from aCanadian, Peter Fülop, with
agreat deal of help from record collecshort informative history, the dates durtor extraordinaire Richard Foster —
ing which each variation was used, and
Mikrokosmos is a far more sumptuous
acollage of great album-cover art.
Ifound afew omissions (no Rounder
affair, with high-quality, plastic-reinforced, looseleaf label delineators, and
Records, for instance) and some factual
much-higher-quality baseball card-like
errors. Idon't believe Svec has aclear
full-color printed labels, which you
corporate timeline for Warner Bros., for
insert into clear plastic pockets.
example, and how that affected the label
The label variations are mindart, but overall, the information is quite
boggling: 11 for British Decca's SXL
reliable and Svec is amenable to being
series, 12 for Columbia Masterworks,
corrected. He invites buyers to send
etc. To hold in your hands and be able
him digital images of labels he's missed,
to leaf through almost 50 years of
the history of classical vinyl
inspires awe. The work that went
into putting this together must
have been excruciating. Every
serious classical music record collector should own this serious
and colorful reference work.
Volumes 1-4 cost $136 plus shipping, including ahandsome custom looseleaf binder, index tabs,
plastic label sheets, and labels.
Mikrokostnos is available directly
from Peter Füleip at 314 Churchill Avenue, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M2R 1E7; by e-mail at
inikro@interlog.com; or via the
Web at www.mikrokosmos.com.
Mikrokosmos — two pages of EMI UK labels.
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The Zanden 1200.

Zanden 1200 moving-coil phono
section
Idon't know if the MC version of
Zanden's ultrasleek 1200 (originally
called the MC1000) is the best movingcoil phono stage in the world, but it's
certainly among the top few, with an
absolutely mesmerizing presentation
from the midrange to the high frequencies.' (See the October 2000 issue,
Vol23 No.10; everything Iwrote there
about the sound of the moving-magnet
version holds true for the MC version
as well.) The Zanden exuded liquidity,
delicacy, air, and transparency while
delivering convincingly sharp and fast
transients free of mechanical residue —
abalancing act few, if any, of the phono
sections I've auditioned pull off quite as
well. Despite using tubes and transformers, the Zanden sounded like neither. It was dead quiet, super-dynamic,
just plain not there. It sounded equally
convincing on the hardest rock and the
most delicate violin solos, allowing
musical lines to flow with an unforced,
harmonically complex grace that set it
apart from the musical presentations of
all the other top-shelf phono sections
I've auditioned — and I've heard some
great ones recently.
Though it's not nearly as flexible as
my reference, the $7300 Manley
Steelhead (reviewed in my December
2001 column), the Zanden 1200 does
offer two transformer taps (Low, High),
which will maximize power transfer
from most low-output MC cartridges.
And with three equalization curves
(RIAA, Columbia, Decca), it's the logical choice for well-heeled owners of
ultra-low-output MC cartridges seeking
to get the most from their pre-RIAA

1Zanden products are distributed in the US by Oliver
Solomon of. Delve Audio, 20 Andrea Drive, North
Caldwell, NJ 07006. Tel: (973) 812-6717. Fax: (413)
425-2570.
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LPs, as well as for owners
of large collections of
British Decca classical LPs.
The 1200 lost out to the
Steelhead (which costs
about half as much) in one
department: bass dynamics
and solidity — but then, so
does every other phono
section I've auditioned so
far. Unfortunately, the Zanden 1200 costs $15,000, so
back it goes. But if you've
got that kind of money to
spend on aphono section,
do try to hear the linden,
especially if you listen
mostly to classical and jazz.
The 1200's been keeping me company for afew months of total musical
bliss. Of course, the Lamm phono stage
is waiting in the wings, along with the
$28,000 Boulder and the Connoisseur
4.0...

The Zanden exuded
liquidity, delicacy, air, and
transparency while
delivering convincingly
sharp and fast transients.
Affordable Phono Sections
Good News at $200! Enough about
phono sections few of us can afford.
Back in the real world, there's some really good news. Though the Zanden 1200
beckoned, Ispent most of my working
time this month auditioning five affordable MM and MC phono sections, and
either all of them were surprisingly
good, or Iwas in areally great
mood. Actually, it was both.
All phono sections were broken in using the indispensable Thor Phono Burn.
Iconducted my little survey
using the Simon Yorke turntable and Regis new P9 tonearm fitted with aRega Exact
MM cartridge. Ialso used an
Adcom Crosscoil XC/LT
high-output MC cartridge, rebuilt by Australia's Garrott
Brothers (the brothers are no
longer with us, but their company lives on), mounted on
the Graham 22 aim, and, for
the units that could handle
low-output MCs, acombination of the Helilcon SL car-

tridge and the Immedia RPM-2 tonearmlturntable. Making this survey s0000
much easier was the Alesis Masterlink, a
24-bit/961cHz, hard-drive-based digital
recorder (see review in this issue). Iwas
able to record, reference, and compare
each phono section's performance with
the push of afew buttons.
LPs used included Tony Bennett's
Live at Canugie Hall (Columbia C2S
823), Classic Records' superb reissue of
Pete Townshend and Ronnie Lane's
Rough Mix (I highly recommend this
for both music and sound; it's the
archetypal precursor of MTV's "Unplugged" series, with Eric Clapton,
Charlie Watts, John Entwistle, and others), Jacintha's Lush Life.(Groove Note),
Sundazed's reissue of Fred Neil's Bleeker
Street and MacDougal (Sundazed LP
5107), an original and reissue of Sonny
Rollins' The Bridge (RCA/Classic LSP2527), and aplum Victrola reissue of
Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops'
legendary early '50s recording, Gaité
Parisienne (VICS-1012).
To maintain consistency and avoid
confusion, Ifirst auditioned the phono
sections that were capable of both MM
and MC amplification in MM mode.
Gram Amp 2SE: If you've got only
$219 to spend and you're running MM,
you can't go wrong with the surprisingly accomplished Gram Amp 2SE, handbuilt in the UK by Graham Slee Projects
(www.audiocontrol.co.uk) and imported
by Elex Atelier (www.elexatelier.com, a
great source of turntable belts and other
analog accessories). Based on an obviously fine-sounding Philips op-amp, the
Gram Amp 2SE is built into an inexpensive plastic project box and powered
by awall wart. Stick-on lettering spells
out the product's name. The unit's looks

The Gram Amp 2SE, exposed.
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won't impress your friends, but
they'll be amazed by its sound.
Unlike some other ultrainexpensive phono sections,
the Gram delivered genuine
weight and solidity in the midband and midbass. It was quiet,
and free of the thinness, edge,
and grain you usually get at
this price. It reminded me of
the surprisingly fine-sounding
Rega Fono MM phono section
($295, October 2000), but for $75 less.
Looking for away into analog on the
cheap? Here it is. Don't expect miracles,
just pleasant listening.
"So what happens when you go from
$219 to $15,000?" Ifound myself asking
after listening to the Gram do its thing
with the Adcom Crosscoil. Iplayed the
opening track of Tony Bennett's Live at
Canugie Hall on the cheap, then immediately through the HelikoniZanden
combo. The budget presentation was
surprisingly listenable, but switching to
the expensive rig took Bennett from a

tive and capacitive loading and
gain (up to 74dB) DIP switches
arc conveniently located on the
chassis bottom; also standard is
a substantial power supply
based on atoroidal transformer.
The Dino+ power-supply
upgrade is available for an additional $450 (wwwartech-electronics.com/us/products/
Trichord's Dino and Dino+ power supply.
michell/dino.html).
The Dino in MM mode was
close-to-the-stage scat in asmall club
a substantial step up from the Gram
populated by afew hundred people to a Amp 2SE in speed, LF extension, and
mid-row scat at Carnegie Hall. It was
resolution of inner detail, but it also
like switching from alow-pixel-density
sounded harder, more forward, and
picture to HDTV
somewhat less engaging in either MM
gain position. It might play better with
J.A. Michell/Trichord Research
the somewhat reticent-sounding Shure
MM/MC Dino: The stylish $595
V15Vx/vIR or some of the less expensive
Dino, from JA. Michell and Trichord
high-output Grado cartridges, but for
Research, is smaller and half the price of many other moderately priced MMs, I
Michell/Trichord's Delphini ($1295,
wouldn't spend the difference between
Vo123 No.10), but uses asimilar circuit
the Gram and the Dino if Iwere going
and shares many of the Delphini's highto use it solely for MM amplification —
quality parts. The unusually flexible resisI'd be paying for stages Iwouldn't be

Graham Slee Projects Jazz Club:
A Special Case

O

wn many pre-RIAA LPs? Interested in exploring Zandentype EQ options but don't have
$15,000? Want to play 78s properly
and perhaps dub them to CD? For a
very reasonable $639, Graham Slee
Projects can build you aJazz Club,
based on Slee's more expensive Era
Gold MM/RIAA phono stage. The
Jazz Club offers outstanding sound as
astandard MM/RIAA phono section,
plus you get the added EQ flexibility.
It adds two switches to the basic Era
Gold design, which, depending on
how they're set, allow you to select 15
different LP playback curves, including RIAA (with 50IcHz cutterhead
knee), NAB,ffrr, and EMI, plus several curves for proper 78rpm playback.
Slee acknowledges that 78rpm fanatics
will want some options he doesn't
provide, such as vertical and lateral
mono (some 78s were cut vertically),
but his goal was to offer abasic multiEQ phono section to keep the cost
and complexity down.
The Adcom Crosscoil XC/LT and
the Rega Exact cartridges sounded
rock-solid, full-bodied, coherent, and
authoritative through the Jazz Club,
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which was reminiscent
of the more expensive
Black Cube/PWX combo in MM mode but for
more than $200 less. The
Crosscoil was particularly well served by the
Club. I'd forgotten what
a ballsy, together cartridge the Crosscoil is,
especially for rock. Four Men With
Beards' 180gm mono reissue of The
Great Otis Redding Sings Soul Ballads
(4M105) positively rocked through this
combo, and had me appreciating the
big, chunky (some would say "oldfashioned"), powerful sound of acartridge that knows how to lay out the
voltage. That inspired me to audition
Mushroom's recent Compared to What
12" remix EP on green vinyl (Weed)
on the Rega. Ilost MC detail and delicacy, but Iwas socked in the gut in
exchange, and it felt great!
The most fun Ihad with the Jazz
Club was with 78s. I'd been meaning
to transfer an album of 12 Ella
Fitzgerald 78s I'd bought at agarage
sale many years before. Now I
had the Jazz Club and the Alesis
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The Jan club.
Masterlink 24/96 CD recorder on
hand, so Iinserted aShure VN78E
78rpm conical stylus into a V-15
Type III Ihad lying around and installed it in aGraham armtube. Iset
the Jazz Club for "US Decca," and,
after agood vacuum cleaning, played
"Lullaby of Birdland" on the Simon
Yorke, which has a78rpm pulley. I
couldn't believe the presence of Ella's
voice, or the lack of noise from the
old shellac. Whether you just want a
dedicated, high-quality MM phono
section, or play or digitize 78s, or just
want to hear what various LP EQ
curves sound like, the Graham Slee
Projects Jazz Club is well worth considering. Mikey loved it! The Jazz
Club can be ordered through Elex
Atelier.
-Michael Pruner
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using, and Iwouldn't enjoy the
sound over extended listening,
even with the Dino+ power-supply option. (But stay tuned for the
Dino in MC mode, especially
with the Dino+!)
Lehmann Black Cube & PWX
power supply: The still-excellent
Lehmann Black Cube, originally
reviewed back in October 1998
(Vo121 No.10), has since been
improved. Among other things, its
loading and gain, like the Dino's,
can now be switched without
opening the chassis, and the price has
dropped $96, to $599. Compared to the
similarly priced Dino, the Black Cube is
one ugly piece of gear, and doesn't offer
the same flexibility of loading and gain.
But in MM mode at least, the Cube
offered more pleasing sound than the
Dino, and aworthwhile improvement
over the Gram 2SE. There was greater
image solidity, and better rhythmic
authority without added hardness. There
were soundstage depth and the beginnings of the kind of picture you get
with far more expensive phono sections,
especially with classical music. Gaité
Parisienne was much improved through
the Cube compared to the Gram.
Add the optional PWX power supply
and the price goes up to $874 (you can
upgrade an existing Black Cube for
$275) — but the sonic benefits were tangible even in MM mode, particularly in
the firmer, more substantial bass and
overall rhythmic musical drive. If you're
willing to spend $874 on an MM phono
section, you'll get results for your
money. The upgraded Cube in MC
mode is another story.
Switching to Moving Coils...Thc
moving-coil showdown between the
Black Cube with PWX power supply
($834) and Dino with Dino+
power supply ($1045) reversed
the standings in MM mode. The
Dino combo, driven by the
Helikon SL at 47k ohms
(Helikon's recommended loading) or 100 ohms, proved aformidable performer, exuding a
midband-to-top-end ease and
dimensionality and harmonic
sophistication missing, for some
reason, in MM mode. The retrieval of low-level detail and
ambient cues had the kind of
easy assurance you usually hear
from more expensive phono sections. Bass was extended, wellfocused, and supple, adding
44

Dino seemed to come alive in
MC mode. Although Icouldn't
do adirect comparison, Ithink I
prefer the Dino with Dino+ to
the stock Delphini, which costs almost $250 more. At the very least,
they're comparable.

Lehmann Black Cube with PWX power supply.

weight to the hall space apparent in the
opening of the Gaité Parisienne LP, with
its distant-sounding wood blocks, triangles, and brass. The Dino+ sounded
competitive with Camelot Technology's battery-powered Lancelot Pro,
also about $1000.

Quiet, versatile, musical,
each of these phono
sections offered
fine performance and
outstanding value
for money.
The Black Cube with PWX sounded
harmonically constrained by comparison, and somewhat wooden and uptight,
though its frequency extension, dynamic performance, and dimensionality
were also impressive. The $599 Cube is
still agreat product and an easy recommendation, but Iwasn't convinced that
adding a $284 power supply was as
worthwhile as forking over another
$450 for the Dino+, with which the

The mysterious Coph Nia from Sweden.

A Wild Card: Near the end of
the audition period, Bertrand
Audio (603-883-1982) sent me a
Swedish Coph Nia ($1295), an
MC-only phono section that,
unlike all the others, packs its
power supply, amplification, and
EQ circuitry into asingle enclosure. To
adjust loading, you have to remove
four fine-pitch threaded sheet-metal
screws and remove the U-shaped cover
of folded metal. After listening at the
default 100 ohm setting, Iremoved the
cover and switched to 47k ohms, but
then had nothing but trouble getting
the cover's screws to fit properly in
their threaded holes without stripping
them. No matter: the Coph Nia was
the real sleeper of the bunch. While its
bass response was somewhat soft (but
well-extended), its mids and highs
exhibited a gorgeously intoxicating
tube-like liquidity.
The Coph Nia's overall presentation
came closest to the extraordinary sound
of the Zanden 1200. Don't get the
wrong idea — the Coph Nia's not even
in the Zanden's league — but it won my
vote as "the poor man's Zanden." If you
listen mostly to classical and acoustic
music, you might find complete happiness with it. Unfortunately, the Coph
Nia's documentation was not very
good. There was no manufacturer listed, no address, phone number, or guarantee, let alone specs for gain, signal/
noise ratio, or anything else. I
just know
that it had me sitting up and paying
attention right away.
Too Bad: In an ideal world, I'd
be able to go back and compare
this crop of phono sections with
previous ones, and I'd have a
6000-word monthly column so I
could devote more space to each
of them, giving you detailed
descriptions instead of these
thumbnail sketches.
But think of it this way: 10 years
ago, who would have thought one
would be able to devote even
3000 words to any new phono section, not to mention all of these!
Quiet, versatile, musical, each of
these phono sections offered fine
performance and outstanding
Stereophile, June 2002

value for money. Combined with abasic
turntable/arm/cartridge combo, any of
them will kick the crap out of CD, I
don't care bow much the player cost.
Don't ever forget that.
Late-Breaking News
Leo Massi of Hy End Audio, the
Lehmann Black Cube's importer, has
just sent me aflyer listing more new
Black Cube products, including atwin
phono stage ($1295) for users of two
turntables (as opposed to users of Dual
turntables) that can be powered by a
single PWX. And there was aphoto and
product description of the new Silver
Cube ($2195), which features apower
supply worth writing about.
I'm out of space, but not out of things
to write about! Iwanted to tell you
about the Garrott Brothers' work on the
Adcom Crosscoil cartridge, about a
swell-sounding, USB-based D/A converter from Ron Sutherland, a neat
Windows-only (feh!) CD-cataloging
program called CD Trustee (check it
out at www.base40.com), and the sonic
results of using an Outer Limit—like
platter ring custom-made for my Simon
Yorke 'table. There will be such rings in
the analog futures of many of you!

Monitor Audio's
ceaseless drive for
sonic perfection is
evident in the
critically acclaimed
Gold Reference Series.
"Box it up, I'll take it."
Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater — Dec. 2001
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In Heavy Rotation
1) Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Gene
and Ira Gershwin Song Books,
Speakers Corner 180gm reissue LPs (5)
2) Love, Revisited, Sundazed
180gm reissue LP
3) Spirit, The Family That Plays
Together, Sundazed 180gm
reissue LP
4) Louis Armstrong & Duke
Ellington, Classic 180gm reissue LP
5) Bennie Wallace, Moodsville,
Groove Note 180gm LP
6) The Great Otis Redding Sings
Soul Ballads, Four Men
With Beards mono 180gm
reissue LP
7) Mushroom, Compared to
What, Weed remix EP
8) Les McCann, Layers, Four
Men With Beards 180gm reissue LP
9) Jim O'Rourke, Insignfiicance,
Drag City 180gm LP
10) Mozart, Symphony 35, Thomas Nee /New Hampshire
Fesitval Orchestra, Cisco
Music 180gm reissue LP
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Multi-Channel Sound
with a2-channel Soul
Bel Canto is leading the way into the future of audio
technology. With innovation and vision, Bel Canto introduces
a complete new line of audiophile system components
including the PRe6, fully programmable
gaimmumi
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2 to 8-channel control preamplifier. The
awarding winning eVo2, eVo4, and eVo6
amplifiers, the new power references.
The DAC2 24/192 upsampling converter; as well as the eVo2i integrated 2-channel amplifier and PHON01
phono stage.

Bel Canto's new high fidelity digital and analog
component systems are designed for power and
flexibility, ensuring your enjoyment of the latest

Extraordinary clarity from
evolutionary vision
formats from multiple sources in one system.
Experience LP, CD, DVD, DVD-A, and SACD in both
multi-channel and 2-channel play back the way they
were meant to be heard.

bel canto
www.belcantodesign.com

Visit Bel Canto at Home Entertainment 1002 Show
Suite 627, Hilton New York, NYC, May 30 -tune 2nd
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Lisa

I

es funny what you remember when
you look back at the first time you
did something. From my first day of
kindergarten, Iremember the schoolyard swing. It had ared scat that you
straddled like asaddle, ahorse's head in
the front, and alittle tail on the back. It
was the coolest thing I'd ever seen —as
cool as the horse in front of the five and
dime my grandmother took me to, but
better, because it needed no dimes to
make it gallop. Icould have ridden it all
day. Only promises of milk and cookies
got me to go inside.
What I remember most vividly
about my first audio show was watching a mime, sponsored by Technics,
performing outside a hotel in midManhattan. He had a white face, a
painted smile, abig top hat. A mime?
How ironic. Since then, my life has
never had amoment of silence.
Living with an audiophile has taught
me many things Inever learned in
kindergarten. I've learned that nothing is
ever the last of anything—the bi ler it
is, the better it is. But when something is
lost, it's usually the smallest thing on the
planet, and finding the smallest things
gets harder with each passing year. (Is it
the knees or the eyes that go first?)
I've learned that whatever record or
CD you buy without prior audiophile
approval is, as TV's McLaughlin says,
"Wrong!" That all vacations are
planned around the pursuit of vinyl.
And that records are like sex: too much
is just enough.
I've given up on any chance of
putting dinner on the table without first
pushing away anew stack of CDs. Of
walking more than three steps without
tripping over adiscarded cable. Of trying to find the toilet-paper dispenser
behind the pile of audio magazines in
the bathroom.
Our terrace is stacked with boxes.
Our closets overflow with desperately
needed tools and meters that haven't
seen the light of day in years. lise trunk
of the car is abatter's box of audio components waiting for their chance in the
lineup. But cleaning out any of these
catclunent areas will result only in them
being filled with twice as much audio
stuff by the end of next week.
Stereophile, June 2002

I've spent years trying to be hip by
knowing about audio equipment. But
audio equipment is for audiophiles as
TV shows are for children: By the time
you learn the names of all the Muppets,
they've moved on to Pokémon.
New technology is terrible, but
your audiophile needs it — mainly so
he can tell his audiobuddies firsthand
how truly terrible it is. Then, of
course, they all need to come over to
hear it for themselves. Remember:
The best ears belong to the audiophile
currently talking.

Records are like sex:
too much
is just enough.

I've learned from the rantings of my
audiophile that: Reviewers are deaf.
Music producers arc deaf. CD manufacturers are deaf. All relatives who come
into your home and complain that they
can't hear the difference between your
audiophile's system and their transistor
radio are deaf. To avoid being called
deaf yourself, you must preface all statements with, "Honey, you have much better hearing than I, but..."
I've learned that no room is the right
size, quiet enough, has electrical current
that doesn't spike, or enough outlets.
I've also learned that room corners arc
the province of audiophile nightmares.
All of these problems can be easily fixed
with time and money —just remember
to double whatever estimate of either
your audiophile gives you. If his
audiobuddies are helping him with the
fixes, triple it.
All appliances in other rooms are too
loud, even when they're off. All people
in other rooms are too loud, even when
they're quietly reading. And it's prudent
to have acleaning lady to blame for
such things as moving the speaker a
quarter inch.
You should never move anything,
even if you've tripped over it repeatedly.

Astor

Wherever you think is the perfect place
for it will produce sound problems so
terrible that your audiophile will threaten to stick ice picks in his cars. Never
move an accessory unless you're prepared to deal with whining every time
your audiophile needs to use it. Be
mindful that he'll now need to use it
constantly, despite the fact that, before
you moved it, he'd used it only once and
declared it useless.
On the positive side, I've discovered
that any food placed before my audiophile and his audiobuddies is devoured
as if Julia Child had spent hours preparing it. Asking your audiophile what
new piece of equipment he'd like for
Christmas results in akiss that rivals
Rhett's in Gone With the Wind. And
hanging up the phone on your mom
so your audiophile can call his audiobuddy about an audio crisis is the
equivalent of performing CPR on a
heart attack victim.
After 10 years of intense training, you
can get your audiophile to buy aromantic album. After 15 years, you can get
him to play an entire track from it. And
after 20 years, you can get him to stop
talking about the sound long enough to
kiss you during it.
It's hard to believe that my audio
odyssey began 20 years ago with acrazy
mime in abig top hat performing outside the Penta. But if I've learned anything from living with an audiophile, it's
that there will always be anew surprise
awaiting us at the door tomorrow—
usually in avery big box sealed with
duct tape.
Editor's Note: Iam sad to say that
this is Lisa's final "Astor Place" column
for Stereophile, which she has been writing on a bimonthly basis since December 1996. It has been arecurring
pleasure for me to have been able to
publish her witty and well-observed
comments on the hobby we all love,
but changes in Lisa's personal life have
made it impossible for her to keep
writing about "her audiophile." Lisa
tells me she is working on a book
about life in New York City; Ilook
forward to reading it.
—John Atkinson
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Arcam Launches Million Dollar Home Cinema Processor

Arcam AV8 & P7

When the first AV8 rolls off
the production line in midMay, it will have cost Arcam
just over one million dollars in
parts, tooling, licensing fees,
and research & development.
Built by adedicated team of
23 Arcam analog, digital,
software, and broadcast video
engineers, the AV8 is Arcam's
view of the ultimate home
cinema processor.
This extravagance shouldn't
come as ashock to those who

Audiophile
Systems
MarePA

know Arcam. In the '80s,
when most high-end
"manufacturers" were simply
tweaking Japanese CD players,
Arcam invested in designing
and building their own
standard-setting players from
the ground up. And at the
turn of the millennium, when
most DVD players were being
cranked out of Chinese
factories, Arcam again
designed and built their own
players using synchronized
switched-mode power supplies,

independent audio and video
clocking, and other innovative
techniques to produce aline
of DVD players that the
reviewers have called "the best
players available at any price".
The AV8 and matching P7
seven-channel power amplifier
continue in that Arcam
tradition. While it's cost Arcam
an absolute fortune, it will cost
you far less than you might
expect. For the full story visit
your local Arcam retailer.

U.S. Importers & Distributors for
Arcam, Acoustic Energy, dCS, Nagra, Verity Audio & Nottingham Analogue
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658 •www.audiophilesystems.com
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JOHN ATKINSON DESCRIBES
THE MAKING OF STEREOPHILES
LATEST CD ,WHILE LES BERKLEY
DESCRIBES THE MUSIC, THE
BRAHMS AND M OZART
CLARINET Q UINTETS
es the grain elevators that break the monotony of driving across the Texas and Oklahoma
Panhandle. As you pass one, another one appears on the horizon. Thus you know you're
making progress, despite the fact that the landscape remains unchanged.
From Santa Fe to the old railhead town of
Las Vegas, New Mexico, you curl around the
southern tip of the Sangre de Cristos, the
"Blood of Christ" mountain range immortalized by songwriter Paul Simon in "Hearts and
Bones." But once you cut off I-25 at Springer
and head duc east across the plain toward Dodge City, you're
faced with 300 miles of lonely cattle ranches and only slightly less lonely small towns. Each has its elevator. Each is
proudly picked out by afaded sign indicating, for example,
that its high school seven-a-side football team was the regional champion in 1985. Only the "Wizard of Oz" Museum in
Liberal, Kansas, and the signpost in Kinsley, Kansas, indicating 1561 miles to San Francisco in one direction and 1561
miles to New York in the other, show awareness of aworld
beyond the endless plains.
Stereophile, June 2002

It was May 1999 and Iwas driving my wife's Land
Cruiser, its capacious maw stuffed with recording gear, to
Kansas' "Crossroads of America," Salina, for the second time
to make arecording for eventual release as aStereophile CD.
Clarinetist and audiophile Antony Michaelson and astring
quartet he had assembled for the project had spent aweek
rehearsing in New Hampshire, and were driving westward
from Kansas City in arented van. The plan was for the two
vehicles to arrive simultaneously in Salina on Sunday
evening so we could spend the next two days at Chad
ICassem's Blue Heaven Studios recording the Brahms and
Mozart Clarinet Quintets.
The last couple of hours of the 650-mile drive, the countryside was eerily like England, with rolling grass-covered hills,
though the interspersed fields were ripe with ruddy sorghum
rather than golden wheat. Iturned into the parking lot of
Salina's Holidome hotel at exactly 7:30pm and pulled up
next to aDodge van.
Iheard awoman's voice: "How will we know when the
English guy from Santa Fe has gotten here?"
Iwound down the window. "I'm here. Let's go eat at
Russell's Diner."
—Joins Atkinson
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CAPTURING THE SOUND
had first made arecording in the superb acoustic
of Blue Heaven Studios in the summer of 1998,
when acoustic bass guitarist Jerome Harris and his
Quintet had laid down some blistering jazz for
Stereophile's Rendezvous CD (STPH013-2). 1 So
when Antony Michaelson and Iwere discussing
the possibility of my recording him in some of the pinnacles of the clarinet repertoire, it seemed ano-brainer to
return to Kansas.
As Ihave written before, the decision about where to
record aproject is fundamental to the ultimate sound quality,
and there was no doubt in my mind that what was once
Salina's First Christian Church would provide sympathetic
support for these intimate chamber works. In addition, the
facts that there was afully equipped control room at the
back of the nave, and that the church building was wired for
analog and digital audio, and video, would make this bout of
location recording less stressful than the usual routine, in
which all equipment must be shipped in, set up, then torn
down, packed up, and shipped out again.
The next decision concerned the
microphones. As always, my main pickup
would be the spaced pair of B&K (now
DPA) 4006 omnis that have been featured on the majority of Stereophile's recording projects. Ireadily admit that the
imaging produced by spaced microphones is not particularly stable, with a
tendency for off-center sources to be
located farther to the sides of the stage
than is strictly accurate. However,
omnidirectional mikes have superbly
10. S( lit extended low frequencies and acoloration-free midrange. The sonic
picture these Danish mikes would capture would
be fundamentally true to the characters of the instruments
and of the acoustic space.
Also, as in many of my previous recordings, Iwould
supplement the 4006es with acentrally placed, quasi-coincident pair of directional mikes. While such mikes tend to
have lightweight lows when used distant from the sound
sources, they can capture quite asharply defined soundstage. Intrigued by some superb recordings Ihad heard
that had been made with large-capsule capacitor mikes, I
decided to use apair of Neumann M147 cardioid microphones. Though the M147 uses
atube, it has avery low noise
floor, meaning that it would
work well in this application.
The Neumann also has aslight
rise in its response in the presence region, which would give
it useful "reach."
By adjusting the balance and
IAll Stereophile CDs and LPs can be purchased at www.stereophile.com.
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Mosaic:
CLARINET QUINTETS BY BRAFINIS &

MOZART
STPH015-2

Antony Michaelson (clarinet), Adrian Levine (first violin),
Kathy Andrew (second violin), Stephen Tees (viola),
Judith Serkin (cello)
WA. Mozart, Clarinet Quintet in A,
K.581
34:12
[1] Allegro
9:55
[2] Larghetto
7:15
[3] Mermen°
7:18
[4] Allegretto con Variazioni
9:43
Johannes Brahms, Clarinet Quintet in b,
Op.115
37:51
[5] Allegro
12:19
[6] Adagio
1133
[7] Andantino
4:54
[8] Presto non assai, ma con sentiment°
9:05
Total Playing Time:

72:12

Antony Michaelson plays
Rossi Clarinets.

the time alignment between the two pairs
of microphones in post-production, Iwould
be able, Ihoped, to eat my cake and have it,
too: capture the natural tonality of the instruments and the bloom of Blue Heaven's
church ambience, and present alure picture of
the five musicians within that space. In the
end, Idid tend to sacrifice alittle of the imaging specificity in
favor of the sound's bloom, feeling that this gave alittle more
envelopment. But that's why recording is an art, not ascience.
One of the things underlying Stereophile's recording projects
is that they feature maximum signal purity. Even with multimiked, multichannel CDs like Rendezvous and Bravo!, the latter
recorded live at the 1998 Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival
(STPH014-2), no mixing console is used. Instead, the outputs
of the mikes are amplified with low-noise preamplifiers and
fed straight to the analog/digital converters. All subsequent
editing, mixing, and signal processing is done in the digital
domain, with great care taken to preserve audio quality at
every stage.
In the case of Mosaic, the four microphone signals were taken
to apair of two-channel solid-state preamps from Millennia
Media and converted to digital at 24-bit resolution and an
882kHz sample rate with apair of two-channel A/D converters from dCS. (These were linked so that the same word clock
was used for all four channels — essential for post-production
and mixing.) But four-channel, high-resolution digital recorders
are rare and expensive beasts —so, as Idid for Robert
Silverman's Beethoven piano sonata cycle (see the article in the

Judith Serkin (left) underpinned the music with her cello, while violinist
Kathy Andrew provided an important inner voice.

Stereopftile, June 2002
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January 2001 issue of Stereophile, reprinted at www.stereo
pliile.com/showarchives.e.298), Iused afour-channel, openreel Naga-D recorder for the cardioid mikes and an eightchannel Tascam MDM recorder for the omnis. In the case of
the 24-bit Nagra, each channel of the 24/882 information was
spread over two on-tape channels; for the Tascam, which has a
word depth of only 16 bits, aPrismSound "bit splitter" was used
to spread each hi-rez channel over four MDM channels.
'The two recorders couldn't be played back in synchronization at the sessions, but that didn't matter. Sessions arc for
making music and gathering data; back home, once I'd
uploaded the session data onto my digital audio workstation's hard drives, synchronized playback would be trivially easy as Iassembled the recorded performances. And as
Iused asample rate of 882kHz, the 24-bit masters could be
used for possible DVD-A release or even transformed to a
DSD datastream for release on SACD. (I used 882kHz
rather than the more familiar 96kHz because the downconversion to the CD's 44.1kHz is virtually guaranteed to be
transparent, as each 44.1kHz sample point is represented in
the original 882kHz data.)
Once we had found optimal places for the mikes, the
musicians arranged themselves on what had been the altar,
balancing the sound in the room against their need to be able
to hear and see each other. Antony decided to sit at the right
of the stage, with the viola to his left, the cello appropriately
in the center to provide the music's pitch foundation, and the
two violins to the left. Ifollowed the scores in the control
room, watching the musicians via avideo feed set up by Blue
Heaven's resident engineer, John Brandt. John also gave me
amonitor feed via the control room's Tannoys, but Iused my
usual Stuc electrostatic headphones as well.
"Mozart, Movement One, Take One," Islated the first take,
and we were off, rolling tape. Blue Heaven's church acoustic
lived up to its pedigree, enveloping the group and supporting
the musicians. Traffic noise occasionally intruded —at predictable times, thank goodness, when the school afew blocks
away emptied out, and in the evening rush hour —as did a
police helicopter, when the group was going for broke in a
final performance of the Brahms. But 105 takes of the Mozart
and 102 takes of the Brahms later, we had gotten everything
down on tape in two days of intense music-making.
Ahead lay many hours of editing, mixing, and mastering,
and many, many discussions with Antony and Adrian Levine
about which were the takes in which everything had clicked.
But our subsequent drive to Chicago, where the quintet

e

The tube Neumanns were
mounted on an AEA stereo bar;
JA (right) was rolling tape on
three machines.

Stereophile, June 2002
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was to perform live at the HI-FI '99 Show, sponsored by
then Musical Fidelity distributor Audio Advisor and
broadcast live on Chicago's premier WFMT classical radio
station, was colored by the feeling of satisfaction that
comes when all involved feel they have been the vehicles
for something larger than their individual efforts. Ihope
you enjoy the result.
—John Atkinson

THE M USIC

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Clarinet Quintet in A,
IC581 (1789) Johannes Brahms: Clarinet Quintet in b,
Op.115 (1891)

olfgang Amadeus Mozart must
have liked to write for the clarinetist Anton Stadler — not only
because of the latter's instrumental
skill, but also to placate one of his
many creditors. One is, after all,
presumably less likely to dun
someone who has written amasterpiece in one's honor. In
any event, Mozart's gambling buddy and fellow Freemason
certainly brought out the composer's best, inspiring him to
some of his finest, most sophisticated writing. In the Clarinet
Concerto K.622, Mozart made especial use of Stadler's innovation, the basset clarinet, with its increased lower register,
and he may have intended to employ the same instrument in
the Quintet for its deeper sonority. There is no question that
K.581 contains some of the finest of what can be called
Mozart's mature style. For Stadler, he wrote in aspare and
measured idiom —even apetulant aristocrat could not have
complained of asuperfluity of notes.
Mozart's gift for melody is nowhere more apparent than
in the Quintet's opening theme, or the little country dance
that comprises the Trio II. Throughout the work, we hear
evidence of his facility in the use of instrumental color; he
writes as one intimately familiar with the sound and texture
of the clarinet. Although K.581, in common with many of
Mozart's smaller works, looks back to the Baroque for its
dance-derived structures, it is in no sense reactionary.
Mozart was always looking forward, anticipating new possibilities in music, the opportunity to compose for avirtuoso
such as Stadler invariably brought forth something unique
and wonderful.
All of the evidence appears to demonstrate that, contrary to the romantic myth, Mozart did not write from
some sort of celestial dictation; there were false starts
and reworkings aplenty. What
are undeniable are his facility
and grace, as revealed over
and over in works like the
Clarinet Quintet — music
that seems to have simply
flowed from an unquenchable fountain. If all of
this did not come
instantly, he makes it
appear as though it did,
which is what is truly important.
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The Antony Michaelson Quintet
lannetist Antony Michaelson was
educated at Trinity College of Music
in London, where he studied with Keith
Puddy and John McCaw. His love of
music was the driving force behind his
search for a"better stereo system": in the
late 1970s, unable to find such asystem,
he founded his first hi-fi company, which
made tube amplifiers. He then put his hi-fi knowledge to
good use as founder and managing director of British company Musical Fidelity (www.musical-fidelity.co.uk).
Realizing that he missed the joy of making music,
Michaelson resumed serious practice of the clarinet several years ago, and currently studies with Dame Thea King.
First violinist Adrian Levine has performed in more
than 40 countries worldwide, and has appeared as Guest
Concertmaster for many major London orchestras. In 1985,
he became co-concertmaster of the Academy of St. Martin:II-the-Fields, where he often directed the orchestra and
appeared as asoloist. He then moved to the Philhannonia
Orchestra in 1990, and in 1992 was Concertmaster of the
Opera House in Rome. Adrian was concertmaster on
Antony Michaelson's CD of the Mozart Clarinet Concerto.
He plays the "Wilrnotte" Stradivarius, made in 1734.
Second violinist Kathy Andrew holds an M.M. in
violin from the Peabody Institute of Johns Hopkins
University. She currently performs with the Springfield
Symphony, the Berkshire Symphony, Opera North, the
New England Bach Festival Orchestra, and the Bella Rosa
String Quartet. She also teaches at Bennington College,

C

What came at least relatively easily to Mozart seems to
have been enormously difficult for Johannes Brahms. By
1890 or so he had seemingly forsworn new compositions, perhaps wishing that the beautiful String Quartet
in G would stand as his swan song. Nevertheless, he
agreed to visit Meiningen in the summer of 1891, where
he heard the former violinist Richard Mühlfeld play
Mozart's Clarinet Quintet and Weber's Clarinet
Concerto in f. Brahms was enraptured, and in ensuing
months listened continually to Mühlfeld, absorbing the
tone colors and possibilities of
the instrument. Revitalized, he
began to write again.
Always the conservative (or,
rather, the conservator), Brahms
was nevertheless a master of
melody and orchestral color.
Now for "Frâulein ICIarinette,"
as he called Mühlfeld, he wrote
aQuintet (with Mozart certainly in mind) that was both backward-looking in its Classical
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the Putney School, and the Brattleboro
Music Center.
Violist Stephen Tees studied with Cecil
Arnowitz, Peter Schidlof, and Emanuel
Hurwitz, and from 1971 to 1984 was amember of the highly successful Amphion String
Quartet. In 1986, Stephen was appointed
Principal Viola with the City of London
Sinfonia, an ensemble with astrong reputation for pioneering education and community work. In 1988
he was invited to join the Academy of St. Martin-inthe-Fields String Octet, with which he has traveled widely
and recorded on the Chandos and Philips labels. Stephen's
other performing activities have included tours with guitarist
John Williams, a 26-country broadcast of Hindemith's
Trautimusik, asolo recording for the BBC of Hedda Gabler,
and studio work for films and television.
Cellist Judith Serkin began her studies with Marta
Casals Istomin, and continued with David Soyer, of the
Guarneri Quartet, at the Curtis Institute of Music. Ms.
Serkin was afounding member of the Soldier Creek Music
Festival in Nevada and of the Brattleboro Music School.
She has been amember of the Iceland Symphony, of the
Guilford and the Hebrew Arts (now the Mendelssohn)
String Quartets, and aparticipant at the Marlboro Music
and Yellow Barn schools and festivals. She was amember
of the music faculty of American University in
Washington, DC, has given anumber of solo recitals in
recent years, and currently plays with the Windham
Ensemble. Judith has performed across the US and Canada,
and has toured extensively throughout Japan.

touches (note especially the opening of the initial Allegro), yet
firmly in his own Romantic tradition of Bohemian dances
and atmospherically evocative passages for strings. What is
new with the Quintet is Brahms's clear understanding of
the tonal character of the clarinet itself, like warm late-afternoon sunlight.
In Brahms's view, German music (hence all music) in the
late 19th century was in astate of decline; perhaps his Gypsy
melodies were adeliberate answer to the ultranationalistic
and increasingly anti-Semitic expressions of the Wagnerians.
Yet Brahms himself was never amusical extravert he may
even have envied this in Wagner, while despising Wagner's
politics. It is in works like Op.115 and the Vier Erriste Gesiinge,
written afew years later for his beloved Clara Schumann,
that we truly find Brahms bathed in that autumnal warmth.
Despite the deeply felt melancholy that runs through the
Quintet, and which must reflect the composer's own feelings, it is pleasant to think of Dr. Brahms playing the
Op.114 Trio, also written for Mühlfeld, as he concertized
for the last time at the keyboard. Like Mozart, Brahms did
not suffer from an excess of modesty — he certainly knew
that he had done well to go on writing. He had found his
voice once more in Mühlfeld's clarinet, and it would not
desert him again.
-Les Berkley
Concertmaster Adrian Levine (left) co-produced Mosaic and is aveteran of
the Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields.

Stereophiie, June 2002

What do Thomas Edison, Dr. Jonas Salk, The Wright Brothers
and Paul Wilbur Klipsch have in common?
They all share space in the Engineering and Science Hall of Fame.
Space set aside for only those who in one way or another changed
our lives and improved the quality of life for all humanity.
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This biography is about
Paul Wilbur Klipsch
perseverance, honesty,
The Life . . . The
integrity, achievement,
Legend, the ONLY
commitment, and passion.
Authorized Biography
Paul Wilbur Klipsch's life
of this great inventor,
is chronicled in detail
engineer, and scientist,
from his family's very
has just been released.
beginnings through his
A man known for his
Nlaureen Barrett
childhood, his contribuwisdom, integrity, comMichdel Klementovich
tions to World War Il, to
passion, and wit, creathis varied interests and
ed a world-renowned
eccentricities. Original articles and tranaudio company more than 50 years ago in
scribed letters with original drawings,
arented tin shed in Hope, Arkansas. What
notes and the text of his twenty-three
he began there revolutionized the audio
patents give aglimpse into the mind of this
industry, and continues to set the standards
genius. A special look at 70 plus photofor excellence. In this detailed biography
graphs from Paul's private archives porMaureen Barrett and Michael Klementovich
trays his full 98 years. Paul Wilbur Klipsch
present a compelling look at Paul W.
The Life ...The Legend captures the
Klipsch's technological innovations, profesessence of aunique intellect: apioneer, an
sional accomplishments as well as introduce
inventor, ahusband—a modern legend.
readers to this one of akind personality.
Paul Wilbur Klipsch The Life ...The Legend can be ordered by calling the publisher, Rutledge Books, Inc.,
at 1-800-278-8533. Retailers: Available through Ingram and/or Baker and Taylor.

TacT RCS 2.2X -Ultimate Performance
The new RCS 2.2X combines a Stateof-the-art, fully digital preamplifier with
our world recognized Room Correction System.
-and it is now possible to integrate your
subwoofer(s) perfectly with your stereo
loudspeakers!
The advanced 4-channel correction
system of the RCS 2.2X will time- and
frequency-align your speakers, and custom configureable DSP-based crossovers with slopes up to 60dB/octave will
create a seamless blend between main
speakers and subwoofers. Like all other
TacT products, the RCS 2.2X is designed for easy software and hardware
upgradability.
The TacT RCS 2.2X is designed to take
our room correction to new heights with
four times the processing power of the
famous TacT RCS 2.0 and even better
AD and DA conversion combined with
new features and a more user-friendly
interface. In terms of performance and
sound quality, the RCS 2.2X is easily
worth its price -even without room correction engaged, the sound quality is
simply astounding.

No noise, extremely low distortion and
utterly transparent, effortless, accurate
sound. Every effort have been made to
make this preamplifier the best that

Then the correction software aligns the
subwoofer(s) with the main speakers

money can buy. Add to this the latest
evolution of our room correction tech-

in the time domain and in the frequency
domain, for completely seamless integration surpassing even the best
single-box systems.

nology and the result is absolutely staggering.

With the RCS

TacT room correction technology has already been praised by the press all
around the world. Wholesale improvement in sound quality is a standard
phrase for the reviews. Now we have
taken the technology even further, not
only in terms of processing power, but
also in terms of the measurement and
correction systems. The calibration process now employs triple pulses for each
acquisition. This increases measurement resolution in both the time and frequency domains. Correction resolution
is now four times higher than for the
RCS 2.0.
Separate Subwoofer Control
One of the most exciting features of the
RCS 2.2X is the separate output for
subwoofers. When the RCS 2.2X is
used with either one or (preferably) two
subwoofers,

the user selects a crossover frequency
between 60 and
350 Hz and a
crossover slope
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dB/octave.
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the main speakers. Corner placement
of the subwoofers will yield much higher
efficiency with significantly reduced lowfrequency distortion. But more importantly, the transfer of energy from the
subwoofer(s) to the listening position
will be much more direct, resulting in
vastly improved impulse response.
The room correction system will easily
compensate for the frequency response
variations of the subs introduced by corner placement. It will delay the main
speakers for perfect time alignment to
within 1/8 of an inch.
The problem with single box solutions
(no separate subwoofer) is that the
ideal placement of the speaker for best
frequency response will coincide with
the placement that gives the greatest
number of different pathways for the
sound to arrive at the listening position.
This again means that the best frequency response coincides with the
worst possible time-smear.
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ore Iwas convinced that it brought
e much closer to the sound of live
usic, and that room correction
.hould be a mandatory part of any
.erious audio system"
Stereophile, Sept. 2001
on the RCS 2.0

2.2X offers you the opportu-

nity to add subwoofers to a system and
improve transient response tremendously at the same time. This contrasts
sharply with the normal result of adding
subwoofers to a system: slow - unde-
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woofers to an existing High End speaker
system for substantial sonic improve-

fined bass with lots of frequency and
time behavior problems. If the separate
subwoofer outputs are not used, then
RCS 2.2X will use all the processing
power on the main speakers.
It's time to stop listening to your room
and finally find out what your music
really sounds like. It's time to audition
the TacT RCS 2.2X Room Correction
Preamplifier.
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A CONVERSATION WITH ANTONY MICHAELSON
first met Antony Michaelson in the summer of 1978,
when he and a friend were manufacturing tube
amplifiers under the Michaelson & Austin name.
We stayed in touch as M&A folded, as Antony spent
abrief period working in the US, and as he founded
British audio manufacturer Musical Fidelity.
Throughout the years, Antony wore his passion for
the clarinet on his sleeve, and, having played chamber music
with him several times, it had always been at the back of my
mind that someday Iwould record him playing some of the
music we both loved. Ispoke with him many months after
the Kansas sessions and asked him what it was about the clarinet
that had first attracted him.
Antony Michaelson: It was just that Iloved the sound. I
loved the way the thing looked and Iloved the sound it made.
John Atkinson: You started playing the instrument relatively late
in life.
Michaelson: Very late. Iwas 14, but Itook to it instantly.
However, being agood Jewish boy, when Iwas 18 Iignored
whatever level of talent Ihad and went into accountancy.
This made me utterly ill, and eventually Iwas sacked. Then
Igot abusiness degree, which was acomplete waste of time.
Then Ihad six jobs in one and ahalf years of employment,
because I
just couldn't settle. But finally Iwent to music college, where Istudied with Keith Puddy and John McCaw.
Atkinson: You're currently studying with Dame Thar King, who
has recorded all the major clarinet works for Hyperion Records.
Michaelson: Yes. When Iwas doing the Mozart Clarinet
Concerto record [recorded by Tony Faulkner in DSD and released
in 1998 on CD on Antony's Musical Fidelity label, MF018], Iheard
Thea doing abroadcast of amaster class and Ireally liked her
approach. Iphoned her up but she was abit leery; you know,
who the hell was I? Nevertheless, she invited me to play for
her. She ripped me apart, of course, really ripped me apart, but
she did take me on. It was an epiphany. Ican't tell you the
change it made in my playing. It was huge.
Atkinson: All the years I've known you, you've always been searching/or abetter clarinet. What instrument did you play at the sessions
fin. Mosaic?
Michaelson: It was aRossi clarinet. Iused to play atype of
clarinet called a"pre-war 1010," which is avery English thing.
The "1010" refers to the bore of the instrument, and they're not
made anymore. Well, there is one chap making them, but
they're just not the saine as the pre-war instruments. Ihad
some very careful measurements made, and there was afundamental difference between the newer English-bore clarinets
and my pre-war 1010 in terms of the wall thickness. Then I
heard of this chap in Chile, Luis Rossi, who makes an Englishbore clarinet. Ihad along conversation with him. The guy's a
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genius —apart from making amazing clarinets, he's an
amazing clarinetist. Igot Rossi to make nie apair of clarinets to my spec, and they were better than my pre-war
1010. And that's what Iused on my concerto record.
Atkinson: But that wasn't the clarinet you played on our recordire
Michaelson: No, that was one of the next pair Ihad
made, from extremely old blackwood. Very old ebony.
There were also acouple of changes to the tone holes that
Iwanted to make to improve the intonation.
Atkinson: Far the Mozart and Brahms quintets you used aclarinet
pitched in A, which plays asemitone, or ha/fa shy, lower than the
usual &fiat instrument.
Michaelson: Yes, the A instrument produces a much
more voluminous sound than the B-flat. The B-flat is much
more brilliant and bright.
Atkinson: Many people will probably be surprised to learn how
decent clarinets can be. There's the bore, the wall thickness, the
tapering of the tone holes, the quality ;
the reeds... bejàre you even
start to play anote, it seems there's as much to worry about as there
is in ahigh-end audio system.
Michaelson: The clarinet is avery strange instrument.
When you start playing it it's all very, very easy, it all works
easily. But once you start playing it properly, Ireckon it's
getting on to be the hardest orchestral instrument there is
to play. And there are more differences in clarinet sound,
in my opinion, than there are in many other instruments.
English clarinets arc one thing, German clarinets are something else again, 'Viennese are something else again, and
Eastern Europe is something else different again. And
American clarinets... there are all sorts of weird things going
on with the bore — they have "chokes," lumps of wood designed to damp sonic of the vibrations, the resonances.
Atkinson: Iremember the first time Iheard the Brahms
Quintet — the way the clarinet creeps in with that rising armio
at the very beginning raised goosebumps.
Michaelson: The Brahms is an extraordinary work.
You've got this incredible richness of texture, and yet the
most amazing economy of resource. If you look at the
rhythmic and harmonic and melodic elements, there are
very, very few. But Brahms marshals them and reuses them
and restructures them and turns them upside down and
inside out. The more you get to know about what he
does...I just can't believe the intellectual achievement of
the work. Yet it has this wonderful unity — the way, at the
very end of the fourth movement, you've got a wonderful
recitative that leads inexorably
back to the opening theme of
the first movement. In the voicing and the patterns of that last
movement, it's so powerful!
Atkinson: There were many

"THE BRAHMS IS AN EXTRAORDINARY WORK. YOU'VE GOT THIS
INCREDIBLE RICHNESS OF TEXTURE, AND YET THE MOST AMAZING
ECONOMY OF RESOURCE." —ANTONY M ICHAELSON
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The new amplifier from Viola —
A two channel amplifier with separate power supply
that redefines presence, transparency, and precision
in amplification.
Bravo is atwo channel power amplifier rated at
350 watts/channel in two chassis. Supply chassis
features inductor (choke) input.

The amplifier chassis consists of flexibly designed
audio sections permitting the amplifier to be configured in various modes from astereo amp rated at
350 watts/channel (a two box set) to abridgud mono
block rated at 1200 watts/channel into 8Ohms

(a four box set) and 1600 watts/channel into 4 Ohms.

Available Now!
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Blue Heaven Studios
ail-order retailer Acoustic Sounds (www.
acousticsounds.com) was founded by Chad
Kassem in the early 1980s to sell LPs and CDs.
One thing led to another, and Chad got into reissuing his favorite recordings, as well as original
blues recordings, on his Analogue Productions
label. To help with this, he opened his own mastering facility, AcousTech, with LP pressing company Record Technology Inc. Then came Blue
Heaven Studios.
Chad
acquired
re
the First Christian
Church in Salina,
b
•I
Kansas, to use as
offices and warehousçr
ing. But, struck by the
beautiful acoustics of
the 77'-long, 52'wide, 40'-high former
sanctuary, he wonA
dered if the building
could be converted to
arecording studio.
e
To have his idea
1.1kumome
checked out, Chad
flew in three top
music-business professionals: producer
and recording and
mastering engineer
David Baker (Shirley
Horn's You Won't Forget Me, on Verve; Medeski,
Martin & Wood's recordings, on Gramavision;
most of the Vanguard and Everest CD remasterings); producer Joe Harley (AudioQuest Music,
JVC XRCD); and acoustics consultant Neil Muncy
(Eastern VP of the Audio Engineering Society).
They gave Chad an enthusiastic go-ahead; Muncy,
who specializes in the design of recording and
broadcast facilities and who was responsible for setting up AcousTech Mastering, redesigned the
church to be astate-of-the-art recording facility.
Construction of the First Christian Church in
Salina was begun in September 1924, and the sanctuary was dedicated in January 1927. The structure,
in amodified Gothic style, is built of brown brick,
limestone, and wood with acastellated bell tower,
wooden window tracery, and stained-glass windows. The interior features walnut pews, beams,
and woodwork, all of aGothic flavor. The unusual
construction and design include four Gothic-style
stained-glass dormers on the west roof, and all of
the bell tower's window cusps, arches, and muntins
are in an unusual brick pattern.
.

Lek: Judith and violist Stephen Tees discuss the shifting rhythms in the
Brahms second movement. Right: Chad Kassem gingerly holds the
"Wilmotte" Stradivarius.
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moments ofpure magic in that Kansas church. For me, the laehkht
was the slow movement of the Brahms, with its sheng rhythmic
structure over which the clarinet, played without the safety net tf
vibrato, paints ahauntingly beautfiid line And of course, you were
turning in acracking petfonnance of the first moventent of the
Brahms when it was ruined by apolice helicopter that not onlyflew
over the studio, but returned to hover over it!
Michaelson: We'll forget about that! [laughs] But let me tell
you astory about the Brahms Quintet. When Ifirst heard it,
when Iwas 16 or 17, I
just didn't understand it at all. But as
Iplayed it as background music for about aweek, gradually
the idiom and the language began to sink in. So if people
find it abit dark and abit strange, if they just put it on as
background music for acouple of weeks, the brain will sort
out what it's about.
Atkinson: The Mozart is certainly more approachable, which is
why we decided to start the CD with it.
Michaelson: Do you know the joke in the Mozart? The
tune in the last movement —poni porn pout porn, da-dee ladee porn porn? The clarinet never gets it — not until the
very end. The clarinet gets every damn thing else, all
those elaborate variations, but it doesn't get the damn
tune. [laughs] You know the variation with the big leaps
and all that crap — if you listen to the strings, they've got the
tune. Over and over again, throughout the whole movement, the clarinet has not got the tune.
Atkinson: But surely it's worth it when you finally get the tune
in the coda.
Michaelson: Oh yes, it's always worth it when you get a
Mozart tune. [laughs]
Atkinson: How do you feel about recording these pinnacles of the
clarinet repertoire?
Michaelson: They're such overpowering masterworks, I
marvel at the controlled power of the harmony and the
narrative progression of the harmony and the music. The
idea that I'm allowed to play them — and the idea that
most people don't know these amazing works — is just
astonishing. Imean, Ihave nothing to say that hasn't been
said before. This is the trouble with recorded music: When
you've heard the greats, like Alfred Prinz or Gervasc de
Peyer, do the Brahms Clarinet Quintet, you don't need to
hear Antony Michaelson. Imean, let's get real here. [late/is]
Atkinson: That's a
frightening prospect —every musician havire
to compete on record with everybody in the past.
Michaelson: Ihad awonderful chat with Ingrid Jacoby
about this when we were recording the Brahms sonatas
together. Ingrid, who's areally
great pianist, said, "You know, I
don't think music is acompetitive sport." Ithink that's true. I
think that every artist has to do
as best they can when they're
playing, and sincerely present
the music as best they can. And
the music will work. The player
may not be agenius, but the
music was written by agenius.
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Manin Colloms on the MF2500 stereo amplifier
(Stereophile, Dec. 1999)
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"It closely approaches the classic tonal character of afine tubed
amplifier -aC-J hallmark"
Michael Trei on the MF5600 five-channel amplifier
(Home Theater, Feb. 2000)
"C-J is well known for endowing their transistor products with a
generous helping of tube musicality"
"Here, finally, is asolid-state amp that can really deliver some of the
sonic advantages of agood tube amp"
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"I could happily use this amp every day in my two-channel stereo
system and not really miss athing over my regular, exotic, single-ended
tube amp -and that's saying alot."

conrad-johnson
It just sounds right.
conrad-johnson design, inc. 2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031
www.conradjohnson.com
phone: 703-698-8581, fax: 703-560-5360
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INho was INhat, VVhere, & When
Recording Venue: Blue Heaven Studios,
Salina, Kansas
Recording Dates: May 10-11, 1999
Production: Adrian Levine, with John Atkinson
Engineering: John Atkinson, with John Brandt
Editing/Mixing/Mastering: John Atkinson
Photography: Julie Hess,
o Atkinson
with Jhn
Art Direction:
Natalie Brown Baca
Booklet Producticm:
Pip Tannenbaum
Booldet Notes:
Les Berkley, John Atkinson
CD Cover Image:
Barbara Zaring,
Rinconada River,
oil on linen, 46" by 38"
Recording equipment: two Neumann M147 1"
tube cardioid microphones as ORTF pair, two Brüel
& IÇjaer/DPA 4006 1 "omnidirectional microphones
with diffuse-field nosecones; Belden balanced microphone cables; two two-channel ivlillennia Media HV3B microphone preamplifiers; dCS 902D and 9041)
24-bit, two-channel A/D converters at 24-bits/
882kHz; Apogee Wyde-Eye and Canare AES/EBU
digital cables; Nagra-D open-reel, four-track digital
tape recorder (cardioids); Tascam DA-38 MDM
recorder with PrismSound MR-2024T bit splitter
(omnis); BASF 931 (Nagra) and Sony P6-120HMPX
(Tascam) tape; Musical Fidelity X-24K D/A converter, Stax Lambda Pro I
eadphones; Audio Power
Industries Power Wedge.
Editing„ mixing,, and mastering equipment:
Sonic Solutions SonicStudio v.52.1 digital audio
workstation with 24GB hard drive; dCS 972
Digital/Digital Converter (882kHz to 44.1kHz
downconversion); Meridian 518 Mastering C,onverter
(24-bit to 16-bit conversion); Dorrough AES/EBU
level meter, Audio Engineering Assodates Stereoscope; Z-Systems rdp-1 digital equalizer; Revel
Ultima Studio and B&W Silver Signature loudspeakers, driven by Mark Levinson No33H power amplifiers; Meridian 8000 digital active loudspeakers;
Seruleiser HD600 headphones driven by HeadRoom Cosmic amplifier.
Stereophile thanks:
Amony Michaelson (Musical Fidelity), Chad
Kassem and Julie Hess (Acoustic Sounds), John
Brandt (Blue Heaven Studios), Antoinette Flosi
(Neumarui), John La Grou (Millennia Media),
Dr. Glenn Zelniker (Z-Systems), Robert Kelly
(dCS, Ltd), Bob Stuart (Meridian), and Les
Edelberg (Audio Power Industries).
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Of course, it depends on whether you take aRomantic
or Classical view, whether you think the musician is atortured artist baring his soul before everybody, or whether
you think it's somebody making an honest representation
of what was written down and intended by the composer.
Atkinson: But then, f
course, the raw notes on the pqqe can be
so lacking in itikrmation, the composer relying on the petfirming
tradition to fill in the blanks.
Michaelson: Brahms isn't so bad. If you play exactly what
Brahms wrote, obviously there's an awful lot of room for
dynamic changes, for pitch changes, for ensemble, for balance, and so on and so forth, but you'll still get quite near
it. With Mozart, however, if you play just what is written
on the music you'll get nothing.
Atkinson: Of course, with the Mozart quintet you're having to
make chattes anyway because it was originally written fir abasset
clarinet with extra lot' notes.
Michaelson: Yes, that's much more evident in the concerto, but in the Larghetto of the Quintet, there arc three or
four places where it was obviously written for the basset
clarinet.
Atkinson: One thing that fnoticed at the sessions about your
approach to these works is that your dynamics are extreme. In the
two slow movemetits, fir example, there are passages where you
barely seemed to be exciting the air molecules, yet at other times you
n'en' letting rip with everything you've got.
Michaelson: There's arange of dynamics between "quite
loud" and "quite soft" where the clarinet is "safe" in terms
of intonation and other things. So it is very tempting for
clarinet players to play safe, to not play loudly or softly. But
Itend to go for broke! The worst thing Ican do is make a
fool of myself.
The Rossi clarinets help too, because the 1010 bore will
go louder than other clarinets. In terms of playing softer,
it's aquestion of how hard you try, and it's aquestion of the
reeds and the mouthpiece. And if your religion is music
and it matters more than anything else in the world to you,
which it does to me, then I'm going to go for it with everything I've got.
Atkinson: The music was speaking through you.
Michaelson: Yes, and it's the most wonderful experience.
When Icame out to Kansas to make this recording, it was
one of the best weeks of my life. It really was. Being
immersed in the whole ethos of making music. It was a
huge privilege to be able to do this project. When Igot
back to England, ilea said to
me, "You just don't know how
lucky you are, because most
clarinetists never do anything
like that in their lives."
Atkinson: It was an equal priviltge
for me to be able to record you,
Antony Thank you.
CI
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With a knotty new album Wilco changes labels, personnel and perhaps its following.

think that creativity comes out of having
limitations," says Jeff Tweedy, guitaristsinger-songwriter of Wilco. "It doesn't
come out of having infinite possibilities.
Then you're just choosing; that's not very
creative.
'When it comes to Wilco's new album, Yankee Hotel Rwtrot,
and the band's overall future, the band has definitely become
intimate with limitations, particularly those of the record
business ca 2002. An angular, idea-filled, hard-to-describe
rock record, YHF's creative boundaries are defined by the
edgy, noisy mixing style of Chicago producer-player-engineer
Jim O'Rourke, and aless-than-mainstream sound that will

II 1
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certainly limit its sales — apoint that touched off an exhaustively chronicled dispute between the band and its former
record label, Reprise.
Like Wilco's previous albums, A.M. (1995), Being There
(1996), Mermaid Avenue (1998), Summeneeth (1999), and
Mermaid Avenue, 14d.11 (2000), Yankee Hotel Foxtrot is thinkingman's (or maybe woman's?) rock (see review on page 135).
The twang that once colored the band's music as aresult of
Tweedy's time in the seminal alternative-country band
Uncle Tupelo has disappeared. In its place is asound that's an
acquired taste, full of found noises, silence, minor keys, and

BY ROBERT BAIRD
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experimental vision that, while stylistically bold when compared to most other current rock records, is tightly controlled
within the confines of the album itself. Much of Yle's consistency and flourishes of studio gimmickry can be attributed
to the eccentric O'Rourke, known for his work with Gastr
del Sol, Kronos Quartet, Henry Kaiser, Tortoise, and his own
solo records.
"When Ibrought the tapes to Jim to start working on it,
they sounded more like Summerteeth, which was never the
intent at all," Tweedy says from his home in Chicago. (Later
he said the record also "sounded like Mott The Hoople.") "I
always really wanted it to be stripped back more. If anything
all the weird elements that happen on the record were there
when we went to mix with Jim. And he did this great job of
working with us and shaping the record and pulling the
songs back into focus.
"We're trying to use the space more. For me as alistener,
where this record is more successful than Summerteeth is that
it allows more places for me to get into it, inside it, not have
this kind of sheen, this impenetrable wall of sound where I
don't have any room to imagine what's going on."
Tweedy and his bandmates could not have imagined the
reception their year-in-the-works project would find at Reprise,
an experience widely held up by the rock press as an example
of the decay that's fatally taken root at the major labels.
The story began innocently enough. In fall 2001, Wilco
submitted the completed masters of VHF to their label,

can be made that it's not areally immediate piece of music —
as in it hits you immediately rather than after five listens—
so there were some thoughts about that. We never really
understood what kind of changes they wanted us to make,
but Isuspect it would have been drastic."
Over the next few months, lawyers for both sides met, and
in July 2001 finally severed ties established when Tweedy's previous band, Uncle Tupelo, had signed with the label in 1992.
Wilco was dropped in the brief chaotic period after
Reprise president Howie Klein stepped down and before
Toni Whalley took over as the new chairman of Warner
Bros./Reprise. Whalley made an effort to keep the band, but
by then the damage had been donc. David ICahne, then head
of A&R at Warner Bros./Reprise and who has since left as
well, was the one who decided to drop the band. Kahne had
been responsible for signing to Reprise such acts as This Way,
Lisa Hall, and Snake River Conspiracy. So far, none of these
has generated sales or critical praise.
"No one else at the label at the time wanted to sec Wilco
leave," says Bill Bentley, senior vice-president of media relations at Reprise and alongtime Wilco fan. "It's not radiodriven rock, but since when does everything have to be?"
Tired of the struggle, the band was just happy to filially be
freed. "In big business, or in general, you're in trouble if the
person at the very top doesn't have vision," Tweedy reasons.
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"The quotes Ihave from Reprise Record
were things like, 'It's career-ending if you guys
don't want to change it:
—Jeff Tweedy

WEA-owned Reprise Records. Two weeks later, the silence
from Reprise's Burbank offices was deafening.
"We didn't think they were taking that time to formulate
the greatest marketing plan ever made for arecord, that they
wanted to conic back with all their ducks in arow," Tweedy
says with afacetious smirk.
Eventually, the label did get in touch with the band. They
were less than pleased with the new album.
"We sent them demos early on, like 15, 16 things. They
were pretty receptive, almost enthusiastic. As the year wore
on and we grew more and more serious about finishing and
trying to shape it into the record we were trying to make,
their responses became more lukewarm. And by the time we
finished it Iguess they were downright dismayed. The quotes
Ihave from phone conversations that Tony [Margherita,
Wilco's longtime manager] had with them were things like,
'It's career-ending if you guys don't want to change it.' We
were actually kind of excited [by that] because it meant they
thought we had acareer."
While the band was adamant about refusing to change the
album, Tweedy says now that the only specific criticism he
heard was that the vocals were "masked."
"I have no idea what 'masked' even means. The argument
Stereopfule, June 2002

"And at this point in time there was really nobody at the very
top [at Reprise]. There wasn't anybody really steering the
ship. There was somebody on his way out, or pretty much
ineffectual, and somebody kind of assuming all that power,
who was somehow in aposition to rally alegal department
to whip up acontract to get rid of us."
Within weeks, labels large and small began bidding for
Yankee Hotel Foxtrot. To further fuel the fire —and gain Napster
cred with its fans —the band began streaming cuts from the
album on its website, www.wilcoworld.net. Tweedy is unsure
how many serious contenders eventually emerged, but says
probably there were fewer than the figure of 30 most media
outlets have reported. In the end, the band struck adeal with
another WEA label, Nonesuch Records, the home of country
rocker Emmylou Harris and art rocker Laurie Anderson, as
well as classical composers John Adams and Philip Glass.
"They have ahistory of finding people that are hard to find
for other labels — finding people that love the same records
that they love. Ireally buy that. You can't dispute that if you
look at their roster. The irony is that it's under the Warner
umbrella. But if that doesn't bother them, it doesn't bother
us. Iwould think they would find that more troublesome
than we would."
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'Quads can deliver a sublime experience. They still
take my breath away with their profound revelation."
-Noel Keywood (HiFi World)

'By any measure. the 989 is a triumph, as
well as a bargain in high-end terms.' -Ken
Kessler (HiFi News)
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'At the price I've heard nothing that
I'd prefer. In fact, even if price

e

weren't an issue I'd be hard
pushed to find speakers that
better the 988s .combination of
talents in my listening room.
Ican't recommend them
too highly'Gramophone
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Whether they will stay with Nonesuch, aboutique label
with limited resources and agrowing reputation for being
something of ahome for older artists (Randy Newman recently departed Warner Bros. for Nonesuch), remains to be
seen. Given the challenging sound of YHF, it's also possible
that Tweedy's creative pendulum could now swing in the
opposite direction, and his next project be an album of guitarpop hits that could benefit from the marketing push that only
major-label muscle can provide.
Nevertheless, the entire experience, laid out recently in
great detail by the Los Angeles limes, Billboard, and other publications, seems emblematic of what astrange and precarious
world the record business has become. Major labels like
Reprise are no longer in the business of artist development. If
you don't sell lots of records fast, you're history. Adult-oriented
rock bands whose average sales fall between 150,000 and
200,000 — even those who have the potential to score abigger
hit—are luxuries most labels cannot or will not afford.
But not having the equivalent of afarm team — aplace
where young and/or less-than-mainstream talent can learn
and thrive — will eventually catch up with abusiness that
now depends on selling Britney Spears to pre-teens. Wilco
has provided Reprise with anumber of albums that sell slowly
but steadily, and there's aboxed set waiting to happen — facts
that make their dismissal that much more short-sighted.
"At the end of the day, Ihave zero bitterness
in me about it," Tweedy says. "Their goal was

was filled by Glenn Kotche. Tweedy insists that the departures are not the prelude to his going solo.
"I might nuke asolo record someday, but Ilike bands.
And Idepend on people. Ineed to have emotional content
and input and investment from other people."
Tweedy is also involved in two other recent recording projects. The first, released in March 2002, is an Uncle Tupelo retrospective, 89/93: An Anthology, conceived, licensed, and
released by Sony's reissue arm, Columbia/Legacy — alabel
that, unlike Reprise, had had no previous contact with the
band. Although Tweedy had asay in what songs ended up on
the collection, he declined to get too involved. Legacy will
reissue the band's first three (of four) albums in fall 2002.
"I'm happy to have somebody else define what is most
important of that band's music. Idon't really have any idea. If
rd gotten too involved, Ithink Iwould have picked all the ballads or something, you know?
"I was really, really defined by being in that band. It was very
difficult for me to separate me from being in Uncle Tupelo —
it's all Ihad ever donc, from 14 or 15
years old, was be in arock band
with Jay [Farrar] and Mike
[Heidorn]. When that ended,
it was weird. Ihave to think or/
it's just the same as anyone
else would feel if they had
a lot of documents or

-I "Maybe we'll limit ourselves to ahandful of instruments
when we go into the studio. Ithink trying
to figure out how to do something with only ahandful
of things that aren't exactly the right things leads to something exciting"
•

to sell records. I've never depended on them to have ears. Or
wanted that much creative input. At the end of it, all Ican say
is that they behaved exactly the way acompany with abottom
line at heart behaves. Iappreciate it, actually. Ithink the worst
thing that could have happened is for them to not admit that
they didn't care or understand selling our record."
Looming nearly as large in Wilco's recent past as their switch
of labels were the departures of several key bandmembers.
1)rununer Ken Coome4 who'd come with Tweedy to form
Wilco after Uncle Tupelo split up in 1994, left before recording
for Yankee Hotel Foxtrot began. Even more important was the
exit, near the end of the VHF sessions, of multi-instrumentalist
Jay Bennett, who had been abig part of the band's sound
onstage and in the studio.
"Jay plays on the record and he made alot of contributions
to it. He engineered much of it," says Tweedy, pausing.
"There's probably alot of reasons why Jay's not in our band.
All Ican say is that I've never felt better about my band as I
do now. I've never felt like Ihad this kind of environment, of
what Ikind of imagined aband was gonna be when Iwas 17
or something. It's really opened up alot creatively, and become
areally comfortable, exciting place to work."
Bennett was replaced by Leroy Bach, and Coomer's stool
Stereophile, June 2002

—Jeff Tweedy

information about themselves in their early 20s — how closely would they want to scrutinize that?"
In addition, Wilco, and Tweedy as asolo artist, have cuts on
the soundtrack of Clu4sea Walls, Ethan Hawke's upcoming
directorial debut. The making of Yankee Hotel Foxtrot was also
captured by documentary filmmaker Sam Jones, for afilm to be
released next year as IAm Trying to Break Your Heart.
Although Yankee Hotel Foxtrot has just hit the record bins,
the band has already made another record. According to
Tweedy, half of it sounds like VHF.
"We plan on making acouple other records that we have
the material for — afew more different approaches and ideas.
Idon't know. Right now we're spending our own money, just
going in the studio and making these records in relatively
short periods of time, like aweek. And being excited about
having aCD that we call 'our record' to listen to on the bus.
"I think that we're probably leaning toward trying to see
how little we can play. Idon't even know, maybe arecord
wouldn't even end up sounding like that. It's just an approach — maybe limit ourselves to ahandful of instruments
when we go into the studio. Ithink trying to figure out how
to do something with only ahandful of things that aren't
exactly the right things leads to something exciting."
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ometimes it all comes down to
the shape of the side panels. Iwas
smitten by the gentle curves of
the Burmester B99 loudspeaker's aluminum side grilles, which have uncommon grace. A love affair with an enclosure? Well, yes. After all, beauty is an
intensely personal matter.
The B99's shape is slightly reminiscent of an airfoil and with an aluminum
veneer modeled on the riveted wings of
turboprop aircraft. It is athree-way, fullrange, floorstanding loudspeaker whose
midrange and high-frequency drivers
are installed in aD'Appolito configuration; the two woofers arc mounted on
the side.
The B99's ribbon tweeter consists of
heat-treated ICapton foil. Its motor consists of aluminum conductors laminated
on the diaphragm foil, and uses neodymium magnets with an energy density 20 times higher than similar ferrite
magnets. Silver conductor wires are soldered directly to the diaphragm foil. The
ribbon's 28cm2 area (434 sq.in.) is protected by aplastic ridge that also serves
to broaden the dispersion angle of the
tweeter over its working frequency
range. Tlie ribbon covers an area about
10 times the size of conventional dome
tweeters, allowing for alow crossover
frequency of 1.8Hz.

Description: Three-way, floorstanding, reflex-loaded loudspeaker with
double-walled enclosure, milled and
enameled aluminum front panel.
Drive-units: 5" by 1" ribbon tweeter,
two 5.5" (140mm) magnesium-cone
midrange units, two 9.5" (245mm)
paper-cone woofers. Crossover frequencies: 180Hz, 1.8kHz. Crossover
filters: second-order Linkwitz-Riley.
Frequency response: 32Hz-28kHz,
±3dB. Power rating: 400W. Impedance: 4ohms nominal, 3ohms minimum. Sensitivity: 90dB/W(2.83V)/m.
Dimensions: 58.3" (1495mm) H by
12.1" (310mm) W by 24.2" (620mm)
D. Weight: 220 lbs (100kg) each.
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The two 5.6" midrange drivers use
magnesium cones that arc said to be free
from resonant modes to above 31(Hz —
an octave above the crossover point. Each
driver has alarge gold-colored, bulletshaped phase plug of copper to prevent
compression effects in the center of the
driver, and is supported by arigid, diecast,
magnetically nonconductive support.
The bass frequencies are managed
by two 10" woofers with air-dried, resonance-damped paper cones. The
woofer has alarge vent hole in the pole
core behind the dustcap to reduce
compression effects, and the 1" coil is
said to have along linear throw. The
two woofers are mounted either side
of the ports and vent through 40 lateral
openings, each 10" by 0.5", in the
curved aluminum panels on one of the
loudspeaker's sides.
Burmester makes the B99 in
matched pairs. The process begins with
setting tight tolerances for the OEM
drive-unit suppliers. The drivers received from the supplier are then
burned in for two weeks, using a10Hz
continuous sinewave for midrange units
(at 110W) and woofers (at 250W), and
a7W continuous pink-noise signal for
the ribbon tweeters. The drivers are
then measured and computer-sorted;
the 10 units that go into agiven pair of

Finishes: Silver-metallic enamel laminate front and side panels; enclosure
comes in rowan berry, high-gloss
black, or maple trim.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
12385, 12386.
Price: $47,780/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 8.
Manufacturer: Burmester Audiosystems GmbH, Kolonnenstrasse
30g, D-10829 Berlin, Germany. Tel:
(49) 30/78 79 680. Fax: (49) 30/78
79 68 68. Web: www.burmester.de
US: Burmester USA, 229 Arbor Road,
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417. Tel./fax:
(201) 848-7700.

B99s are trimmed within ±5(113 for
their respective frequency responses. All
technical specifications for each driver
arc filed, so that aloudspeaker in the
field can receive anew driver identical
to the one being replaced.
The B99's enclosure is doublewalled. The inner chamber is made of
1"-thick, ultrastiff MDF strengthened
with acomplex internal bracing system.
The midrange driver and tweeter arc
mounted in their own internal cabindts
and the outer housing and inner chaMber are insulated from each other by' a
layer of damping material. Like all
Burmester speakers, the B99 is not
damped by wool stuffing, because "the
woofer has to pull the air through the
wool." Rather, the B99 contains mats of
afelt-like material in various thicknesses. The thickness of these mats has been
calculated precisely in relation to their
placement in the enclosure.
The B99's crossover —which weighs
more than 11 lbs —sits in its own completely sealed enclosure at the bottom of
the speaker cabinet, protected from the
"sonic storms" that rage inside the main
enclosure. Second-order crossover slopes
are used, and impedance correction is
used so the theoretically correct filter
behavior is not affected by changes in the
driver's impedances. Heavy-gauge copper
plating is used for the crossover's printedcircuit board. The woofer connections are
made with high-purity lOrnin 2 copper
wire, and the midrange drivers and tweeters are wired with pure silver.
The four speaker binding posts —
two for the woofer section, two for the
midrange-tweeter —are located on the
underside of the enclosure just below
the crossover. Two people arc required
to change the speaker cables: one to tilt
and hold the front end of the 220-lb
speaker, the other to crawl underneath
and screw down the four large plastic
wing nuts.
The B99 comes in three standard
finishes: elsberry/aluminum laminate,
maple/aluminum, and silver/aluminum. The veneer panels can be changed,
thus making it possible to alter the
enclosure's color. The fien'finish of the
Stereophik, June 2002
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Burmester
the tweeter centers), and 120" from my
cabinetry, hardware, and drivers is
superb—as you should expect of a chair, with the side-mounted woofers
facing each other. Toed-in slightly, the
speaker costing $47,000/pair.
speakers focused on the nearfield listening position while facing down the
Setup
full length of my narrow listening
The pair of Burmester B99s, enclosed in
room. (The room is 26' long, 13' wide,
their 6-high cardboard and foam shipping cartons, arrived at my house by and 12' high, with asemi-cathedral
ceiling. The room's other end opens
rental van. Udo Besser, then Burinto a25' by 15' kitchen through an 8'
mester's marketing manager, was there
by 4' opening.)
to help me unload, move, and set them
Over the following weekend, Idrove
up for the review. He immediately disthe B99s to listen for loose parts,
covered minor shipping damage to one
unwanted resonances, or any other sign
speaker's wooden front panels, but as
of shipping damage. Iblasted pipe organ
the damage was insubstantial, the movmusic, soprano arias, and rock, relying
ing operation continued. Each 220-lb
on my Krell FPB 600e power amplifier
speaker was carried into my front door,
to reveal any weaknesses. None were
up ashort flight of stairs, and into the
evident. The only rattles Iheard were
listening room.
from objects in the room that were set
Ipositioned the B99s 42" from the
in motion by the music.
back wall, 83" apart (measured from

B99

Rated at 90d13/2.83V/rn, the Burmester B99 proved capable of 110dB
sound-pressure levels (SPLs). Driven by
250Wpc Mark Levinson No.334 and
1200Wpc Krell FPB 600e stereo amplifiers, or by aBryston 14B-ST 800W
dual-mono amp —all rated for the B99's
4 ohm load — the Burtnesters easily
revealed the sonic signature of each
amplifier. The Bryston had asmooth
delivery with solid, well-defined bass
response; the Krell generated the widest
soundstage, along with an extended,
transparent top end; and the Levinson
produced anarrower sonic image, but
with bass slam.
Idrove the B99 with low-frequency
warble tones from Test CD 2(Stereophile STPH004-2) and measured
SPLs at each frequency with aRadioShack sound-level meter resting on

Measurements
C tereophile's reviewers seem to be
currently enamored of large,
heavy loudspeakers. As with the 270lb B&W Signature 800 that Kalman
Rubinson reviews elsewhere in this
issue, it was not possible for me to lift
the 220-lb Burmester B99 off the
ground for the acoustic measurements. As a result, there was an
unavoidable "floor bounce" of the
speaker's output that contributed
some visible roughness to some of the
frequency-response graphs. Imust
also comment on the "thinking out of
the box" that led Burmester to place
the terminals in arecess on the speaker's base. Try as Imight, I
just couldn't
hold the speaker with one hand while
Iinserted the wires with the other. Of
course, at this price level the dealer
should do all the work during the
speaker's installation, and it could also
be fairly pointed out that reviewers are
not typical in the amount of plugging
and unplugging they do. Nevertheless,
Icould be heard to let loose with the
occasional uncharacteristic cuss word
during the measuring session.
Once the cables were hooked up, I
estimated the B99's voltage sensitivity
as 89.5dB(B)/2.83V/m, which is
within experimental error of the
specified 90dB. This is auseful 3dB
above average. The plot of the speaker's impedance magnitude and phase
against frequency (4.1) reveals the
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B99 to be moderately difficult for an
amplifier to drive, due to adrop to
3.33 ohms in the midrange. However,
the electrical phase angle is generally
low, meaning that agood amplifier
rated at 4ohms will have no difficulty
coping with the speaker.
In the region covered by the ribbon
tweeter, the speaker resembles a7
ohm resistor. Other than avery slight
kink at 190Hz, there are no glitches in
the impedance traces that would reveal the presence of mechanical resonances. In fact, the B99's enclosure
was as dead as the proverbial door nail.
The minimum at 32Hz in the
magnitude trace indicates the tuning
of the reflex ports, which in turn implies good bass extension. This is confirmed by the plot of the speaker's
low-frequency nearfield responses
(fig2). The blue trace is the complex
sum of the outputs of the midrange
units, woofers, and ports, and can be
seen to smoothly roll off with asomewhat overdamped character, reaching
a—6dB point at 35Hz. Note that the
usual notch in the woofer response at
the reflex tuning point is almost
absent. As aresult, the overall highpass rolloff is closer to 12dB/octave
than the typical reflex system's
24dBloc-tave. As Iexplain in the
"Measurements" sidebar that accompanies the B&W 800 review, this type
of woofer alignment tends to give, in

all but very large rooms, the optimal
balance between low-frequency extension and clarity.
The ports' output (red trace) covers
the passband between 25Hz and
60Hz, but an otherwise smooth lowpass rolloff is spoiled by the presence
of asharp peak at the same 190Hz
—
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Fig.1

10It

Burmester 899, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

100

rtto4retto
Fig.2 Burmester 899, nearfield responses
of midrange unit (magenta), woofers
(green), port (red), and their complex
sum (blue), plotted below 800Hz, tkHz,
400Hz, and 800Hz, respectively.
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the arm of my listening chair. The
B99's deep-bass output remained
within ±2dB limits from 100Hz to
31.5Hz. Below that, it shelved down
by -10dB at 25Hz. Iwas unable to
detect any port chuffing during the
warble tests.
Changing over to broadband pink
noise, Ifound the tonality the saine
whether Isat back or leaned forward.
This wasn't surprising - the height of
the B99's ribbon tweeter, 36-41" above
the floor, included my seated car height
of 37.5". However, the pink noise dulled
as soon as Istood up, or when Imoved
around the room during the "sit down,
stand up, walk around" test.

Listening
Iwas just finishing my May review of
Snell's XA Tower Reference loudspeaker when the B99s arrived. Taller

Iimmediately
appreciated the B99's
transparency and wide,
deep soundstage.
and slightly heavier, the XA Tower had
amore neutral sonic presentation that
made it difficult for me to describe its

character. On the other hand, Iimmediately appreciated the 1399's transparency
and wide, deep soundstage. And the
1399 remained fast, clean, undistorted,
and uncompressed at SPLs approaching
106dB. So far, so good.
Despite its measured rolloff below
31Hz, the B99's bass was fast, taut, and
powerful -until Idamped my wall cabinets, its woofers set them buzzing. I
both heard and sensed the deep synthesizer notes that punctuate "No Sign of
Ghosts," from the Casper soundtrack
(MCA MCAD-11240), and the ponderous thuds and ominous rumblings presaging the asteroid impact in "The End
of Our Island," from the Dinosaur sound-

Measurements
seen in the impedance traces. Fortunately, the woofers' response (green)
has asuckout at exactly the same frequency, which is why the summed
(Iolue) response is smooth. The crossover between the midrange units and
woofers appears to be set slightly
lower in frequency than the specified
180Hz, and features symmetrical
12dB/octave slopes.
The same summed nearfield lowfrequency curve is shown to the left
of fig.3, spliced to the B99's farfield
response averaged across a30° horizontal window on the tweeter axis. It
is astonishingly flat, overall! The lack
of the usual 3dB "nearfield boost" in
the mid- to upper bass, however, suggests that the woofer alignment is
perhaps too overdamped. Inote that
LG found the speaker's bass to roll off
below 25Hz, even with the usual
low-frequency "room gain."
The ribbon tweeter's output appears to roll off sharply above 11kHz

or so, which, all things being equal,
might be expected to make the
speaker's sound lack upper-octave
"air." Yet as LG commented on the
plentiful air to the B99's balance,

perhaps all things are not equal. The
missing factor is the speaker's dispersion. Fig.4 shows the B99's lateral
radiation pattern (plotted out only to
±15° because Icould not maneuver
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Burmester
track (Walt Disney 50086 06727). The
B99 played with perfect pitch the 32Hz
double-bass note that opens Strauss's
ALso sprach Zarathustra (fine Warp, Tclarc
CD-80106), conveyed the power and
weight of the final organ chords of
Elgar's Tire Dream qfGerontius, Part 1(Test
CD 2), the soft but dense bass-drum beat
on "Cosmos Old Friend" from the
Sneakers soundtrack (Columbia CK
53146), and the subterranean synthesizer chords from "Assault on Ryan's
House," from the Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA 66051-2). It also evoked
Tony Soprano's desperation and anxiety
with oppressive bass pulsations in
"Woke Up This Morning," Chosen

the speaker onto my computer-controlled turntable). The audioband
balance doesn't change at all within
this window, and the top octave
starts to roll off only at the most
extreme angle. However, as the output is well-suppressed at the 15° offaxis angles, I suspect that these
responses contribute significantly to
the rolloff above 11kHz seen in fig.3.
The B99's dispersion in the vertical plane (fig.5) features a sharp
notch at the upper crossover fre-

0

5

6

One Mix's main theme from the TV
series The Sopranos (RCA 7464-2).
The B99 really rocked on pipe organ
recordings. Pedal notes were delivered
with dense pressure and room lock, as
heard on the Alltgro of Widor's Symphony 6, from the Cl) reissue of Marcel
Dupré's Recital (Mercury Living Presence 434 311-2). "Gnomus," from Jean
Guillou's organ transcription of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian
DOR-90117), was reproduced with a
mix of the large organ's shuddering bass
notes and delicacy from its pipes and
trumpets. Reed's La Fiesta Mexicana, from
Fiesta (Reference Recordings RR38CD), opens with amix of explosive

quency for standing listeners, but the
response doesn't change significantly
as long as the speaker is auditioned
on an axis between the centers of the
two midrange units. (Ignore the
smooth rise above 15kHz in the second trace from the bottom, which I
believe is due to an averaging error
when Itook the measurement: I
measure outdoors, and minuscule
differences in path length due to
slight breezes can lead to such
errors.) At extreme off-axis vertical
angles, the ribbon's output is wellsuppressed in the top two octaves,
due to its radiating dimension in this
plane being very much greater than
the wavelengths of the sound in this
frequency region.
In the time domain, the B99's impulse response (fig.6) is conventional
and clearly shows the unavoidable
floor reflection 3ms after the initial

B99

bass-drum beats and shimmering, reverberating chimes, both superbly conveyed without compression by the B99s.
The Burmester's treble and upper
midrange were thrilling, both in their
seductive clarity and their ability to
reproduce arecording's ambience. 'The
seductiveness reminded me of Quad 57
electrostatic panels driven by Mark
Levinson ML-2 monoblocks. Ever since
Iconvinced alocal audio store to loan
them to me for a weekend, the
Quad/ML 2system has been my standard for midrange lucidity and transparency. The German ribbons were just
as good, rendering the top register with
plenty of air and atotal absence of grain.

pulse. This reflection can also be seen
in the step response (fig.7), but more
important, this graph reveals that both
tweeter and midrange units are connected in inverted acoustic polarity.
The woofers, however, whose contribution can barely be made out at the
far right of the graph, are connected
in positive acoustic polarity.
Finally, the B99's cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.8) is superbly
clean. Note that the presence of the
floor reflection meant that Ihad to
aggressively window the impulse response to produce this graph. The
area where this windowing results in
invalid data is shown dotted; fortunately, the B99's treble output has
already dropped below the graph's
floor long before this point.
Overall, this is superb measured
performance for which no excuses
need be made.
—John Atkinson

Teri 0 ma

Fig.6 Burmester B99, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.7 Burmester B99, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Burmester
Billy Drummond's Zildjian ride cymbal,
which opens Duke Ellington's "The
Mooche," from Rendezvous:Jerome Harris
Quintet Plays Jazz (CD, Stereophile
STPH013-2), sounded more like the
real thing than I've heard before.
Bells, chimes, and triangles shimmered with cascades of clearly defined
harmonics. Don Dorsey's "Ascent," from
Telarc's Time Warp, played with amixture of dense bass pulses and chimes that
were sweet, translucent, and clean. The
leading edges of transients were razorsharp without being irritating. Dorsey's
synthesizer exploded out of black silence
with astream of pulses, beeps, bell-like
sounds, and high-pitched squeaks that
moved back and forth across the soundstage. The piece's end—an explosive
shot followed immediately by sullen,
massive rumbling — was flail of angst
and foreboding.
The Burmester B99's retrieval of
ambience was outrageously good. "The
Mooche" had ambience in spades — the
B99s re-created adark, somber, distant,
sonic landscape. The kick drum took on
an oppressive, solid heft, the trumpet
and trombone solos blossomed into a
stunning, lucid sound full of the biting
"brassy blattiness" so admired by Stereophile reviewers.
Another ensemble, this one from
Senegal, was vividly reproduced when
Iplayed Orchestre Baobab's Pirates
Choice (World Circuit/Nonesuch 796
43-2). Iwas transported by the B99s to
asteamy Dakar nightclub where time
stood still. Released on cassette in

899

Shank's alto sax and flute to the right,
and Shelly Manne's drum kit at center
rear. The B99s totally "disappeared,"
leaving the sonic holograms of four
musicians on avirtual soundstage.
Vocal solos blossomed with ambience, imaging, and the rich timbres of
the human voice. Listening to "Brother,
Can You Spare aDime?" from Strike a
Deep Chord: Blues Guitars for the Homeless
(Justice JR003-01), Icould easily discern
the virtual images of the two singers —
The B99s maintained
Dr. John and Odetta — singing alternate
choruses.
On "Lord, Make me an
their liquid midrange
Instrument of Thy Peace," from
Requiem (Reference RR-57CD), the layand extended highs
ered-in-space voices of the Turtle Creek
up to moderate
Men's Chorus and the pipe-organ
accompaniment gave me the sense of a
volume levels.
huge performance hall. José Carreras'
clear tenor voice had aliquidity and
immediacy that were uncanny as he
according to the liner notes. The B99s' sang the "Kyria" from Ariel Ramirez's
imaging on "Werente Serig-ne" placed Misa Criolla (Philips 420 955-2). When I
the percussion on the left, adroning heard Harry Connick, Jr.'s performance
blend of singers on the right, with the of "Don't Get Around Much Anymain singer and asyncopated tenor sax more," from the When Harry Met Sally...
in the center. "Soldadi," asong from soundtrack (Columbia CK 45319), I
the Cassanance region of Senegal, was was struck by the natural vocal timbre
sensuous and hypnotic, alternating a with no sign of honk. The B99s also
rendered the most natural, spacious
vocalist with awoeful tenor sax in the
acoustic of Robert Silverman playing
center of the stage.
The B99s created avivid sense of the Beethoven's "Moonlight" sonata (Orrecording venue. This was evident lis- pheum Masters KS P830) that Ihave
tening to the L.A. Four's Going Honte (Ai ever heard.
The B99s maintained their liquid
Music 32JD 10043). The instruments
were spread before me in alarge arc: midrange and extended highs up to
Laurindo Almeida's guitar to the left, moderate volume levels. Yet Ihad to be
Ray Brown's standup bass at center, Bud careful to keep the Bryston 14B-ST's

1982, this studio recording has achieved legendary status among those who
treasure West African music. Creating
afusion of Cuban rhythms and African
folk melodies, Baobab's eight musicians "take the listener to another time,
back to a magical studio session,"
where one floats on "soothing, spellbinding, relaxed rhythmic grooves,"

Dieter Burmester chats with Larry Greenhill
Larry Greenhill: When did you start
building audio products?
Dieter Burmester: Ihave been an
audiophile and musician since age
14. Iplayed guitar in clubs every
weekend and later studied electronics at the university. After my education, Iwent into business making
electronic sensors for medical diagnostic systems that ran automated
blood tests. Iowned Quad electrostatics driven by aQuad 22 amplifier.
The amplifiers broke often because
the tubes didn't last.
Idecided to build my own amplifier in 1977, using the precision components and circuit parameters used in
my medical sensor electronics. These
circuits used extremely low currents
and voltage. A magazine in Germany
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heard about the amplifier, scheduled
it for review, and praised its sonics.
Soon there were customers and dealers. Ipersuaded two friends to join
me, and we began to manufacture
audio electronics 25 years ago.
Greenhill: Does the ribbon tweeter
account for the B99's high level of transparency?
Burmester: It's not just the ribbon
tweeter, but the entire loudspeaker
works together as asystem. Ibelieve
the enclosure construction, which
uses adouble wall separated with an
inner lining, helps greatly. The sonic
resonances can't come through the
enclosure walls, so the housing is entirely quiet. Many other high-end
systems have clean, precise, transparent low frequencies, but they don't

transmit the real power of the instruments. The goal of my speakers is to
convey the real substance of the
music. That's why Ibelieve that you
can hear the difference of our loudspeakers even in the next room.
Greenhill: Any new directions for the
company or new products under development?
Burmester: Burmester is now working on ahome-theater system and a
DVD player. This system will be a
rack system that will be beautiful and
be accepted by the wives. It will include acenter-channel speaker, subwoofers, and the B99s. In addition,
we are designing the audio system for
the $1 million Bugatti sedan. Besides
our audio gear, the car has an 1100hp
engine and goes over 400kph!
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clipping indicators from flashing. When
they did, the soundstage flattened and
narrowed, as heard during the explosive
opening timbales solo on "Tito," from
Arturo Sandoval's Hothouse (N2K
10023). In this respect, the Bunnesters
lacked the Revel Salons' refusal to compress at these power levels. Ialso detected loss of three-dimensionality and
microdynamics when the Krell 600e
played the drum solo that ends "Like
LT;" from Patricia Barber's Companion
(Premonition/Blue Note 522963 2),
and the over-the-top percussion solo at
the end of "The Maker," from Emmylou Harris' Spyboy (Eminence EM
25001-2). But this is asilly criticism —
the B99s never distorted, amajor feat
when my SPL meter was registering
peaks of 105dB at my listening chair.
The 1399 was designed to be ahome
loudspeaker, not adisco monitor.
Conclusions
The Burmester Audiosystems B99
blew my socks off. My listening notes
read like an audiophile's anthem:
lucidity, transparency, ambience retrieval, jewel-like build quality, the
capacity to "disappear," superb imaging, great timbral detailing. These
babies were more transparent than any
speaker in recent memory. Their
soundstage, three-dimensionality, and
big sweet spot increased my pleasure
and prolonged the review. Iwas sad to
see them start on their long journey
back to Berlin.
Yet there were afew things Ididn't
love. Talk about sticker shock! $47,0001

pair exceeds the MSIIP of a new
Porsche Boxster. I'm sure Burmester
sells every B99 it builds, but spending
this much for aspeaker won't wash in
most households. For this price, I'd like
more tautness in the bottom octave, as
I've heard from the Such XA Tower
References, and abit more resistance to
high-level compression when Ireally
want to get down.

The Burmester
Audiosystems B99
blew my socks off.

And no matter how Itried, Icouldn't
learn to love the location of the speaker
posts. Ididn't want to wait for help in
changing speaker cables during my
auditioning, but reason always intervened —as much as Iloved the B99's
transparency, Ididn't want to be flattened under it.
Still, that seductive transparency
brought back memories Ihadn't experienced for along time. Inever knew it
was possible to capture the lucidity and
transparency of aQuad 57 in apair of
dynamic speakers that could handle the
full output of aBryston 14B-ST and still
image like bandits. My hat's off to you,
Dieter Bunnester —you've created an
object of sheer beauty, both to listen to
and to gaze at.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek LP12
turntable with Lingo power supply
and Ittok toneann, Spectral movingcoil cartridge.
Digital sources: ICrell KRC-28
CD transport, Sony SCD-0555ES
multichannel SACD player.
FM tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic, Rotel RH-10, Magnum Dynalab MD-102 with 205
Sleuth RF amplifier, Fanfare FT-1A.
Preamplifiers: Krell KCT, Sony
TA-P9000ES, Mark Levinson ML
7A with L-2 phono section, ConradJohnson Premier 18LS, Margulis and
Duntech MX 10 MC phono preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.334, Krell FPB 600c, Bryston
14B-ST and 9B-TI-IX (5 channels).
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Loudspeakers: Dynaudio Contour
3.0, Revel Ultima Salon, B&W 805
Nautilus (rear surrounds), Mirage
HDT-FCH-1 (center), Velodyne
HGS 18 subwoofer.
Cables: Digital coax (75 ohm): Silver Starlight, Ultralink. Interconnect, balanced: Krell CAST, Bryston,
Krell Cogelco Yellow, PSC Pristine
R-30 silver alloy. Single-ended: Randall Research, Mark Levinson HFC
(with Camac connectors), Totem
Acoustic Sinew, Coincident CST
Interface, Ultralink Performance
Audio. Speaker: Burmester LN (low
and mid-hi range), Levinson HFC
10, PSC Pristine R50 biwired double ribbons, Ultralink Excelsior 6N
OFHC, Coincident Speaker Technology CST 1.
-Larry Greenhill

master
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Sound and Vision
AR® Master Series
interconnects allow
you to experience the
full potential of your
state-of-the-art audio and
video equipment. Incorporating the most advanced technologies, materials and engineering, AR® offers avast assortment
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advanced protection against noise
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Teflon" dielectric for highest
quality signal accuracy
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Equipment
Kalman

Report
Rubinson

138M Signature 800 loudspeaker

I

once got afortune cookie that
read, "Ask and ye shall receive.
This includes trouble." A few
years back, shopping for speakers, I
inquired about reviewing the B&W
Nautilus 802, but it was too soon
after Wes Phillips had reviewed the
Nautilus 801 for Stereophi/e. So, after
auditioning and reviewing (and buying) other speakers, Iasked again,
and again was met with deferral. Recently, out of the blue, B&W offered
the Nautilus 802 — then, in the next
breath, asked if I'd rather have the
Signature 800s.
Boy, would I! Aside from the
obvious attraction of auditioning
B&W's top-of-the-line S800, Icould
avoid the possibility of buyer's remorse if Ipreferred it to the Revel
Ultima Studios,' which I'd already
paid for: The S800 is simply more
expensive than Ican afford, and
couldn't be moved out of the room
(at least, not by me alone) when I
needed to review other speakers.
Nonetheless, the S800's dimensions,
as well its elevation above its cast
base, make for the most graceful
proportions of the Nautilus family of
speakers. Unlike the Falstaffian
138W Signature 800 loudspeaker
Nautilus 801 with its single 15"
woofer —reviewed in January 1999;
stacked pair of 10" woofers and is signifsec www.stereophile.com/showarch
ives.cgi?207 — the S800 employs a icantly less squat. The Nautilus midrange and tweeter modules, familiar to
-- audiophiles everywhere, emphasize the
IThe Studio %VAN reviewed in the December 2000
N801's rotundity and make the N802
issue. You can find the review on-hue at www.stereo
seem top-heavy, but have found their
phile.com/showarchives.cgi?302.

Description: Three-way vented-box
loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25mm)
metal-dome tweeter, 6" (160mm)
woven-KevIar FST midrange cone,
two 10" (250mm) paper-Kevlar cone
woofers.
Crossover frequencies:
350Hz, 4kHz. Frequency response:
25Hz-50kHz, -6dB; 32Hz -42kHz,
-3dB; 37Hz-23kHz, ±2dB on reference axis. Dispersion: within 2dB of
on-axis response over 60° horizontal
or 10 ° vertical. Sensitivity: 91dB SPL
(2.83V/m). Harmonic distortion (sec-
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ond and third harmonics, 90dB/m):
<1.0%,
45Hz-20kHz;
<0.5%,
50Hz-20kHz. Impedance: 8 ohms
nominal, 3 ohms minimum. Recommended amplification: 50-1000W
into 8 ohms on unclipped program.
Maximum
recommended
cable
impedance: 0.1 ohm.
Dimensions: 46.7" (1197mm) H by
17.5" (450mm) W by 25.2" (645mm)
D. Net weight: 275 lbs (125kg) each.
Finish: Gray tiger's- and red bird's-eye
maple with Connolly leather.

aesthetic home in the slim S800 —
pair of them did not look out of
place in my 15' by 26' living room.
The Signature 800 is part of
B&W's Prestige line, which represents the best that B&W can do with
present loudspeaker technology.
Building on experience in the design
and market success of the "regular"
Nautilus line, the S800 is subtly but
significantly more advanced. While
the bass performance of the 801's
15" woofer is measurably superior, in
lab and studio, to the 802's paired 8"
woofers, many users have found that
in smaller, domestic listening rooms,
the 802 can be equally powerful and
extended, yet smoother. One reason
offered is that the two drivers might
be subject to different room influences simply due to their physical
displacement, and thus be less likely
to couple to the same room modes
and resonances. Considering the
long wavelengths involved, it's hard
to accept this reason. Nonetheless,
the S800 uses apair of 10" woofers
based closely on the N801's 15"
woofer. This gives an equivalent
driver area, in aconfiguration modeled on the N802's.
Another advance is the redesign
of the crossover network, made possible by moving it into the S800's large
cast aluminum base. While the other
Nautilus speakers use film as well as
film-bypassed electrolytic capacitors,
and air-cored as well as iron-dust—cored
inductors, the S800 uses film capacitors

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
000251, 000252.
Price: $20,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 250.
Manufacturer: B&W Loudspeakers
Ltd., Meadow Road, Worthing BN1 1
2RX, England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)1903524801. Fax: (44) (0)1903-524725.
US distributor: Equity International,
54 Concord Street, North Reading,
MA 01864-2699. Tel: (978) 6642870. Fax: (978) 664-4109. Web:
www.bwspeakers.com.
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B&W
and air-core coils exclusively, even for
the low-frequency bass filter. As someone who has spent time designing and
tweaking crossovers, Ican vouch for this
seeming extravagance as amajor contributor to excellent performance. In
addition, S800's heavy base electrically
isolates the crossover from the drivers,
acts as aheatsink for the crossover, and,
in concert with the downward-firing
bass port, serves to precisely load the
low-frequency enclosure.
Connections arc made via four palladium-plated WBT 0702 terminals,

which accept banana plugs, spades, or
bare wires. Each terminal has two
screw-caps: The larger, inner cap grips
bare wires or spade lugs, while the
smaller, outer cap tightens acollet to
firmly grip 4mni plugs. The terminals
are arranged with LF+ and LF— outboard, and the MF/HF+ and MF/HF-inboard. So if you're biwiring, as Iwas
with AudioQuest's Gibraltar speaker
cable, your LE wires need quite aspan.
(Palladium-plated jumpers arc provided
for single-wiring.) Under the skin, the
Signature 800 and its plain vanilla (!)

Signature

800

Nautilus version ($16,000/pair) are
identical, so the foregoing description
— and, indeed, all the following comments about performance — should
apply equally to the less expensive, nonSignature version.
The big ones arrive...
Delivery and initial setup of the Signature 800s were accomplished in about
30 minutes by afour-man team under
the supervision of Tim Wyatt, B&W's
technical support supervisor. The team
tipped each box on its side, removed the

Measurements
swith some other massive speakers I've measured of late, it was
not possible to move the B&W Signature 800 off the dolly onto which I'd
had it unpacked and onto my Outline
speaker turntable, let alone lift it far
off the floor for the acoustic measurements. As a result, there was an
unavoidable "floor bounce" of the
speaker's output that contributed
some visible roughness to some of the
frequency-response graphs.
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Fig.1

EMW Signature 800, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

The Signature 800 had avery high
sensitivity, my estimate coming in at
92.5dB(B)/2.83V/m, slightly higher
than the specified 91dB. Iwas therefore alittle puzzled by Kal's finding
the speaker to "suck power." However, its plot of impedance magnitude
and phase (fig.1) does reveal the
speaker to drop below 5ohms for
most of the midrange, with occasionally quite a high phase angle. At
73Hz, for example, alow impedance
value of 3.94 ohms will be severely
magnified by acapacitive phase angle
of 55°. As large-scale music tends to
have alot of energy in this region, a
good, beefy amplifier is going to be
necessary to drive the speaker to high
levels, even with its high sensitivity.
The saddle at 26Hz in the fig.1
magnitude trace indicates the tuning
of the downward-firing port, while
the wrinkle just above 30kHz reveals
the presence of the metal-dome
tweeter's "oil-can" resonance. This is

the highest-frequency metal-dome
resonance Ihave encountered. There
is aglitch around 180Hz in both the
magnitude and phase plots, which
would seem to indicate the presence
of some kind of panel or acoustic resonant mode at this frequency. Yet
when Iexplored the two enclosures'
vibrational behavior with aplastictape accelerometer, Ifound virtually
nothing. The midrange head unit was
free from any resonant modes, and
the bass bin offered just one, verylow-level mode at 242Hz (fig2).
Fig.3 shows the responses of the
midrange unit (magenta trace), the
woofers (green), and the port (red), all
measured in the nearfield. The blue
trace is the complex sum ("complex"
in that phase is taken into account) of
the individual responses. As expected,
the woofers have their minimummotion point at the port tuning frequency, with the port broadly peaking
at the same frequency. However, the
latter's output appears to extend quite
high in frequency before rolling off
steeply above 375Hz; this may be
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Fig.2 B&W Signature 800, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to
center of bass bin side panel. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 B&W Signature 800, nearfield responses
of midrange unit (magenta), woofers
(green), port (red), and their complex
sum (blue), plotted below 800Hz, IkHz,
400Hz, and 800Hz, respectively.
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bottom packing materials, upended the
box, and lifted it off the speaker. After
Wyatt had removed the single transit
screw securing each speaker's midrange
driver, the Signature 800s were pushed
into place and wired up to my Bel
Canto eVo 2002 monoblocks.
Taste is personal, but Ican't avoid
commenting on the appearance the
OTT Signature version, which adds
drop-dead-gorgeousness to the already
handsome Nautilus cosmetics. The
beautifully finished tiger's-eye maple
veneer embraces the 5800's curved

vertical surfaces, and the gleaming,
metallic-flecked, charcoal-gray tweeter
and midrange modules nestle comfortably into abed of charcoal, English
Connolly leather.
Set up approximately where the
Revel Ultima Studios had been and
with very little toc-in, the 5800s were
generally well-balanced from the getgo, except for alittle tizziness in the
high end. The bass, while okay, was not
as extended as Iexpected from such behemoths. Initially, Istayed with the Bel
Canto eVo amps because they're so self-

effacing, figuring that Icould play the
amp-swap gaine once the S800s had
settled in.
Moving the Signature 800s around
wasn't easy —my carpet swallowed their
tiny casters. Nonetheless, Iwas able to
move them myself, if only afew inches at
a time. Guided by the ETF —see
www.stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?
277 —and TacT — showarchives.cgi?
437 —measurement systems, Imade
many adjustments; the S800s finally
ended up about 11' from the listening
position, 5' from the front wall, about 6'

Measurements
spurious, due to acoustic leakage from
the woofers. However, there is asmall
peak at the same 180Hz as the glitch
in the impedance plots, though this is
well down in level. Note that the reflex bass alignment is basically overdamped, which in all but very large
rooms will give the optimal balance
between low-frequency extension
and definition. As KR described in
his listening notes: "The Signature
800 is abig loudspeaker with very,
very deep, powerful bass."
The crossover between the woofers
and midrange unit seems to be asymmetrical from the fig3 traces, with a
24dB/octave high-pass slope to the
midrange but an 18dB/octave lowpass to the woofers. When plotting a
graph like this, Icalculate the relative
levels of the individual units by scaling
them in the ratio of the radiating
diameters (or the square roots of the
total radiating areas, if there are multiple units). This gave an apparent crossover frequency of 280Hz in fig.3.
However, the specified lower crossover frequency is actually 350Hz,

which means that Iappear to have
plotted the midrange level around
3dB too high in level in this graph.
The implications of this become
clear when you look at fig.4, which
shows the summed low-frequency re-

sponse from fig3 spliced at 400Hz to
the nominal farfield response, averaged
across a30° horizontal window on the
tweeter axis. The upper two octaves of
the midrange unit's output do appear
to be smoothly shelved down com-
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Fig.5 B&W Signature 800, lateral response family at 50", from back to front: differences in
response 15°-5° off-axis, reference response on tweeter axis, differences in response
5°-15° off-axis.
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below 400Hz.
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apart, and toed in so that the tweeters
were aimed directly at me. That toc-in
angle was greater than what the B&W
crew had originally set, or that I'd used
with the Revel Ultimas.
The result? The initial tizziness was
replaced by adead-on clarity and asubstantial extension of the bass, with no
midbass boost. Although Itook great
time and effort with this setup, the
S800s seemed more room-friendly
than any other speakers I'd had in my
room — and, indeed, were more than
tolerable anywhere Iplaced them.

Well, how good was it?
At $20,000/pair, the issue is not whether
the Signature 800 is agood speaker, but
whether it's agreat one — and if so, in
what ways is it great, in what ways not?
Sonic find fault with the Nautilus
range's overall balance. But in contrast to
many US designs, the S800 doesn't roll
off the highest audible frequencies. Because there is no gran or lack of resolution in the S800's high end to conceal
flaws in the signal fed to it, this can result
in aperception of brightness with anything less than the best setup, associated

pared with the lower midrange region.
Quasi-anechoic measurement techniques lack resolution in the midrange,
so Ichecked this measurement with a
noise signal. The response trend was
the same, so it appears to be real. Yet
KR noted nothing amiss in the speaker's perceived in-room balance and
B&W's own response graphs are impressively flat throughout this frequency region. An enigma.
However, he did note the Signature
800's revealing nature, and there is a
small peak apparent in fig.4 in the
upper crossover region. It is possible
that this was emphasizing detail to a
slight degree, something I'm familiar
with from my years with B&W's Silver Signature, whose Kevlar-coned
midrange unit has asimilar slight peak
at the top of its passband. The tweeter's dome resonance results in avery
high peak at 31kHz. However, this
should have no audible consequences.
As Iexplained earlier, the Signature
800's bulk meant Icouldn't use my
remote-controlled speaker turntable.
It wasn't possible, therefore, to take
my usual complete set of lateral offaxis response measurements. How-

ever, fig.5 shows the manner in which
the 800's output changes over the 30°
window used to derive the anechoic
response in figA. It hardly changes at
all, which is astonishing given the fairly large radiating diameter of the
midrange unit and the high 4kHz
crossover frequency. This suggests excellent dispersion, with equally superb, stable stereo imaging.
In the vertical plane (fig.6), asignificant suckout develops at 4kHz above
the tweeter axis. This is ahigh 45"
from the ground, however, and the
response on the midrange axis, the
second trace from the bottom in fig.6,
which will be more typical of what a
seated listener will hear, is not significantly different.
In the time domain, the step response (fig.7) indicates that all three
drive-units arc connected with the
same positive acoustic polarity. The
cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.8,
windowed abit more aggressively
than usual to eliminate the floor
bounce mentioned earlier) is very
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hardware, and source material.
But with the best of everything, the
S800 delivered clean, natural treble that
was almost uncanny. When Iplayed
Departe de Casa (M'A Recordings
M060A), aspectacular recording of Forunatta
Mare, an itinerant Gypsy
wind band, the sheer immediacy was
devastating. These guys were aggressively in inyja.re exactly as they would be
had they been playing in my room The
S800 precisely delineated every blat and
brrr with an almost physical impact.
Even with the whole band going full-

clean throughout the treble, except
for some delayed energy at 4kHz associated with the slight on-axis peak
at that frequency.
Measuring alarge heavy speaker is,
to some extent, an exercise in frustration. This is because the usual assumption made —that the measuring
microphone is in the farfield — is no
longer true, and because the speaker's
sheer bulk makes the measurement
process more laborious than usual.
(My thanks to B&W's Tim Wyatt for
his help in arranging the review logistics.) It's possible, therefore, that my
Signature 800 measurements are
affected by awider margin of experimental error than normal. Certainly,
the Proximity Effect, due to the
microphone distance not being significantly greater than the largest radiating dimension, would tend to slope
down the measured response.
But there's still plenty of good stuff
here. I'm not surprised KR was so
impressed by the B&W Signature
800's sound quality.
—John Atkinson
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tilt, every instrument was distinguishable. Icouldn't take more than afew
tracks of this recording at atime because
it was so overwhelming —just as it
would be in person.
Ifound more evidence of the S800's
transparency and soundstaging in its
reproduction of Bucky Pizzarelli's Swing
Live hybrid SACD (Chesky SACD223).
My listening position at home was
about as far from the S800s as I'd been
from the SoundField mic at the recording session. When Iplayed the
disc's CD layer, the talk between the
players, quiet as it is, was crowded and
obscured by room noise and ambience.
Switching to the SAC!) tracks, Icould
hear those intimate voices in the same
relationship to the music and with the
same clarity as Ihad at the session.
That said, the S800s brought me alittle closer to the music than Ishould have
been —despite the 11' from speakers to
couch, they conveyed the impression of a
nearfield audition. 'The recording's marvelously deep soundstage simply began
nearer to me than it does with other
speakers. This tendency to throw the
music closer to the listener is, perhaps,
the only significant nit Ihave to pick with
the S800, and should easily be cured by
increasing the listening distance, if you
can. Ican't, because that would either
have the S800s too close to the front wall,
or put my couch in the bend of my Lshaped room, thereby subjecting me to
an asymmetric acoustic position. But
don't cry for me — Iwas more than
happy with the sound Iwas getting, and
not particularly aware of the problem except in such special situations.
The Signature 800 is a big loudspeaker with very, very deep, powerful
bass. From Béla Fleck's lugubriously
rolling Gcsmic Hippo (CD, Warner Bros.
26562-2) to Thomas Murray's perfor-

mance of Mendelssohn's Organ Sonata
4 (LP, Sheffield/Town Hall S-13), the
S800 was unfazed by any of my torture
tests. 'The bass counterpoint in the last
movement of the Mendelssohn was
forceful and clear, and Iwas very pleased
to .linally reproduce in my listening room
the longed-for dynamics and power of
Dean Peer's IThink ...les All Good (Turtle 599008), which I'd first heard at an
Avalon/Classé demo at a Consumer
Electronics Show some years back. I'm
sure that astack of high-end subwoofers
could give me even more whack with
sound effects, but even with all that bulk
and expense, Iwouldn't expect any enhancement of the intuit-al experience.

The Signature 800
is abig loudspeaker
with very, very deep,
powerful bass.
Despite this low-frequency excellence,
the S800 didn't sound like abig loudspeaker. Iattribute this to its complete
lack of the midbass ripeness so common
in big speakers and pretenders. In my relatively ordinary room, the S800 was fairly flat all the way down to near 25Hz,
when the lift due to room gain and other
room interactions could finally be seen in
the ETF and TacT measurements. For all
intents and purposes, unless the music
had substantial low-frequency content,
the S800 was no more full or "bassy"
than adecent small speaker.
Consequently, the naturalness of the
S800's midbass was one of its real glories, as revealed by contrabassoonist
Susan Nigro's fascinating The Bass Nightingale (CD, GM Recordings GM

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Heybrook TT2
turntable, SME III tonearm, Ortofon SME3OH cartridge.
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD player, Meridian 508-24 and Sony CDP-XA
777ES CD players, Mark Levinson
No.360 D/A converter.
Preamplification:
Simaudio
Moon P-5 and Sonic Frontiers
Line-3 preamplifiers, Audiolab
800OPPA phono stage.
Power amplifiers: Bel Canto
eVo 200.2 and Classé CAM-350
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monoblocks,
Sonic
Frontiers
Power-3, McCormack DNA-1
Revit, Theta Digital Intrepid, Rotel
RB-1080.
Loudspeakers: Revel Ultima Studio.
Cables: Balanced interconnect:
AudioQuest Anaconda and Python,
JPS Super-Conductor 2. Speaker:
AudioQuest Gibraltar. AC: PS
Audio Lab.
Accessories: TacT RCS 2.0 Digital
EQ/Room Correction system, ETF
measurement system.
—Kalman Rubinson
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2069C1)). The contrabassoon spans the
entire range of mid- to low bass, and this
CD includes contemporary pieces by
Schulhoff, Phillips, and Schuller, along
with aStamitz concerto (the last three
works are in piano reductions). Nigro's
instrument tootles along like aclarinet
on steroids, every so often morphing
into adeep, shuddering column of air.
The S800 reproduced it all smoothly
and without added resonance, from the
contrabassoon's almost saxophone-like
upper treble to its organ-pedal bass. I
never doubted that there was one big
woodwind right between the speakers.
I'll skip the issue of driver/crossover
integration, simply because you couldn't
hear inter-driver transitions unless you
stood within afoot or two of the speaker. At the usual listening distance, the
S800's unique floating-midrange driver
blended smoothly with its woofer and
tweeter, and sounded as remarkable and
satisfying as the midrange on the Revel
Ultima Studios. Otherwise, Iassessed
the Signature 800's midrange performance and integration in two ways,
both involving new recordings by
Michael Tilson Thomas.
First, the midrange driver is the one
responsible for the reproduction of the
human voice. On Charles Ives: An Alfieriran Journey (RCA 63703-2), MTT and
the San Francisco Symphony and Chorus are joined by baritone Thomas
Hampson for astimulating tour of Ives'
vocal, choral, and orchestral music. Not
only is Hampson's voice rich and clear,
it has just the requisite fullness —and no
more. Moreover, when the accompanying forces joined in, its character and
placement changed not awhit.
Second, the midrange conveys all the
inner workings of music played by large
and complex ensembles, even though
the lower end of the midrange is where
ambience begins to obscure instrumental voices. MIT and SFS's exciting new
SACD of Mahler's Symphony 6(RCA
821936-0001-2) afforded an ample test,
even if Ihad to listen through only two
channels (sigh). Still, the S800s revealed
the colorful details of Mahler's scoring
as well as my multichannel system does.
What the B&Ws did even better than
my lesser system was provide amore
consistent and subtle harmonic context.
From the resinous bowings of lower
strings at the beginning of Mahler 6to
the brass interplay in the last movement,
there was power without excess weight,
fine detail without highlighting, and no
smearing of smaller voices riding on the
tidal waves of the larger ones. The S800s
delineated the hammer blows, giving
83
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B&IN
appropriate edge and shape to their impact as Mahler and MTT (and B&W1)
swept me through the final movement.
Finally, Imust tell you about "The
House of the Rising Sun," on Opus3's
SACD Sampler (Opus3 CD 19420).
Yup, the sax and the bell sounded
audiophile-fine, and Cyndee Peters'
voice was nakedly clean and just afoot
or two back. But Iwas fascinated by
how the S800 revealed the initial transient, spattery spray, and almost infinite
decay of the occasionally emphatic cymbal tap. As Goldilocks might say, this
one was ju-u-u-u-u-st right.
Against the Studio
When 1compared the Signature 800
with the Revel Ultima Studio (something Icouldn't do in aquick A/B, due
to both speakers' bulk), Ifound them
equally satisfying but different. The
S800 was more immediate, with somewhat greater soundstage depth. The Studios' soundstage began at the plane of
the speaker baffles and extended back
nearly as deeply as did the B&Ws'. The
S800s' imaging seemed more detailed
and stable than the Studios', but the Studios more easily portrayed asoundstage
extending beyond their cabinets. Large
dynamic contrasts were handled equally
well, although the S800 probably had
greater ultimate limits. Fine contrasts,
too, seemed equally well-handled.
Assuming Ihadn't already bought the
Revels, which might Ihave chosen?
Sometimes, on my way to work, the
bus stops to let an elderly couple board.
He heads immediately for the seat
behind the driver, but she always pulls
him to the other side, saying, "It's better
for you, Morris." Sure enough, her
choice of seat has more visibility and
legroom, but for some reason Morris is
more comfortable in his favorite spot.
Ireview and analyze audio equipment, so the Signature 800's surgically
revealing transparency, huge dynamic
range, and lack of tonal character
throughout the audible range are probably "better" for me. The Revel Ultima
Studio, however, is just that bit warmer,
to match what mixing engineers probably expect we listen to at home. So
while the S800 is undoubtedly "better,"
1) Ican't move them when Ineed to, 2)
Ineed afew more feet of listening distance, and 3) the Ultima Studio ain't
chopped liver.
Care and Feeding
The Signature 800 sucks power. I'll leave
it to John Atkinson to determine if this is
due to simple inefficiency or to impedStereophile, June 2002
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Conclusion
The B&W Signature 800 is a great
speaker — perhaps the best I've ever
heard at home — and was acontinual
delight to listen to. With the right supporting cast and under the right conditions, it has apotency, resolution, and
transparency, from the lowest through
the highest frequencies, that are unsurpassed for a speaker of domestically
acceptable size.
Scuttlebutt on the 'Net suggests that
The B&W Signature 800
the S800 is too bright, but Ididn't find it
so. What Idid hear was an unremitting
is agreat speaker—
clarity that laid bare any shortcomings
in source material or components. On
perhaps the best I've
the one hand, this meant that the S800
ever heard at home.
let me hear exactly how the engineers
mixed and balanced every recording I
played. On the other, it served as aconstant reminder that most recordings are,
intentionally or not, engineered to
S800s. However, the more power Igave
redress the flaws of less accurate speakthem, the more hungrily the S800s
ers in less than optimal listening rooms.
lapped it up, playing cleanly up through
The Signature 800's ability to reveal this
all levels short of something that would
is one reason that it, like B&W's Nauhave triggered avisit from the police.
tilus 801 and 802, is suitable as astudio
During the months the S800s lived
with me, Itried them with every amp I monitor—which may mean that it's
too demanding for any but the most
had on hand — even apair of Classé
scrupulous home installations.
CAM-350 monoblocks. Brian DamCan you handle the truth?
kroger had gone gaga over these, and
knowing abit of how his listening preferences differ from mine, Ifigured the
CAM-350s would offer agood alternative to my resident power factories. It
was agood move.
The Sonic Frontiers Power-3 (225
Wpc) and Bel Canto eVo 2002 ("up to
800W short-term continuous") mono
blocks, the McCormack DNA-1 Rev.A
(185Wpc), and the Classé CAM-350s
(350Wpc) all flexed sufficient muscle to
make the power issue irrelevant. The
DNA-1 and Rotel RB-1080 were surprisingly good, but the former seemed to
terrace the frequency bands, and the latter's slight HF graininess was not fully
worthy of the B&W's smooth treble.
The Bel Canto and the Classé each, in its
way, did agreat job with the S800, but
offered contrasts in price, size, and personality. The CAM-350 was very much
akindred spirit to the S800, sharing its
propensities for clarity, presence, and
power. The eVo 2002, however, offered
• Perfect Pair'" matched power tubes
complementary characteristics that tem• Noise tested preamp tubes
pered the S800's presence and clarity
•Over 1000 types available online
with some warmth. Iwas more comfortable with the eVo/S800 combination,
but found the CAM-350/S800 pairing
Order online at
more enticing and exhilarating. In the
end, Ipreferred the Classé for its pure
treble and seemingly unlimited dynamics, both of which played directly to the
S800's strengths.

ance vagaries, but don't think seriously
about using these speakers with anything less than 200Wpc. Individual
100W channels of Theta Digital's Intrepid were quite inadequate; biamping
with two of the Intrepid's five channels
could waken the sleeping giants, but the
general lack of dynamics meant that this
amplifier got little face time with the

thetubestore.com
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Impact Airfoil 5.2 loudspeaker system
II

y

ou're atoy junkie!" laughed
Trish, my fiancée. "Your
life is asearch for bigger
and better toys!"
Idon't remember what particular
treasure I'd been gushing about, but she
found it pretty amusing. With two small
children, Trish's view of toys consists of
Barbies and GameBoys, which she
enjoys comparing to my sports cars,
motorcycles, and treasured Japanesepressing jazz LPs.
Iwouldn't characterize my life as "a
search for bigger and better toys," but I
am intrigued by interesting things —
like Impact Technologies' Airfoil 5.2
loudspeaker system. When I first
encountered the Airfoil system, at the
2001 WCES, it grabbed my attention
for several reasons. The first was its
strange appearance. It's afour-tower
system, but instead of boxes or panels,
the tweeter-midrange units are graceful
winglike affairs, with astack of funny
curved, pliable, polymer membranes
along their leading edges. And the drivers — assuming that's what those
membranes were —pointed at the wall
between and behind the speakers!
Talking with designer Paul Paddock
revealed that those membranes were a
genuinely new and patented type of
driver (see sidebar, "Paul Paddock on the
Airfoil Bending Wave Driver"). Even

Description: Five-piece, three-way,
loudspeaker system with powered
subwoofers. Drive-units and configurations, per channel: Main unit: 9 Airfoil Bending Wave Drivers stacked
vertically in line-source array, two 6.5"
polymer-cone Coupling Woofers in
sealed enclosure at base of linesource tower. Subwoofer: two 12"
doped paper-cone woofers in Balanced Force Compression Design
(back to back) in freestanding cabinet.
Passive crossover, coupling woofers to
towers: 170Hz passive first-order, twoway series network. Active crossover,
subwoofers to main units: 80Hz lowpass, 24dB/octave; 80Hz high-pass,
24dB/octave. Frequency responses:
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Impact Airfoil 5.2 loudspeaker system

Main unit, 80Hz-20kHz, ±1.5dB; subwoofer, 17Hz-80kHz, -1-1dB/-3dB.
Impedance: 8 ohms nominal (main
unit). Sensitivity: 90dB/2.83V/m
(main unit). Subwoofer amplifiers
(per channel): 1000W class-B with
switching power supply. Electronic
crossover: battery-powered, AC charger unit supplied. Inputs: 2 balanced
(XLR), 2 unbalanced (RCA). Outputs:
high-pass, 1balanced (XLR), 1unbalanced (RCA); 1subwoofer, balanced
(XLR), dedicated cables supplied.
Dimensions: Main units: 73.5" H
(1880mm) by 18" (460mm) W by 23"
(600mm) D. Weight: 110 lbs (50kg)
each. Subwoofers: 33.5" (860mm) H
by 19" (490mm) W by 18" (460mm)

D. Weight: 55 lbs (25kg) each. Electronic crossover: 2.5" (640mm) H by
17" (440mm) W by 15" (380mm) D.
Weight: 15 lbs (6.8kg).
Finishes: Oak, curly maple, cherry
and rosewood, mahogany; black subwoofer grilles.
Serial number of system reviewed:
601-107.
Price: 5;35,000/system. Approximate
number of dealers: 7. Warranty: 1
year, transferable (with manufacturer's consent).
Manufacturer: Impact Technologies,
RO. Box 616, Ambler, PA 19002. Tel:
(215) 653-7440. Fax: (215) 6537441. Web: www.membrane.com/
impact.
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Impact
the subwoofers — two 12" woofers
jammed into an art deco cube—arc
used in anovel configuration (the subject of another patent application). But
the most intriguing thing about the Airfoil system was its sound. Even jammed
into a tiny, untreated hotel room, it
sounded wonderfully smooth and coherent, and was re-creating aspacious
soundstage that completely evaporated
the room's walls — and put to shame
most of the super systems being shown
in more expansive settings.
All that New Technology
The Airfoil's gracefully winglike tweetermidrange tower actually is constructed
like an airplane wing: acurved, veneered
surface covers askeleton of ribs and spars.
The towers handle 170Hz up, and each
houses nine Bending Wave Drivers.

Each driver itself is athin, clear plastic
sheet about 6" tall and 12" wide,
wrapped loosely around the wing's leading edge. The front vertical edge of the
diaphragm is terminated in a linear
voice-coil, and the rear is fastened to the
enclosure. The top and bottom edges are
unattached. Behind the diaphragms, the
cabinet's leading edge is open and filled
with damping foam.
At the base of the towers arc the
Coupling Woofers, which cover the
octave from 80Hz to 170Hz. Each
channel uses two 6.5" polymer-cone
drivers, made by Eminence to Impact's
specifications and mounted side by side
in a sealed enclosure. A first-order
crossover links Bending Wave drivers
and woofers.
The subwoofers' drivers are conventional 12" doped paper-cone units, but

Airfoil

5 .2

their Balanced Force Compression
loading scheme is unusual. Each subwoofer uses two drivers mounted with
their magnets butted up against each
other: one fires up, the other down.
The drivers are wired in phase, meaning that both cones move outward —
away from their magnets — at the same
time. But rather than firing into open
air, the drivers fire into vented chambers at the unit's top and bottom. One
outlet for these summed chambers is
one of the two curved vents. The other
is the direct vent for the back side of the
two woofers.
The electronic crossover module is
pretty straightforward. It has two inputs,
with balanced (XLR) and unbalanced
(RCA) connections for each. Similarly,
the high-pass output —which feeds the
user's amplifiers — has both balanced

Measurements

(liven

the Airfoil 5.2 system's
V bulk, it made sense to take
advantage of aroad trip Iwas making
through the Southwest last fall to
measure the speaker in Brian Damkroger's Albuquerque listening room.
The advantage of this was that Icould
actually get ahandle on the speaker's
in-room behavior, which its unusual
design made imperative. The disadvantage was that Icouldn't take all the
measurements that Iusually do in my
Brooklyn test lab. (Because of my
need to keep my traveling rig as
portable as possible, Iused the Mitey
Mike II from Joe D'Appolito rather
than my usual B&K 4006. All measurements were performed using
DIU Labs' MLSSA system.)
Because Ihad to test the speaker
in-room, Icould get only arough idea
of the 52's voltage sensitivity, which
appeared to be around 80dB(B)/
2.83V/m — considerably below the
specified 90dB figure. However, this
will be ameliorated in-room both by
the Airfoil's line-source behavior and
by its wide horizontal dispersion.
The main Airfoil tower's plot of
impedance magnitude and phase is
shown in fig.l. The speaker is amoderately demanding load, with an impedance dropping below 4ohms for
much of the treble region, and reaching aminimum value of 3ohms just
below 2kHz. Above that frequency
the impedance gradually rises, pre-
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sumably due to the Bending Wave
driver's voice-coil inductance. While
the impedance phase angle reaches an
extreme value of 67.3° capacitive at
66Hz, the magnitude at this frequency is afairly high 13.9 ohms, which
will mitigate the effect of the phase.
Deciding on what axis to measure
the speaker's frequency response was
rather arbitrary, given the nature of
the drive-unit. In the end, Ichose an
axis perpendicular to the driver at the
point where it is driven by the voicecoil. (With the speakers as set up by
the manufacturer, this was the axis
that actually pointed toward Brian's
listening chair.) The result at amicrophone distance of 50", averaged across
awindow 15° to either side of this
axis, is shown to the right of fig2. The
peaks and dips in the lower midrange
are due to room effects. (I used apinknoise signal to assess the response in
the crossover region between the
Bending Wave driver array and the
two coupling woofers.) The suckout
centered at 600Hz is not aroom effect,
but appears to be characteristic of the
speaker. It is very position-dependent,
however, and did not affect the Airfoil's measured room response at the
listening position (see later).
Eyeballing the trace in fig2 indicates that the Impact's response gently
slopes down as the frequency increases. This will be partly due to the Proximity Effect —the speaker's radiating

dimensions are not small compared
with the speaker—microphone distance, which means that, even at 50",
the mie is still in the nearfield. But it's
possible that the top octaves are also
depressed in absolute terms —BD
did comment on the depressed top

••••
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Fig.1

1.1

Impact Airfoil 5.2, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed). (2 ohms/
vertical div.)
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Fig.2

Impact Airfoil 5.2, anechoic response on
listening axis at 50, averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the
nearfield woofer and subwoofer
responses plotted below 400Hz and
280Hz, respectively.
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Impact
and unbalanced connections. The subwoofer output is balanced only; Impact
provides XL0 interconnects.
The battery-powered crossover is
supplied with awall-wart charger unit.
A front-panel switch toggles between
Standby, in which mode the crossover is
muted and the batteries are charging,
and Operate, which disconnects the
charger from the circuit. A nifty LED in
the tip of the switch glows red for
Standby, green for Operate. Other
front-panel controls include Volume,
Subwoofer Level, and toggle switches to
select between the two inputs and reverse the subwoofees absolute phase.
System and Setup
During installation, Impact president
Mark Conti stressed that the tweetermidrange units' even horizontal disper-

sion made their positioning less critical
than other speakers', and suggested several different setups. We ended up with
the Airfoils firing across my 17' by 23'
listening room, the Bending Wave Drivers approximately 5' out from the front
wall and about 7' 2" apart, which put
them 9' 4" in from the left wall and 6' 6"
in from the right. The subwoofers were
located behind the towers and slightly
inboard, putting the centerlines of their
cylindrical enclosures about 2' 8" from
the front wall and 6' apart.
My listening position ended up alittle
farther out into the room than usual —
about 2' 6", which put the Bending
Wave Drivers about 10' 4" from my ears.
The subwoofers were toed in to point
directly at the listening position. The
towers' unusual asymmetry made it hard
to tell exactly where they were pointed,
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but if Iextended lines that bisected their
winglike cross-sections, the lines intersected midway between the speakers
and about afoot in from the front wall.
Iexperimented with room treatments as well, and settled on apretty
minimal setup — even though my room
is fairly live. Iused floor-to-ceiling
columns of Echo Busters Bass Busters in
the room's corners, Double Buster diffuser panels behind the listening position, and another column of Bass
Busters, flanked with Double Busters,
on the front wall between and behind
the speakers.
Idid most of my listening driving the
Airfoils with a70Wpc VAC Renaissance 70/70 or with Classé's 350W
CAM-350 monoblocks. Although the
two varied widely in power output, they
were remarkably similar in their repro-

Measurements
octaves in his auditioning notes. And
note how ragged they appear; above
5kHz or so, the Bending Wave driver
appears to be operating in breakup
mode.
To the left of fig.2 is shown the
nearfield response of the powered
subwoofer module. It exhibits the
classic bandpass behavior of acoupled-cavity system, rolling off at
24dB/octave above and below the
passband. Because the subwoofer is
powered, its level in this graph has
been arbitrarily chosen to give acrossover point at the specified 80Hz.
The Airfoil's lateral dispersion over
the ±15° window used to derive fig2

is shown in fig.3, with the response
differences on the drive-unit side (facing away from the listener) to the
graph's rear. You can see that the
depth of the 600Hz suckout depends
very much on the axis, and worsens
toward the speaker's rear. Note also
how position-dependent the pattern
of peaks and dips in the top two audio
octaves is —again, the Bending Wave
drivers are operating in breakup
mode at these frequencies and the
overall in-room effect may well be
quite flat. In the vertical plane (not
shown), the line-source behavior of
the drive-unit array means that there
are very few response changes as the

listener moves up and down. (The
curves in figs. 2 and 3 were taken
at the exact midpoint of the nineelement array, 42.5" from the floor.)
Fig.4 shows a1
/
3-octave-smoothed
response, spatially averaged in agrid
36" wide by 18" high centered on the
position of BD's ears in his listening
chain with the speaker towers and subwoofers in the positions used in his
auditioning. The first thing to note is
how smooth the trace is — many of
the peaks and dips visible in earlier
graphs are so position-dependent that
they even out with the spatial averaging. And note how extended the deepbass response is; in-room, the Airfoil
subwoofees output is down by just a
couple of dB at 20Hz. But note, too,
the broad peak in the upper midrange
and the generally suppressed top
octaves. Iknow BD didn't find the Airfoil to sound colored, but this measure-
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Fig.3 Impact Airfoil 5.2, lateral response family at 50", from back to front: differences in response
15*-5* off-axis on drive-unit side, reference response on listening axis, differences in
response 5*-90° off-axis on baffle side.
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Fig.4 Impact Airfoil 5.2, spatially averaged,
octave-smoothed, farfield response in
BD's listening room.
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duction of dynamic transients, lending
support to Conti's assertion that the Airfoil is avery benign load.
Getting Started

You know how you're not supposed to
buy acar the first year it's produced,
because all of the bugs haven't yet been
worked out? Well, the Airfoil is totally
new — anew product based on anew
technology resulting from anew collaboration between designer and manufacturer. Iguess it's really no surprise
that Impact has experienced some
teething pains; and, as the recipient of
one of the very first systems, Iwas
along for the ride.
The first hiccup was aseries of delays
that stretched over three months as
Impact worked out the details of their
first production run. When the system

finally did arrive, Iwasn't terribly surprised to see that it had evolved somewhat from the prototype system I'd
heard in Las Vegas. The most noticeable
change was that the subwoofers had
morphed from compact art deco cubes
into tall cylinders. "The internals are the
same," explained Mark Conti. "They're
just packaged a bit differently. The
cubes were anightmare to build."
Then Iwent through three electronic
crossovers, each different from the one
before. Paul Paddock visited midway
through the review period to install new
subwoofer amplifiers, running in anew
configuration that bypassed much of the
original circuitry. The updates included a
few other tweaks as well, including
replacing the foam damping material in
the Coupling Woofers with loosely
packed fiberglass cubes. Finally, one of

the subwoofer amplifiers expired shortly
after Paddock's visit —just before John
Atkinson arrived to take measurements,
of course. Impact offered to send Paddock out again, but with adeadline fast
approaching, we decided to press on
with only one subwoofer.
Aside from these growing pains, Ihad
no serious complaints about the Airfoil's
operation. Setup required some assembly,
but was straightforward and well-documented, and the system did prove to be
relatively insensitive to room placement.
The Airfoils' fit and finish were excellent,
and its appearance —a lovely light maple
veneer and black grilles —quite striking.
Unfortunately, the electronic crossovers
didn't match the rest of the system, being
finished in chintzy silver with black oak
side panels. Maybe it's just me, but Ithink
that for $35,000, tverything should match.

Measurements

ment reveals that it is not aneutrally
balanced transducer.
Imust admit that, listening to
music, Ididn't hear nearly as much
emphasis of the upper midrange as I
would expect from this graph. There
was also an astonishing separation of
the acoustic objects on the recordings
we auditioned from the speakers'
physical locations. Having an array of

identical drive-units reproducing
everything from the lower midrange
up certainly has alot going for it.
In the time domain, the Airfoil's
impulse response (fig.5) is timecoherent and in the correct positive
polarity, though the tail of the response is overlaid with the ringing
associated with the upper-frequency
peaks seen in the amplitude-response
graphs. The step response (fig.6) is
essentially perfect, with asteep rise
away from the time axis followed by a
good right-triangle-shaped decay.
The cumulative spectral-decay or
waterfall plot of the Airfoil's Bending
Wave array (fig.7), windowed to eliminate reflections of the sound from the
floor, ceiling, and walls of BD's listen-

ing room, is amess, with multiple
ridges of delayed energy visible
throughout the treble. To be fair, this
behavior appears to be typical of
speakers using planar or other unconventional drive-units, and in the past I
have wondered if what you see in
graphs like this is really the effect of
multiple arrivals at the microphone
position. Certainly the Airfoil's treble
doesn't sound grainy or lacking in
clarity, which is what you'd expect
from aconventional speaker offering a
waterfall plot like fig.'7.
Summing up, from the evidence of
its measured performance, the Airfoil
52 is an enigma.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.5 Impact Airfoil 5.2, impulse response
at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Impact
Listening
When Iheard the Airfoil 52 system at
the 2001 CES, Iwas impressed by its
abilities to create a huge, seamless
soundstage and to make the speakers
and listening room "vanish." In my
room, its performance was even more
impressive. Its reproduction of afull
orchestra and the surrounding hall
were, by asignificant margin, the most
expansive I've heard.
A lot of speakers can re-create solid,
tangible images slightly outside their
outer edges, but paint increasingly vague
portraits from there on out. For example,
violin sections will often stretch to just
outside the left speaker, but areas of the
stage beyond that — the space between
the instruments and the sidewall and
reflections from the wall itself—will be
portrayed more vaguely. Plus, distances
arc increasingly foreshortened as you
move farther outside the speakers.
While the Airfoils didn't replace my
listening room with afull-sized orchestra and stage, they did do anoticeably
better job than other speakers I've used.
Tangible, detailed, full-sized images
were solidly located several feet outside
the speakers' outer edges. With the Airfoils, those violin sections stretched to
well outside the speakers. The stage's
outer reaches were better reproduced as
well, painted with sharper, more vivid
lines and textures.

The saine was truc in the depth dimension. Instmments at the rear of the
stage — like the trumpet at the opening
of the Martinon/LSO reading of
Shostakovich's Symphony 1(LP, RCA
LSC-2322), or atimpani buried deep in
the mix — were noticeably larger with
the Airfoils, and more vividly portrayed
than through other speakers. With the
Airfoils, that trumpet seemed to emanate from apoint well beyond my listening room's front wall.
All of this expansiveness came at a
price paid by smaller-scaled works.
Most recordings of smaller, more intimate performances — solo artists, jazz
combos, string quartets — were somewhat larger than life. A friend stopped
by one night to listen to aCD she'd just
bought, Joni Mitchell's Hits (Reprise
46326-2). After afew songs, she turned
to me. "This is really weird. Joni
Mitchell's head is 4' tall."
Admittedly, many closely miked performances produce images that arc larger
than life, and Hits is an extreme example.
Plus, as I'd just noticed at the 2002 CES
before writing these words, alot of speakers produce too-large images. Nonetheless, the Airfoil's images were often unnaturally large, in proportion to the distances suggested by the ambience cues.
A second great strength of the Airfoils'
performance in Las Vegas that carried
over to my listening room was their
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incredible coherence. Spatially, there was
asolidity and certainty to the continuousness of agiven orchestra and recording
space. Plus, there was acut-from-thesame-cloth coherence to individual
instruments and voices. Good examples
of this coherence were provided by two
solo recordings Iused in my auditions:
Dick Hyman's In Recital (Cl), Reference
Recordings RR-84CD) and Franz
Helmerson's performance of solo cello
works by Bach, Hindemith, and Crumb
(LP, BIS LP-65). In both cases there was a
seamless continuity to the instrumental
image that made it feel more natural and
made the performance incredibly captivating. More than one visitor conunented
on the natural way the Airfoils handled
these recordings.
One component of the Airfoil's
coherence was its freedom from any
gross colorations or frequency-response
anomalies across the midrange. Orchestras were well-balanced from top to bottom, and instruments that spanned a
wide range of frequencies — Hyman's
piano, for example — were tonally consistent throughout the midrange.
Regardless of tweaking or associated
equipment, however, Inever got the
Airfoils to really sing at the frequency
extremes. On top, they didn't sound as
extended and airy as the ribbon tweeter
of Magnepan's MG3.6/R, for example,
and instruments seemed to soften near

Paul Paddock on the Airfoil Bending Wave Driver
Ies rare to find atruly new speaker
II technology, so Icouldn't help but
be intrigued by the Airfoil's Bending
Wave Drivers. Iasked designer Paul
Paddock how they work.
"They fall into the class of devices
called 'Traveling Wave' drivers. Basically, you're setting up ashock wave
with a linear voice-coil along one
edge of the diaphragm, that ripples
through the membrane."
"So you're setting up alongitudinal
wave in the membrane, and as it
propagates along the membrane,
transverse waves are given off and
create sound?"
"Exactly. Imagine atraditional driver, but here, you want it to break up
immediately, but in acontrolled fashion —there's no pistonic motion. We
set up awave that moves smoothly,
and dissipates as it moves around."
The Airfoil towers' winglike shape
was "arrived at experientially. The
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goal was to achieve an even response
curve and asmooth polar response.
Actually, the back two-thirds of the
diaphragm are an energy dump. They
really only serve to dissipate the
waves, so that they don't reflect off
where the membrane meets the enclosure. There's some midrange given
off, but most all the action is in the
first third."
Paddock laughed when Iasked
about the membrane material itself.
"It's a cousin of Mylar, and used
throughout the speaker industry. In
the audio industry, you're pretty
much limited to what you can get off
the shelf. An enormous buy for us
represents sample quantities for the
plastics industry. But it has to balance
alot of conflicting demands. It has to
perform the way you want it to, it has
to look good, it can't cost afortune,
and it has to last along time — and
not deteriorate in sunlight. But Idon't

want to get too tied up in the particular plastic, because I'm always looking
at new things that come along —and
five years down the road, Imay want
to change plastics."
"Speaking of years, how long have
you been working on the Airfoil
driver?"
"On this particular concept, it's
bumping up on two years now. The
driver first emerged about two years
ago. Iwas trying to do something else,
actually —a bit purer approach—but
it kept doing what this one does. So I
took ahard look at it, and found that
it worked quite well.
"There are alot of other things that
play into it as well: the stuffing behind
the membrane, the suspension, the
strips attached to the driver to control
vibrational modes...they are all the
same things that you have in traditional cone drivers, ahost of competing requirements." -Brian Damkroger
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Impact
the very tops of their ranges. Triangles
didn't cut cleanly through the air above
an orchestra, and the cymbal on "What a
Difrence aDay Made," from Ernestine
Anderson's Never Make Your Move no
Soon (CD, Concord Jazz CCD-4147),
had anice ring but alot less shimmer
than it should. Also, the subtle circular
motions of brush against cymbal were
audible, but only as changes in pitch and
level, not as clear, distinct motions.
On the bottom end, no amount of
fiddling with the electronic crossover
controls or subwoofer placement produced low bass of the sort Igot with
the Genesis 200s or Thiel CS7.2s. The
fast bass runs on Fourplay's "Bali
Run," from Fourplay (CD, Warner
Bros. 26656-2), arc one of my standard tests. The Airfoils did agood job,
with decent articulation and pitch definition, but there weren't the power
and precision that I've heard from
speakers like the Thiels. However, my
room's inherent 100-120Hz boost
seemed to be ameliorated abit by the
Airfoils, which may have contributed
to my perception that the bass lacked
abit of power.
A consistent strength of the Airfoils
was that music had a very natural,
organic feel and flow. The presentation
was always relaxed in the way that live
music is, totally free from the sort of
sparkle and pizzazz that can sound great
in the showroom but can quickly lead to
listener fatigue. I'm sure that their continuity and freedom from tonal anomalies was amajor contributor. Another,
perhaps, could be that the Bending
Wave Drivers might have an inherent
freedom from resonances —or produce
resonances of adifferent sort than other
speakers. Whatever the cause, the Airfoils were able to produce acoustic
music with awonderful, natural ease.
As captivating as that case was, it
didn't fall completely into the plus column. The Airfoils also had aslight liquid
texture and akind of soft-focus perspective on detail and dynamic transients. I
struggled abit with this, because alot of
speakers' razor-sharp details and pinpoint imaging aren't at all natural. And
too often, what initially sound like explosive transients are really just artifacts
of high-frequency ringing.
However, I'm convinced that the
Airfoils did err slightly on the softer,
warmer side of neutral. Spatial details
were less distinct than they should be,
and the sort of inner detail that identifies each instrument in an orchestra
weren't as obvious as with other speakers. The LA Guitar Quartet's perforStereophile, June 2002
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pets just didn't have the brassy bite and
edge that they should, and the central
solo — which concludes near the very
top of the instrument's range — didn't
seem to rip the air the way it does with
other speakers, or the way it would in a
downtown jazz club. On the flip side of
A consistent strength of
the coin, the Airfoils did an absolutely
superb job of reproducing the natural
the Airfoils was that
space around the instruments on Carnegie Hall, and while the sax's leading
music had avery natural,
edge lacked bite, its woody, meaty character was perfectly portrayed. From my
organic feel and flow.
notes: "There's agreat sense of space
around the sax, and the bass is just right.
les got the right tone, weight...and the
Another piece of the softening was
the Airfoils' handling of dynamic tran- way it seems to pressurize the air
around it is almost eerie."
sients, which simply weren't as large or
As for the Airfoil system's horizontal
precise as with the best speakers I've
heard. Introduction and Fandango is a dispersion and sensitivity to setup and
positioning: In agross sense, their tonal
scorching flamenco-style piece. With
balance and imaging remained remarkmost speakers, the transients will posiably constant as Imoved from the
tively explode, the notes starting and
sweet spot to positions well beyond the
stopping in asharp transient that imspeakers. Nearer the sweet spot, howpresses akind of aftershock into the air.
ever, the imaging and tonal balance
With the Airfoils, the explosions just
were quite sensitive to movements of
weren't there.
"In the Mood," from The Carnegie my head, particularly from front to
back. As Imoved — from afew inches to
Hall Jazz Band (CD, Blue Note 36728),
afew feet—toward the speakers, the
was another good example of the Airfocus improved, dynamics seemed alittle
foils' slightly soft perspective. The trum-

mance of Boccherini's Introduction and
Fandango (CD, Delos DE 3144) usually
paints asharp, 3D portrait of the guitars. With the Airfoils, the picture just
wasn't as sharp.

Introduring Siltech SPX Power Cables

SILTECH

Ifear

the sound
of silence
The first power cables engineered to address
the

greatest

source of sonic

degradation

from

power cables: Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI).
l'he SPX Power Cables combine specially engineered
magnetic shielding with exceptional RF rejection
to provide alevel of isolation from noise previously
unattainable by any power cables.
Siltech's SPX Power Cables will allow
your system to perform as never before.

SI LTECH
AMER ICA
76 Green Street
Boston, MA 02130
617.522.7740 phone
617.522.7684 fax
sultech@shore.net
www.siltechcables.com
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It's The Music
that Matters Most

;. LIVING

We listen to music and equipment like you
do: always seeking the best sound. We're
always trying new hardware and tweaks to
find which ones make areal difference
and, simply put, are worth the price. Our
top priority is to make sure you'll be satisfied. We guarantee you'll be happy with
our recommendations.
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Our new catalogue has hundreds of fullydescribed high-end products from cleaners
to cables to cartridges to conditioners. Call
us for afree copy or request it online at
www.amusicdirect.com.
We do our best to have everything in stock
and available for immediate delivery, all at
the best prices you'll find anywhere.
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We specialize in heavyweight vinyl,
superb-sounding compact discs, and the
new high-resolution formats SACO and
OVO -A. We have music in every genre from
historic classical to contemporary soul.
We search out new artists, labels, and
recordings in addition to the titles you read
about here in Stereophile. Our new website
is updated regularly with the best in new
releases. You'll also find detailed reviews
in our catalogue, and you can speak with
our knowledgable audiophile sales staff
six days aweek. We love music as much as
you do.
We're looking forward to your call.

800-449-8333
Attention Analog Lovers: Call us for information on the new ZYX line of cartridges from Japan
Music Direct
318 N. Laflin St.
Chicago, Illinois 60607

800 449.8.333 orders
312 433.0200 Illinois
312 433.0011 fax 24hr
md@amusicdirect.com

Music Direct features the finest accessories and hardware from: Acoustic Zen, Adcom, Allsop, Argent, Audio Prism,
Audioquest, Basis, Bedini, Benz Micro, Billy Bags, Black Diamond Racing, Bright Star, Cardas, Clearaudio, Creek,
Custom Power Cord, Disc Doctor, Dynavector, EAR, Echo Busters, Grado, Harmonic Technolgies, Last, Lightspeed, Lyra,
Mango, Michell, Monster Cable, MSB, Music Hall, Nitty Gritty, Nordost, PS Audio, Rega, Roomtunes, Salamander,
Sennheiser, Shako, Shure, Sony SACO, Sota, Standesign, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Vans Evers, VPI, ZYX
and many more.
We also carry one of the world's largest inventories of domestic and import vinyl, CDs, SACDs, and DVDAs from:
Acoustic Disc, AIX, Alto, Analogue Productions, Audioquest, Blue Note, Chesky, Classic, Delos, DMP, Dorian, ECM, First
Impression, Four Men With Beards, Groove Note, JVC, M.A, Mapleshade, Mobile Fidelity, Mosaic, Nairn, Proprius,
Reference, Silverline, Simply Vinyl, Sony, Speakers Corner, Sundazed, Telarc, Water Lily, WEA and many others.
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Analog source: VP! TNT Mk.VHR turntable, Grado Signature
Reference cartridge.
Digital sources: Simaudio Moon
Eclipse, Wadia 861 CD players.
Preamplifier: VAC CPA1 Mk.III.
Power amplifiers: VAC Renaissance 70/70, VTL Ichiban, Mark
Levinson No20.6, Classé CAM350.
Cables: Interconnect Nirvana S-X
Ltd. Speaker: Nordost Valhalla. AC:
Synergistic Research and Reference
Master Couplers, AudioPrism.
Accessories: MIT Z-System, ZCenter and Nirvana AC systems,
AudioPrism Noise Sniffer AC analyzer and Quietline filters; VP! 16.5
record-cleaner, Decca/Hunt record
brush, Sumiko Fluxbuster, Dennesen Soundtractor, Shure styluspressure gauge, Immedia Needle
Nektar stylus-cleaning fluid, Nordost ECO3 and Musical Fidelity
DiskSolution CD treatments; Sh field/XL° Test & Burn-in CD,
Stereophile Test CD, Test CD 2;
Bright Star Rack isolation systems,
Tiptoes; Echo Busters room-treatment products.
-Brian Damkroger

High-Performance Poweramplifier -dual mono /fully balanced

Associated Equipment

suggested retail price /mu 80115* US
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The Bottom Line:
Big Toy, New Toy, Neat Toy,
Better Toy?
Th(.• Impact Airfoil 52 system is anew

speaker technology that is definitely
intriguing in its basic approach, appearance, and performance. Although Iexperienced afew bugs —not surprising
for an ambitious all-new effort from a
small manufacturer —Impact has built a
luxurious, reliable, and impressive new
speaker system.
The system's performance was in
some ways dramatically different and
better from that of any other speaker
I've heard. For one, it had atop-tobottom coherence and balance that
gave instruments anatural "rightness"
that was captivating. The soundstage
was huge, and the Airfoils did amuch
better job of reproducing its outer
regions than I've heard before.
But the Airfoils weren't perfect, or
even as good as the "best I've ever
heard" in all aspects —although that's
exactly the bar set by their $35,000
price. For example, they didn't have the
precision and focus of the Thiel CS72s,
or the weight and power of the big
Thiels' bottom end. Up top, they
couldn't match the extended, airy treble
of Magnepan's MG3.6/R. They could
produce the scale of afull orchestra as
well as the Genesis or Infinity super
systems do, but lacked those speakers'
ability to scale down, to accurately
reproduce the size and balance of a
more intimate setting.
The Airfoils also had adistinctive natural feel to their overall presentation.
Part of this was solidly in the plus colunut coherence and freedom from distortion. Another piece of it, however,
was ashortcoming: aslight softening
due to their texture, lack of focus, and
softened dynamics.
Amid all the pluses and minuses,
one point that shouldn't be lost is that
the Airfoil 5.2 is the first realization of
a new technology. My comments
reflect comparisons to designs that
have been refined and optimized over
decades. The Airfoils most definitely
do have unusual strengths, and agreat
deal of potential. But Ido think they
may be ageneration —or ahandful of
tweaks — away from fully realizing
that potential.
Even in their first incarnation, however, the Impact Technologies Airfoil
5.2 was extremely enjoyable to listen
to. No one who heard them left without commenting favorably on their
performance and on how much they
enjoyed listening to them. Iurge any
serious audiophile to find aset of Airfoils and give them alisten. Iknow my
toys, and the Airfoil 5.2 is one reallii
cool toy.

The PERFECT STEREO-AMPLIFIER

crisper, and the tonal balance shifted
upward, to the point of occasionally having abit of upper-midrange edge. Unfortunately, moving closer to the speakers
also resulted in aCinerama-style image.
Ibegan to experiment with the orientation of the towers, and found that
rotating them outward maybe 20° produced noticeable improvements in focus
and detail. Iwas able to get abit more
impact as well, and what seemed like a
bit more power in the upper midrange/lower treble. The shifts didn't
completely ameliorate the shortcomings
Imentioned earlier, but did improve the
situation alittle. The punchline here is
that although the Airfoils may be relatively insensitive to setup in a gross
sense —it's easy to get the first 80-90%
of their performance —dialing them in
precisely is critical to getting their very
best. And although the Impact folks
were happy with their setup, I'm not
certain that Iever heard the speakers at
their very best.

mbl_11,1@cs, corn
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of-the-line Grado models, Iremain convinced that the SR125 represents the
greatest sound quality per dollar in the
Grado range.
However, it was during the composition of this piece that, for the first time, I
wore the SR125s for several hours at a
stretch, and not for one instant were
they aurally or physically fatiguing.
They were simultaneously musical and
revealing of every nuance Irecorded,
but were amazingly comfortable on my
head — more so than any headphone
I've ever used. Even after four hours of
continuous use, my cars and head never
hurt or became itchy, and there's just
enough of an external acoustic seal to
filter out outside noises (such as my
mother-in-law watching Wheel ofEn-tune
in the same room). Ican't think of abetter headphone for studio monitoring.
As for how the SR125s compared
with the RS1s and SR60s: The RS1s are
far more detailed and neutral, with
more extended bass and greater clarity
and dynamic range. They also retrieved
ambience cues like the Dickens, and
would be my headphone of choice
(despite their slightly polite top octave)
for an hour or less of hardcore audiophile listening. However, in order to
achieve bass extension, resolution, and
clarity, Grado houses the drivers in
wooden "salad bowl" cans which, I
believe, are made from the same materials as their Reference-series cartridges.
The wooden cans are amuch heavier
and tighter fit on the head, and can
become abit tiring after an hour or so,
and the ears begin to sweat.
Ipreferred the cheaper SR6Os —
reviewed in the June and October 1994
issues of Stereophik —for portable use.
Compared with the SR125s, the SR6Os
are less revealing and more euphonically colored (particularly in the midbass), and so will hide and sweeten any
fatiguing shortcomings inherent in an
inexpensive portable CD player. (I use
the RadioShack Optimus 3400 with a
HeadRoom D battery power supply.)
Moreover, although the specs don't
indicate it, the SR60 seemed to be easier to drive than the low-impedance
SR125, and are therefore less likely to
cause strain and distortion on the part
of the CD player.
Here are three headphones at three
different prices for three different purposes. If you're ahardcore audiophile
who also happens to do studio recording
and monitoring and/or computer-music
applications, and who occasionally uses
a portable CD player, buy them all.
Idid.
Stereophile, June 2002
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9600 offers both balanced and unbalanced analog and digital inputs and outputs. Because Iwas conceived as a
tweaky audiophile, Iused only the unbalanced analog inputs and outputs — not
that there's anything wrong with the balanced. There is no Analog Input level
adjustment, but there are 15dB of headroom from nominal input to clipping
(+19dBu from the +4dBu balanced
input, +5dBV at the -10dBV RCA input). Inever ran into any distortion problems, though some phono front-end
combos looked as if they were moving
the meters to the next time zone. The

ML-9600 is equipped with 24-bit, 128x
oversainpling A/D and D/A converters.
I'm not going to run you through the
entire recording process or give you a
roadmap to the complicated operating
system, but Iwill say it's somewhat confusing for non-studio types. Though the
instructions try valiantly to make using
the ML-9600 simple, mathlexic me
sometimes found it aball of confusion.
One of the most hilarious omissions in
the instructions is asection titled "Erasing
aPlaylist." The instructions go on and on
about how to record to and delete tracks
from aPlaylist, but Icouldn't find any-

thing about deleting an entire Playlist. I
still don't know how to do it.
And let's say you decide you want to
erase the whole damn hard drive and
start over. On the last page of the manual, under "Utility Function," you'll find
section 8.3: "Uti13: HI) Format." That's
where you'll find out how to reformat
the entire disc. Shouldn't instructions on
erasing be located near instructions on
recording? Yes. But they're not. Nor is
the section where you do find out how
to reformat a disc particularly welllabeled. The operating system is menu/
cursor driven, so if you've programmed

Measurements
C Luting with the Alesis Master140 Link ML-9600's A/D section, it
took an unbalanced analog input of
1.79V RMS at lkHz to give an accurate OdBFS. As expected, the balanced input required 6.9V. The input
impedances at 1
kHz were 10k ohms
and 29k ohms, respectively. The level
metering appeared to be accurate, the
"-1" light illuminating at 6.2V RMS
balanced input; ie, exactly -1dBFS.
The Alesis' overall analog/digital and
digital/analog frequency response is
shown in fig.1, taken at 48kHz and
96kHz sample rates, and is flat within
the audioband.
With the word length set to an indicated 24 bits, the ML-9600's ADCs
demonstrate superbly low linearity
error down to below -120dBFS
(fig2), suggesting at least 18-bit
performance. This is borne out by
spectral analysis of the digital data representing abalanced lkHz tone captured at -1dBFS, again with the word
length set to 24 bits (fig3). The noise
floor is about 145dB down from peak
level, and the THD associated with
the 1
kHz tone lies at -116.5dB
(0.00015°4, this mainly the third harmonic. (The THD figure was calculated using the PrismSound DScope II
to ignore the contribution of noise.)
Increasing the analog input level to
produce data at -0.1dBFS doubled
the calculated THD to astill negligible 0.00035% (-109dB), but unlike
other inexpensive ADCs — such as
the one in the RME Digi96/8 PAD
soundcard, reviewed in March — it
appears safe to use the top dB of the
Alesis' dynamic range. Dropping the
input level to produce 24-bit digital
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data at -90dBFS gave the spectrum
shown in fig.4. The calculated THD
level rises to 1.41% (-37dB), which is
superb performance for this very low
signal level. However, note that both
fig.3 and 4show the presence of some
enharmonic spuriae, though it is fair
to note that these are all below
-125dBFS and are revealed only by
the very low noise floor of the Alesis'
analog inputs.
Turning to the ML-9600's D/A section, Irecorded my usual suite of test
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Fig.3 Alesis MasterLink ML-9600,
digital-domain spectrum of IkHz
sinewave, DC-22kHz, at —1dBFS,
44.1 kHz sampling, 24-bit A/D word
length (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.I Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, A/D/A
frequency response at -12d8FS from
headphone jack, 48kHz and 96kHz
sampling (right channel dashed,
2c1B/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Alesis MasterLink ML-9600,
digital-domain spectrum of IkHz
sinewave, DC-22kHz, at -90dBFS,
44.1kHz sampling, 24-bit A/D word
length (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.2 Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, A/D
converter departure from linearity,
24-bit word length (right channel
dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).

00

Fig.5 Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, D/A
balanced frequency response at
—12dBFS, without emphasis (top)
and with emphasis (bottom). (Right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Alesis
ahome-theater receiver, you'll be in the
driver's seat. But I've done that many
times, and still found it difficult to see
over the MasterLink's steering wheel.
The hard-drive software (upgradeable via the CD-R drive) divides the
disk space into 16 Playlists, each of
which can contain up to 99 tracks. The
disk drive's total capacity depends on
the recording resolution chosen. Irecorded eight Roxy Music LPs at 24/96
and had hours of hi-rez space left over.
The review sample contained a4.3gigabyte hard drive, but by the time you
read this, a new production run of

DOD

DOD

Fig.6 Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, D/A
balanced channel separation
(1dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, '4-octave
spectrum of dithered lkHz tone at
-90dBFS, with noise and spuriae (from
top to bottom): 16-bit data, 24-bit data
(right channel dashed).

20GB MasterLinks, with about 24
hours of standard CD recording time,
should be in the pipeline. Apparently,
upgrading the hard drive yourself is difficult and voids the warranty. Too bad.
The ML-9600's front panel, dominated by alarge fluorescent display, is wellorganized and easy on the eyes and
fingers. Somewhat disappointing is the
small, crowded, unlit remote and its
inability to communicate with the
MasterLink from more than a few
degrees off-axis from the front panel's IR
receptor. But considering the price and
the performance, I'm not complaining.

signals on the Alesis' hard drive, driving
its AES/EBU data input from aCD
transport for the 16-bit data, and from
the RME Digi96/8 Pro soundcard fitted to my PC for the 24-bit data. The
analog output impedance was alow
150 ohms across the band and the signal was noninverting from both unbalanced and balanced jacks, the latter
wired with pin 2hot. The frequency
response for 44.1kHz-sampled data is
shown as the lower pair of traces in
fig.5, and doesn't need comment. (This
graph was plotted from the balanced
jacks; the response from the unbalanced jacks was identical.)
However, when decoding preemphasized data, the Alesis didn't
apply the correct equalization, leading
to a9dB boost at 20kHz (top pair of
traces in fig.5). To check that the
emphasis flag was correctly set in the
data, Irepeated the test playing back a
pre-emphasized CD-R in the ML9600's CD drive. There was no
change in the result.
Channel separation was superb
from both sets of analog outputs
(fig.6), almost reaching 120dB in the
lower midrange. It did rise with fre-

MasterLink

ML- 9600

Detailed Functionality & DSP
Features
Just so you understand how versatile the
MasterLink ML-9600 is, here's an indepth look at some of the DSP functions.
For fade-ins or fade-outs, you have a
choice of three "fade shapes" in either
direction, all charted in the manual. You
can change the gain of atrack (over avery
wide range) after it has been recorded.
Gain adjustments are "nondestructive"
edits and can be changed at any time after
you've made them.
"Cropping" tracks (not reversible) is
easy, and accomplished much as you'd

quency, due to the usual capacitive
coupling somewhere in the circuitry,
but was still around an excellent 90dB
at 20kHz.
Fig.7 shows spectral analyses of the
ML-9600's analog output while it decoded data on its hard drive representing adithered 1
kHz tone at -90dBFS
with both 16- and 24-bit word lengths.
Not only is the output free from harmonic or power-supply-related spuriae, but the increase in bit depth results
in the noise floor in the midrange and
above dropping by almost 18dB, suggesting around 19-bit performance for
the D/A converters, which is superb.
Fig.8 shows asimilar spectral analysis, performed with 24-bit "digital
black" data. Other than the expected
rise in the noise floor above 20kHz,
due to the oversampling delta-sigma
DAC topology, the analog noise floor
is as superbly low in level as Iexpected from fig.7. D/A linearity error
(fig.9), assessed using adithered 16bit, 500Hz tone, was also negligible
down to very low levels, confirming
the excellent resolution. The waveform of an undithered tone at exactly
-9031dBFS (fig.10) reveals excellent
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Fig.8 Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, ,octave
spectrum of digital black, with noise
and spuriae, 24-bit data (right channel
dashed).
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Fig.9 Alesis Masterlink ML-9600, D/A
left-channel departure from linearity,
16-bit data (2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.10Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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edit red-to-red tape with arazor blade.
At the push of abutton you get an automatic five-second "roll forward" and
"roll back" of the beginning and end of
the track. By holding down the Track
Start button and using the scan («>>)
buttons you can rock the "tape" back
and forth at slow speed until you reach

the desired start and end points. When
you're done, you'll hear apreview of
your edit; ¡fies good, you can then Confirm the edit. While recording 22 Ella
Fitzgerald 78s to aPlaylist, sometimes I
picked up the tonearni late, or started
recording early. In afew minutes Iwas
able to scrub the heads and tails of each

track to create on the hard drive areally
smooth-sounding compilation, which
I've copied to CD-R for friends.
The four DSP functions — Compression, EQ, Look Ahead Peak Limiting,
and Normalization — allow you to adjust avariety of parameters after you've
made your recording. The compressor

Measurements
symmetry and the expected three
voltage levels. Increasing the word
length to 24 bits gave avery close representation of asinewave (fig.11).
Whether it was harmonic distortion (fig.12) or intermodulation distortion (fig.13), the Alesis' analog output
was superbly linear, even into the punishing 600 ohm load.
Finally, Iused the Miller Audio
0••••••••••
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Fig.11Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, waveform of
dithered IkHz sinewave at -90.3IdBFS,
24-bit data.
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Research Jitter Analyzer to examine
the ML-9600's rejection of wordclock jitter, in conjunction with the
diagnostic J-Test signal, which consists
of ahigh-level tone at exactly one
quarter the sample rate overlaid with
alow-frequency squarewave at the
LSB level. The result with the Alesis
playing back this signal from aCD-R
is shown as the foreground spectrum
in fig.14, plotted with high resolution
for 3.5kHz on either side of the central 11.025kHz tone.
The calculated jitter level was an
extremely low 174.6 picoseconds
peak-peak, and consisted primarily of
data-related components (identified
with red numeric markers) along
with apair of sidebands at ±510Hz
(circled purple 3s). However, note the
spectral spreading of the central peak,
which indicates the presence of lowfrequency random jitter, and the contamination of the noise floor with
random tones (marked in blue),
though it's fair to say that these are

very low in level. Peculiarly, when the
test was repeated using the same digital data stored on the ML-9600's hard
drive, while the measured word-clock
jitter remained low in level at 275ps,
the level of the spurious noise components increased significantly, as shown
by the grayed-out trace in this graph.
Other than this anomaly and the
lack of response de-emphasis, the
Alesis MasterLink ML-9600 offers
state-of-the-art digital performance.
Even just five years ago, you would
have had to pay tens of thousands of
dollars to get this level of measured
A/D and D/A performance. To get it
thrown in for free — in what would
be an extremely versatile, useful, and
inexpensive hard-disk recorder even
if it had only digital I/O — makes the
ML-9600 a superbly engineered
bargain. Alesis may have changed
ownership, but aproduct like this
demonstrates that the pedigree it
acquired with its multi-track digital
recorders continues.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.12 Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at OdBFS into
600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.13Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS into 600 ohms
(linear frequency scale),
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Fig.14 Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, high-resolution jitter spectrum of unbalanced analog output
signal for CD playback (11.025kHz at -6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency
of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. Grayed-out trace is similar analysis for
internal hard-disk playback of same data.
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Alesis
much (five tiznes as much at MasterLink's lowest street price), and it was
somewhat muted on top and drier overall. Cymbals didn't have the same
sparkle, and the overall presentation
wasn't as spacious or as gracious, but it
wasn't embarrassing either.
Ifirst compared the two players using
aseries of discs first in one player, then
the other. Then Idid acomplete burn of
one of the CD-Rs I'd recorded from the
Rockport System III Sirius turntable
and tonearm I'd reviewed in August
2000, to the hard drive and did arealtime A/13 comparison of the two to
confirm what I'd heard before. Then,
just to be sure that Iwasn't hearing the
burner itself, Idumped the HD Playlist
of the CD to aCD-R and compared the
original Rockport CD-R to the copy
burned on the MasterLink. Through
the Musical Fidelity and the MasterLink, they sounded identical (whew!).
Were the differences between the
Musical Fidelity and the Alesis due to the
CD drive? The DACs? The analog output electronics? All of them? I'm not sure
Iknow. One thing Iam sure of, based on
comments from correspondents and my
own experience: If you're recording to
HD to make 44.11cHz CDs, you're better
Yes, but How does it Sound?
off recording at 882kHz and not 961cHz,
As what? A CD player? A CD burner?
as the digital downsampling is easier at
A 24-bit/96kHz archival tool?
882 and results in less measurable jitter
As aCD player, the Alesis Masterand lower distortion.
Link ML-9600 was pretty good, but
At 24/96, the MasterLink delivered
few Stavophile readers will buy one as a
sound that was surprisingly close to the
primary CD player. Icompared it to my
sound of the original LP. In adirect A/B
reference Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D,
comparison, the actual LP sounded
which costs more than three times as

reduces dynamic range across the entire
frequency range, and can be adjusted for
Threshold, Ratio, Make Up Gain,
Attack, Release, Key (which channel is
used to control compression: left, right,
or both), Knee (which affects how the
compression behaves around the threshold you've chosen), and Detect (which
lets you choose apeak or an average
level for the threshold setting to be compared to. The Look Ahead peak limiter
allows you to limit the highest peaks
while raising the gain of the overall track
so you can maximize the overall level.
There's a three-band parametric
equalizer, adjustable for frequency
(20.22Hz-2022kHz), level (boost or
attenuation at the selected frequency),
and Q (width of the filter from the center frequency chosen) for each of the
three bands. There's also a"Normalizer,
which sets the highest peak value to fullscale (to, Ithink, maximize dynamic
range and resolution) and is done in real
time so that it's not permanent. Thus
you can go back and change EQ, fades,
and other parameters, then normalize
again. Or you can ignore all of this stuff
and just make straight-up CD-Rs.

MasterLink

ML- 9600

somewhat richer and warmer, the 24/96
version (from HD or CD24) somewhat
drier, with abit of upper high-frequency
emphasis and not quite the same degree
of spaciousness. But it was very close.
Conclusions
While the Alesis MasterLink ML9600 has become acelebrity in the
pro-audio world, Ihaven't heard much
about it from audiophiles. It's every bit
as good as the buzz says it is. With alist
price of $1699 and astreet price as low
as $1000, the MasterLink has to be one
of the greatest values in audio as aCD
burner, an archival tool, or amixdown
recorder. And once you understand
how to use it, it makes creating CD
compilations ablast.
For me, as areviewer, the ML-9600
will be invaluable. Ican archive the
sounds of cartridges, tonearms, turntables, and phono sections for future
comparisons with new gear. My CD24s
won't sound absolutely identical to the
originals, but they'll be close enough to
make the comparisons meaningful and
well worthwhile.
Most highly recommended. Ionly
wish Ihad the MasterLink when Istarted
writing about analog for Stereophile!
ES

Sound Product.
Pure Sound.

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke, VP!
Aries Extended turntables; Graham
2.2, Immedia RPM2, VP! JMW
12.5 tonearms; Lyra Helikon,
Helilcon LE, Helikon mono, Benz
Glider L2, ZYX R-100FS cartridges.
Digital source: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 3D CD player.
Preamplification: Hovland HP100 preamplifier, Manley Steelhead
and Zanden 1200 phono sections.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300, RM Labs Music Reference 200.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Avanti III.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove DIN/RCA, RCA/RCA.
Interconnect: Discovery Essence,
Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway
II, Audio Zen, Wireworld Gold
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Eclipse. Speaker: Discovery Essence,
Harmonic Technology Magic Woofer, Audio Zen. AC: JPS Labs Kaptovator, Electra Glide Fatboy, PS
Audio Lab, Wireworld Electra Series
III, Synergistic Research Designers'
Reference.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
P300 and P600, Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform,
Symposium Rollerblocks (Tungsten,
Grade 3 Superball), Grand Prix
Audio Monaco amplifier stands,
Symposium Acoustics Ultra shelves,
Audiodharma Cable Cooker 2.0,
Walker motor drive, Finite Elemente Pagode equipment stands,
A.R.T. Q dampers, Walker Valid
Points, ASC Tube Traps, Shakti
Stones and On-Lines, RPG BAD
and Abffusor panels. —Michael Fremer
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Before you talk...
Listen to Andy Singer and his staff of audio experts at the Home Entertainment
2002 EXPOTM at the Hilton-NY Towers, May 30th to June 2nd, as they preser
the world's best Audio-Video Components. Pick up tips from the experts,
who have invested EVERYTHING THEY HAVE in learning to REALLY LISTEN!
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systems for audiophiles
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YBA Integré DT Delta

integrated amplifier
If you want to evaluate audio
equipment, you have your technical tests and your listening tests.
Engineering types will go for the
former, while music lovers tend
to prefer the latter. The controversy about which kind of test is
most useful continues.
There is another kind of test:
the test of time. If aproduct continues to sell year after year without any
major advertising effort to encourage its
popularity, the manufacturer must be
doing something right.
'This seems to be the case with the
YBA Integré integrated amplifier. Introduced in 1991, the Integré was reviewed by Sam Tellig in the December
1996 Stereophde (Vol.19 No.12), which
led to its being listed in Class A of
"Recommended Components." That
was more than five years ago, and enforcement of Stereophde's "not auditioned in too long atime" rule has since
resulted in the Integres being dropped
from "RC."
But the Integré continues to be
YI3A's top-selling model,' and failure to
list it in "RC" might be doing our readers a disservice. Having some experience with YBA products (I reviewed
the YBA 1Alpha HC amplifier in the
March 1995 issue, and have used the
Integré as an adjunct to aspeaker review), Ivolunteered to give acurrent
sample of the Integré agood listen.
Although the Integré is still essentially the saine product that made its debut
more than a decade ago, there have
been afew changes over the years, the
most important being the addition in
1996 of optional dual transformers.
(The single-transformer version is no
longer available.) The power switch is
now in the rear rather than hidden
under the faceplate, and the three feet
arc no longer all-metal. In 2000, the
change of the capacitors to anew type
led to the Integré Delta designation, and

1YBA products are distributed in the US by Audio
Plus Services, P.O. Box 3047, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.
Tel: (800) 663-9352. Fax: (450) 585-5862. Web:
vyww.audioplussemccs.com .
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YBA Integré DT Delta integrated amplifier

The Integré had alively,
dynamic character.
there have been some minor cosmetic
changes. The version with phono stage
is now $2500, up very slightly from the
$2350 Integré DT of 1996. (Remote
control adds $150 to these prices.)
Substituted in my system for the CAT
SL1 Ultimate preamplifier and Quicksilver Horn Mono monoblock power
amps, the Integré sounded decidedly
cooler but not forward or aggressive, and
had alively, dynamic character. While
not particularly tubelike, it avoided
sounding hard, edgy, or clinical, the
highs remaining clean and grain-free.
Having 50W on tap, the Integré had no
trouble driving the +100dB—sensitive
Avantgarde Uno 2.0 loudspeakers to
levels louder than Ican tolerate, and it
also proved to be an excellent match
with Paradigm Studio/20 v2s, keeping a
tight rein on the bass from the
Paradigms' ported enclosures. With both
speakers, the sound had an open, detailed, transparent quality that
made listening to reproduced
music apleasure.
Beautifully built, with a
longevity that speaks to its quality and value, the YBA Integré
DT Delta is most definitely a
"Recommended Component."

Scull

audio world as asignificant advance in the art and science of
solid-state electronics. Stereophde's
Wes Phillips was mightily impressed with it back in the March
1996 issue (Vo120 No.3), as was I
when I reviewed it for The
Abso!ute Sound. For me, the K-1
was alandmark: the first piece of
solid-state gear that this die-hard
tubeophile heavily and unabashedly fell for. The K-1 quickly
made its way into Stereophde's "Recommended Components," where it remained afixture until the release of its
revised version, the K-1 x.2 J-10 didn't
have to ask me twice to renew my
acquaintance with the preamp and
report on the differences.
Ayre's head man Charles Hansen lets
no grass grow under his feet —the K-1
has been significantly upgraded twice in
the last two years or so. The initial
upgrade, resulting in the K-lx designation, saw asignificant reworking of the
power supply (including aquadrupling
of supply capacitance and anew circuit
board made of the same high-speed
material as the board carrying the audio
circuitry), and the installation of multiple Ayre Conditioner filters on powercarrying lines. Topping it off was anew,
detachable umbilical from Cardas that
runs from the power supply to the head
unit. Freshly re-kitted, the K-1 x now
empties the wallet of $6750 in basic
line-stage configuration. Remote control is an extra $250, and afurther $1600
— —
2 Ayre Acoustics, Inc., 2300 B Central Avenue,
Boulder, CO 80301. Tel: (303) 442-7300. Fax: (303)
442-7301. Web: www.ayre.com.

—Robert Deutsch

Ayre K-1x preamplifier
From the time it appeared several years ago, the Ayre K-1
preamplifier was hailed by the

Ayre K-1x preamplifier
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Follow-Up
equips the Ayre with dual-mono phono
boards. Both options were fitted to the
review sample.
After the K-1 was transformed into
the K-1 x, Ayre began developing their
V-5 power amplifier, and in mid-2001 a
"new" K-1x was introduced to incorporate discoveries made during the V-5
project. These were in three areas: First,
the ground-partitioning scheme was
completely reworked to maximize isolation from outside interference for the
main chassis, power supply, AC mains,
and transformer. Second, additional RF
filtering was applied to the AC mains
and the DC power supplies for the
audio and logic circuits. Third, new
high-density polymer feet are used on
both chassis for superior vibration isolation. While the retail price of this latest
K-1x is the same as the original K-lx,
owners of the latter can upgrade to the
latest refinements for $450.
After arriving and settling in for afew
days, Iinstalled the K-1x in my reference
system. LP playback was via aSOTA
Cosmos turntable with aGraham 22
tonearm and Dynavector DRT XV-1
moving-coil cartridge. CDs were spun
by Ayre's own D-ix DVD player and
the stupefyingly good Classé Omega
SACD/CD player. The phono stage was
the Manley Labs Steelhead, and power
amplifiers were the Manley Labs 250
Neo-Classic and Lamm ML1 monoblocks. The loudspeakers were my longtime references, the Apogee Duetta
Signatures, biwired with Nordost Valhalla and SPM or Cardas Golden Reference. The phono interconnect was
Hovland's Music Groove, and line-level
interconnects were Nordost Valhalla and
Cardas Golden Reference. Custom
Power Cord Company Top Gun power
cables were used for all power amps and
the phono stage. Ialso used various footers and isolation bases, including titanium Nordost Pulsar Points and Arcici
Ultra DynaFeet.
Iimmediately tested the Ayre's mettle with complex, large-scaled music.
Magma's Mekanik Destruktiw Kommandoh (LP, A&M SP4396) has defeated many apiece of front-end electronics. 3 This intensely percussive and
densely layered music boasts multiple
keyboards, alarge brass section, mixed
choir, vocal soloists, and full jazz-rock
band. Cleanly sorting out the assembled
forces is usually anightmare, but for the

3This alb
is not for everyone. Imagine asciencefiction oratorio sung in the original Klingon and scored
jointly lw Carl Orff :mil Frank Zappa, with Sun Ra
consulting Arrailger.
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SteelheacVK-lx combination it was a
walk in the park. The Ayre was not only
unfazed by this dense music, it peeled it
open like an artichoke to reveal its architectural structure and myriad component parts.
Ataulfo Argenta's bravura traversal of
Rimsky-Korsakov's Capriccio espagnol
(LP, Decca/Speakers Corner SXL
2020) lit up my listening room through
the Steelhead/K-1 x. The almost sinful

Paray and the Detroit Symphony's recording of Dvorák's Symphony 9(CD,
Mercury Living Presence 434 417-2).
The Ayre was able to differentiate between recordings so effectively because
of its ability to dig deep into the soundscape and reproduce low-level detail. It
did so not by hyping boundary definitions or etching the treble octaves, but its
low noise and lack of haze and distortion
allowed buried details to effortlessly
emerge and find their levels within the
overall musical picture. That the Ayre
tracked the leading edges of transients
like radar also played alarge part in this.
The Ayre peeled open
The K-lx's presentation was the audio
equivalent of the sharp, deep-focus cinethis dense music like an
matography pioneered by Gregg Toland
in Citizen Kane.
artichoke to reveal its
Like the K-1's, the K-1 x's phono
stage proved to be one of the best-kept
architectural structure and
secrets in audio. It had precisely the
myriad component parts.
same sonic character as the line stage,
with equal measures of pristine clarity
and harmonic completeness. The
phono stage didn't have quite the
dynamic slam and epic scale of the
richness of the harp, trombones, and
French horns contrasted with the clarity
$7300, standalone Manley Steelhead,
but the performance of EveAnna
and rosiny sheen of the strings and the
reedy bite of the oboe and bassoon in a Manley's pet monster in these respects
is, in my experience, unique. Compared
vast, airy, beautifully described soundto more earthly phono stages, the K-lx's
stage. The Ayre excelled at building the
music on afirm foundation of bass, and
performance competed with all and
consistently captured a cushion of should beat most. The Dynavector XVacoustically charged air surrounding the
Icartridge presents most phono prebasses and cellos on the Rimskyamps with afairly significant challenge.
Korsakov and on "Journey to the Line,"
Its output is arelatively meager 3201.1.V,
but with the K-1 xset to 60dB of gain
from The Thin Red Line soundtrack (CD,
and loaded at 100 ohms, backgrounds
RCA 63382-2).
were completely silent and free of hum.
Not that the rest of the spectrum was
My white-label promo "six-eye" LP
in the least slighted, but voices were
of Bruno Walter and the Columbia
especially enjoyable through the KSymphony performing Beethoven's
1
x.The Grateful Dead's harmonies on
American Beauty (LP, Warner Bros. WS
Symphony 8(Columbia M2S 608) has
been a special favorite for years.
1893) and One From The Vault (CD,
Grateful Dead GDCD40132) flowed
Walter's gemütlich but controlled performance was recorded in aspacious
from the speakers with easy, profound
and reverberant acoustic, and the Ayre
naturalness. Phil Lesh's loping bass-guicaptured every last bit of that rich
tar counterpoint and the double drums
of Mickey Hart and Bill ICreutzmann
ambience, hanging on to the lengthy
on One From The Vault were as clear,
but delicate reverb trails like a rottcrisp, and clean as amountain stream.
weiler guarding a soup bone. Better
Cymbals sparkled and shimmered, with
still, the K-1 xroyally served Walter's
not even asuggestion of grainy overlay.
richly humane and slightly playful interpretation, and reminded me in no
I've always thought that one of the
uncertain terms why Walter's is still
best indicators of acomponent's sonic
my favorite Beethoven.
neutrality is its ability to make each
After the Beethoven, Icrossed to
recording sound different from the last
the other side of the musical street to
and the next. At this the K-lx excelled to
hang with the Rolling Stones at the
an extraordinary degree, particularly
peak of their powers. Sticky Fingers (LP,
when paired with the fabulous Lamm
ML1 amplifiers. In every particular but
Rolling Stones FC 40488) is usually
the conductors' dramatic approaches,
considered a murky and indistinct
mess, in sonic terms. But through the
Argenta's Rimsky-Korsakov was acompletely different experience from Paul
Ayre and the Lamms Icould almost
115

smell the Jack Daniel's fumes
and cigarette smoke hanging in
the studio air — the entire record was saturated with an
ambience that lesser electronics
simply cannot resolve. The multiple guitars of "Wild Horses"
were beautifully rendered as
distinctly separate instruments,
each in its own space within the
soundstage, and the pathos in
Mick Jagger's voice was revealed as genuine rather than
affected. On "Can't You Hear
Mc Knockin'," the K-1 x absolutely nailed both Mick Taylor's exquisite silk-and-ground-glass guitar tone
and Keith Richards' aggressively barking rhythm licks. What really raised my
eyebrows was what the Ayre told me
about Charlie Watts' drumming: The
little quirks of his very subtle style of
punctuation were effortlessly revealed
as afully integrated part of the musical
tapestry. I've listened to this LP via the
Lamms many times, but through the K1x I heard a bonanza of musically
meaningful detail that was new to me.
Virtually every quality Iascribe to
the sound of the K-1x is connected to
noise and distortion — or, more accurately, their absence. Charles Hansen's
efforts to construct atotally isolated and
unpolluted electrical environment in
which his circuit can do its work have
produced results that can properly be
called breathtaking and enlightening.
The K-1 xprovided arather disturbing
exhibition of how much subliminallevel grunge, hash, and noise is taken
for granted as apart of the sound of
even top-level high-end components.
The K-1x added such a minimal
amount of itself to the music passing
through it that it was literally as if Iwas
hearing for the first time much of the
music described above.
But while its strictly sonic attributes
deserve the highest praise, the Ayre's
ability to go to the music's emotional
heart was ultimately what made it so
special. Its spectacular transparency to
the source material put me far closer to
the music than Ihad thought possible.
Does the Ayre K-lx, like the K-1,
belong in Class A of Stereophilès "Recommended Components"? Are there
bears in the woods? The K-lx is one of
the very finest line stages any amount of
money can buy, and its phono-stage performance is exceeded only by far more
costly standalone units. As afull-function preamplifier, it offers arock-solid,
singularly excellent, and easy-to-livewith package. Iunreservedly and enthu116

power supply and improved
DC regulators with lower
impedance. Certain resistors
have been changed for better
sound, and the internal wiring
and AC cords have been
upgraded.
The ART's two chassis are
meant to be stacked. Together,
they make abig, imposing component in black and gold, with
the peekaboo tubes to the right
surrounded by slotted protecConrad-Johnson ART Series 2 preamplifier
tors. The volume and remotecontrol IR pickup look abit like
siastically recommend the K-1 x, in
portholes. Titanic, anyone?
whatever form, to anyone who wants to
Iplaced the review sample (No.139 of
venture out to the cutting edge of sonic 250) on a Silent Running SRA stand
possibility.
—Paul Bolin
with an IsoDome perched on its top to
ease the slight ringing Iheard when I
Conrad-Johnson ART Series 2
tapped it with afinger, all this supported
line-level preamplifier
by atall PolyCrystal stand. To keep any
Conrad-Johnson Design.4 The name
microphonics from muddying the
rings quite abell, doesn't it? Ibegan my
sound, Iseparated the chassis with large
audiophile doings with asweet demo AudioPrism Isobearings. Interconnects
PV-5 preamp and aused MV-50 power were Synergistic Research Designers'
amp. When Kathleen blew up one of Reference X-Series, which Iauditioned
the MV50's old Mullard tubes in a both in active and passive in Discrete
shower of sparks, Iinformed her with a Shielding modes. Active, hands down. I
sad, sad look that the amp was toast.
used the Krell FPB 350Mc monoblock
I'd always wanted to listen to C-J's
amplifiers because the Linn !Climaxes
ART (for Anniversary Reference
have such alow input impedance and
Triode) preamplifier, and got my chance
the single-ended ARTs source impedrecently, when Lew Johnson and Tor ance is fairly high. AudioQuest Everest
Sivertsen showed up at our door with
speaker cables connecting the amps to
one, before we all went out for anice
the JMlab Utopia speakers, with Synmeal. (Never mind the equipment —
ergistic AC cords finishing things up.
how was the food?)
Not having heard the original ART, I
But ah-ha! This was an ART Series 2,
can't make any comparisons, but Ican
the latest and greatest incarnation of this
tell you how this one sounded:
legendary two-chassis, zero-feedback,
As Ilistened to one of my picks for last
10-tube preamp. Wes Phillips reviewed
February's "Records To Die For," adisc of
the first iteration of the ART back in the
Haydn piano sonatas performed by
May 1998 Stereophile (VoI21 No.5).
András Schiff (CD, Teldec 0630-17141-2)
Since then, its price has risen athousand
—specifically Sonata 40 in G, Hob
bucks, to $15,995, but you can have
XVI:40 —I had the instant impression of
your original ART upgraded for $1950.
akind of ultimate refinement in playWhile the ART 2still uses ten 6922
back, aquality very hard to describe. It
tubes in parallel to create C-J's so-called
was the kind of sound whose beauty
Composite Triode circuit, thus lowering
makes everyone hold their breath. A guy
the output impedance, the most obvious
like my late dad would have "air-conchanges are the tidy, high-quality WBT
ducted" without amoment's hesitation,
connectors that now grace the design.
shushing anyone foolish enough to speak
For other circuit changes, check out my
during such sublime music.
updates of C-,J's Premier 15 phono stage
I was overtaken by an enormous
(March 2002) and 16LS line-stage presense of nuance, transparency, specificiamp (April 2002) —the "single-chassis
ty of image, and the most wonderful
ART," as it's become known.
illusion of air around Schiff and his inToo busy to look it all up? Briefly:
strument. Into this rang the initial leadThe changes in the ART 2 revolve
ing-edge transient, its acoustic envelope
around faster rectifier diodes in the
blooming beautifully before dying out
and hitting the noise floor, which was
very low indeed.
4 Conrad-Johnson Design, Inc, 2733 Merrilee Drive,
That was through the dCS PurFairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698-8581. Fax: (703) 5605360. Web: www.conradjohnson.com.
cell/Elgar Plus driven by the Accuphase
Stereophile, June 2002

DP100 SACD/CD transport Switching
the output of the DP100 to the
Accuphase DC101, there was an even
greater sense of that difficult-to-define
beauty and luminescence. Ifelt Icould
see Schiff's hands moving elegantly over
the keyboard, not stabbing jazz-like, like
the Duke's. The air was nothing short of
incredible, the installment in its own
cushion of acoustically energized space.
The sense of involvement was total. Ilive
for this stuff.
Changing up to the one and only
Alfred Brendel playing his rendition of
my favorite Haydn piano sonata, No30
in b, Hob XVI:32 (CD, Philips 412 2282), Icould hear so well the differences in
their styles and, at the same time, the
differences in recording technique.
Brendel, one of my all-time favorites, is
less gentle — the piano keys are there to
strike and to make sing. The ability to
hear such small details with such refinement and drama was apleasure indeed
for this jaded audio journalist.
Switching to Duke Ellington's This
One'sfor Blanton (Analogue Productions
CAPJ015), the amusing "Do Nothin'
Till You Hear from Me" was remarkable. I've complained endlessly about
how, on this recording, the Duke's
piano sounds as if it's slightly hard, even
though it never detracts from the
music. But there was no catch with the
ART 2— no such problem reared its
head. The sound was sublime, with just
the right amount of metal in the piano
strings, accompanied by the wonderful,
unique Ray Brown's acoustic bass. Pure,
unadulterated pleasure — deep, powerful, soul-filling. Brown's bass was so
visceral, and Icould so clearly hear and
"see" his fingers as he plucked, that at
track's end Iwanted to get up and
shake that hand.
Again, bags of air, space, quickness of
leading edges, and a colorful bloom
belied the control at work. Switching
briefly to LP, Idropped Bags & Trane:
Milt Jackson & John Coltrane (Atlantic
1368), and Bill Evans' Trio '65 (Verve
VV6-8613), and soon realized how
synergistically Conrad-Johnson's Premier 15 phono stage worked with the
ART Series 2— and, presumably, into
all C-J gear. Air, quickness, colorful harmonics, timing, defining leading-edge
transients—all served up an acoustic
pleasure almost beyond description.
What joy.
Conrad-Johnson's ART Series 2 is
expensive, but put the right ancillaries
around it and you're headed for sonic
heaven. Class A all the way!
—Jonathan Scull
Stereophile, June 2002
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ong ago, before 1989,
the audio community
produced hundreds of
specialty cables, but had no idea
how to match cables to ahifi system.

TThe Cable Company,
hen along came ...

who, with feedback from
thousands of home cable trials,
discovered what-works-withWhat....Eureka!

Audio
Now try-at-home:

CABLES
usic Hall MME 5
Rego Pkinet
0
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e00

AC PRODUCTS
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CONTROL
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Good people, Good advice, Great systems,
One customer at atime.
125 Union Sq., New Hope, PA 18938
800-FATWYRE or 215-862-4870, fax -4871

Triangle Wiz 202
Creek 5350SE
Stereophile Class A Stereophile Class A
—New at AudioWaves—
Triangle Zeus •
Cairn &Audio Analogue upsompling CD players

AA/ AUDIOWAVES

www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

Most Orders Ship Free!

The Wine used cable

the finest in affordableWaudio

800.510.4753 Nt-Thais 9-6, Fri 9-5, Sat 12-4 (PST)
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O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677 3299 audiowavescoolcom

owo.oudioshoppercom/AudioWaves
FREE SHIPPING
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cleanly house @

www.usedcable.com
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800.229.0644
Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com

Blue
Point
Special
Re-tip Upgrade $385
"Upgrades sound like
cartridges costing six
times the price." -JR
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Acoustic Signature Final Tool
List 53,500/Sale Price $2.000
2001 Analog Product Of the
Year Runner-up" -Stereophile

Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 568:
1.5F1 $475 /1.5 $395
Record Master 5255 /1.0 S.

Dealer Inquires Welcome For: Acoustic Signature, lsophon, Cartridge Ret-tip Services, Ortofon, Garrott, Molly Toes & Sonic Circl

Walker Pros CeniUM
Gold Signature 526.200

RPM 52.995

Koetsu
Transfiguration
Urushi 54.000 Temper $3.800

Dynavector
DRT XV-1
53.500

EMT
TU-3 $3.2

Lyra Helikon
$1.995

Bluenote
Baldinotl
$1.795

clearaudio
Insider S7.600

Garrott
P89 56.000

Garrott
P88 53.000

Benz Ruby 2
$3,000

J P
Grado $2.500
Statement

EMT
TU-2 Special
$2.195

EMT TU-2
$1.795

Ortofon
Jubilee 51.750

London Decca
Jubilee
51.750

Garrott FGS
S1.600

clearaudio
Victory H
$1.500

Grado 51,200
Reference

clearauilb Sens
Wood $1.200

Lyra Lydian
g 5995

Ortofon $950
Grado
Kontrapunld B Master $8(

Benz-Micro
Glider 5795

clearaudio $750
Virtuoso Wood

Garrott
Optim 52
5700

Bluenote
Boboli $695

Ortofon 5600
Rega
Kontrapunkt A Exact 5591

Garrott P-77
$500

clearaudio
Aurum/Beta S
$450

e

Project Perspective 5999
Bluenote Belvedere $2.695
•
•
Kuzma Stabi XL $13.000

Kuzma

Music Hall MMF-7 $995

Stabi $2.400

$1.500
Sumiko
Transfigurah
Celebration Spirit SI 5

Rega Planar 3 5750
Basis
Debut Vacuum 510.600

clearaudio
Champion II 52.200

Project Wood Classic $750
clearaudio
Maximin Solution $6.500

r%7Fillwr

Bluenote Deck 12 5695
SME Model 10 56.250
$6,995 WI SME Tonearm
2001 Analog Product
Of The Year -Stereophile

clearaudio
Solution
51.600

Benz-Micro

Dynavector

Grado

ACE $550

DV-20X $525

Sonata $500

111"

Denon DP-47F

Audio
Acoustic Signature
Analog One MK II List $5,500
Sale Price 51500
"...strike me as being among
the

best

buys

out

there

Technica
440 ML 5399

.0
Rega
Super Elys
$395

111F
r Ai
o
Pro-fact RM-9 $1.495

Pro-ject RM-4 $495

today.. -Stereophile Analog
Corner M. Fremer 4/02

Garrott
$400

Goldring
1042 5375

clearaudio
Aurum/Beta
$350

Grado
Platinum $300

ao

Sumiko
BPS $349

Shure $325
V15 VxMR

Ortofon
X5-MC 5325

Ortolon
X3-MC $275

Ortolon
MC 15 5250

Sumiko 5249
Blue Point

Benz-Micro
MC 20 E 5175

40
. 4
Dynavector
10X4 5350

*

Benz $350
Gold/Silver

l

e

Garrott K-2
5300

Ortofon
0M-30 $28.

Rega
Elys $225

Denon
DL-103
5200

Ortofon
0M-20 $19;

Rega Super
Bias 5175

Grado
Silver $150

Ortofon
X1-MC 5145

Grado
Red 5110

111
Audio
Technica
440 ML $99"

Shure
M97xE $99"

Bluenote Bellavista 51.295
Music Hall MMF Series
55499 /2.1 5299/ 15199
Bluenote Bellagio 54.995

Rega
Planar 25 $1.275

JA Michell Orbe SE $3.500

Raga
Planar 9

$3.500

Kuzma Stabi S 51.200

Basis
1400 $1,200

Rega
Planar 2 5495

Vestax
BOT-2500 $450

Project 1.2 5319

Grado
Gold 5180

Denon
DL-160 5180

Denon
DL-110 5140

Stanton
681EEE S130

tee*
Rega
Bias 5125

• • •
•

Rega

Jupiter $1.895
2001 Digital
Component Of the Year
Runner-up' -Stereophile

Sfax Headphones

800.229.0644

Creek
5350 SE
51 500

SRS 0071

56 250

4040 Signature
3030 Classic

$2.250

2001 Budget Component

51.350

Of The Year -Stereophile

Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com

needledoctor.com •e-mail info@needledoctor.com •612.378 0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S E MPLS MN 55414
clearaudio

rron VTPHI-MC

..53.250

rron VTPH1-MM ..52 750

eot

Exact
$400

=j11-%1IL

VTST-1A Preamp
M 150 Mono Blocks $5.895 pr

New Rega RB-WOO ..51.595

AcousTech
-1 Premium
'-1

$1 350
$1.200

Rega RB-900

$995

Rega RB-600

S695

Rega RB-300
Rega RB-250

$425
$325

New Acoustic Signature
Record Grips

AO Anaconda $1.050 1
m pr
Grado RS 1Headphone 5695
New
ZeroDust $69
Stylus Cleaner

•••mil."

4011b
Harmonix TU-2
AS Grip Gold

$515
$375

AS Grip Chrome

$275

4P Chrome mm inc $1.295
4P Black mm'mc
4P (rnm only)

5995

AO Amazon $2.200 Im pr
Herron Audio

Creek
CD53

HD 600 5345'

"This Is Mike Creeks best

HD 580 S199"

work ever"-J. Raskin

RS 65

AO Carbon Fiber Brush $15
Hunt EDA MK 6

525

London Decca

$25

Rega Planet 5950
2001 Budget Component Of
the Year Runner-up

Nam/
5207

AS Grip Black
AS Grip Silver

5175
$150

1111"r

e iÇ.711."

$189"

S49"

HO 457
HD 433

529"
524"

Sale Price $600

576

J.A. Michell Clamp
Kab Grip

$50
$30

Clever Clamp

$20

4330 mk Il

$595

4330 R mk Il

$695

lee

Gruv Glide

AO Big Feet

579 4pr'

AO Little Feet

549 .1 pe

Record
Mat

5399

595

pagode
55 HD $2.995
#1 Power Cleaner

$34"

#1 Power Cleaner . . 5203
#2 Record Preservative $35"

Kit

Kab
Cardas Sweep

Strobe Disc

Record $24

$99"

3 shelf

80 HD $3.795
4 shelf

E 16 51,895
4 shelf

$6 each

#2 & #3 Combo Kit..
#4 & #5 Combo Kit..

.550"
.541"
.4125

clearaudio
Turbo S100
Rega

-

.1 Motor Upgrade

Incognito

Blue Note Kymyas
clearaudio Elixir
LP #9

5155

5249
.. .S325
519 3
,

Crc,urry

5250

Disc Doc. Stylus Clean 524 JA Michell Bolt Set .. .510
$49

Easy Riser Nut

$12

Spider

Standesign

Level 2 5749
3 shelf

Design 4
5399 4 shelf
Design 5

DB OBP-10 Protractor

Benz
Demagnetizer
5175

Caig Deoxit 05

S6

Caig ProGold
JA Michell Bearing Oil

Se

517

Tape Head Cleaning Fluid $10

Sound

Quatro $399
shofl

Organization
Z560 5350
Still

..549

Cardas SLBR RCA
514 pr
M RP-138T Locking RCA $14 pr
M RP-153T Locking RCA
Auric Illuminator

$39

CD Stop Light
$19'
XL0 Test & Burn In CD $30
CD Laser Lens Cleaner $17"
CD Scratch Repair Kit S10"
*

Shure SF-G2

12" Paper Inner

AO HL -5

.522 100

..520

r

e

12" Card Board Jacket $1 ea

Sumiko HS-29520 ri

12" Poly Outer with
Resealable Flap ...530 100

clearaudio

12"Poly Outer

Cardas HSL PCC

$20 100

r

..550

Cardas HSL PCCE

'flees subject to change without notice Some pictures are representations of producls

'

..535
$116

M RR-I48-2 Male/2 Fem. $13 pr
Cordes Caps $6 pr .433 12 pc

w

andlofflost.

AudioPrism
Plateau

Bedini Clarifier

5149

GS A4 5199"
4 shelf

FL -4A 5139"
4 Shelf

Ayre Enhancement CO

GS A5 $270
5 shelf

FL -5A $159"
5 Shelf

Chesky Demo Disc . ..515

Statmat COI Blue
Last CD Cleaner

$7 p

M BP-202 Dual Female ..510 pr

w

AO Binding Post Wrench $7"

525

Headshell Leads

Monster X Terminator $30 pr
AO BFA/CE Banana ..520 4 pc

M BP-202 Locking Banana $7 pr
Standesign

5120
Record Sleeves ..5450* 100
12" Poly/Paper ....$ee 100

Cardas Dual Banana 523 ech
M BP-214 Dual Banana $10 2 pr

M BP-201 Locking Banana 515 pr

$449 5 shelf

clearaudio Protractor ..5150

dlscwasher VRP Rice Paper
4esthetix

.. 520

_

Penta $449
sholl

rnrilmc

Kiinber PBJ $84 lm pr

. 525

Lyra SPT Stylus Clemum $45

Easy Riser

a.

$40

Cardas TC2 Torumat

$59
$20

Arm Upgrade

01

A

Kontak
Imum

Level 3 51,049
4 shelf

Rega

Vibrapods
$6 each

s2r.

Countenveight

mono Box

cezellirjeagra

Kimber Hero 5150 lm pr

3 shelf

Molly Toes

..$63

#1, #2 & #3 Combo Kit .583"

,ro-Ject

1m pr

#3 Record Cleaner . .S2
#4 Stylus Cleaner . ..519"

#1 &#2 Combo

;reek OBH-8

AO G Snake $20

11111111eMil

Pagode
E 12 51.495

#2 Record Preservative $212

#5 Stylast Preservative

;reek OBH-9

miiereégie

524

RingMat $90 /RingCap $30
Anniversary Mat
S150

C-1 Power Supply ... 5259

-;reek OBH 8SE

1m pr

KK Silver Streak 5240 1m pr

Sorbo Gel

ono MC 5395 /MM $295

01.121111e

AO Copperhead S59 tin pr

Final Lab DARUMA-311 ..599

Orbitrac 539"

AO

epa

r"

539"

lack Cube SE ini,, III( .$875

onolithic
S-1 min me

AO Coral 5139

ifieleillee —

$95
$69

Creek

Allsop

. 5595
5279

lm pr

AO Sidewinder $35
Sota I
-Clamp

Lehmann Audio
lack Cube
WX

AO Viper 5225

AO Diamondback $95 trn pr

New Acoustic Signature
ingo Phono Preamp mm/mc

=111.11:E>

5

.5295

SR225 -5200
SR125 . .5150

SR40 .

520
$3'

HD 477

Grado

SR80
SR60

Rega Mira $950
Dtscwasher 04 Brush
Discwasher 04 Fluid

st $1,000

AO Python 5525 1m pr

280 Pro 599"
HO C451 $99"

SR325.

Sofa Reflex Clamp .

11111.11ear_,

Sennheiser

S1895

L

$795

Grado RS 2 Headphone 5495
Grado RA 1Amp
$350

$20

._559'
$19

Quiet Lines

otê
525 eel,

quiet

Whut's Up Wit Dot? 11.111111Plell
By now you may have heard about the incredible, amazing HeadRoom BlockHead Headphone Amp- the world's first (and only)
fully balanced, mono-block headphone amp. The sound of the BlockHead is truly Adam's apple-wobblingly phenomenal. Problem
is, to own this amp you've got to have abalanced source, customized Sennheiser HD600 or Grado RS-1 headphones, and apretty
good-sized wallet. Which begs the question: "Whut's up wit dot?" (In other words, what if you can't/won't go whole hog on the
BlockHead?)

The Max
We're glad you asked. First there's the Max, which is basically the
single-ended version of the BlockHead. It's built using the same
parts—just half as many. It's clean, clear, and articulate; available
with an optional stepped attenuator ($288); and works with any of
your favorite headphones (although we feel the Sennheiser HD600
with acable upgrade sound the best). In the real (non-BlockHead)
world, this is the benchmark headphone amp for most audiophiles.
$1599

The Maxed Out Home
Then there's the Maxed Out Home, which is our attempt at lowering the price of
the Max without adetectable difference in sound quality. Truth be told, there is a
difference, but you'll need a $6000 CD player to hear it. So going with the Maxed
Out Home saves you a whole lot of dough—both on the amp and the $6000 CD
player! The main differences in terms of parts are that the Maxed Out Home uses our
Premium Electronics Module instead of the Reference Module found in the Max (which means the less important resistors are a
bit cheaper and the parts aren't matched as meticulously), and the two mains transformers aren't quite as high in quality. Plus you
save a lot of money by not having the massively-cool machined front and back panels of the Max. (Don't worry—if you ever get
jealous of the Max, you can upgrade your Maxed Out Home to our Reference Module, $429). Maxed Out Home, $999 Reference
Maxed Out Home, $1149

The Cosmic
Finally, if you're like us and love getting an audiophile quality headphone experience on the road,
there's the Cosmic amp and Traveler Bag. The Cosmic uses the some
electronics as the Maxed Out Home in aportable enclosure, so it sounds
great on the road while also being perfectly comfortable snuggled up
next to the big rig at home. For a real treat, you can also upgrade your
Cosmic with the Base Station One power supply and Reference Electronics. (Speaking of upgrading, if you've got an old HeadRoom amp, you can
The HeodRoom Traveler bog
is indispensable for your
stereo on the rood.

have us upgrade the Electronics Module for state-of-the-art performance,
$429.) Cosmic- $699 Base Station One- $299 Reference Cosmic- 849$

If you wont to hear these amps, and lots

HeadRoom
HeadRoom Corporation 521 East Peach Street Bozeman, MT 59715
toll free in US & Canada 800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466 Fax 406.587.9484

more, come visit us on our "World of
Headphones Tour", coming this month

...Si

and next, to acity near you. Check it

•
•••1.

out at http://www.headphone.com/
worldofheodphones

•••

•
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here was acertain amount
of serendipity in all of this."
When arecord-label president makes astatement like that in the
year 2002, he could as easily be summing
up aband's performance as describing his
industry's idea of what to sell, where to
find it, and who to sell it to.
But at aSaturday panel discussion at
this year's South By Southwest, the
annual music and media conference
held each spring in Austin, Texas, Luke
Lewis, president of Lost Highways
Records, was speaking specifically about
the most intriguing mystery hovering
over SXSW: the baffling success of his
company's soundtrack to the film 0
Brother, Where Art Thou?
Just how did an album of proto-bluegrass, mountain music — a music old
enough for its composers to be forgotten
and so many of its songs credited to
"Traditional" — become such arunaway
hie, astatus confirmed by its claiming of
all or part of five 2002 Granuny Awards.
Given the current weakened state of
the record business, the question has relevance for everyone from critics who
need music to write about to labels increasingly desperate for "product" that
will fly off store racks.
Earlier in that same panel —" 0
Brother Anomaly or Phenomenon?,"
chaired by old friend and Country.Corn
editor Jay Orr — Luke Lewis had stated
that the album had broken even when
sales reached 300,000. During South By
Southwest, the RIAA confirmed that the
record had passed the five million mark
in unit sales. Lewis then confidently predicted that, once an upcoming radio
campaign kicked in, it would sell even
more, cresting at perhaps 10 million.
The case is even more perplexing
when you consider that the soundtrack
and its surprise hit single, "I Am aMan of
Constant Sorrow" (lip-synced in the film
by George Clooney), have been ignored
by commercial country radio —or, as
Lewis colorfully put it, "bitch-slapped"
by country radio, amedium rapidly becoming "audio Prozac."
Lewis outlined another obstacle: the
belief at Disney's Touchstone pictures
that, despite 0 Brother's Coen Brothers
pedigree, it was only a"rural film" with
Stereophile, June 2002
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asoundtrack full of "rural sounds." Ac- to all run together, rock'n'roll this year
cordingly, it opened at asmall number of seemed not so much dead as to have
theaters and did not get an intense pro- grown very English and very moody.
motional campaign. The film's subse- And not all the same mood, either.
First there was South, aLondon trio
quent success undoubtedly helped
soundtrack sales, but, as noted by pan- whose music was reminiscent of the
elist Grant Alden, editor of No Depression often too-grandiose neo-psychedelia
magazine, afilm with asimilar sound- once practiced by another English band,
track released at nearly the same time, Verve. Another bunch of moody Brits
was Starsailor, (inspired by the Tim
The Songcatcher, went nowhere.
All of this was vividly brought home Buckley album of the same name)
to me in an incident in Manhattan the whose immaculately groomed vocals
week before SXSW. While waiting to and mid-tempo ballads spring from the
cross the street in Gramercy, Isaw — ennui of Radiohead's Thom Yorke, in
more accurately, heard — alarge black particular that group's album The Bends.
Other notable performances includSUV, its stereo cranked up to sonicboom level, playing "I Am aMan of ed Robbie Robertson's interminable
Constant Sorrow." When the behe- keynote address ("like a had audiomoth's windows slid down to reveal five book," quoth one wag). The Bottle
young black men, all head-bobbing to Rockets lost guitarist Tom Parr on the
singer Dan Kaminski's wailing, my puz- eve of their show ("He retired," anzled smile earned me abristling collec- nounced guitarist-singer Brian Hennetive glare. Instantly breaking eye contact, mann from the stage) but went on to
Iwas left wondering about this album's pull off agreat set that, like their latest
audience, and how these old celtic fiddle album, featured the music of the late,
great Doug Sahm.
tunes had become "urban" music.
Every SXSW has its share of intriguBack at South By Southwest, the panelists had no answers for why Ralph ing novelty acts that inspire jaded critics
(ahem) to go rushing to and fro. First up
Stanley—after Kaminski, the soundtrack's other star thanks to his eerie ver- was aThursday set by Dallas' Polysion of"0 Death" —now tools around in phonic Spree, "a 25-piece choral symaJaguar bought with his 0 Brother earn- phonic pop band" (to quote the SXSW
ings. It was afluke, they all agreed, and guide) risen from the ashes of Tripping
Daisy, aguitar-pop act that had its 15
most likely one impossible to duplicate.
Ioffer adarker, simpler explanation: minutes of fame in the mid-'90s. In
their gospel robes, Polyphonic Spree
no competition. Audiences gravitate
toward good music, and "Man of Con- was easily this year's most original act.
Petty Booka was two Japanese ukstant Sorrow" is one of the strongest
tunes out there right now. It's got awin- ulele players wearing leis and flowers in
ning melody and abeat you can blast their hair, backed by standup bass and
your stereo too. If I'm right, this is pret- pedal-steel guitar. Singing and playing
ty scary for what it says about popular American pop hits like "Do You Want
music's future, which is currently To Dance?: they were the essence of
defined by Alicia Keys and acentury- playing music for music's sake.
Overall, despite the woes of the music
old Appalachian tune.
That future of pop music is the under- business and the inevitable and annoying
lying subject of every South By Southwest. kvetching from SXSW veterans that the
But if attendance levels are any gauge, venerable conference "just isn't what it
there's trouble: conference organizers said used to be," South By Southwest is still
registration was off 15% this year. But 14 the best place to see, hear, and take the
straight years of attendance told me it was pulse of the entire spectrum of AngloAmerican rock and pop music, much of
alot worse than that.
While gloom and doom about the it from unsigned or little-known acts
record business and music in general pre- who given hard work and yes, alittle
dominated at SXSW, and while the 37 serendipity might save the music busiacts Isaw in four days tend, in retrospect, ness from itself.
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Grado SR-60
Headphone
S SR60 $69.00

for your money.

1-800-716-3553
Billy Bags
PRO-35 Turntable Rack
S PRO35 $1,249.00

ORADO
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The Reference
S REF
$1,200.00

LYRA Helikon
S HELIKON
$1,995.00

BENZ

BENZ

_

Grado RA-1 Headphone Amplifier
S RA1
$349.00
Grado RS-1 Headphones
S RS1

$695.00
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Musical Fidelity
X-CAN V2
Headphone Tube
Amplifier
S MFXCAN
$269.99

1i«
Benz ACE
S BENZ ACE
$550.00

Sigma Wood
S SIGMA
$1,200.00

Benz Glider Series 2
S GLIDER
$795.00

$899.99

Discovery
S DISCOVERY
$3,300.00

tip

Shure
V15VxMR
(3.0 mV ouput)
S SHUREV15
$325.00
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SAO PYTHON $525.00

VPI SDS Synchronous
Motor Drive S SDS

Sennheiser
HD 600
Reference
Headphones
S HD600 $350.00

Van den
Hul Polarity
Checker
S POL
$30.00
AudioQuest Interconnects
(1-Meter Pairs)

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE!

Manley
Steelhead
Reference Phono-Stage
S STEELHEAD
$7,300.00
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Manley "Shrimp" Preamplifier
S SHRIMP
$1,880.00

Manley "Stingray"
Integrated Amplifier
S STINGRAY
$2,250.00

Manley "Snapper"
Monoblock Amplifiers
S SNAPPER
$4,250.00 pair
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TNT Hot Rod

Shure Stylus
Force Gauge
S SHURESFG-2 $20.00

Aurios Media
Sid
Isolation Bearing
S AURIOS MIB $299.00

The Ultimate Super Table
S VPI TNT HR $8,000.00
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Aesthetix
Cartridge
Demagnetizer
S ABCD-I $179.99
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VPI HW-16.5
Record Cleaning Machine
S VPI 16.5A
$429.99

Cardas Caps
S CCAPS S35.99

Scout

Strobe Disc
S STROBE

VPI HW-17F Record
Cleaning Machine
S VPI 17/F $949.99

411i
.els*

AudioQuest Record Brush
S AQ BRUSH $15.00

The Mini Aries
S SCOUT JMW9
$1,500.00
(includes JMW 9 tone-arm)

$17.99

VPI Stainless
Steel/Delrin Record Clamp
S VPI S CLAMP $150.00

Orbitrac 2
S ORBITRAC 2$34.99

VPI Magic
Brick
S VPIDB10
$80.00

Vibrapods
S VP1
$6.00 ea.

SorboGel Record Mat
S REC MAT =$89.99
Clearaudio
Stylus Force Gauge
S SFG $400.00

PH-1 Phono Stage
S PH1
$1,200.00

Super Natural
9.5 Power Cord
S PRISM6FT
$500.00
(other lengths available —
call for more information)

Clearaudio
Alignment
Gauge
S CAG
$150.00

Big &Little Feet
S BIG FEET $68.99
S LFEET $44.99

%Tux

Vrx.x•

Cardas Frequency Sweep
and Burn-In Record
AGAR 3
$23.95

To order, or for aFREE catalog, call

¡si! us on the web at www.

KeepTrack
S KEEPTRACK $59.95

Lyra Stylus Performance
Treatment
S SPT = $44.99

1-800-716-3553

cousticsound .com 111['"'"""

VRP Record Sleeves
S VRP -100 $35.00
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PO Box 1905 • S lina KS 67402 190
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Discontinued AudioQuest products from

HCM Audio... Want to see ou

entire selection? Just go to AudioQuestCables.com. Moving up t•
AudioQuest may be easier than you think..
•SST Spread Spectrum Technology
•8Conductor Hyperlitz Design
•Helical Array Geometry
•LGC Copper Conductors

•7x28 awg conductors

•Cold Weld Termination

•19 x29 avvg conductors
•7x25 awg conductors
•19 x27 avvg conductors

•Beautiful PET Outer Sleeving
•Top Line P8IVIS Spades or BFA Bananas

audioquest

*Prices shown include our
Deluxe termination option.

The AudioQuest GR8 is an excellent sounding
cable in all areas. The midrange has avery
smooth and lifelike quality, while the most minut
details in the high end are revealed with great
accuracy. And then there is the bass, the
foundation of all music. With its special bass
conductors, Helical Array geometry, and its hugt
aggregate size of 10AWG, the GR8 delivers a
tight, detailed, and thunderous bottom end. We
are offering the GR8 with several termination
options, and in any length you need. For more
information on the cable and termination option:
visit our web site at hcmaudio.com, or take a
shortcut and go to AudioQuestCables.com.

AudioQuest GR8 Deluxe SST Hyperlitz 10 awg Speaker Cable
Length
6foot pair

Sale Price

List Price

Length

Sale Price

List Price

$83.00*

$276.00

15 foot pair

8foot pair

$91.00*

20 foot pair

10 foot pair

$308.00

$139.00*

$119.00*

$420.00

$99.00*

25 foot pair

$500.00

$340.00

12 foot pair

$107.00*

$159.00*

$372.00

35 foot pair

$580.00

$199.00*

$740.00

It's Time To Upgrade Your Power Cords...
Save up to 60% on Audioquest AC Cords

4.11414e

auchoquest

If AC power were water, your system would be drinking from the sewer! That's afact. The quality of our AC power is worse than ever. And it
continues to degrade as radio and cellular phone transmissions increase, and as we fill our homes with more and more digital appliances every
day. The rapidly increasing number of computers and digital AN components being used in your home and the homes around you are having
sonically degrading effects on your system.
Adding a high quality AC power filter is agood start in dealing with some of these AC related problems. And we recommend adding one to any
quality system. But the single most overlooked component in most audio and video systems is the AC power cord.
AudioQuest uses a helical array of multiple conductors to provide a high level of airborne RFI rejection. But to guarantee that nothing gets
through, AudioQuest attacks the problem with brute force by using their specially tuned ferrite RFI filter on each cable.
The thorough design of the AudioQuest cable not only eliminates the problems caused by stock cords, but it goes much further by dealing with the
serious problems of RFI induced distortions. All in all, you get awell engineered product that yields avaluable improvement in sound and visual
quality, for a fraction of the price demanded by other high end cable manufacturers.
Two models are available. The AC15-1.6 is a 15 AWG cable, suitable with all components except for extremely large power amplifiers. AC12-3.3
is a 12 AWG cable and is suitable with any component. Models with the "H" designation have the Hubbell 5965 AC Plug and molded IEC
connector at the other end. Models with the "HIS" designation have the Hubbell 5965 AC Plug and the Schurter #0603 IEC connector at the other
end. Visit our web site, or ask us about the extensive list of other plug upgrades also available. Everything from Hubbell Hospital grade
connectors, to WattGate Audio Grade.
12 awg (3.3 sq. mm) each
Hots
Neutrals
Earth

AC12-3.3
Electrically and magnetically
isolated conductors

18 awg solid
1C copper

Haw
Audio

Model

Length

List

AC15-1.611/S
AC15-1.611/S
AC15-1.611/S
AC15-1.611/S
AC15-1.611/S
AC15-1.6H/S
AC12-3.3H/S
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.3 H/S
AC12-3.311/S
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.3H/S

1meter
2 meter
3 meter
4 meter
6 meter
10 meter
1meter
2 tneter
2 meter
3 meter
4 meter
4 meter

$119
$130
$141
$153
$174
$234
$209
$224
$234
$259
$274
$284

Sale

$44.95
$54.95
$64.95
$74.95
$94.95
$149.95
$84.95
$99.95
$104.95
$119.95
$129.95
$134.95

877-234-3465 •530-891-8326 •Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com
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ythe end of 2001, Iceland had
become ahot enough destination that the New York Times sent
astaff critic to cover dozens of homegrown acts at amulti-day music festival.
Ironically, Bjeerk, the woman who first
focused attention on the country as a
member of the Sugarcubes in the 1980s,
wasn't one of them, having long ago
moved to London and, more recently,
New York. A proto alt-rock band, the
Sugarcubes initially seemed destined to
flame out as aquirky one-hit wonder.
And yet, on her own, Bjórk has spent
the past decade producing abody of recorded work that is grandly ambitious
and startlingly intimate.
Rather than one simple persona —
say, Nordic pixie from strange, frozen
province —Bjiirk is much more complicated —and interesting. Seen through a
prism one way, she's atrendy pop artist.
She's written ahit with Madonna ("Bedtime Stories"), and is loved by fashion
photographers and supermodels worldwide. She showed up at the Oscars in
2001 wearing awhite dress with aswan's
neck and head sticking out of it.
Viewed from adifferent angle, Bjórk
is a genre-hopping innovator who's
worked with dozens of talented DJs,
jazz great Oliver Lake, alt-rock titans
PJ Harvey and Thom Yorke, classical
percussionist Evelyn Glennie, avantgarde harpist Zeena Parkins, Wu-Tang
Clan leader RZA, Brazilian string arranger Eumir Deodato, Being John
Malkovich director Spike Jonze, and an
11-woman Inuit choir. When cameras
are thrust in her face without her permission, she does Marlena Dietrich
one better by pummeling paparazzi
until they beg her to stop.
Although her career stretches back a
quarter century, Bjeirk didn't come fully
into her own until 1993, after she'd left
Reykjavik to live in London. Even so,
there's no question that being anative of
acountry as isolated as Iceland has greatly shaped her music. She was an outsider
even in her homeland; when she was
younger, her dark, Asian-looking features prompted the nickname "China
Girl." Despite boasting some of the most
exotic, sparsely populated terrain anyStereophile, June 2002

where (mountains, glaciers, active volcanoes, fewer than 10 people per square
mile), Iceland today is one of the most
computer-literate, cell-phone-connected countries in the world. This, however,
is avery recent development.
Settled by Norwegian Vikings in the
ninth century and long colonized by the
Danish, Iceland didn't gain independence until near the end of World War
II. At the time, the country was still
largely stuck in the 19th century—or
earlier. As Byirk explained to biographer Evelyn McDonnell, "My grandfather
was brought up in amud house — no
electricity, no nothing. It's been avery
dramatic change in one century...
We've been independent for 50 years.
Before that, we were living in the
Middle Ages."
In many ways, Iceland is still aland of
mud and mythology. After all, this
nation is known for designing its high-

way systems so as not to disturb elves, in
whose existence the majority of Icelanders, including Bjórk, believes. And
yet if you trace the arc of Byirk's career,
starting with her earliest recordings,
from the late '70s, you can hear the
sound of acountry adapting to the 21st
century at warp speed. It also seems fitting that her father is aleader of the electricians' union, her mother abohemian
housewife fond of the martial arts. Bprk
Gudmundsclóttir may sometimes act
like a Nordic imp, but she's strongwilled and bluntly sexual, with asingular
voice —as U2's Bono described it, "like
an ice pick, such apure sound."
Recorded when she was 11 years old
and released in 1977 under her full
patronymic, Bjark is mostly asideshow
souvenir —a 10-song, 32-minute document of chipmunk vocals, cheesy keyboards, and the polyester rhythms of its
unfortunate time. Not surprising for a
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"The XRCDs are head and shoulders above any aluminum or gold CD
reissue series being produced. Period."

ELLIOT KALLEN /ULTIMATE AUDIO

XRCD allows the listener to hear the recordings as the artist and producer intended ... to hear the
sound of the original master tape. The gains in clarity, transparency, dynamics and warmth can be
heard by all, on every CD player, without the need for any add-on converter or additional equipment.
Over one hundred great titles are available NOW with new titles being added every other month!
Announcing the next two classical releases culled from the vaults of RCA/BMG
MAHLER SYMPHONY No. 4
FRITZ azINEa/cHicAco

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Fritz Reiner considered this symphonic recording from 1958 as proof of his conversion
to becoming atrue believer of Gustav Mahler's enigmatic work. The OSO is in great form and
the final heavenly vision is beautifully sung by Lisa della Casa. Experience this masterful
introduction to Mahler's splendor in glorious XRCD2 sound.
JMCXR-0017

Fr.inck
\ Symphony in I) Minor

FRANCK SYMPHONY IN D MINOR
CHARLES MUNCH 'BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Charles Munch and the BSO's 1957 recording of Franck's Symphony In D Minor is justly
famous, a model of rectitude and dignity. The Symphony is very French, very clear,
very melodic, lush in both harmony and orchestration. This Lewis Layton/Richard Mohr
production from the Living Stereo golden age comes to life as never before on XRCD2!
JMCXR-0018

Our first release from Groove Note Records
JACINTHA LUSH LIFE
"Jacintha is the genuine article, with alight clear voice of extraordinary delicacy and beauty"
—PAUL SEYDOR, THE ABSOLUTE SOUND

Jacintha returns with her finest album to date. Lush Life features the acclaimed jazz vocalist
along with the brilliant string arrangements (and piano artistry) of Bill Cunliffe. Also featured
are flugelhorn master Dmitry Matheny, guitarist Anthony Wilson, bassist Darek Oles and
drummer Joe LaBarbera. Lush Life is stunning on XRCD2!
ivcxs-0217

JVC

To order by phone please call (toll free):

1-8 66-JV C -XRC D

To find out more about XRCD or to place an order un -line, visit our web site at: WWW.XRCD.COM
info@xrcd.net
JVC Disc America Co., 2750 Barrett Lakes Blvd., Kennesaw, CIA 30144
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that BjCirk and Ôni reprepre-teen, Bkirk seems heavsent the sort of sweet-andily stage-managed here.
sour combo also found in,
Her stepfather, Sacvar Amsay, X or the B-52's, with
ason, plays guitar, and her
Bjeirk
and Orn playing the
mother designed the alroles of Kate Wilson and
bum's cover. The cover
Fred Schneider, respectivephoto shows Bjórk sitting,
ly. The other view is that
arms crossed and baby-fat
Orn remains one of the
cheeks set stoically, in front
most obnoxious performof an elaborate Asian tapesers
never to have played
try. The music is less exotic,
Vegas — less talented than
despite the minute's worth
Schneider, with an astrinof swirling sitar that opens
gent style lacking in true
the album. From there, the
wit or humor. Worse, he
disc lurches into a timeoften brandished his trumwarp of European disco and
pet like aweapon, interfervintage pop-rock, including
ing with the more talented
Icelandic translations of
musicians surrounding him.
tunes by the Beatles (of
If Les Tho Good is the
course), Melanie ffl, and
best argument for the first
Edgar Winter
Her verview, the Sugarcubes' secsion of Winter's 'Aka Mira"
ond album, Here Today,
is reasonably faithful, but
Tomorroiv Neu Week! (Elek"Álfur Út Úr MI," acover
tra 60860-2), offers the
of "Fool on the Hill" sung
most damning evidence of
the Sugarcubes.
In 1988 life truly was too good for all-world, altwidely off key, is pretty bad.
the second opinion. ApparIn its official form, Bfirle has
ently constructed around the notion that
long been out of print, but you can still
Orn was the group's true talent, Here
find copies through websites such as
Today proved amajor miscalculation that
eBay. Unless you're too obsessive for
cost the group musically, critically, and
your own good, don't bother.
commercially, Playing the ogre to BjOrk's
A major hit in Iceland — or as big a
elf princess, Orn is almost always annoyhit as possible in acountry of 280,000
ing on this disc. Worse, he's often uninpeople —Bjôrk is notable mostly for
tentionally hilarious —as on "Regina,"
two reasons. First, it marked her surpriswhen he screams, with astiff Nordic
ingly precocious debut as asongwriter.
delivery, "I really don't like lobster!"
"Johannes Kjarval" is astately instruEven Om seemed aware that he was
mental for piano and recorder that shifts
as repellent as mosquito spray. As he
easily from amoody 4/4 lament to a
admitted in "Nail," "Somehow peosprightly waltz and back again. More
ple don't seem to like me. Idon't know
important, Bjeirk resisted the temptation
why. Ireally don't want to hurt them."
ing cigars. Heard 14
to follow up the album's success with
Here Today isn't completely without
years later, "Birthday" still sounds
another adult-directed sequel. Instead,
merit
— the springy rhythms and odd
fresh,
if
a
bit
unsettling.
she spent the next decade trying on varromantic imagery of "Water" would
After creating a critical stir in
ious musical guises: punk drummer in
the delightfully named Spit & Snot, pro- England, the single led to the Sugar- have fit well on Life's Too Good —but
gressive rocker in Exodus; and pregnant cubes' generally fine debut album, Lfje's overall, the songs are weaker and the
performances self-consciously quirky
teen anarchist in Kukl, which released a Too Good (Elektra 60801-2), in 1988.
instead of genuinely weird or inspired.
pair of albums as obnoxious and grating Besides "Birthday," the disc's 17 tracks
After the disaster of Here Today, Bjetrk
find
Bjórk's
voice
in
service
to
many
as one of its founding members, surrealtook off on asolo spin, recording asurother weirdly wonderful songs: the
ist poet and trumpeter Einar Orn.
frantic propulsion and staccato trumpet prisingly good album, Gling-G16 (One
After Kukl broke up in the mid-'80s,
of "Motorcrash," the loopy drive of Little Indian TPLP61CD), in atwo-day
BjOrk, Orn, and two other bandmemsession with ajazz trio led by pianist
bers, guitarist Thor Eldon (the father of "Delicious Demon," and the thoroughGudmundar Ingólfssonar. Together
ly strange "Deus," on which Bjórk and
Bjetrk's son, Sindri) and drummer Siggi
they explore 16 vintage pop tunes given
co-vocalist
Corn
deny
the
earthly
exisBaldursson, formed agroup that would
soon become the Sugarcubes. Their tence of the deus ex machina, or "god jazz treatments and sung almost entirely
in Icelandic. Leiber and Stoller, Rodgers
1987 recording debut, an indic single of out of amachine," used too convenientand Hammerstein, and Jerome Kern are
ly in ancient Greek draina to resolve
the song "Birthday," is unlike anything
all
represented, but the most delightful
characters'
knottiest
problems.
heard out of Iceland before or since.
How listeners feel about the Sugar- covers are of works by lesser-known
Built around ahypnotic bass line and
composers such as Nat Simon (a Peecubes today hinges not so much on
dissonant trumpet, BjOrk's voice soars,
Wee King collaborator) and Paul
Bjórk's contributions — which tend to
bends, and growls unpredictably as she
Burkhard.
"Luktar-Gvendur" is apartichold
up
well
—but
on
how
they
respond
sings about afive-year-old girl fascinatularly gorgeous pop ballad, and "Pabbi
to Einar Orn. The more generous view is
ed by insects, dirt, and older men smokStereophile, June 2002
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Building
Minn" stands out as aloose, affectionate
tribute to abeloved father figure. Also
fine is "Bella Símanaer," which sounds
like the sort of vintage pop rave-up that
might have been heard in the Italianfood fantasy Big Night if only David
Lynch had directed the movie instead of
Stanley Tucci and Campbell Scott. "Litli
Temlistarmadurrinn" seems to offer a
requisite dose of Icelandic oddity, if my
Internet-aided translation is correct and
the song really is about trolls who are
neither pretty nor small.
But even without grading on an Icelandic curve, Inefssonar's trio swings
hard throughout, and Bjórk sounds
remarkably comfortable, scatting and
riffing with easy abandon. The only
weak tracks are the last two, both sung
in English: aversion of Dion's early-'60s
hit "Ruby Baby" and the HammersteinKern show tune "I Can't Help Loving
That Man." On both, Byirk's struggles
with English and phrasing give these
performances more value as kitsch than
as pure some pleasure.
In what proved to be their final studio album, the Sugarcubes recorded
Stick Around for Joy (Elektra 61123-2)
with producer Paul Fox (XTC, Robyn
Hitchcock, 10,000 Maniacs). Recorded
in Los Angeles and upstate New York,
Stick Around was released in 1992 near
the height of the alt-rock boom, and is
the most consistent and polished of the
Sugarcubes' albums — Fox and the rest
of the band managed to subdue Om's
worst impulses, focusing instead on
well-written songs, airtight arrangements, and Bjórk's increasingly confident vocals.
Still, it's agood album not agreat one,
in part because many of the band's more
endearing eccentricities have
been sanded down, perhaps in
an attempt to follow Nirvana's
path from college radio to
Billboard superstardom. "Vitamin" could be aB-52's knockoff, and on at least acouple of
other songs the band could
pass for the Cranberries, with
Fred Schneider on guest vocals. Stick Around forJoy probably sounded great on "modern
rock" radio in 1992, but today
it sounds tightly fixed to its
time. In adevil's bargain common in the music industry, the
band had gained professionalism and proficiency at the
expense of true distinction.
Though scorned by hardcore fans as astraight best-of
with no B-sides, remixes, or
Stereophile, June 2002

obscurities, The Great Crossover Potential
(Elektra 62102-2) does what agood
compilation should: It gathers most of
the best Sugarcubes material on one
CD and relegates the rest to the dustbin
of history. This means five songs each
from 1.4e-'s Too Good and Stick Aroundfor
Joy, plus four of the least objectionable
from Here Today, Tomorrow Next Week!
While Life's 'Do Good is the only truly
essential Sugarcubes album, Crossover represents aworthy alternative.
Fans of Bjórk's later, more dance-oriented material will want to check out Mk(Elektra 61426-2), a1992 collection of
Sugarcubes remixes by English and
American DJs. It's-It covers almost exactly the same ground as Crossover, but DJs
such as Justin Robertson, Todd Terry, and
Tony Humphries strip-mine the originals
for key sources (a vocal phrase here, a
bass line there) and add their own, largely celebratory dance beats.
By the time Bjárk moved to London
in 1992, she had already begun experimenting with dance music herself, having collaborated with 808 State on two
tracks of the English group's 1991
album, ExEl (Tommy Boy TBCD
1042). But once she was living full-time
in England, she quickly grew even more
enthralled by the underground danceclub scene, populated by DJs who did
their best work in the early-morning
hours after all but the most tireless
dancers had gone home. Although it
may seem odd for an artist with six previous album releases to her credit, the
title of Byirk's 1993 album, Debut
(Elektra 61468-2), is apt because it
marks such adramatic break with her
previous recordings. It also began acreative streak of risky and compelling
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work, both as asinger and songwriter,
that continues to this day.
For Debut, Bjiirk turned to producer
Nellee Hooper. A founding member of
the Bristol-based dance collective The
Wild Bunch, Hooper had already enjoyed commercial and critical acclaim.
By combining soul, hip-hop, and reggae
into apotent mix, Hooper had earned a
double-platinum hit album with Soul II
Soul, and helped invent an influential
subgenre known as trip-hop for Massive
Attack. While deeply at odds with the
guitar-based alt-rock so dominant at the
time, Hooper's collaboration with Bjiirk
on Debut stands today as more truly alternative than Nirvana or any other
band out of Seattle.
Debut begins with the low melodic
rumble of bass and atribal beat that drives its first song, "Human Behavior."
Clearly, this is music made for the dance
floor, but the sensuality and spirit of
adventurousness in Byierk's voice take it
beyond mere party-hearty hedonism.
Nearly nine years after its release, Debut
still sounds wonderful, both for Bjeirk's
vocal prowess — she growls, wails, and
finds beauty in the most improbable
melismas — and the sheer diversity of
musicians who appear: Indian tabla
player and bhangra star Talvin Singh,
octogenarian harpist Corki Hale, keyboardist-programmer Marius de Vries,
and World Saxophone Quartet cofounder Oliver Lake.
Besides "Human Behavior," Debut has
its share of uptempo dance tracks: "Big
Time Sensuality," "There's More to Life
than This," and "Violently Happy," whose
emotional intensity mostly matches their
frenetic pace. However, it's the less conventional songs that endure the best the
low-boil sensuality of "One
Day," Singh's Far Eastern string
arrangement and the genderbending lyric conceit of "Venus
as aBoy" (in which Bjórk imagines amale lover to be the true
goddess of love), the dreamlike
fugue of "Come to Me."
Debut isn't perfect. Backed
only by harp, Bjiirk's cover of
the vintage pop ballad "Like
Someone in Love" falls as flat
as her voice. Still, the album
ends on perhaps its highest
note. "The Anchor Song"
finds Bjiirk in the company of
asaxophone trio led by jazz
legend Lake. The brass arrangement, co-written by
Bjórk and Lake, is gorgeous
and moody, aperfect foil for
Bjiirk's half-sung, half-spoken
129

lyrics: "I live by the ocean /
And during the night / I
dive into it /Down to the
bottom / Underneath all
currents / And drop my
anchor /And this is where
I'm staying / This is my
home."
Bjtirk
reunited with
Hooper and Singh for 1995's
Post (Elektra 61740-2) but
expanded her pool of collaborators to include Graham
Massey (from 808 State),
Brazilian string arranger Eumir Deodato, and another
former Wild Bunch/Massive Attack member, Tricky.
Even Einar Orn returned
briefly, for atrumpet solo on "Enjoy"
that's entirely consistent with the song's
harsh but compelling dance beat.
Released in 1995, Post is even better
than Debut —a potent hybrid of high
emotion, wildly creative rhythms, and
strange but effective instrumental juxtapositions: hard-charging dance beats
coupled with lush string arrangements;
harpsichord and hammered dulcimer
combined with an electronic pulse.
The many collaborators on Post lend
the album asense of diverse experimentation that never crashes into incoherence or suggests an inability by
Bjórk to edit herself.
Deodato's contributions are particularly welcome —a string arranger who
had worked with Frank Sinatra and
Aretha Franklin, he's probably best
known for his 1973 pop adaptation of
Richard Strauss's Thus Spake Zarathustra.
On Post, he contributes strings to three
of the album's best songs: "Hyper-ballad," about a woman considering a
mountain-dive suicide before deciding
that adifficult relationship might be a
less violent way to go; "Isobel," atropicalia- and jungle-inflected shuffle said to
be Bjeerk's tribute to doomed Brazilian
singer Elis Regina; and "Possibly Maybe," afloating-in-space lament that captures the confusing emotions of anew
romance that is just beginning or may already be near its end.
"Possibly Maybe" is thought to be
about Bjórk's affair with French photographer Stephane Sednaoui. While it's
often suspect to draw parallels between
musicians' private lives and their musical output, it's hard not to do so with
Post. Over the space of acouple of years,
Bjórk was linked romantically with several of her studio collaborators, including London DJ Howie B, trip-hop
founder Tricky, and jungle-music inno130

international flight, and protective of
her son, then 10 years old, she had already tried more politely to refuse an
unscheduled interview. A few months
later, she was nearly the victim of aderanged Miami fan who sent her aletter
bomb. The bomb was intercepted by
Scotland Yard, and the fan killed himself in afit of self-destruction and jealous rage. Not long after, she made headlines again when her fiancé at the time,
Goldie, got into afistfight with former
Bjórk beau Tricky in aLondon nightclub as the singer looked on in horror.
Before long, her engagement to Goldie
would likewise be history.
Although it didn't create as much
tabloid interest, the end of Byirk's relationship with Goldie is the subject of
vator Goldie. Knowing this adds depth one of the best songs on her 1997 aland meaning to asong such as "I Miss
bum, Homogenic (Elektra 62061-2).
You," apropulsive brass-and-tablas track
Mostly recorded in Spain with English
produced by then-current boyfriend
DJ/co-producer Mark Bell and DeoHowie Babout what sounds like Bjórk's
dato, Homigenies 10 songs present love as
next conquest: "I miss you / but I aheavy-lidded promise and acold-stair
haven't met you yet /So special /but it threat. While the extremes of hot and
hasn't happened yet."
cold had long existed in Bjórk's music,
On Post, Bjórk reveals herself to be a they had often appeared on alternating
complicated woman: formidable and
tracks; for example, the mechanized
aggressive ("Army of Mc," which sounds
rumble of "Army of Me" followed by
like aswarm of angry bees being divethe lush pop melancholy of "You've
bombed by bass guitar), wounded and Been Flirting Again."
vulnerable (the impossibly sad plaint of
But on Homogenic, Bjiirk combines
"You've Been Flirting Again"), and, perthe warmth of the Iceland String Octet
haps inevitably, wacky (her cover of "It's
with Bell's programmed beats on many
Oh So Quiet," the raucous Betty Hutton
of the saine songs. Deodato's lush orshow tune, swings between whispered
chestrations work particularly well
asides and movie-musical extravagance).
when there's acounterweight such as
The year after Post, 1996, proved to
the backwards accordion and fluttery
be more notable for Bjiirk's appearances
percussion on "Hunter," or the flutein the news than for any musical breaklike keys and distorted backbeat of "Five
throughs. Near the beginning of the
Years" (a disgusted you'll-be-sorrieryear, she made international headlines
than-me rant directed at Tricky).
after she attacked apaparazzo in the
However, as beautiful as the glass harBangkok airport. Exhausted from along monica and clavichord are on Homogenic,
the album's real star is
Bjórk's overdubbed voice,
which soars in tightly choreographed formations when
it isn't stretching out with
the melismatic slur of ajazz
singer ruined by love.
Homogenic is full of exotic
images (in "Bachelorette,"
she describes a lover as a
"bird on the brim, hypnotized by the whirl"), but also
lyrics that can seem as conventional as a plea for
strength in the face of bruised
self-esteem: "How can Ibe
so immature /To think he
would replace /The missing
elements in me? /How extremely lazy of me!" On first
Stereophile, June 2002
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listen, these words —the complete lyrics
to "Immature" —sound like acomplaint
that might be aired on Oprah. Could it
really be that Bjiirk is simply aSingle
Nordic Mom Who Loves English DJs
Too Much? But listen to the song again
and you'll hear, in its hypnotic keyboards
and strangled phrasing, a
mantra of tangled emotions —
self-reproach as well as the spit
of defiance. Homogenic ends
with "All is Full of Love," a
collaboration between Bjórk
and Howie B. Instrumentally,
it's built around awash of sampled keyboards, but it's Bjbrk's
vocal — akeen echo hoping
for salvation but expecting
heartache —that lingers.
There was athree-year gap
between HOIlltelliC and Selmasongs (Elektra 62533-2), a
seven-track EP that served as
the semi-official soundtrack to
afilm directed by Lars von
Trier. Impressed by Bjeirk's
performance in aSpike Jonze
music video for "It's Oh So
Quiet," in which she dances
with amailbox and does back
flips off walls, von Trier asked
her to star in his 2000 film Dancer in the
Dark A Dane who grew up on an unbalanced diet of American musicals and his
parents' Communist ideology, von Trier
produced one of the most morose and
didactic musicals ever committed to
grainy video. Bjiirk plays the part of
Sehna, aCzech single mother and factory
worker living in small-town Washington
in the early 1960s. She wears thick, heavy
black glasses and suffers from acondition
that will rob her of what is left of her poor
eyesight. Fearful that her nearsighted son
will suffer the same Lite, she saves every
penny to pay for an operation, to be performed at apalatial hospital not far from
her low-rent trailer.
Almost inevitably, Selma loses her
job, and her stash of savings is stolen.
Then things really begin to go wrong —
so wrong that not even Selma's escapist
love of American movie musicals can
save her. Dancer in the Dark was widely
panned by critics, but Bjbrk was generally one aspect of the movie not derided. As Kenneth Turan of the Los
Angeles Times put it: "This movie,
which worships preposterousness and
considers the false to be true, nonetheless contains a remarkable performance by Icelandic pop diva Bjórk.
Playing afactory worker with more
woes than Job, she is, against all reason
and expectation, honest and genuine."
Stereophile, June 2002
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would-be suitor, actor Peter Stormare.
On CD, Bjórk is joined by Radiohead's
Thom Yorke, whose voice contains the
pain and honest emotion missing from
much of Dancer.
Perhaps because the filming of Dancer
in the Dark had been so difficult, Bjiirk's
2001 album, Vespertine (Elektra
62653-2), comes off as adeliberate attempt to find reverie in
private times and spaces, asensibility suggested by some of the
song titles —"Hidden Places,"
"Cocoon" — and the album's
original title, Domestika. Sonically gorgeous but not as immediately accessible as her earlier solo work, Vespertine relies
more heavily than ever on string
arrangements (she works here
with Dancer in the Dark arranger
Vince Mendoza, who wrote the
sumptuous arrangements on
Joni Mitchell's album of jazz
standards, Both Sides Now) and
the pure beauty of the human
voice —not just Bjórk's, which
sounds frighteningly intimate,
intense, and ecstatic, but
also the massed voices
-41 411-4, 'es
of choirs that appear on
i
rehr2i4 eie •
six of the album's 12
her to wear her infatracks. On songs such as
mous swan dress and
"Un-do" and "Aurora,"
to discreetly deposit
the effect is more medieggs throughout the
eval
than
modern;
Chandler Pavilion
"Aurora" has acelestial
(try that after Sepbeauty more often associtember 11). To
ated with religious serallow Selmasongs to
vices from the Middle
stand on its own,
Ages than the "pagan
By:irk purposely
poetry" Bjiirk celebrates
excluded
some
on another tune.
crucial songs that appear in the movie
Although 141pertine was largely combut not on the soundtrack. But sufferposed on alaptop computer, and Bjeirk
ing through the film —Bjórk's perforworks with several collaborators from
mance isn't so good as to eliminate the
pain of watching it — makes Selmasongs the dance world, including San Fransound better, more coherent. The gorcisco experimental duo Mamios, the
album's beats are almost entirely subgeous brass overture that opens the
servient to its lyricism. In fact, many of
album makes musical sense with or
l*spertine's unassuming rhythms come
without visuals, but the harsh rhythmic
from the found sounds of everyday
sounds that begin track 2, "Cvalda,"
life —shuffled cards, the whir of acamseem less pretentious when you know
era motor, footsteps crunching through
they're the factory sounds that inspire
snow. The few instruments that stand
Selma to break the monotony of her
out individually tend to come from the
job by singing and dancing.
concert hall rather than the dance club:
The same is true of "In the Musicals,"
celeste, clavichord, and, especially, harp.
which gains greater meaning when
(New York avant-garde harpist Z,eena
paired with acourtroom scene in which
Parkins is given akey role here.) Perhaps
one of Selma's heroes, aCzech dancer
most unusual is the song "Frosti," aloveplayed by Joel Grey, shows up unexpectly instrumental written by Bjeirk to be
edly as awitness. The one song that benplayed on acustom-built music box.
efits from being untethered from the
Fans of Bprk's more raucous dance
movie is also its best. In the movie, "I've
Seen It All" is performed blandly by a tracks may be disappointed, but Vespertine
Apparently, the battles between
By:irk and von Trier were so intense
during filming that the singer has
vowed to never again act. A shame if
true — she won the Palm d'Or for her
performance, and Selmasongs was nominated for an Academy Award, inspiring
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Building
is astunning album that grows in
beauty with each listen. What
other major pop artist in 2001
would construct an incredibly
sensual song around a1925 c.c.
cummings poem and somehow
make it work? The song is "Sun
in My Mouth," and Bjiirk's vocals
are as beautiful as cummings'
words: "I will wade out till my
thighs /Are steeped in burning
flowers /Iwill take the sun in my
mouth /And leap into the ripe
air alive."
14.'spenine ends Bjórk's official
recorded history to date, but
there's aparallel universe that
listeners can visit. Since the early
'90s, Byirk has encouraged DJs
to remix her songs, and the
results can be heard on countless singles and anumber of full-length remix
albums. These interpretations were
mostly intended for dancing, so unless
you're comfortable moving your body
on a dance floor, you're not likely
to find these recordings essential.
(Especially if you hear them, as Imostly have, on sunny afternoons instead of
late at night in booming, cavernous
clubs.) Still, it's fascinating to hear good
DJs peel away all but the most essential
elements from the originals, then layer
in their own throbbing keyboards or
celebratory beats.
A 1993 UK release, The Best Mixes
from the Album "Debut" (One Little
Indian 853 881-2), features six extended
remixes of four songs from Bjeerk's first
solo album. This one might be particularly hard for non-dancers to enjoy, especially a 12-minutes-plus version of
"Human Behavior" (the first three minutes without vocals) that begins the disc,
and the nearly 10-minute take on "One
Day," complete with what sounds like
an endless loop of The X-Files theme,
which ends it.
The 1997 release Telegram (Elektra
61897-2) features remixes of nine songs
from Post, plus one new song and the
original album mix of "I Miss You."
One of the most interesting performances is of"Hyper-ballad." Relying on
just Byirk's voice and the Brodsky String
Quartet, it upends standard remix logic
in delivering asong that is less danceable —but sadder and more desperately
human — than the original. Even better
is "My Spine," astriking duet of Byjerk
and classical percussionist Evelyn
Glemiie, who plays exhaust pipes. And
yet for every remix that adds warmth or
surreal depth to aPost song (such as the
zero-gravity drift provided by Sheffield
Stereophile, June 2002

duo LFO on "Possibly Maybe") there
are two that sound chilly and pretentious. An example of the latter: Mika
Vainio's take on "Headphones," which
reimagines an intensely personal
song —about Bjeirk falling asleep to the
sound of afriend's mix tape — and turns
it into asix-and-a-half-minute crawl of
electronic effects.
Of all the Bjórk remixes available,
the most remarkable archive can be

a Library

found at www.arktikos.com,
maintained by aJapanese DJ
named Tan. Billed as the Bjeirk
Remix Web, Tan's website has
compiled the work of nearly
200 DJs worldwide, with hundreds of downloadable remixes
of every song off Bjiirk's last
five albums, plus dozens of
remixes of earlier songs, including some of the most obscure.
The results can be exhilarating — some of the remixes arc
quite good — and stultifying:
There's no way that Ihave the
time or inclination to listen to
all 49 versions of "The Anchor
Song" (especially because I'd
rather hear Bjiirk's original, recorded with Oliver Lake). Still,
it's atestament to Bjiirk that she's created abody of work varied and compelling enough to inspire this level of
participatory passion.
As for Bjórk's former Sugarcubes
partner, Einar Corn? Still active in
Iceland's music scene, he recently produced the soundtrack to afeature documentary, 101 Reykjavik. and is the
webmaster of an official website, www.
bjork.com.
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Mosaic Box Sets (# limited editions) -SCALL!
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New VPI Aries Scout &JMW 9Tonearm
Brand new! Aries and
JMW sound at an
affordable price!
The new Aries Scout from VPI
has all the looks of an Aries, as
well as great sound packaged
in asmaller, more affordable
solution Also new is the JMW
Memorial 9 tonearm. This
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Recording of the Vonth
WILCO: Yankee Hotel Foxtrot
Nonesuch 79669-2 (CD). 2002. Wilco, prods.; lim O'Rourke, mix. AAD? TT:
51:51
Performance ****
Sonics ****

E

ver since he and partner Jay Farrar broke up the
alternative-country band Uncle Tupelo in 1994, Jeff
Tweedy has fashioned quite acareer with his subsequent band, Wilco.
Originally made up of former UT members — drummer Ken Coomer, multi-instrumentalist Max Johnston,
and bassist John Stirrat — Wilco began as afairly straightahead rock/country-rock band, and picked up where
Uncle Tupelo had left off. Wilco's first album, AM (1995),
has songs like "Box Full of Letters," "I Must Be High," and
"Passenger Side" — exactly the kind of easily accessible
pop tunes Tweedy had written for UT
From there, things began to get weird. Wilco's next
album, Being There (1996), arare double album, was a19song exploration of Tweedy's growing confidence as the
band's source of original songs. It also marked the debut of
guitarist-keyboardist Jay Bennett.
It was with Summerteeth that Wilco began taking alot
more chances. Gone were any vestiges of UT-styled twang.
In their place were guitar-based rock-pop songs of adarker
hue and numbers like "Pieholden Suite," in which Tweedy
began to fulfill his ambition of working on larger canvases
that defied convenient stylistic pigeonholes.
In between, Wilco had cut Mermaid Avenue, an album of
previously unpublished lyrics by Woody Guthrie set to new
music by the band and collaborator Billy Bragg (Vol. II came
out in 2000).
On Yankee Hotel Foxtrot, Wilco continues down the fork in
the road they first took with Summerteeth. In some ways an
exploration of sound for sound's sake, VHF is more about
textures than songs, more about indulging the dark side of
Tweedy's songwriting, more about trying to make an indefinable record than an easily accessible sales star. The album's
challenging sound did not make the powers-that-be at
Reprise Records happy. They wanted changes, which the
band rejected. Hence Wilco's move to Nonesuch (see the
Wilco feature on page 61).
This dark, mostly quiet album's opening track, "I Am
Trying to Break Your Heart," begins slowly, in fits and starts,
with abuzz of feedback followed by keyboard effects,
strummed guitas; and bits of drumming. From there, the
light and dark of Tweedy's songwriting and Jim O'Rourke's
mixing alternate. "Kamera" is afairly straightforward, threeand-a-half-minute folk-rock song driven by acoustic guitar,
with amarimba (or keyboard-simulated marimba) keeping
time and adding accents. "Radio Cure" mixes burbles, atoy
piano, and deliberate touches of static with Tweedy's dirgey
vocals. "War on War" —powered by acoustic guitars, chantlike repetitions of the title, and awonderfully unruly, growl-
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Wilco: (from left) Leroy Bach, Jeff Tweedy, Glenn Kotche, John Stirratt.

ing keyboard effect—is one of the album's singles-in-waiting. It's followed by "Jesus, etc.," with sweet touches of violin and pedal-steel guitar (or, again, akeyboard effect that
sounds like pedal-steel).
As it has on every one of his previous albums, Tweedy's
Beades jones rises on VHF, in the fragile, evenly paced
melody of "Ashes of American Flags." (The song titles often
have little or nothing to do with the lyrics.) It's here that the
unnamed dread hanging over the entire album, some dark
night of the soul, appears in its starkest form: "Fm down on
my hands and knees /every time the doorbell rings /Ishake
like atoothache /When Ihear myself sing... My lies are
only wishes." The song dissolves in ablizzard of noise.
That's followed by Yankee Hotel Foxtroes only peppy single, "Heavy Metal Drummer," in which Tweedy sings in a
clear voice about agirlfriend who "fell in love with the
drummer," misses "the innocence Ihave known," and
plays KISS covers "beautiful and stoned."
In the upward-lifting melody of the short, elegiac final
track, "Reservations," Tweedy —who on Summerteeth sang
"nodiingsevergonnastandinmyway(again)" —opens with the
one-two punch of "How can Iconvince you it's me Idon't
like?" before drifting into achorus reminiscent of Brian
Wilson's "God Only Knows" that repeats, "I've got reservations /About so many things /Not about you." A coda of
sounds — distant keyboards, ominous piano chords, organ
flourishes —appropriately ends this portentious album.
Though it's unlikely to attract new fans to Wilco's
increasingly edgy artistic vision, Yankee Hotel Foxtrot is the
sound of aband marking one frontier of its territory. A
record with this much weird scope and ambition, however failed or well-realized, opens amillion doors for the
future. After this, almost any direction would seem like a
natural progression.
-Robert Baird
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AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European craftsmanship and exquisitely clear
and detailed sound make these the most affordable "Class A- speakers you
will ever hear. The new Tempo 11h, Virgo Ill and Yara are now available.
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. Their latest
products are the very affordable VS-55 tube amp at $2495 and the SP-I6
preamp at $1995. Now you, too, can afford Audio Research!
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader Inhigh-end electronic
design. Now all their marvelous tube products are available as Signature
Editions which use the fabulous 6H30 supertube and bring unprecedented
excitement and clarity to your music. Their latest offerings are three incredible
solid state and hybrid integrated amps, the VK300X series, with 150
watt/channel outputs.

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
BRYSTON Want great, yet affordable electronics? They offer afull line of
power amps, preamps, and integrated amps, including the 9BST 5-channel
amp and the SP. 1.7 theater processor. Many are critically-acclaimed, and all
have an unmatched, 20-year warranty.
CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and gorgeous sounding, the
electronics from this company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall to audition any of their fine
products. and you'll soon understand what the term "musical" really means.
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come hear
the Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
REVEL It's so hard to find speakers which are both musical and accurate,
but Revel excels in both areas. They have bookshelf, floor-standing, center
channel, subwoofer, and surround models for building either an audio or
home theater system. Their sound is spacious, dynamic, and powerful, and
the reviews have been great. Come discover them for yourself.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Their flagship Model 5will engulf you
in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC-1
center channel and VSM-1 surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.
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LANG LANG
Rachmaninoff & Scriabin
Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto 3
Scriabin: Etudes
Etudes: Op.8 Nos.1-3, 8, 10-12; Op.42 Nos.3-4;
Op.65 No.3
Lang Lang, piano; Yuri Temirkanov, St. Petersburg
Philharmonic
Telarc CD-80582 (CD). 2002. Robert Woods, James
MaHinson, prods.; Jack Renner, Michael Bishop,
engs. DOD. Tr: 71:48
Performance *** 1
4
Sonia ***V,

A

nyone who has heard the 19year-old Chinese pianist Lang
Lang in concert can't help hoping that his debut concerto recording —
playing none other than the fearsome
Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto 3, taped
live, no less — will be one of those performances that make you hear apiece
fresh at every turn. That's atall order for
any pianist, and an unfair one for one at
the beginning of his career. But Lang
Lang is in aperiod of discovery —both
of himself and us of him—in which he
appears to be amiracle-worker able to
surmount all odds with his ability to
astonish. More specifically, Lang Lang's
live performances have away of making
you weep: His emotionality is utterly
unguarded, and projected with aclarity
of purpose that's disarming — aquality
also heard in Glenn Gould's first recording ofJS. Bach's Goldberg Variations, and
almost anything by Yehudi Menuhin
from his teenage years.
That said, Lang Lang does astonish
here, but not consistently. Overall, one
senses that the pressure of recording live
at the London Proms in Royal Albert
Hall prompted something that hasn't
been part of Lang Lang's m.o.: playing
just a tad safe. Even conductor Yuri
Temirkanov, whose hallmark is strongminded, re-creative music-making,
seems to be doing aEugene Ormandy
Stereophile, June 2002

impersonation. A live radio broadcast of
Lang Lang playing the piece at Ravinia
with the adventurous Christoph
Eschenbach has the pianist taking bigger
chances that were no doubt thrilling to
hear in person, but might not have been
suitable for the repeated listenings possible with acommercial CD.
Therein lies the conundrum of Lang
Lang: Although best when recorded
live — he's agenuine people person —
he can go too far out on an interpretive
limb for recording purposes. If those
qualities don't come across in his relatively staid debut recital disc on Telarc
(CD-80524), much of what made it
onto the final CD may have come from
alater patch session. It must be said,
though, that the technical aspects of his
playing, both on that disc and on the
Rachmaninoff here, aren't superb —
not Horowitzian wizardry, but the confident servant of his musical expression.
That can be said of many recordings of
this piece, and nothing terribly distinctive
happens in this one until about four minutes into the first movement. Lang Lang
always excels in the more inward moments, and here he molds phrases with a
confident, tasteful Mato you'd expect
more from aveteran, and the emotional
presence of unjaded youth. From there,
everything he does reflects the work of a
superb, deeply engaged musician. The
first-movement cadenza is ashowstopper, as well it should be.
One can't expect Lang Lang's second-movement entrance to have the
worlds-coming-to-an-end neurosis of
Horowitz' third recording, but it's still
penetrating, and even if he makes heavy
emotional weather of what follows, I
still prefer it to Arcadi Volodos' suave,
Rachmaninoff-under-glass outing (Sony
Classical SK 64384). Pure youthful
energy fuels Lang Lang's performance
of the final movement, and that's more
than enough for this bravura music. All
taken together, it's a young performance, which means it's lacking in an
overall concept, but still has enough to
offer that you're happy to wait 20 years
to see what he'll do with it then.
The Scriabin Etudes that fill out the
disc are taken from arecital at Oberlin
College, in performances that temper the
composer's more feverish emotionalism
with a technical elegance — welcome
attributes if you like this repertoire (I
can't say that Ido). Both recordings are
miked closely, but not unduly so. Few
engineers have drawn such a focused
sound out of Royal Albert Hall in my
experience, but that may not be saying a
great deal.
—David Patrick Stearns

Reviews

WAGNER
Bryn Terfel
Mas from Der Fliegende Hollander (plus Overture),
Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, Tannhauser,
Panda', Die Walküre
Bryn Terfel, bass-baritone; Claudio Abbado, Berlin
Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 289 471 348-2 (CD). 2002.
Christopher Alder, Sid McLauchlan, prods.; Ulrich
Vette, Wolf-Dieter Karvvatky, lürgen Bulgrin,
Reinhard Lagemann, engs. DOD. Tr: 71:57
Performance **
Sonia **'/,

I

nthe last decade, Welsh bass-baritone
Bryn Terfel has built acareer recording and singing, for the world's most
prestigious labels and houses, leading
roles in the operas of Mozart, Verdi, and
Puccini —and it's always exciting when a
singer already triumphant in lieder and
lyric opera attempts the dramatic Heldenbariton roles of Wagner. But Terfel's
new disc of Wagner selections is afailure
on almost all counts.
There are afew consistent technical
problems. Terfel tends to sing ans pollen!
Hals (with full throat): the placement
too far back, particularly with ah sounds.
He often lacks atrue legato, and his shifts
of vowel and vocal quality are often tied
too tightly to the barline. Overall, the
voice is gorgeous — warm, full, rich,
consistent in luscious tone from top to
bottom—and Terfel seems able to do
almost anything with it, but that very
gorgeousness is the problem: In selection after selection here, he does little
more than croon his way through material that should wrack the listener's soul.
In "Die Frist ist um," the Dutchman's
great monologue from Der Flitgende
Holliinder (the Overture is included as
well), Terfel shows great command of
German, the voice is beautiful, everything's well-shaped, the low notes firm

Bryn Terfel - Wotan he ain't.
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and purring. But it's all too warm, with
no steel or menace, let alone any
anguish. Terfel's Dutchman is no wraith
who has suffered centuries under a
curse, who longs for death but fears
eternal damnation, but someone indulging in areverie. Wagner's Dutchman can be interpreted in many ways;
this is not one of them.
The selections from Meistersinger
("Wahnl," 'Was duftet doch der Flieder")
arc the worst instances of crooning. It's all
too easy to make Hans Sachs aNorman
Rockwell Santa Claus, afriendly old duffer with atwinlde in his eye, and Terfel
succumbs. There is no inner conflict or
(again) anguish, as music and text so
clearly indicate there should be. And in
"Wahn!," just before the last syllable of
"Nun aber kam Johannistag!," Terfel
pauses, so patently awaiting the Berlin
Philharmonic's entrance that moment
and music are destroyed.
In the two passages from Patel, Terfel
is out of his emotional depth. Wagner
described Amfortas as "my third-act
Tristan immeasurably intensified." You'd
never know it from Terfel —there's no
passion or torment, though plenty of
empty singerly gestures toward them.
And in "Nein! Lasst ihn unenthülle
Terfel falls victim to his own virtuosity.
Wagner knew that ahigh G does not
come easily to abass-baritone, and would
not have written one here without the
singer's physical effort to hit it being part
of the drama of Amfortas' spiritual and
emotional angst. Terfel makes the note
sound as it never should: easy.
Terfel's Wotan, in "Leb wohl, du
kühnes, herrliches Kind!," from Act III
of Die Walküre, is very well sung, but
every time Ilistened to it, as with the
Meistersinger and Parsjfirl excerpts, my
mind wandered — not for lack of interest in the music, but because Terfel
seems to risk so little. The only selection
that actually works is Wolfram's "Song
to the Evening Star," from Tannhititser,
perhaps because it's the only Wagner
role Terfel has actually sung on stage.
Just as likely is that it's the one aria here
that actually is an aria —a lyric song that
can benefit from alighter, less overtly
dramatic style. One can almost get away
with crooning here, but not quite.
Terfel's stated idols are Hans Hotter and
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, but one listen
to either of those singers' recordings of
these roles will tell you just how far
Terfel still has to go.
Claudio Abbado is little help. He
recorded a terrific Lohengrin for DG
back in 1995 but is not otherwise
known for his Wagner, and won't be
138

Led by the Brothers Alvin (right), The Blasters made American music

from this disc. The Berlin Philharmonic's big, broad, ponderously indistinct sound is partly due to the acoustic
of the cavernous Philharmonie, but the
bloat and mud are emphasized by
Abbado's ignoring of the score's staccato markings, and what seems little
knowledge of or interest in Wagner's
all-important leitmotifs. What's so odd
is that Terfel and Abbado made so much
better work of the Tamilaiser and "Was
duftet doch der Flieder" — and in better
sound —in their Wagner-Gala disc of
1994 (DG 439 768-2).
Wagner is anew wrinkle in the crossover-blockbuster syndrome to which
desperate classical labels have become
increasingly addicted, and is as much a
failure as aThomas Hampson disc of
Broadway tunes: One marvels equally at
the technical achievement, the hubris of
the assumption that such different repertoires can be so easily bridged, and the
utter emptiness of the result.
Bryn Terfel is contracted to record
Sachs soon in acomplete Meistersinger for
DG. I'm sure that asinger as intelligent,
talented, and well-coached as he will
eventually be able to sing some great
Wagner, but for now, there's much
more to the job than he and his label
offer here.
—Richard Lehnert

rock/pop
THE BLASTERS
Testament: The Complete Slash
Recordings
Warner Bros./Rhino R2 78345 (2 CDs). 2002. The
Blasters, Phil Alvin, Pat Bumette, Jeff Eyrich, Don
Gehman, John Mellencamp, prods.; James Austin,
Gary Stewart, compilation prods.; Dave Alvin, creative consultant MD? Tr: 2:36:36
Performance *****
Sonics *** to ****
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o matter how right it sounds
or how much fun it is to see
live, roots music is doomed to
the musical fringe. Ultimately, it's a
one-trick pony trying to infuse new
life into agenre that's already part of
history, rather than creating new musical directions. That, in anutshell, is the
story of the late, great L.A. roots band,
The Blasters.
Led by guitarist Dave Alvin and his
impassioned, genuinely possessed singer
brother, Phil, two Downey, California
natives who'd grown up listening to
classic rock'n'roll and R&B, the band
was completed by drummer Bill Bateman, bassist John Bazz, and Canadian
pianist Gene Taylor. As Testament: lire
Gmtplete Slash Recordings demonstrates
on nearly every track, while they may
have flamed out quick, and made few
inroads into the larger musical culture,
The Blasters were as close to superstars
as roots rock will ever have.
The Blasters' music was a mix of
rockabilly fury, Chuck Berry's early guitar-led rock'n'roll, and Big Joe Turner's
horn-punctuated R&B. Adding the fire
to that second element was the legendary New Orleans saxophonist Lee
Allen, whose joining gave these brash
white boys the kind of classic American
authenticity they craved. Ignored by
radio and MTV, the band grew frustrated; they split in the mid-1980s, the
brothers Alvin having grown increasingly estranged.
Testament is atwo-disc, 52-track set
that collects the band's entire fouralbum output in one place for the first
time. The cover of their self-titled 1982
debut (reproduced in the liner notes), a
drawing of the facial expression that
Phil Alvin evinced when really rockin'
(eyes closed, teeth gritted, sweat dripping), said it all: although 30 years too
Stereophile, June 2002

late for stardom, these guys were one
bad-ass rock'n'roll band. Had they tried
this stuff in 1956, they'd have been
famous. Dave Alvin originals like
"Marie, Marie," "American Music,"
"Border Radio," and "So Long Baby
Goodbye" — all from that first album —
have become stone roots-rock classics.
The Blasters was the band's high note.
Their sophomore disc, Non Fiction
(1985), supplemented here with three
previously unreleased tracks, saw the
bandmembers' destinies begin to
diverge. On one hand, Dave Alvin, who
would go on to asuccessful solo career,
rapidly became an accomplished songwriter, writing more rock than rock'n'roll tunes — such as "Long White
Cadillac," later covered by Dwight
Yoakam, among others.
On the other hand, trapped by their
roots-music ethos, the band itself found
it tough to expand beyond their original
audience and creative vision. Things
came to ahead on their third and final
studio album, Hard Line (1985), adeliberately wide-ranging effort to move
beyond roots rock. Unfortunately, the
inspired new directions indicated by the
nonetio-flavored "Hey Girl" (with Los
Lobos' David Hidalgo), the full-on rock
of "Dark Night," the country "Little
Honey," and even a gospel standard,
"Samson and Delilah" (with superb
vocal backing by Bobby King and
Herman Johnson), while all glorious in
their own ways, were still just variations
on the roots format. Even "Colored
Lights," written for the band by John
Mellencamp, failed to make a dent
when released as asingle. The best number from these sessions —but left off the
original album — was "Kathleen," a
white-hot, straight-ahead rock'n'roll
romp led by Taylor's piano and the
horns of Steve Berlin and Lee Allen.
It's apity The Blasters never made a
live record of their own material. What
exists is the band's 1982 live album, Over
There: Live at The Venue, London, in which
they enthusiastically tackle araft of early
rock classics, from Little Richard's
"Keep A Knockin'" to Jerry Lee Lewis'
"High School Confidential." Three
unreleased outtakes from that date are
included here.
Thankfully, the band was always
recorded simply, in decent studios, by
engineers who knew how to mike unfuzzed guitars and Phil's rockabilly cat
yelp. The results are suitably gutsy and
immediate, the vocals always clear and
centered. The way Taylor's piano, either
tinny and rollicking or more grand
piano bashing ala Jerry Lee was feaStereophile,
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tured in the mix was always one
of the band's smartest moves.
Testament, indeed. American
music doesn't get any more real
than this.
—Robert Baird

ELF POWER
Creatures
SpinArt SPART106 (CD). 2002. Elf Power,
prods.; Andy Baker, prod., eng. MD? TT:
35:46
Performance ****
Sonics ** 1
/
2

5

11

ay you're adiscriminating
Stereophile reader and
you're asking yourself,
1111111"1 eili.eitEs
"Now why the heck should I
Feeling the elephant, the
care about some obscure Athhumongously talented Elf Power.
ens, Georgia, indic band that
can barely muster half an hour's
worth of tunes — music ramshackle and
flourishes (cellos, accorlo-fi enough to make my brand-new
dion, effects), winsome
Linns weep pitifully from both corners
vocal warbling courtesy
of my listening room?"
songwriter Andrew RieWell, before you attempt to console
ger, and intriguingly
your speakers with adose of the first Tolkienish lyrics (dragBoston album, consider the positives.
ons and forests and shadows, oh my!),
Over eight years and four albums, Elf Creatures is at once engagingly familiar
Power has begun, through sheer talent yet exotically otherworldly. There's not
and staying power, to earn the same kind
a note or a moment wasted on this
of underground credibility that marked
charmer. As suggested above, the band's
the early years of such well-known popgrassroots approach to recording could
psych wunderkinds as Flaming Lips,
be adrawback for sophisticated ears, but
Mercury Rev, and Guided By Voices.
if the right producer and aproper budThe quartet is part of aloose fraternity of get come along, the sky's the limit for
other young bands you probably haven't
the talented young Elves; folks who got
heard of (Neutral Milk Hotel, Apples in
clued in early will be able to wear that
Stereo, Olivia Tremor Control), who
as abadge of pride.
marry an open-endedly experimental
Plus, you'll be able to feel okay about
aesthetic to afirm grounding in rock,
force-feeding your Linns such proletariand emerge from their garages and basean sounds. Trust us, it'll keep 'em honment practice rooms clutching tunes
est.
—Fred Mills
that'll peel back the lid of your inner eye
while simultaneously poking your rush
WILLIE NELSON
till it wiggles with delight.
The Great Divide
Creatures has arefreshingly naïve but
Lost Highway 314 586 231-2 (CD). 2002. Matt
distinctly traditional rock'n'roll vibe that
Serletic, prod.; David Thoener, eng., mix
commences with the first track, "Let the
(except ''Mendocino County Line," Steve
Marcantonio, eng.; "Don't Fade Away," Noel
Serpent Sleep," achugarama à la the
Golden, eng.). MD? TT: 53:41
Velvet Underground's "Sweet Jane"
Performance ***V,
Sonics
awash in tambourine, four-to-the-floor
tom-toms, and rinky organ grooves.
he morning I wrote this
Elsewhere, one encounters sweet janreview of Willie Nelson's
glepop cut from classic Athens/R.E.M.
newest album, Iwoke up with
cloth ("The Creature"), ethereal-drone
one of its songs swirling around my
anthemism ("Visions of the Sea," with
head. I
just couldn't get "Maria (Shut
its "Heroes"-like ebo lines) — even a Up and Kiss Me)," the record's rockbuoyantly punkish, powerpop gem,
ing opening track, out of my head. I
"Things That Should Not Be," that
had asimilar experience with anothsomehow grafts the timeless melody of er album Ireviewed for Stereophile,
the Byrds' "Wasn't Born to Follow" to a back in November 1999: Santana's
brawny Ramones gallop.
Supernatural. The song was "Maria
Spiked by this classic sound and
Maria." Hmmm.
spiced with nicely textured instrumental
Nelson's latest has more in com-

mon with Santana's huge comeback CD than just abrain-tickling song with "Maria" in its
title. Like Supernatural, it's a
drop-dead gorgeous-sounding
project with wide, floating harmonies, wonderful dancing lead
and rhythm guitars, and gritty,
heart-wrenching performances
by the journeyman artist himself. And did Imention agreat
band
(including drummer
Kenny Aronoff, bassist Lee
Sklar, keyboard do-it-all Matt
Rollings, and pedal steel/
dobro wiz Greg Leisz) and
big-name cameos? New
country diva Lee Ann
Womack,
Kid
Rock,
Sheryl Crow, Brian McKnight, and Bonnie Raitt
all drop in. Oh yes, and
Bernie
Taupin
and
smooth Rob Thomas
each have several songwriting credits.
But the real allure is the ageless
Nelson himself. At 68, he's still able to
convey the lusty passion for waking up
and living each day more naturally than
any singer alive. The best songs on 'The
Great Divide find the red-headed stranger
peering inward with brutal honesty.
Musically, "This Face" recalls "Always
On My Mind," one of his greatest hits,
but heir he sings about getting older
physically. How many times have we
heard elderly people talk about looking
in the mirror and not recognizing themselves? With grace and grit, Nelson nails
the sentiment of feeling young at heart
but not looking that way. Then he'll
break your heart with "You Remain," a
duet with Raitt that'll make you want to
go up to the next octogenarian you see
and give him or her agreat big hug.

..,„*1
2
/
T
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My quibbles with Nelson's
choice of material arc the
updates of acouple of pop hits
from bygone eras: Mickey
Newbury's "Just Dropped In
(To See What Condition My
Condition Was In)" and Cyndi
Lauper's "Time After Time."
The former, the pseudo-psychedelic breakthrough by Kenny
Rogers & The First Edition, is a
period piece that's lost its novelty value thirtysomething years
on—even when sung by Nelson. The Lauper cover is even
odder. Rarely does the impeccably tasteful Nelson sound as if
he's going through the motions,
but here he does.
But these minor missteps only reinforce how good Nelson is throughout
the rest of The Great Divide. He'll make
you laugh and he'll make you cry. Most
of all, he'll make you want to sing. And
wake up singing.
-David Sokol

Jazz
DAVE DOUGLAS
The Infinite
Dave Douglas, trumpet; Chris Potter, tenor sax, bass
clarinet; Ud Caine, Fender Rhodes; James Genus,
bass; Clarence Penn, drums
Bluebird/RCA 63918-2 (CD). 2002. Dave Douglas,
prod.; Joe Ferla, eng. DDD. TT: 54:16
Performance ****
Sonics ****

D

ave Douglas is on avery short
list of jazz musicians born after
1960 (Brad Mchldau, Joshua
Redman, and Greg Osby are some of
the others) whose every recorded statement is now presumed important. They
have achieved this stature through artistic distinction, but also because their
respective bodies of work point to
where jazz is going.
Douglas plays powerful trumpet
without bravura. His technical finesse
is manifest, but there is an authentic
emotional basis for each note. His
music suggests a future direction for
jazz because of its vast eclecticism. He
draws from diverse sources —jazz
roots, classical, pop, Balkan, klezmer,
dance theater — and every one of his
19 albums requires that his listeners
open up to new assumptions about the
jazz language.
The Infinite is one of his most lyrical
and directly communicative recordings, but it does throw one curve ball:
Uri Caine plays the Fender Rhodes
here. Douglas' music is multilayered
Stereophile, June 2002

Reviews

JIMMY SCOTT
But Beautiful
Jimmy Scott, Freddy Cole, vocals; Wynton Marsalis,
Lew Soloff, trumpet; Eric Alexander, Bob Kindred,
tenor sax; Renee Rosnes, piano; George Mraz,
bass; Lewis Nash, Dwayne Broadnax, drums
Milestone MCD9321 (CD). 2001. Todd Barkan, prod.;
Katherine Miller, eng.; George Horn, mastering.
DOD. TT: 54:12
Performance **** 1
/
2
Sonics ****

F

with acoustic timbres, shot through
with darting, intelligent lines from his
own horn and Chris Potter's reeds —
in such asetting, the inorganic, artificial sound of Caine's electric keyboard
is jarring. In the wrong hands, the
Fender Rhodes can trivialize any
musical setting, but Caine mostly
overcomes the limitations that the
instrument imposes on an ensemble's
sonic palette.
There are six new compositions, all
quintessentially Douglas in their startling voicings and their arrangements
within spontaneous solos within arrangements. His creative process produces moments of melodic revelation
like sudden sunbreaks. The harmonic
liberties, asymmetrical patterns, and
open-ended resolutions arc impossible
to anticipate, creating constant surprise.
On "Penelope," Douglas and Potter
both evolve ideas with clarity as elegant
standalone utterances, yet they are
ambiguous in their relation to context.
The title track and "Deluge" show how
Douglas and Potter arc so articulate at
any speed that they can play fast and
hard without rushing.
The three songs that arc likely to get
the most attention are Douglas' wellchosen creative cross-cultural encounters with pop composers Rufus
Wainwright, Mary J. Blige, and Bj.tirk.
The latter's "Unison" is rapt and finely
spun, Douglas (both open and muted)
and Potter (on both bass clarinet and
tenor) weaving in and out of one another's renderings of Bjiirk's gracefully portentous theme. Then Douglas is
released to float and hover over Potter's
murmured counterpoint.
The Infinite was recorded direct to
two-channel DSD by Joe Ferla. The
sound is subtly detailed and precise, but
without much air around the instruments.
-Thomas Conrad

i)rget vocal artistry, a superb
instrument, captivating repertoire.
The remarkable singers — the
ones who grab our attention right off
the bat and then hold it, sometimes for
alifetime —all have one essential quality: We believe them. What we want —
well, what /want —is astory that, one
way or another, feels as if it's been lived.
Jimmy Scott has lived his stories.
Early on, he was afflicted with Kallmann's Syndrome, which kept his body
small and his voice high, and was long
deprived of his rightful place as moneymaker and star due to strangling contracts. But in 1990, after many years
away from the bandstand, when he was
65, Scott's career began again to bloom.
Toss in his share of broken-hearted
romances —and good ones, too —and
there's not much that hasn't happened
to Little Jimmy.
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Scott is here to once again tell it
like it is on But Beautiful, his third
Milestone album in as many years
under producer Todd Barkan's insightful supervision. The album offers
agenerous helping of Scott's unique
takes on timeless popular standards.
Most of these are slow as molasses
poured from ajar, but afew are somewhat faster, and there are apair of
R&B/blues ballads and a gospel
evergreen. Each is arranged just so,
spotlighting Jimmy's parched voice,
his alternately quiet and demonstrative wail, and his fully present emotions. The dynamic, capacious sound
captures the details, and the album
rings in the ear long after the disc has
stopped playing.
"Darn That Dream" is acreeper in
which Scott reveals his penchant for
freely interpreting amelody and, where
you'd least expect it, inserting pauses
between words and using his massive
vibrato. This version has apotent jazz
feel that brings to mind the way Lester
Young might have handled the song; no
wonder Scott was reportedly Billie
Holiday's favorite singer. Here, trumpeter Wynton Marsalis adds awarm,
142
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reflective solo, as does the sublime Renee
Rosnes on piano. Other slow numbers —"But Beautiful," "I'll Be Seeing
You," and Clyde Otis' "This Bitter
Earth," aDinah Washington favorite —
arc similarly and effectively addressed.
Percy Mayfield's beseeching R&Bish heartacher, "Please Send Me
Someone to Love," is from the 1950s

The inimitable Jimmy Scott.

but gets amodern slant here, Robert
Sadin's arrangement providing edgy
chords and delayed harmonic resolutions. Aided by Rosnes, guitarist Joe
Beck, and saxophonist Eric Alexander,
Scott is right at home, his ardent plea
bringing the song to heated life.
Pace-changers include "You Don't
Know What Love Is," which is given a
gentle bossa nova nudge by Rosnes'
lithe arrangement, and "Bye Bye
Blackbird," where Jimmy beams and
the pianist drops in another headshaking improvisation. The former is
about as sad asong as there is; Scott
lets you know about the sadness while
being also somehow upbeat. He
always manages to bring apositiveness
to the most dire lyrics. A bonus is
"When You Wish Upon a Star,"
which finds Scott and the robustvoiced Freddy Cole exchanging
engaging phrases at acrawl.
Jimmy Scott is asinger for the ages,
one of the few artists who can accurately be called "great." While his
voice and approach can be acquired
tastes for some, he'll touch you deeply
if you're willing to listen.
— Zan Stewart
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* PS Audio
* PSB
* PSE
* Quicksilver
* Rega

Rote! & B&W -No Mail Order!
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* Rogue
* Rotel •
* RGrey Power Co
* Salamander
* Spendor
* Vandersteen
* VPI
* Wadia
* Zoethecus

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044

(973) 239-1799
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Manufacturers'
Wally Tools
Editor:
Michael [Fremerl, you did an excellent
job of practically describing the complete
procedure of setting up acartridge and
tonearm in your May column. Please support analog (vinyl) reproduction, and
keep it alive forever.
Every concertgoer knows how much
attention is paid by every musician to perfectly tune his/her instrument. Many
audiophiles and analog experts believe
that aturntable is also an instrument —
one for playing music from LP records. I
have developed all Wally Tools to help
myself and all vinyl enthusiasts optimize
the alignment of vinyl playback systems.
The final goal is always enjoyment of
music from all over the world in your
own listening room.
Iwould like to add some more practical tips regarding the use of Wally
Turntable Set Up Tools: The 10x-power
magnifying glass supplied with the
WallyTractor is very good for inspecting
the cleanness of your cartridge's stylus. I
also advise that, after finishing the electrical alignment of your cartridge's azimuth,
you position the stylus on the WallyTractor mirror and visually adjust geometrical
azimuth — the
cartridge's
reflected image should be almost in line
with the cartridge. If the cartridge is visibly tilted to either side, this means that
the coil or magnet is not properly aligned
with the stylus-cantilever assembly. Use
of acartridge with excessive stylus tilt is
not recommended.
For more technical information, please
go to www.simplyblacknet and click on
"Wally's Vinyl Corner."
Wally Maleivicz
ummialewi@aotcom

Comments

able to convey the substance, the pressure, the three-dimensional power of single instruments or an orchestra. 'Men
you have the entire tonal balance, which
lets you forget that you are sitting in front
of ahome system. You can "bathe" in the
sound, and nothing distracts you — only
the music counts. This is the goal we
strive for in all of our products, whether
loudspeakers or electronics.
We arc sorry to hear that the position of
the speaker posts is not to your satisfaction. Our reasoning is this: The typical
user has to install the speaker only once,
and of course with the help of their local
dealer. From then on, he or she can enjoy
the clean design every day, for many years,
and will love it. It is asimple matter of aesthetics!
Dieter Burinester and avery happy
Bumtester Audicbysterns Team
B&W Signature 800
Editor:
On behalf of everyone at B&W, especially
our design team, who worked so hard on
the Signature 800, Iwould like to thank
(and congratulate) Kalman Rubinson for
his very thorough and thoughtful review
of our flagship. Yes, we do consider the
Signature 800 to be our flagship —not the
original $40,000/pair Nautilus, introduced
back in 1994, which is still available, and
which we consider to be our "design statement." To aman, our engineers feel the
Sig 800 sounds better in almost every way.
KR's conclusion that this "is a great
speaker—perhaps the best I've ever
heard at home" is accompanied by the
caveat that, because of the Signature 800's
"surgically revealing transparency," it
"may mean that it's too demanding for
any but the most scrupulous home installations." The purchase of a$20,000 loudspeaker is acommitment to play at the
highest levels of the game. At this level,
there's no such thing as "too good." It
would be fairer to say that only the best is
good enough!
Chris Browder
&Maitre VP, B&W Losidspeaken

Burmester Audiosystems B99
Editor:
What could we add to this remarkable
review! We arc very happy to see that you
appreciate what our entire speaker line is
designed for: to transmit music and emotions and have the listener forget the techImpact Airfoil 5.2
nology. Of course, the B-99 meets these
Editor:
claims best in that it is able to fill any
We want to thank Stereophile, and in parroom with music.
ticular Brian Damkroger, for his careful
My point of view as amusician is that,
although many audio systems produce a and detailed analysis of the Airfoil 52. We
certainly feel that he got at the heart and
clean sound throughout all octaves, overall
soul of this system, describing the perforthey reproduce only a two-dimensional
mance as "natural," "smooth," "coherent,"
silhouette — the shadow of the music.
"spacious," and "vivid."
However, music is something differCertainly, this system contains new and
ent. It becomes music only when you are
Stereophile, June 2002

unique technology. The purpose behind
our development and patenting of this
technology (drivers and enclosures) was to
express the sound of music in an uncolored and natural way, and, in the process,
to eliminate the unnatural hi-fi attributes
all too common in many high-end loudspeakers. Instruments and voices, heard
live and recorded in natural space, consistently drove our voicing of the Airfoil. If,
as with images, seeing is believing, then
perhaps with sound, a"natural `righmess'"
connotes believing.
Regarding the size presentation of the
system for smaller-scale voice and instruments, one should note that close miking
(by definition, pop; most jazz; and, regrettably, many small-scale classical recordings)
distorts the size of the voice/instrument in
relation to its presentation in acoustic
space. In the production phase, the mixing
in of different ambience cues, performance
elements recorded in different spaces, and
manufactured ambiences result in record-

Fine Music &
Home Theater Systems
Eiestwnig &Sigrandfir_PCOSOÍS

Krell •Audio Research •Pass •Pass-n •Theta
Wadia •Aragon •Acurus •Rega •Adcom •Jolida
Sony ES •Pioneer Elite •Arcam •Fanfare
Magnum Dynalab •Creek •ZSystems
SHAM
Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Martin Logan
Definitive Technology •Audio Physics •Epos
Tannoy •Stereostone •Niles

lototablos_d_eotridoes

Basis •Rega •Immedia •Benz
Grado •Shure •Lyra •Music Hall

Sobwoolists

Velodyne •Wilson Audio •Thiel
Definitive Technology •Audio Physics
Meg
Pioneer Elite •Sony •Proton •Phillips
Twin •Faroudia •Sony DSS

kronen

Harmonic Technology •Synergistic Research
Tributaries •Ocos •Auchoguest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Audio Points •Cinepro •Tice •Audio Access
Richard Gray Power Co. •Monster Cable
American Speaker Stands
EKRÉFOre
Salamander Designs •Arcici •Zoethecus •Billy Bags
Sanos •Lovan •Plateau
We Otter Financing. Custom Design 8, Installation

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106, Tustin, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903
e-mail hiti@digitalear.com
www.digitalear.com
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PASS LABS DUNLAIN PASS LABS
Aleph Closeout

NO LOCAL DEALER?
DROP SHIPMENTS
FROM LARGEST U.S.
DEALER

0% Interest

NO LOCAL DEALER?
br
sr
eir
r,

Drop shipments from
largest U.S. dealer
Call for demo specials
Easy in home auditions

•Audio Research •Billy Bags •Dunlavy
•Grado •Krell •Lexicon •Monitor Audio
•Monster Cable •Musical Fidelity
•NHT •Nordost •Pass Labs
•Pioneer Elite •ProAc •Rega •Runco
•Velodyne •VPI •Wadia •Zoethecus
•B&W* •Rotel* (*local sales only)

Pictures, Prices, Info
Trade•ins & Specials

audiovideologic.com
148

No payments for
Six Months
Storewide
s.

B11.1% BAGS

PRO-STANDS
Special Pricing
V Customizable

Exclusively at:
Audio-Video Logic
11,

)

Aleph 30
•30 wpc. 8ohms •45 wpc. 4ohms
•Class Aoperation (for lowest distortion)
•Single ended circuitry (simplest signal path)
•XLR /RCA inputs
•Full 3year warranty
•Shippable anywhere
Aleph 60
•60 wpc. 8ohms •90 wpc 4ohms
•Monoblocks
•Other specs same as Aleph 30

v Steel Frames

www.audiovideologic.com

V Drop Shipable

for prices and details

Audio-Video
L•0•G•I•C

3025 100th St.
Des Moines IA ,-,0322

515-727-2279
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ings with nonhomogeneous size and space
relationships. In our experience, the Airfoil
52 simply reveals these techniques.
John Atkinson's thorough technical
evaluation points up (gratifyingly, in print)
the difficulties in measuring a tall line
source. The Airfoil is doubly difficult
because of its large (1501 horizontal dispersion. Our measurements of sensitivity,
using the LMS system, yield afigure in
the upper 80dB range (1W/lm, anechoic,
single point). When one considers the 6'
array height and horizontal radiation pattern, the in-room sensitivity is clearly
much higher. Our 90dB rating is actually
quite conservative and is borne out by our
customers, several of whom are using
amplifiers of 35W or less. Further, we feel
that the raggedness at and above 51cliz
(fig2) is duc to multiple arrivals from the
tall line source at the single mike position.
Mark Conti, Paul Paddock, Lawrence Blair
Impact Technollies
YBA Integré DT
Editor:

Thanks so much for your "Follow-Up"
review of the YBA Integré DT integrated
amplifier. The daily goal at YBA is to
faithfully reproduce every nuance of an
original musical performance —the emotional aspects as well as the more easily
achieved sonic side of the experience.
Holding to this vision, executing this
vision, and having the humility to revisit a
project over and over to see if incremental improvements can get closer to that
vision, are what have driven YvesBernard André for 25 years.
The Integré DT is aperfect example of
his philosophy, which has resulted in a
product that has truly stood the test of
time. When much of our industry is busy
trying to follow trends and fashion, YBA
has maintained afaithful tenacity to YvesBernard's core design philosophy:
Minimize distortions that occur in avariety of forms — thermal, electrostatic, magnetic, parasitic vibration — and the music
will shine through. The result has been a
uniquely stable line of equipment that
transports alistener into the heart of the
musical event, year after year after year.
Simply Music.
Daniel Jacques
President, Audio Plus Services
Ayre K-lx
Editor:
Many thanks to Paul Bolin for his review,
and ahearty welcome to him in the pages
of Stereophile. All of us at Ayre are pleased
that he appreciated the work that went
into our development process, and that he
found so much to enjoy with its sound.
This same technology has been applied to
all of the products in our lineup, contributing to our goal of having the restorative power of music be apart of daily life.
Charles Hansen
Ayre Acoustics, Inc
Stereophile, June 2002

Music Systems & Home Theatre.

/MERIDIAN
New on display!
Meridian Digital Theatre With New
Version 3861 Reference Processor
and 800 Reference Player, with
DVD-A and 7.1 Upsampling!
New!
Meridian DSP-8000
Speaker Sysytem
Meridian 588-CD Player
Meridian 596 DVD-CD Player

IN LIVING

jpek

bTEREU

Lt*

Triangle Callus 202
littereophile "Class A"

e

New!
6B-ST MuthChannel Amplifier

lar-11 - .fflea
New on display!
N°383 Integrated Amplifier
N°360S Digital Processor
New N°390S CD Processor/Transport
N°380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N°32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
N°33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers
N°336, 335, 334 Dual Monoaural Amplifier

JEFF ROVVLAND

Sonus [aber
On Dinplay:
Amati Homage

SIM MiMalgi

REvEL

THIEL

DT NAUDIO
r

LI

Subwoofers

New on display!
Temptation,
Confidence C2 & C4

wwwlsaudio.com
Billy Boggs •C asst
io•Cur •• n
EAR •Jed' Rowland Design •Grado
Graham Eng. •Illuminati •KEF •Kimber .
Mark Levinson •Meridian •Meridian Dig'
Meridian Reference •Monster Cable
Magnum Dynalab •Niks •Powerwedge
Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma •REL
REVEL •Sonus Faber •SME •Sony XBR
Sony DVD •Sony Multiscan Projectors
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Filmsereens •Thiel •VP1
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Js
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020

fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: isaudw@isaudio.com
Visa

Mastercard

New York City's
exclusive
Triangle Dealer
Come see Triangle Loudspeakers
and our other fine equipment at
Home Entertainment 2002
in rooms 710, 717, and 718

Authorized Dealer for:
Acoustic Energy
Apollo
Atacama
Audio Analogue
Cairn
Cambridge Audio
Chang Lightspeed
Conrad-Johnson
Creek
Denon
DeVore Fidelity
Epos
Gold ring

Komuro
McCormack
Music Hall
NEC Plasma
Nottingham Analogue
Quicksilver
Sennheiser
Sonance
Straightwire
Target
Triangle Acoustics
Tributaries
Vandenhul

13 East 4th Street,
New York, New York 10003
(212) 979-1273
wwwInhvingstereo corn

American Express
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Exclusive Distributor
May Audio Marketing Inc.
2150 Liberty Drive Unit #7
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
Tel: 716 283-4434
Fax: 716 283-6264
Toll Free: 800 554 4517
www.mayaudio.com
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA. CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Nains Audio. Spendor,
QuadJA Michell. Roban. Regis, Mistral. Meadowlark,
Ruark, Koetsu, Creek, Epos, Sound Organisation.
Goldring, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
wwwgenembisniudio.com.
ATTENTION SPENDOR AND QUAI) OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio. www.chapteraudio.com. QS8cD
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Alike or
Rand» QS&D, (540) 372-3711, kn.(540)372-3713, e-mail
Isandeaoltoin. 11140:
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! I)on't let go of your
ARC. Aragon, Cello, Krell. Mark Levinson. MIT.
Spectral. Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Sum= &Mims, hu.,
(310) 826-3686,Jax (3W) 826-8577,
AUDIO ART, EST 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon.
Cardas, MartinLogan. Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, IA.
1;ice/slax (804) 358-5300,

Ainho.-Int

@admin.

AUDIO UNLIMITED offers Accuphase. Acoustic
Energy. Acrotec. Acsffictix. Air Tight. Anthem, ASC,
Audio Note, Audio Refinement. Avalon Acoustics,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder, Bunnester, Cary, Chang,
Clearaudio. Conrad-Johnson, EAR, Electrocompaniet,
Graaf, Grado, Graham, Koetsu. Kuzma, Loewe Ill ITV,

McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available Irons SMc Audio. Developed by Steve McCormack (the original designer). these outstanding
upgrades arc available for all I)NA amplifiers, TLC and
ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or see 11'1111MICAllikei0111.
11111111111!1111111111111111M!!!!!!!!IIIII
111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIII
I

WWWUSEDCABLE.COM

111111111111111111t1111111111111111111111ill

We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
CUSTOM-BUILT RACKS ANI) STANDS for your
high-end gear. (206) 789-0386.
SOTA TURNTABLE availability includes new and
refurbished turntables. trade-in options. upgrades,
modifications. parts. and accessories. Toneann and cartridge setups. Call SOTA Sales &Smite, (708) 246-9815,
fix (708) 246-9778, e-mail sotaturistables@kmonuoin or visit
www.sotatunitables.rom.
BR1TNEY SPEARS NAKED is a dream. These
dreams arc obtainable: Alón, AMC. Anthem. Antique
Sound Lab. Audio Note. Audio Refinement Audio
Research, Benz, CAL, Cambridge, (learaudio. Creek,
Hovland. JA Michell, Manley, Music Hall. Nordost,
ProAc. PS Audio, Quad. SME, Synthesis, Quicksilver.
Wavac, Wireworld, mord Arizona Hi-Fi, (480) 9219961, 111111tinbr011diO.00111.
PREMIER TUBE ANI) ANALOG: Dejà Vu Audio

Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh. Muse, Nagra, Pathos, PS
Audio, Rega, Shunyata Research, Soliloquy Spendor,
Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem, Transfiguration. XL0,
YBA, Zoethecus, and more. Call John Barnes al (303)
691-3407, lax (303) 922-0522, 2341 IV Vale Amy,
bigleuvoil C
O80110.

Ltd. Alois, Audio Note, Benz-Micro, Cary EAR, Fi,
Hovland, Koetsu, Myryad, Naim, Roksan, Rep,
Soliloquy. Spendor, Transfiguration. XL0. and much
more. Custom home theater and HDTV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington. DC's leading
source.
(703) 734-9391, WWW.41111‘1111ii0.1OM.
_
__

GREATEST FM ANTENNA 1 Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Stereophde-reco llllll ended (April 2002) vertical
dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-8637, other locales
inquire (716) 683-5451, lax (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at 1111 ,1411lene.COM.
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-the-art... soon to
include AM.

ART AUDIO DIAVOLO AMR $2950; Reference 3A
Royal Master speakers. 51750; Mapleshade Omega 3
speaker cable, 12% $750; Siltech FTM-4 Gold interconnect, ltn, $750. (859) 581-3763.

CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver. BEL Audio Physic,
EAD, Immedia, Vibrapock Lyra, Wireworld, Klyne,
Power Snakes. Acoustic Energy, Richard Gray, YHA.
Needle Nectar, Ilerron Audio, Analysis Plus, MYA,
Arcam. Edge Electronics. Aurios. Used and demos
available. Trade-ins welcome. More info at umme.comer
audition; or (503) 643-7512.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS—respected for quality
modifications. "Making the best better since 1979."
Products modified this year include ARC, Boulder.
Levinson. Krell. vintage McIntosh and Marantz.
Spectral. Rowland. Counterpoint, Rotel, VAC,
Magnum Dynalab, and many more. We have specialized mods for Haller, Dyna, Adcom, MK, Pioneer
CI), mid others. New, great-sounding DVD players!
Musical Gunge, 49 Jason Court St. Charles, MO 63304,
(636) 447-0040, latest newsletter at www.musical
concepts.com.
AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT: Sill1SUi 90901)13.
$495: Pioneer 10201,, $495; Tcac X-1000R, $495;
Pioneer Spec-4, $295; NEC XG-135, $4995; XG-85.
$2995; XG-75. $2495; 6PC:, $1995. Shipping extra.
(916) 354-1990
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RATES: Private, $1.60 per word;
Commercial, $5.10 per word, $205 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is
defined as one or more characters with a
space, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with ordet by check or credit
card: MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO:
Stereophile Classified Ad Department,
Stephen Mejias, Primedia, 110 Fifth
Ave., 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011.
FAX: (212) 886-2809. ONLINE: clas
sifieds@stereophile.com. DEADLINE:
Ads are due on the first working day of
the month, two months in advance of
the issue in which your ad will appear.
For example, if you want your ad to run
in the August 2002 Stereophile, you must
submit it by June 3, 2002. Please Note:
Phoned-in ads arc not accepted. Please
plan on faxing or mailing in your ads on
the form provided at the end of the section. No refunds.

Mart

ANALOG: COME ANI) SEE WHAT'S NEW at the
HE2002 Show in NYC! You'll find us in Booth 2409.
showing and explaining up-to-date analog gear from
Germany. We'll be selling fine LPs and more. :bait ,
AdOMIC011011$ LLC, (973) 875-8705, andadv@earthlinkriet,
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES: 24-bit/96-192kllz
upgrade for DA-10. Sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 6SN7 triode upgrades for
SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. Sir wwwahavistaandio.rom
MICHAEL ELLIOTT'S NEW ARIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound quality. These are listener's
amplifiers built to last, with lifetime warranties. Sold
direct, no dealer markup! Call Mike at (760) 945-0356
Or
WWW.driditaiO.COM.
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St. Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Akin,
Argent. Art Audio, Atlantis, Audion. Audio Note.
Audio Refinement, Basis. BDR, Benz-Micro, Cary,
Chang, Clearaudio, Echo Busters, Goertz, Graham,
Harmonic Technology, JM Reynaud, Loth X. Magnum
Dynalab, Marchand, Oracle. QSAD, Reference 3A,
Silverline, Soliloquy. Stax, Thor. Transfiguration,
Wavac, Wavelength. YBA, and snore! (510) 732-1204,
WWW1e011/14//ery.i0111.
SOUNI )LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stn.,in
New Orleans B&B, travel nimbursement with purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, Iiirdland, Clayton, GasiniT.
InnerSound amps, JoLick Ilion Warner Imaging,
Wolcott, litietussel, Cliffhanger, Gradients Hsu, Oskar
Heil, Analysis Plus. Magnan, Norclost
Shunyata, Walker Audio. Private auditions. AndioRiiiti5.
(504) 866-1730, wwwinidiokinesis.roin.
ATTRACTIVE PR1C:ES — BEST QUALITY stereo
and home-theater components: Audio Research,
Classé, Collins, Gryphon, Krell, Levinson, McIntosh.
Meridian. Proceed, Totem, luid. Revel, JMIab,
Egg,lestonWorks. Dynaudio, Durland, IS&W, Aerial,
and others. Factory-sealed with manufacturers' warranties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Hilkrest Audio, (310)
891-6866.
VACUUM TUBES ANI) HIGH-END AUDIO ill
&nail Florida!!! Low-noise matched sets our specialty!
New Tesla KT88, Valve Art EL34, 6922 Mil-spec
(6H23n-EB), 1000s of ndies in stock!!! Art Audio amps
and preamps, highly reviewed. on display! Luxor power
cords, interconnects. and conditioners, Morels toneanus and Amazon turntables. Auditions by appointment. ATM Advantage Tube Services, Like 11; ,rili, FL, (561)
434-3799, 11111PrIlbrOlall.COM.
EXPANDABLE STORAGE FURNITURE holds
your collections, equipment, and more. The RACKIT' Systems — modular, stackable oak units for home,
office, and recording studios. Factory direct since 1984
from Per Madsen lksign. Free brochure (mention
Sftreophi/e). Order yours now! (800) 821-4883 or
www.raikittin.
.
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 150 monoblocks,
($9895) $3500. (978) 464-5493.

LPs, CDs, Tapes
VISIT WWWAUDIOPHILE-LP-CD.DE collection.
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REFERENCE 3A
New Model
NW De Capo
Destined To Be The
Next Musical Genius
•Efficent...
•Coherent...
•Affordable...

Onu Is Not bond_

Ire. Uy ain not hue -esteci in
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as a long-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
(•,11 -ol

Wanted
TUBE HI-FL commercial tube and horn speakers.
sonic current "high-end" »cc. JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh. Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
hico. etc. Also old guitars and amps. Smug; (850) 314032141.r (850) 314-0284.
SmaySound@aolawn.
LEGACY FOCUS SPEAKERS, (818)769-8345.
TECHNICS SU-A4 Mk.II preamp and service manuals. (916) 354-1990.

Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
California Audio Labs, Soliloquy, Totem,
Plinius, Nagra, Wavelength, Art Audio,
Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, [AD, Jolido,
Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Silverline, Dunlavy,
Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Verity Audio, Rega,
Pass, Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
Creek, Bybee, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

PO. Box 1/562 Son Ario«, TX /8217
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: galenegcoudio.com

www.gcaudio.com

WARNING !!!

GALEN CAROL

bk. careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure—pay by credit card.

A•U•13.1•0

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RATES: Private, 81.60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone .ind fax numbers. e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads mug
he prepaid with order. Vea/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stemphile Classified Ad Ikpamnent,
Stephen Mejias, PlumED1,4, 110 Filth Avenue. 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or FAX (212) 886-280'4
or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.)
DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to nia in the August 2002 Soymphile. you must
submit it with payaient by June 3, 2002. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next
available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 2294896.
'J Enclosed is payment in the amount of S
for
U1 prefer to pay by check. made payable to Stenvphile
Iprefer to pay by '..I Visa '-I MasterCard

words.

My card # is
Signature

Exp. date

Please run my ad in the following months:

The new efficient hand built,
carbon fiber driver needs no

Category heading:

j General

J CHs/LPs/Tapes

J Wanted

-I

Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

crossover, making it an ideal
match for SET amplifiers

www.reference3a.com
342 Frederick St, Kitchener
Ontario, Canada, N2H2N9
Tel: 519.749.1565
Fax: 519.749.2863
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Advertiser
Advertising published in Stereophik is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services
as offered are accurately described,
and are available to customers at
the advertised price. Advertising
that does not conform to these
standards, or that is deceptive or
misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If you encounter noncompliance with these standards,
please write ro John B. Gourlay,
PRIMEDIA, inc., 110 Fifth
Avenue, 5th Floor, New York,
NY 10011.
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WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END,
Arcom
Acoustic Energy
Beyerdynamic

i17 trOdLIC ing

LP & LD STORAGE

Nairn Audio
Meadowlork

davidson-whitehall

290 M L K Jr Dr . SE, AS, Atlanta GA
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ProAc
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Theta
Tributaries
VAC

Dynaudio
Grade
Denon

Quad

Wilson Audio

LAs Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist
ACOUSTIC ENERGY •AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •ARICI
•ATLANTIS •BASIS •B&K •BENZ MICRO •BILLY BAGS •
CLASSE.DIESTRON •DRAPER •DUNLAVY •
DWIN •EGGLESTUN •ELAN •EQUI.TECH •ESP •FANFARE FM •FAROUDJA
•GRADO •GRAHAM •GRAND PRIX AUDIO •HARMONIC
TECHNOLOGY •HERRON AUDIO •JEFF ROW1AND •KIMBER
SELECT. LEVINSON •MARANTZ •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •
ORACLE •PIONEER ELITE •POLYCRYSTAL •PROCEED •PSI •
REL REGA •REVEL •SONANCE •STEWART •SUMIKO •
THETA DIGITAL. TRANSPARENT •VIDIKRON •AND MORE

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

www.storadisc.com

Or

Rego

Upholding the valued quality
and design integrity of our
STORAdisc line of fine furniture
we now offer custom shelving
for your LPs and LDs.
The shelves are strategically
angled to easily view acollection
for daily access or permanent
archival use. Multiple shelves in
various dimensions are available.
800.848.9811

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614
773.883.9500

I

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Mon -hi 10-7 Sat I0-5:30
6. Bel Air. CA 90077

2337 Roscomare Rd. Ste

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.ambrosia.com
information &large niacin,r of pre-owned electronlcs
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

Scull

n his first e-mail to "Fine Tunes,"
Rafael Teodoro
(RBT@wolfe
net.com) addressed a subject that
Mark Gdovin, that faithful frequenter of
the Stereophile soapbox, had already
brought up. Mark had gone so far as to
give readers sage advice from his brother, amaterials engineer, regarding the
dangers of applying Armor All to speaker cones and surrounds (www.stereo
phile.com/showarchives.cgi?452:1).
Instead of Armor All, Mark recommends Meguiaes #40 Vinyl and Rubber
Conditioner for his speaker surrounds.
The material contains no silicone gels,
he points out, and leaves a medium
rather than aglossy shine, with no greasy
residue. Other rubber treatments that
purportedly contain no silicones according to Rafael, are One Grand Exterior
Rubber Treatment and Sonax Trim
Protectant. Meguiaes and other car-care
products can be purchased at www.car
careonline.com; you should also visit
www.meguiars.com. One Grand Exterior Rubber Treatment costs $9 for a
16-oz pump spray, or just over $20 for a
jug of the stuff.
Now our '84 BMW 318i is getting
somewhat long in the tooth, and since it
sports but ameasly two-valve-per for its
four cylinders, the engine's sound has a
distinctly agricultural flair —it has to be
kept above 300Orpm to get any kind of
oomph. And that gets pretty noisy.
Well, it's fairly rorty inside our car,
and it's lots of fun to drive, but it
makes quite aracket, and the three- or
four-year-old stainless-steel exhaust
resonates at about 300Orpm, the point
we run at (and higher) if we want any
passing power. Thus, the notion of
high-quality sound in our car never
rated very high on our list.
But Ibought some Meguiar's #40 at
my local car-parts emporium anyway,
unscrewed the plastic driver covers
(Kenwood, ahhhh!) in the footwells
of our little Beemer, and treated the

speaker surrounds. Then Iwent back to
absorbing the acoustic bounce, this little
the trunk arca, dropped out the two sur- problem was much attenuated. Should
round drivers that sit on each side of the
you try this and still find problems with
rear shelf; and did the same to them.
top or bottom echoes, just paper above
Well, whaddaya know — after appliand below with squishy wallpaper. That
cation of Mcguiar's #40 front and back,
should solve the problem.
K-10 and Ifound ourselves enjoying car
But Randolph's listening room doumusic more than ever, and damn if I bles as afamily room (oh, those pesky
couldn't hear the front two speakers'
families...), so there's also an antique
contribution to the soundfield in the
double secretary with doors full of
car much more than before. Icould
reflective glass to deal with. The firespread the bass-heavy material to the
place has glass doors as well. So this everrear, and enjoy, for what seemed like
resourceful audiophile keeps several
the first time, what treble information
spring-loaded clamps nearby, and when
the smaller footwell drivers had to conhe wants to listen really seriously, he
tribute. This stuff is okay!
drops several wool or wool-cotton
Another e-mail begins more diffithrow rugs in front of the offending
dently: "Mr. Scull..." Hey, when Iintro- panes and clips them on. Works like a
duce you to my wife's mother, then you
charm, he says. And if Randolph can do
can call me Mr. Scull. In the meantime,
it, so can you.
J-10 will do! Randolph Schein (rw
Onward. A fellow named Lloyd
schein@hotmail.com) suffered from
(Lloyd.smith@ns.sympatico.ca) writes in
what I'll call the Magnepan Bright to say that while he's had success using
Bounce Syndrome. He's got alistening the popular Vibrapods —see "Recroom with hard plaster walls and ommended Components" in the April
polyurethaned wood floors, and even 2002 issue, p.142 — as cheap footers, he's
with the walls partially covered with
occasionally forced to use stacks of two
rugs, the whole thing proved just too
or more of them for maximum sound
darn bright for his pair of Maggies.
improvement, and sonic components
A few years ago asolution presented
seem to require stacks of three. Icouldn't
itself; however. Randolph discovered a stop laughing. How does he do this withsort of squishy vinyl wallpaper with a out the pile of pods toppling over? He
heavily textured finish that made it look
uses Corn Cushions on the Vibrapods —
like a stamped-tin roof. (Could be
"I)r. Scholl's, no less!" he trumpets —
worse...) Putting this on awall moved
placed between the pods and the unit's
the room in the right sonic direction, so
base. Lloyd also highly recommends the
to speak, absorbing efficiently in the
Highwire Power Wraps ($24.95) for
1-3kHz range. So Randolph completely fixed-wire components.
covered the walls with it, and the result
In any case, get out there and tweak!
was so good that he no longer has to
"compulsively," as he put it, jump up Editor's Note: Sadly, this is the final
and insert resistors in his speaker's
"Fine Tunes" column, which made its
tweeter feeds to attenuate bright recorddebut in our July 1998 issue, Jonathan
ings. In fact, he reports proudly, most of Scull having left the magazine at the end
the time now he keeps the Magnepans'
of March. But you can find all 47 installtweeters wide open.
ments in the www.stereophile.com onHow so, you conveniently ask? The
line archives. All of us at Stereophile wish
Maggies are very directional in the verti- Jonathan well in his future endeavors.
cal plane, Iunderstand, so with the room
—John Atkinson
gi
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"The magical quality of the
recording gave me the shivers..."
lest report 816, CC800, SR800, SW800
HIFI Video Home Crnema -April 2001

"There is an overall winner,
the JMIab 816...
an uncommonly accomplished
speaker capable of truly thrilling
music-making..."
Lomparat,ve k,s! report leatunng Cobol? 816
HIFI News -May 2001

"This speaker system conveys emotion
in ways that most speakers in this price class cannot."
lest report 810 LC800 5R800 SW800
-Home Theater Jan 2002

"The new Cobalt 806 will prove truly explosive in its category
8ue

THE
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SPIRIT

OF

SOUND

Don't discard your old CD player.
Don't make your CD collection disappear.

Stereophile Class Arated

You've undoubtedly invested thousands of dollars in
CDs over the years. Why start over?

"Now if you can make a6buck CD sound
almost like a20 buck SAC!), that would be
some trick wouldn't it? That's exactly what

Upsemple all of your standard CDs up to 192k using

the A3 24 did for me.... The A3 24 would be a

your current CD player. The Musical Fidelity A3 24

strong

D to A converter will provide SACD like performance
without purchasing anew CD player or re-buying your
entire CD collection.
The A3 24 DAC uses the same circuitry as our famous

leiommendation

at $1,995.00 or even

$2,495.00, half the price of the NiiVista 3D.
At $1,195.00, it's an astonishing bargain that
belongs in Class A of Recommended Corn lents.... The A3 24 is agreat way to do digital
now." —Sam Tellig, Stereophile, April 2002

NuVista 3D CD player —"Joint Digital Source" of the
year, Stereophile,

2001.

Experience resolution like you've never heard it before.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
www.kevro.com 905-428-2800

